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PREFACE 
It is a platitude of the scholarly world that its books would not 
have their existence were it not for the loving aid of its wives. This 
platitude, however, like most platitudes, contains a large measure of 
the truth. Thus, I dedicate this study" to my wife, ~qua~· 
Many other people have given generously of their sympathy, thought, 
time, and money. .Among those I would like to thank are: Professor 
Gerald Warner Brace, under whose guidance this dissertation was con-
ceived and started; Professors Angelo P. Bertocci and John F. Leisher, 
who contributed, over a long period, suggestions of great value and 
much time, that most precious commodity of the teacher; Eugene Smith, 
whose Slstained help as a friend cannot be measured; Dr. Richard M. 
Cameron, whose library and guidance were always available; and Evelyn 
Cameron, most generous of mothers-in-law. 
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INTRODJCTION 
The scholar who chooses to work in the field of contemporary 
literature IIDlSt deal with several problems that do not usual.ly con-
front the student of the past. He has no well staked-out boundaries, 
and he has no bibliograpQy--the compilation of one is, in fact, his 
first task. And, in addition, he does not know what he may find. Thus, 
he is, from the beginning, in a dual (and compensating ) situation; he 
knows that he will have to do more spade-work of an experimental kind 
than the wrker in the past, but he also has the gratif'ying feeling 
that no one has ever turned over this particular patch of ground before, 
and that if treasure does lie beneath the surface it will be he who will 
enjoy a special thrill of discovery. 
In this Introduction I should like to discuss some of the critics 
of Greene's work and indicate in what ways they have been useflll. to me. 
At the same time, this discussion will constitute a survey of the cur-
rent stste of Greene criticism. I shall then proceed to give a brief 
description of the contents and findings of this dissertation. 
It must immediately be said that a great deal of writing on Greene 
is worthless. This is inevitable in the case of a popular author whose 
books are reviewed on publication in the various American and English 
weeklies, periodicals which cannot afford to devote much space to their 
reviewers. This material must be covered, but the yield is almost nil. 
In addition, Catholic periodicals, which are naturally very a1mre of 
Greene, have not contributed much in the wq of perceptive criticism of 
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his work, and this is not always because their interest is somet:imes nar-
row and sectarian; it is partly because they, too, are l:imited in space. 
The quarterlies and monthlies, of course, offer more, and there are 
ess~ scattered through a score or more books which are helpful and often 
of real value. But for any sustained criticism of Greene we must go to 
the half-dozen books that deal Entirely lll.th his work. 
The Art of Graham Greene by Kenneth Allott and Miriam Farris is the 
only English book on Greene. (The present study is the first by an .AJneri-
can.) It is indispensable for the beginning of any investigation of 
Greene, for it is the best single source of biographical infonnation. 
Also, it is the onJ.x' -work which deals with Greene's early novels. Its 
criticism is careful and often perceptive, and it sorts out the obvious, 
but basic, themes to be found in Greene. But it is perhaps too temperate, 
it lacks suggestiveness, and the greatest fault of the authors is that 
they refuse to discuss and examine Greene's Catholicism. Thus, they give 
us an abbreviated Greene, a Greene deprived of his belief, his passion, 
and his .tbnn. 
. 
In German, there is only Graham Greene und sein Werk, by Josef Ris-
chik, which is not properly a book, but rather a monograph, originally 
written as a dissertation at Bern. Rischik apparently did not have ac-
cess to a good library of modern English literature, and with the ex-
ception of some conversations with Greene h:imself has little to offer 
beyond a workmanlike job done under difficult circumstances. 
The most interesting criticism of Greene is in French, and there 
are four whole books on Greene by Frenchmen. Paul Rostennets Graham 
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Greene: I temoin des temps tragiques has a metaphysical, even broadly 
poetic, quality that is refreshing to read after the usual surveys. 
Rosterme, who likes to figure the -world in tenus of Greek myths, is a 
Catholic who is responsive to the deep, metaphorical meanings implicit 
in certain of the rituals and doctrines of his church. One 1 s only 
disappointment with his book is that, so wide-ranging is his mind, he 
does not often enough discuss Greene's work. 
Certainly the best single book on Greene is Jacques Madaule's 
Graham Greene. Like Rostenne, Madaule is a Catholic, and he also has 
that quality of suggestiveness in his criticism that I have mentioned 
above; but his book is so solid, so long even, that the suggestiveness 
does not push Greene aside but rather becomes part of the larger dis-
cipline of his book. To him I owe my single largest debt, for his ana-
" lysis of the type of character which he calls l 1hamne traque has been 
constantly helpful to me in my own work; it seems to me to be the most 
fruitful way of seeing, within a framework which allows for variations, 
the heroes of Greene. Also, his chapter "L 1Angleterre1 11 in which he 
makes a foreigner's attempt to uruierstand the English character, gave 
me sane interesting oblique views of a people that is not, after all, 
the same as we are--though it must be added that Madaule often goes 
awry in his view of those strangers shrouded in fog who live across the 
Channel from himo 
There remain two other short. books on Greene, and both of them are 
heavily indebted to Madaule. One of these, Marie-Beatrice Mesnet•s 
Graham Greene and the Heart of the Matter, is written in English by a 
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young Frenchwoman. It limits itself' to discussions of' Brighton Rock, 
The Power and the Glory, and The Heart of' the Matter. The other, Graham 
Greene, by Victor de Pange, is even briefer, though it attempts to cover 
most of' Greene's work and career. Both of these books have supplied 
me with suggestive notions and parallels llhich their authors have not 
followed through and 'lilich I have been able to use. 
It may be said, however, of' all of' these books, that they do not 
deal with that quality in Greene that makes him so different fran most 
of his contemporaries--the melodrama that even the most casual reader 
cannot miss. Greene's critics treat him either as a novelist of the 
modern temper, without regard for his religious beliefs, or as a Catho-
lie who depicts and deplores the modern 110rld, without regard for him 
as an artist. Such studies are limited, .f'or they cannot give us Greene 
in his totality; we receive either a picture of another modern novelist, 
which we aid to our gallery (Allott and Farris), or we get a condensed 
and, for the most part, accurate s11111llary of the "messagen of Graham 
Greene (Madaule 1 Rostenne). But a.n:r artist is more than his message, 
and an artist's religion may have an infiuence on both his content and 
his fomo 
Thus 1 I saw the opportunity of showing how Greene 1 s own particular 
kind of Catholicism was organically related to his style. My very long 
second chapter is devoted to a descriptive and evaluative survey of' 
Greene's work in fiction, .f'rom The Man ldthin (1929) to The Quiet Alneri-
~ (1955). It is a detailed, chronological study of what Greene has 
/ " done. It is not a series of resumes; action is summarized only when 
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necessarr for clarification. Greene's characteristic themes and his 
obsessions are noted, and the suggestive, subterranean patterns that 
underlie his work are elucidated. This chapter provides a critical 
introduction to Greene, and it assumes a reasonable familiarity with 
his work. Next, Greene's Weltanschauung is set forth, and an attempt 
is made to show just what kind of Catholic he is. It is argued that 
the force of his belief in original sin makes him an Augustinian Catho- \\ 
lie. Greene is horrified at the impemanent and the impure that he 
sees in the world around him, and, like Pascal, he must believe in 
san.e fixed and absolute order. Hl.s Catholicism gives him this necessarr 
stability. But the novelist must depict the world, and Greene• s dark 
bias apprehends disorder, unpredictability, and war. Thus, his charac-
teristic fo:nn is that of "symbolic melodrama. 11 In Chapter IV, I have 
defined this te:nn and have applied it, broken into its canponent parts, 
to Greene's fiction as a whole. Finally, I have discussed one of his 
"symbolic melodramas," The Power and the Glory, in te:nns of its struc-
tures, and I have related it to the larger question of the modern sym-
bolic novel. 
This study is the first one that considers Greene 1 s characteristic 
form as integrally related to his belief. In the course of defining 
that fo:nn, "symbolic melodr~a, n it has been necessarr for me to deline-
ate a traditi. on of melodrama that ranges baak to Euripides and through 
Shakespeare and certain of the Elizabethan md Jacobean dramatists, but 
which comes into its om in fiction, particularly the fiction of the 
last hundred years, and becomes definitely apparent in Dickens, where 
:\moral dynalllism makes for symboliSIII. Graham Greene is the contemporarr 
English manifestation of that tradition. 
X 
Chapter I 
A SKETCH OF GREENE 1S LIFE 
Graham Greene was bom on October 2, 1904, in Barkhamsted, 
England.1 He was educated at Barkhamsted School, of which his 
father was Headmaster, and at Balliol College, Oxford. At Oxford, 
he was one of the editors of The Oxford Outlook, and in 1925 he 
published his first book, Babbling April, a collection of verse. 
It is not successful verse, and it is puzzling that though he has 
published poems off and on throughout his career all of his poems 
lack these virtues of his fiction, carefully observed detail and 
precision of diction. 
After his graduation from Oxford, Greene became a journalist, 
working first in Nottingham and from 1927 to 1930 with the London 
~. It was in Nottingham in 1926 that he was converted to Cathol-
icism. Catholicism has colored all of his books, and in the early 
ones there is apt to be one minor character or a short scene which is 
explicitly Catholic and which sets the non-Catholic main characters 
against a religious backgound, but it was not until 1938 in Brighton 
~ that he used Catholic characters and a specifically Catholic 
theme for the first time , 
Greene 1 s training in journalism has marked all of his books, and 
any reader will notice how the daily news is made the material for his 
fiction, especially those books written in the thirties. Like many 
1. The biographical information in these first two paragaphs 
is taken from Kenneth Allott and Miriam Farris, The Art of Graham Greene 
(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1951), P• 245. 
1 
joumalists, be has travelled extensively. In 1933 he was in Oslo and 
Stockholm,2 and in 1934 he was in Paris at the time of CoDI!Iunist 
strikes and riots.3 In 1935 he walked from Sierra Leone into Liberia 
in an attempt to get back to the "heart of darkness", and he recorded 
this in his first travel book, Journey Without Maps. In Mexico, in 
1938, he travelled through the country from North to South, spending a 
considerable time in the isolated southern states of Tabasco and 
Chiapas in an attempt to discover what had happened to a Catholic popu-
lation that bad had its church taken away from it by the state. _!!!! 
Lawless l!oada4 (1939) describes his experiences. It was on this 
journey that he was told of the situations which became the basis for 
his novel The Power and the Glor;y (1940). After working for a short 
time in the Ministry of Infonnation at the beginning of the war, he 
was sent out to West Africa to work for the Foreign Office. This colo-
nial episode contributed the background for the novel The Heart of the 
Matter (1948). During the last two years, he has frequently been in 
Indo-China.5 As one would expect from his novels, he is a traveller 
who seeks erupting societies and situations. 
In addition to journalism, Greene has been connected with the 
films in several capacities. At least eleven of his books have been 
filmed, although very few of them have been supervised by Clt-eene and 
most of them have been distorted, bowdlerized, and so changed in 
2. See his article in Living Age, CCCXLV (Jan. 1934), 424-26. 
3. See "Strike in Paris," Spectator, CLII (1934), 229-30, and 
the short story "Brother" in Nineteen Stories (New York: Viking, 1949), 
PP• 99-lo8. 
4. Published as Another Mexico in this country. 
5. See Bibliograph;y for recent articles on Indo-China in New 
Republic and London Magazine • -
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meaning as to be hardly recognizable in terms of the author's original 
intention. He has also served as film critic for the Spectator, con-
tributing regularly between 1935 and 1939 (with timl out for Mexico) 
and occasionally until 1941. Also, during the thirties he wrote stories 
and film scripts for British companies, 6 and he has done s:illlilar work 
recently for his own The Third Man and The Stranger's Hand. It is easy 
v to see the influence of the cinema on his fiction, but it is much i 
harder to judge how important this influence has been if we understand 
that Eliot and Joyce have also influenced him, for both The Wasteland 
and Ulysses are themselves camera-like in the way in which they pick 
out significant details and in the way they (but especially Eliot in 
his poem) use what is a literary equivalent of IIIQlltage, cutting from 
aae aspect of a scene or person to another aspect or an entirely new 
situation without any visible transition. The literature of our time 
and the art of film grew in a parallel and simultaneous fashion, and 
while there was no doubt cross-fertilization from film to page (seldom 
tbe reverse) it is impossible to adjudicate precisely any influences, 
for both are characteristic ways of expressing twentieth-century phenom-
ena and feelings. 
In 1943, an English playwright, Richard Harvey, dramatized Brighton 
~ for the London stage, 7 and several years later Basil Dean did 
the same for The Heart of the Matter. Greene himseli had some appren-
6. Greene wrote the story for Four Dark Hours at Denham in 1937, 
and, with Walter Meade, he wrote the screen plan and dialogue for 
Galsworthy's The First and the Last, also at Denham in 1937. See Davy, 
Footnotes to the Film (New York: Oxford University Press, 1937), p. 335. 
7. Anon. ['"drama reviewJ, New Statesman, n.s. U:.V (1943), 188. 
3. 
ticeship to the theatre in his function as drama critic for the Spectator 
during 1940..41, and as the author of British Dramatista (1942). In 195.3 
his first play, The Living Room, opened in London. It has since been 
seen in this country and in Paris • 
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Chapter II 
A DESCRIP!'IVE AND EVALUATIVE SURVEY 
OF GRAHAM GREENE'S FICTION 
,. ' 
"C' est de ce melange, ou le mal est souvent plus apparent que le bien_, 
mais d•ou la Gr~e n•est jamais absente, que Greene ••• s•est constitue 
le peintre. nl 
A. The Man Within 
Graham Greene's first published novel (two previous manuscripts 
bad been rejected by Heinemann's),:? is The Man Within.3 (1929), a care--
f'all.y'-patterned1 s:lmp}Jr-told historical novel. It is set on the south 
coast of England and deals with the smugglers of the ear}Jr nineteenth 
centlll'1• The story is told in the third person, but from the point of 
view of Francis Andrews, the protagonist. There are on}Jr two other im-
portant charactersr Elizabeth, a young woman who lives alone in a cot-
tage on the moors, and Car}Jron, the leader of the band of smugglers. 
The book takes its structure fraa a series of inter-relating du-
alities which lead to the choices ldth which Andrews is faced. The 
epigraph, "There' s another man within me that's angry with me 1 " is 
from Sir Thomas Browne, who himself was adapting St. Paul (Romans vii. 
22-24), and it prepares us for the man at war with himeelf; it sets up 
the first of the dualities, that of the "double man." 
1. R. P. Gaston Fournier, s. J.,' Le tounnent de Dieu che:z lea 
amants de Graham Greene' (Toulouse: n. pub. 1 1952') 1 P• .3.3. 
2. See the Author's Note to The Man Within • 
.3. Londont Heinemann, 1952. 
Andrews bas, in his own mind, two fathers, the real one, now dead, 
'llh011 he has !Bted and still hates, and Carlyon, who has been his merrt;or, . 
and of 'llh011 he thinlal t 
Carlyon and I are then on the S8111e plane, he thought, with a 
wistf'ul. longing for belief. He follows his dre81118 and I do not 
follow mine, but the mere dre8111ing is good. And I 8111 better 
than lilT father, for he had no dre8111so (p. 187) 
And: "And yet how different it would have been if Carlyon had been his 
father." (p. 188) The father had been bluff and cruel; r.arly-on is a 
poet and dre8111er, straight out of Byron, an adventurer who lives for 
his dre811U!1 1 melancholy when he renects on men and their gods, and 
isolated in his superiority. 
Yet, in his desire to free himself from the smugglers, all of 
wh0111 except Carlyon compare him unfavorably with his father and treat 
hiJII with corrt;empt, Andrews betra;rs Carlyon, for "his enemy was his ra-
ther and lay td.thin l:daself, confusing him till he had struck at his 
friend." (p. 239) Andrews, in betraying Carlyon, has betrayed his own 
better side; in strild.ng at his father he has wounded himself and his 
friend. Carlyon realizes this and is hurt into hatred. The story 
opens with him pursuing Andrews through the night, detennined to kill 
him. 
Andrews exemplifies another dichotOMT, that of "the divided mind.,L 
"He was, he !mew, Embarrassingly made up of two persons, the sentimen-
tal, bullying, desiring child and another more stern critic." (p. 17) 
He plays the bully when he first meets Elizabeth, but it is a bully 
that fools neither of them. And it is the child who has betrayed the 
4. This phrase serves as the title of Chapter Two of Allott and 
Farris, The Art of Graham Greene. 
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Blllugglers, as he admits himself at the trialz "And I wanted to show 
these men that I vas 110111eone to be considered, that I had the power to 
smash all of their plans. • (p. l$3) In fact, one of the weaknesses of 
the novel is that the "stern critic" is very seldom seen and perhaps 
never believed in. Of the two times when it might seem to be in ope~ 
tion, the first, his testimony at the trial, is vitiated by a bribe, 
and the second, his admission of responsibility for Elizabeth's mur-
der and the promise of suicide, is shadowed by the reader's strong 
conviction that Andrews looks forward to death, that it is not a sac-
rifice for him. 
As .Andrews finds Elizabeth's lighted cottage in the dark night of 
the moor, so the reader finds that it is around her serene, unwavering 
character that Andrews' dualities are best focussed. After his first 
cliiiUy attempt to show her that he is a man, he subnits to her superior-
ity; indeed, he falls in love with her, and it is this love which later 
makes him go to Lewes to testifY at the Assizes. 
Allott and Farris believe _that in his early books Greene "cannot 
portr~ a woman with any actuality because to do so would interfere 
with her becOIIIing a diagram to illustrate some Euclidean theorem about. 
tenderness or desire--experiences to which only non-Euclidean geometries 
apply.nS ThU8, for them, Elizabeth is nthe ideal Maid,nS the type of 
the good woman, and, of course, the object of the better side of Andrews, 
of his love rather than of his lust. But they cannot believe in her ae 
a fictional character, and such disbelief interferes seriously with 
their (and the reader's) ability to believe in Andrews' renewed strength 
5. Allott and Farris, PP• 46, 48. 
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or in him as one in whom the breach between the two warring men has 
been healed by Ulll!eltish love on the pattern of m.izabeth. 
But Jacques Madaule, while recognizing the lack of verisimilictude 
in Elizabeth ("Ces personnages DJ.izabeth and CarlyonJ sont un peu 
trop inventls pour les besoins de la cause et ils ont surtout nne 
valeur symbolique.•)6, sees in this idealization Greene's attempt to 
make her a symbol of Grace, for he believes that "la f811111e est plus 
pr~s de Dieu que l'hOBMS", and that welle porte en elle des puissances 
de Paix,w6 because "dans la vision eatholique de 1 1univere la femme a 
une place detenaine"e. Elle est, sans doute, la m~re de la vie, mais 
elle est aussi la source de la gr~ee. n6 The woman is, in one sense, 
the inte:nnedja]y between God and man, and there is thus nothing (or 
everything) DO"Sterious in the healing power that '!Uizabeth is able to 
exercise on Andrews. 
Another French eri tie, Paul Rostenne, puts what is essentially 
the same idea in a way that allows us to see clearly the doubleness 
of Andrews and the way in which it can be healed: "Seul, 1' amour de 
la femme ~ussit ~ libe'rer 1 1 homme de l 1 animal, autrement que par la 
nlgation radicale de son humanit,.n7 And Rostenne goes on to credit 
Greene with what he himself assuredly has, nun sens metapbysique trop 
juste.n7 
I think it is illlpossible to disagree with Allott and ""arris that 
Elizabeth is unsatisfactory as a. believable character, and that the 
reason for this is that Greene nstill found the relationship between 
6. Jacques Madaule, Graham Greene (Paris: tes Mitions du Temps 
~sent, 1949), PP• 59, 287, 305. 
7. Paul Rostenne, Graham Greener ~oin des temps tragiques (Paris: 
Les Tatoins de l•Espirit, 1949), PP• 173, 174. 
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a III&D and liOIIIail ba1'fl.ing and mysterious in itself.nB At the same time, 
the French critics have pointed out an important element in the novel 
and one that is found again and again in Greene's work, the function 
of woman as the spiritual healer of man. 
B7 looking at Lucy, the little tart who bribes Andrews to stay in 
Lewes and testi.t'y, we can see both how Greene has pattemed his novel 
and how the theme of the double man is revealed in sexual relationships. 
Andrews, while drunk, has been picked up in Lewes by an assistant 
of Sir Henry Merriman, the King• s prosecutor, and taken to him as a 
witness who will possibly weight the Crown's case, for until Andrews 
gives hilllself away in the tavem, no one has known who wrote the anon;r• 
mous letter which betrayed the saugglers into the hands of the coastal 
authorities. But Sir Henry cannot persuade Andrews to testi.t'y. Hi.s 
mistress, Lucy, however, offers herself to Andrewe if he will testi.t'y, 
and this temptation he cannot resist, although he !mows that he is 
nov betraying Elizabeth, who had convinced him to give evidence for 
herr •He vas doing for a wrong reason what he had refused to do for a 
right. He had tumed a deaf ear to what his heart, supported by the 
critic within, had asked of him, but he had capitulated at the first 
hungry wail his dirty,l.Ustingbody had uttered." (pp. 129-130) Here 
again, we have the "desiring child" who has vanquished the nstem 
critic,• but only with guilt, for even in defeat the critic's voice 
ill heard;- the critic can no more be killed than can the child, the 
double mind rEIIIIs:l..ns double • 
It is obvious that Lucy is ps:l..red off against Elizabeth as his 
father ill against Carlyon, and that we have a patteming here in 
B. Allott and Farris, p. 48. 
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which "Lucy- is as simpl:f Flesh as Elizabeth is Spirit, aDd she apoo 
peale to the habitual Francis Andrews as strongl:f as Elizabeth had 
appealed earlier to • the man within t • n9 Even as he arranges to sleep 
with Lucy-, he thinks t 
There was a kind of ~tecy in Elizabeth, a ldnd of sanctity-
which blurred and obscured his desire with love. Here was DO 
love aDd DO reverence. The animal in him could ponder her 
beauty- crudel:f and lustfulq, as it had poooered the cham of 
common harlots, but with the added spice of a reciprocated desire. 
(pp. 128-129) 
This Love-Lust dichotomy 'lll.ll becaae greatly refined in the course of 
Greene's career, but it will never entirely disappear. We will see 
that in his latest novel, The End of the Affair, it re-emerges in a 
striking, new fashion. 
The important patterns of the book are crossed with each other in 
order to give a c0111plexity- that a clean black-and-white balance could 
not give. Perhaps the most successful of these crossings is that of 
Elin.beth 8Jid Carlyon, his two loves. .Alldrews renects, with Carl:fon 
gone out of his life back into his own strange existence and with 
Elizabeth deadr 
The two musics had fought for final mastery---one alluring, un-
real, touched with a thin romance 8Jid poetry-, the other clear-
cut, ringing, sane, a voice carved out of white marble. One had 
gone out .f'raa him into a vague world, the other was silent in 
death, but silence had conquered. 
(p. 240) 
Silence conquers to 1he degree that .Alldrews can say- to the dead Eliza-
bethr "if y-ou had waited one month more, one week more, I might have 
believed. Now I hope.• (p. 244) This hope is so new that ws see the 
basis for the claim of Madaule and Rostenne that Grace has touched 
.Alldrews through the love of Elizabeth, and Sllpport for this may be 
9. Allott and Farris, P• 54. 
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found in a detail noticed only by Madaule, for when CarlYon comes 
looking for .AJldrews, who is hiding in a closet, he notices that there 
are two cups of tea on the taqle and that one of them is still warm. 
He questions Elizabeth about it, but she lies and tells him that it 
is hers. .Andrews watches her drain tbe tea that he had left: 
A strange loving cup, he thought bitterly, but his bitterness 
vanished before a wave of h'IDIIility which for one moment even 
cleared his mind of its consciousness of fear. He had been 
kneeling to gain a view of the room beyond, but now in heart 
he ImeJ:t to her. She is a saint he thought. The charity and 
courage with which she hid him from his enenq he took for 
granted; but to his IIIUdd.led unstraight mind the act of drinking 
from the same cup came with a surprising nobility. (p. 61) 
nc•est presque le mama geste que celui de Tristan et d'Yseut; le philtre, 
et d'ailleurs Greene souligne lui-mAae l'allusion."lO And it truly is 
the philter, for love does grow between them, even to the point at which 
they plan marriage. But in terms of the patterns of the book, it ia 
his love for Elizabeth, .f1rst known at this point, which liberates him' 
from the grip of his love for Carlyon. In this brief scene we have 
the first example of what Hne. Claude-EdJDonde Magny has called Greene's 
•secret symboliBIII1 nll the subtle presentation of a suggestive parallel 
scene or incident from world literature {but chiefly the Bible) that 
gives a new dimension and light to Greene's own situations and chal-
actere. 
Greene would have us believe that the silence has conquered and 
that hope has been bom, blt can w? Early in the book Elizabeth had 
asked Andrews what be wanted, and his reply was •To be null and void, n 
{p. S6) and this desire to be disengaged, to be safe and at rest, runs 
10. Madaule, P• 28S. 
ll. MD.e. Magny is quoted in a brochure put out by the Viking Press 
at the time of the publication of The Heart of the Matter. This bro-
chure is made up of quotations from AmertCan ana foreign critics praising 
Greene's work. 
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throughout the stor,r. Allott 8Jid Farris say, and again it is di.tfi• 
cult to disagree with thEm, 1bat "it should be evident that Andrews' 
wish for peace, for a permanent reconciliation of his two selves, is 
a death wish. Our dissatisfaction C"with the endJ is bound up with 
this perception. "12 Andrews is like a good man;r Greene heroes, Conrad 
Drover, Raven, Pink:l.e, Scobie, and perhaps the whisky priest, who wel-
come death ae a release from their situations, although sOIIIB, like An-
drews, mq Blllbivalently fear it, ae he has feared physical pain and 
possible death throughout. The whole people, those who are not frac-
tured into a warring doubleness, are Elizabeth end Carlyon, a1d even 
they aust go :Into •a vague world• or die, so that we understand that 
in Greene's own psychology here Aixirews himself aust know that his 
early death is necessar,r and to seek it. In this flrst novel, the 
sadness of th:lngs ill that for an Andrews there will never be quite 
enough time for the breach to be healedr "if you had waited one 
month more, one wsek 1110re. 11 
The revenue officers arrive at Elizabeth's cottage to find her 
dead1 8Jid Greens ver.r neatly mrks out his patterned structure in 
Andrews' words to thaar 
nr killed her,• Aixl.rews said. "You'll find my IUIIIIe on the 
knife. 11 You are safe now, Carlyon, he thought, not with any 
bitter, soured or jealous love, but with a quiet and Slllused 
friendliness. We are quits. And yet it is true-! did kill 
her or my father :In me. But, father, you too shall die. 
(p. 244) 
And, as the officers lead him away, he reaches for the knife which 
ngl.iJ1mered ••• :ln the belt of the officer in front of him," (p. 246) 
8Jid with 'llhich he will kill himself. 
12. .Ulott and Farris, P• 58. 
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Has he really gained courage? Does it work out as Greene meant 
it to? Or is Alldrews still the creature of his desire for extinction• 
"to be null and voidn? Greene baa expected us to believe in too great 
a change too quickly (the stoey takes place in less than a week)• m 
we cannot, despite our admiration for certain things in the novel. 
Madaul.e, as a Catholic, is perhaps more willing to believe, for this 
change is the action of grace, but, although I have no wish to legis-
late grace out of fiction, it must work within the fictional modes 
for it to satisf'y us. As I shall point out below, Greene later learned 
to write a ld.nd of novel in which grace had its proper function, a kind 
of novel in Mhich not only atmosphere, but also pattern or structure 
allowed for the jolting surprise that comes with grace to occur in terms 
of its own logic, but in The Man Within ve feel that Greene tries to 
make it happen by telling us that it happened, and that to make a theme 
COIII8 clear he baa pushed his own creation, tm character of Andrew, 
beyond its own bounds. Sartre has said that God is not an artist, and 
neither is the artist God.l3 
Walter Allen, in his recent The English Novel, has suggested that 
the S1JIIbolic novel of pursuit has a lineage that carries at least as 
far back as Godwin's Caleb Williau.lli Graham Greene is certainly the 
contanpor&1'7 master of this genre, and Greene has created a special 
kind of protagonist, which the French call l 1homme :traqu,, for his 
books. To a centuey that is much concerned with the recognition of 
13. J.-P. Sartre, Situations I (Parisr Gallimard1 1947), "Dieu 
n•est pas un artiste; M. Malii'i&c non plus,n p. 57. 
11!. walter Allen, The English Novel (Londonr Phoenix House. 
n.d.)• P• 96. 
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its own guilt, this type is peculiarl.Jr suited, but we may- find a 
classical precedent in the myths of Orestes and Oedipus in the sense 
that pursuit leads to self-knowledge and that one accepts the respon-
sibility for one• s guilt. Although this character is cert.ainl.Jr pur-
sued by literal enemies (Orestes), it. is also the case that he pur-
sues himself (Oedipus); in Greene, because of his consciousness of 
his Oll!l guilt. Madaule saya of Andrews, •le monde condsmne Andrews 
parce qu• U se co!ldamne. nl5 Man tracked is very nearl.Jr man trapped 
and without choice once he has chosen; and although, as a Catholic, 
Greene must subscribe to the doctrine of free 111.ll1 Evelyn Waugh's 
remark about Greene in a review of The Lawless Roads seems a close 
approximation of the truth: •Contemplation of the horrible ways in 
which men exercise their right of choice leads him into s:>mething 
vsry near a hatred of free-will."16 In Greene, the pursuit is in-
eluctable once started, lll.tli onl.Jr capture and self-knowledge awaiting 
the pursued; he is finall.Jr dslivered up into his own hands by a proc-
ess which includes terror, hatred, and love. 
" Andrews is clearl.Jr the first of~ hommestraques, and his situa-
tion is described by Madaule as at least partl.Jr the result of heredity, 
over which man has no choice: 
Si Andrews est un homme traquG, c•est parce qu•U fait des ~ves 
sans avoir le courage ds les suivre, tandis que Carl.Jron est un 
h01111118 qui ~vs et. qui a en maae temps du courage, et son pere 
itait une e'paisse brute, qui ne nvait pas, mais qui avait du 
courage. Andrews a h'rit-' des r3vss de sa ml:!re sans avoir re_s:u 
le courage de son p~re.l7 
15. Madaule, P• 56. 
16. Evelyn W&ugh, "The waste Land, n Spectator, CLXII (1939) 1 414. 
17 • Madaule, P• 56. 
Cowardice is on Andrews• conscience (and this is generally the case with 
Greene's hommes traques), and1 as his testimony at the trial shows, he 
is pursued by this shameful knowledge. He is asked: "What were your 
motives for ~ng information with the Revenue?" He answers with 
harsh honesty: 
"It was because I had a father whom I hated and he was always being 
put before me as a model. It made me mad. And I •m a coward. You 
all !mow that." Andrews gripped the edge of the box and leant for-
ward, his voice angry, his face red and ashamed. "I was afraid of 
being hurt and I hated the sea and the noise and the danger. And 
unless I did something it would have gone on for always." 
(pp. 152-153) 
Greene would have it that Andrews 1 pursued by cowardice and weakness 1 
ems the chase when he finds the courage to confess a crime that he has 
not committed, but for which he does have some responsibility, and then 
to take his life. He has finally quelled the anger of "the man within. n 
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B. The Name of Action 
Greene's second novel, The Name of Action (1930),18 has few of 
the elements which made The Man Within a seedbed from which would 
spring many of the themes which are characteristic of Greene's work as 
a whole, and this fact, in addition to its immaturity when compared 
with the first novel, probably accounts for the fact that Greene has 
never reprinted it, has never spoken of it in later years. 
The Name of Action has been called "a Ruritanian fantasy ••• 
divorced from the representation of the contemporary scene,nl9 and 
the remark is just. Greene has laid down a barrage of epigraphs from 
Hamlet (the title), Donne, and The Hollow Men, but, although one 
senses the earnestness of his effort, the weaknesses of the novel are 
not obscured. The theme, the progress of a young man from a "romantic" 
view of life through disillusion to some kind of maturity, is valid, 
arxl certainly what one might. expect from a novelist of twenty-five, 
but the smallness and remoteness of the protagonist and the staginess 
of the setting keep the book from achieving the kind of seriousness 
that is apparent in The Man Within, despite that book's flaws. 
Oliver Chant (even his nsme rings false) is a rich, young, bored, 
"romantic" Englishman who offers his money and his services to revolu-
tionaries who are attempting to overthrow Demassener, the dictator of 
Trier in the Palatinate. Chant pictures himself, "the friend of the 
18. London: Heinemann, 1930. 
19. Allott and Farris, p. 35. Later, p. 68, they speak of the 
book as "a parody of a !W.ritanian fiction," and the ironies of the 
last section of the book perhaps make this a more accurate appraisal. 
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people," standing behind the barricades "wilt of the pathetic accUJIIl-
lated furniture of the poor," (p. 7) fighting for freedom against 
tyranny. He has another reason for going to Trier, however. He has 
seen a photogt-aph of Anne-Marie, Demassener's wife, in The Tatler, and 
her beauty has enhanced the attraction of republicanism, for his roman-
tic mind conjures up fantasies of the handsome, dark, opposing woman. 
This absurd situation is heightened by the fact that the secret 
agents with whom Chant is to work are a poet, Joseph Kapper, and an 
artist, Torner. It is with these characters that we find the first 
welcome touch of irony, for Kapper, advertised to Chant in London as 
"a gt-eat poetj' is actually a grimy and licentious writer of smtty dog-
gerel, and Torner, "the artist," draws lewd cartoons of Anne-Marie. It 
is from them, and especially from Kapper, that the novel derives what 
life and interest it has. They are opposed to Chant's sentimental, 
chivalric notions of revolution, and their own grosser methods are, of 
course, proved right. This opposition of "realists" and the sentimental 
man weakens the book, for if Chant is not completely a "headpiece 
stuffed with straw" he is certainly a straw man. 
Allott and Farris would see Chant as another double man, like 
Andrews, this time, however, caught between political as well as per-
sonal polarities. Demassener is not "the usual man of blood and iron,n20 
but a puritan who has closed the brothels and the cabarets, who has 
ousted "all the scum of Burope C: that J was here during the Republic,• 
(p. 64) and who distrusts music because it has the power to stir people 
to want change. Stern and gentle, he is a petty Plato, who in five 
20. Allott and Farris, p. 67. 
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years of marriage has never slept with his wife, because, as she tells 
Chant, "all that disgusts him." (p. 271) Demassener feels that "It 
sometimes seems to me that I am the only man existing who can see these 
things ss they must appear to a God who is not smirched by living in 
this 'IOrld," (p. 78) and thus he can say, 111 hate freedom, freedom 
means freedom for the animal in man. I would bind man in clean chains." 
(p. 78) 
This "dictator" is attractive to Chant, precisely because the 
young Englishman himself has certain ideals of "purity" and "love," and 
is ashamed of his own baser, lustful thoughts and desires, which are 
externalized in Kapper, the poet, who says to Anne-Marie when he meets 
her with Chant in the darkness: 
11 I'm not interested in your name. I seem to know your 
voice, but then I know the voice of every trollop in Trier. 
I don't need to know their names •••• ! am a man and you are 
a woman •••• We all meet in the same place sooner or later." 
"I suppose you mean in the grave." 
"No, no," Kapper said. "I mean between the sheets." 
(pp. 260-261) 
For Allott and Farris then, "Chant is clearly the correct hero for 
this ironic political fiction. Between Kapper and Demassener, who 
represent the halves of his divided mind, he feels that he stands for 
nothing at all, that he has no personality.•21 And Chant, after sleep-
ing with Anne-Marie, is the one who takes the wounded and deposed 
dicta tor over the border, 1e aving Kapper and Anne-Marie, the "realists," 
together in Trier to meet between the sheets. 
This argument of Allott and Farris for the divided mind of Chant 
is perhaps good enough in the externals, but Greene has not rendered 
Chant as he had Andrews, so that where there was passionate torment and 
21. Allott and Farris, p. 67. 
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a sense of good and evil in the first hero, in Chant we find only the 
muddles and confusions of a decent, likeable, unexceptional young man, 
certainly no Hamlet. Greene does not let us see the mind as divided 
here, instead we are to infer it from the hero's waverings, and the 
loss of clearly described, though upsetting innerness is great, for we 
neither believe in Chant and his motives, nor do we feel the emotional 
power that Greene communicated to us through Andrews and his situation. 
"In The Name of Action ••• the most important theme is that of 
betrayal• 22 and in a writer like Greene betrayal always means irony. 
The supreme irony here is that before Anne-lo!arie sleeps with Chant she 
tells him that Demassener either will not or cannot sleep with her, 
and it is this knowledge, rather than the anns and ammunition that Chant 
has siiD.lggled in from Coblenz, that serves to overthrow the dictatorship. 
Chant, now full of high ideas of fighting for Anne-Marie and love, meets 
ber the next day in the cathedral and asks her to marry him. She tells 
him: 
"Last night,• she said with no attempt to soften the 
brutality of the words, "was nothing. Anyone would 
have satisfied me. I don't know wb;y I had troubled 
to be faithful for so long." 
(p. 299) 
Chant's only resource is to stupify himself with drink, and, without 
realizing what he is doing, he tells Kapper about Anne-l>!arie 's life with 
Demassener. Kapper immediately writes a dirty poem telling all, with 
"names, place, time," and has it distributed in th011sands throughout 
Trier. He knows that the dictator's police will not fire on a laughing 
crowd, especially if they are protecting only a laughing-stock. 
22. Allott and Farris, p. 66. 
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Armed with Kapper's poem and two effigies, one of Demassener "horned 
and mutilated, n the other nthe representation of his wife, n (p. 326) a 
crowd fills the squsre before the palace. When Demassener tries to 
speak to them they only laugh and someone throws a mud-covered pebble, 
the mob's SYillbol of itself. "The crowning irony in The Name of Action 
is that even the revolution succeeds for the wrong reasons •••• It is not 
the passion for freedom that liberates Trier ••• the chains binding •the 
animal in man' disappear in the gale of laughter following the revels-
tion that Demassener is in the crudest sense less of a man than the 
humblest male citizen of Trier.n23 The betrayals work their own logic: 
Anne-Marie has betrayed her husband with Chant, who, feeling himself 
betrayed by her cruelty, betrays his own ideals by telling Kapper,who 
betrays the State by leading the populace. Only the dictator remains 
nunsmirched" to the end. 
Chant leaves, disgusted and disillusioned, prepared perhaps to 
accept bitterly "the dingy meann24 which he had once rejected for 
"glory,n as he has also accepted the responsibility for the npuren 
wounded dictator. He leaves Trier, not a new man, but a changed one, 
and I think Greene would have us believe a more mature one. 
If we cannot entirely assent to Chant's maturity, it is because, 
unlike Andrews and so many other Greene heroes, Chant has not been 
pursued by the other man within that • s angry with him; he has not 
23. Allott and Farris, PP• 68-69. 
24. Chant had said to Anne-Marie; "We must all analyse now, 
until there's no black or white, but only a dingy mean. I 1m old-
fashioned, I admit •••• There• s more glory there." Her ans1rer was; 
"I admit the mean ••• the dinginess. But it's the truth. We can't 
escape from it.n (p. 263) 
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tracked himself down the dark alleys of the soul to the light of 
self-knowledge. Very little dies in Chant; he changes by accretion. 
:n 
Co RlllllOUl" at Nightfall 
Rlllllour- at Nightfall25 (1931) is Graham Greene's third novel. As 
with The Name ot Action, he has never reprinted it, and it has been 
called "undoubtedly Greene's worst. a26 It has little of the searching 
study of the divided llind as in The Man Wl.thin and none of the sharp 
ironies of the third and final part ot The Name of Action. The Man 
Within bad been a critical and financial success,27 but the two books 
that followed were so strikingly unsuccessful in both respects that 
Greene JUde a completely new departure (which set him in his true 
direction) in his next book, Stamboul Train. Rumour at Nightfall is 
not, however, entirely devoid of interest, and it may tell us more 
about Greene than the lighter The Name of Action. 
There are two literary references which help us to understand the 
novel. The first ot these, which has been pointed out by Allott and 
Farris, 28 is the very strong influence of Conrad's The Arrow of Gold. 
RUIIlour at Niglltfall is, likB The Man WI. thin, a historical novel, this 
time set in Spain in the mid-nineteenth centur-y • and it deals, as does 
The Arrow ot Gold, with the Carlist revolt. In addition to the setting, 
ftboth have irritating romantic heroines-Greene's Eulelia Monti has 
something of DoHa Rita• s tmysteryt and 'unfathomable appeal' in spite 
of the obvious differences between the two characters; and in each a 
25. London: Heinemann, 193lo 
26. Allott and Farris, P• 37. 
27. Anon., nShocker,n Time (October 29, 1951), P• 102. 
28. Allott and Farris,""P':"37o 
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similar infiation or style can be found at climactic moments. n29 Allott 
am Farris, however, are willing to defend Greene• s stylistic imitation 
of Conradr 
It was proper enough for the younger Greene to wish to write prose 
am not simply to throw down words on a page, end reasonable to 
see what he could pick up !1'0111 Conrad and Stevenson. That must be 
the excuse for the Brumma' gem jewell.ey of the worst parts of the 
early booker the badness sprang not from indifference or care-
lessness, but from a desire to write wen.29 
And they do not limit Conrad's influence to the "bad, n for Greene aleo 
found in Conrad •a quality of moral perception, a taking seriously of 
h1D1lan behaviour, a recognition that choices have to be made end that 
people are responsible for them, [' vhichJ implies a •vertebrate• 
structure for the novels in which it is contained.n29 
In Rumour at Nightfall Greene has split his hero into two charac-
tere, Chase and Crane, creating the familiar "double" of modem fiction. 
(Probably the most recent example of this technique for Greene was Virginia 
Woolf's Mrs. Dallowy, published in 1925.) The "double• is a way of deal-
ing wl.th the theme or the divided mind, but it often has the disadvantage 
that it cannot present successfully to us the actual divided mind. Greene 
succeeded in giving us this latter in The Man Within, he failed in :£!!!. 
N811le or Action because he never rendered dr811latically Chsnt•s internal 
wars, arxi he fails here because he has so schematized his doubleness 
that we get two half-en, each supply.Lng the qualities that the other 
lacks. 
Chase, a reporter for an English newspaper, is trying to get a 
story on Caveda, a Carlist leader who has taken to the mountains after 
the defeat of his party. But when we meet Chase he is engaged in a 
military interception or a message from Caveda. He is a man of action. 
29. Allott arxi Farris, PP• 37, 39, 40. 
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Ironically, his action is militarily useless, though it later entangles 
him with Eulalia Monti and his friend Crane. A soldier is kUled in 
Chase's ambush, but it is his nature to find the death and last rites 
of the Catholic Spaniards only an embarrassing nuisance, for he repre-
sents the aggressive, unsentimental side of the double protagonist, and 
he has that obtuseness to the feelings of others that is peculiar to 
the type of skeptic who rests assured and comfortable in his skepticism. 
Michael Crane, an English friend who arrives in Spain just as Chase 
wishes he were with him (such is the way of the "split" novel--Chase 
first sees Crane in his own mirror), is, like Andrews, a coward who 
lacks confidence in his own abUity to act: "he had prayed too at times 
that nothing would occur to drive him to a decision or to an action •••• 
His life was taped out with terrors, and each new terror he could fore-
see.• (p. 100) He is the familiar self-conscious, self-doubting man, 
who can be recognized as a "1110rtality type11 30 (one who must die a 
symbolic and often sacrificial death) in much of Greene's fiction. He 
is closer to the type of 1 1homme trague than any other character in the 
second and third novels; yet with Crane the pursuit is not clear-cut, 
and his death takes place off stage (i.e, whUe we see things from 
Chase 1 s point of view) so that we do not know if he found courage and 
peace before he was kUled. Presumably he did not, for in death his 
"hands were joined and held out, not in the manner of appeal or prayer, 
but in a way that a criminal might bold out his hands for handcuffs, 
to thrust them within the imPrisoning circle.• (p. 293) It is too 
30. This is a phrase of Greene's from a Spectator Cinema review, 
CLXII (1939), 957. 
obviously the case that Crane represents the inw'ardness of the split 
protagonist 1 as Chase represents the bluff outwardness • 
The third important character, Eulelia Monti, with whom both men 
fall in love, is more clearly divided in herself than either of the 
men, and her argument from heredity reminds one of Andrews: 
What am I'l I am nry father and nry mother. If I have any 
virtue, it is nry father's. He is a good man •••• And if I 
have sinned, it is nry mother's sin •••• There should be 
something in me to resist nry mother 'When she whispers of 
the lovers I might have •••• Not the mother you have seen, 
but the one in me. But where am I, who should resist'l Is 
there ann 
(p. 195) 
She is rare in Greene 1 s fiction, perhaps the only woman character who 
is so divided. She is, however, only observed; the point of view is 
shared between the two men, and this, of course, limits what Greene 
can do with her as a tracked one. She is pursued by the mother in her, 
but one feels that she has the strength to turn on her pursuer and 
defeat rer whenever she wishes. Her character is not clearly drawn, 
she is 1111\YSterious" and "unfathomable," and whatever we say of her 
must be qualif:!Bd l;>y a doubt. 
The second of the literary references 'Which are important to 
Rumour at Nightfall has not been previously noticed. It is that the 
title is derived from a passage very near the end of The Wasteland 
(lines 4ll-416): 
Dayadhvam: I have heard the key 
Turn in the door once and turn once only 
We think of the key, each in his prison 
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison 
Only at nightfall, aethereal rumours 3l 
Revive for a moment a broken Coriolanus. 
31. T. s. Eliot, Collected Poems (New York: Harcourt Brace n.d.), 
PP• 89-90. 
There is a key of a kind here which will tell us bow Greene expected 
his novel to be read. Crane and Chase are "each in his prison,• and, 
looking at Crane first, we see him caught behind the walls of his own 
fear, but although he stays in the dangeroos town, it is impossible to 
believe him to be even "a broken Coriolanus,n for he lacks pride and 
strength, which are exactly the dcudnant characteristics of Shakespeare 1 s 
hero • What of Chase'l His prison is that of skepticism and indifference 
to the feelinl!l! of others; he lacks imagination. But Crane's death, 
which results from Chase's jealous anger and subsequent betrayal, liber-
ates Chase, revives him "for a moment,• until he can say to his dead 
friend: "If I could share your pain. If I could share it .n (p. 295) 
He answers to the colmland to sympathize. Imagination may not be dead 
in him. 
The allusion (in lines 41l-412) to the Inferno (XXXIn, 46-47; 
Ugolino of Pisa) elllphasises Chase's betrayal of Crane and Crane's own 
treason (his cowardice) to himself. Logically, the meanings behind 
the title should suit both men, but the balance is not perfect despite 
the above-mentioned parallels, for it is only Chase who colllpletely fits. 
Only he can be seen, in his bluntness, his desire for action, and his 
disregard for othe~, as·a Coriolanus, broken as all men are, but now, 
at the end, admitting it for the first time. 
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D. Stamboul Train 
Allott and Farris have described in detail (and with Greene's aid) 
the genesis of Stamboul Train32 (1932), the first of his books to deal 
with the contemporary world in a manner that was to become characteristic 
of h:IJn. He told them 
that what shocked h:IJn out of the cultivation of his hysteria--a 
brief, unkind but not unfair description of the early novels--
was a scathing, salutary review by a well-known novelist and 
reviewer /:Frank SwinnertonJ. At the time Greene was living by 
his writing and the review seemed a serious matter. In reply 
be decided to write a book with a contemporary subject as 
rapidly as possibl&--by contrast Rumour at Nightfall had been 
very slowly elaborated. It would not be a serious book--it 
would be written too rapidly for that--so he would call it an 
"entertainment"; but it would show the reviewer of Rumour at 
Nightfall, other reviewers and the public that he could tell a 
contemporary story with all the slickness required.33 
Greene, too, has several t:IJnes commented on Stamboul Train. Recent-
ly, he has said: 
I had to write a pot-boiler, a modern adventure story, and I 
suddenly discovered that I liked the form, that the 
3
Viting 
came easily, that I was beginning to find my world. 
And, much earlier, on the way out on his first African trip the ship 
stopped at Teneriffe, where the movie-theatre there was showing the 
film made from the book, Orient E:xpress (this was the title it was 
given in this country and in France). The experience Greene had of 
seeing the film gave him an opportunity to judge the novel anew. He 
says: 
32. London: Heinemann, 1947. 
33. AUott and Farris, P• 76. 
34. From an interview conducted by S:IJnon Raven and Martin 
Shuttleworth, "The Art of Fiction, III: Graham Greene," Paris Review, 
III (Autumn 1953), 33. 
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':t" 
The direction was incompetent, the photography undistinguished, 
the storysentimental. I! t.>tere was any truth in the original 
it had been carei'ully altered, i! anything were left unchanged 
it was because it was untrue. By what was unchanged I could 
judge and condemn my own novel: I could see clearl:y
5
what was 
cheap and banal enough to fit the cheap banal film.3 
Cheap and banal parts of Stamboul Train may be, but the original inten-
tion of writing a pot-boiler was obviously succeeded by an interest in 
developing some of the themes of the European collapse, and in the new 
personal discovery that he was beginning to find his true world. 
Before examining Stamboul Train I would like to discuss the "enter-
tainments1136 generally. I do not want to isolate them from the novels 
proper in this survey, for they reveal the same themes and obsessions 
that t.'te novels reveal, and they seem to me equally important in under-
standing Greene. As Walter Allen has said: "just as the little girl 
wrote of Shakespeare that his comedies were as good as tragedies by 
anybody else, so Greene's 'entertainments' are at least as good as oost 
people's novels.n37 
The "entertainments" are to be distinguished from the novels by 
the comparative lack of development in the characters, by the 
wilful use of interesting background for its own sake, and, 
more particularly perhaps, by the freedom Greene allows himself 
in linking up the various sections of his narrative by coinci-
dences and 1mprobabilities.38 
But, being shorter and less solidly built up than the novels, they are, 
for exactly these reasons, exciting expressions of certa:ln aspects of 
35. Journey Without Maps (Lonoon: Heinemann, 1950), p. 19. 
36. oreene used this word because "it would not be a serious 
book.• I have as yet found no precederrl; for it. 
37. Walter Allen, •Graham Greene," in Writers of Today (London: 
Sidgewick and Jackson, 1946), P• 22. 
38. Allott and Farris, p. 79. 
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our time. Because of the fast pace and the large number of coincidences 
there is a quality of phantasmagoria, of nightmare, in the "entertain-
ments," and this is enhanced by the frequent appearance of "vivid 
grotesques, people so simple that they always have the same side turned 
to one.n39 Further, Madaule says that ther~ is "une sorte de logique 
du cauchemar"40 which dominates the events of the entertainments, and 
this leads him to bring out tw other related aspects that are character-
istic of them, as well as of most of Greene's other novels. He says 
first: ' ~ 40 "Et ce que je nomme le cauchemar, n 'est-ce point une revelation?" 
.And then: ' ' 11Ajoutez que 1 1objet de nombre de cauchemars, c'est precise-
ment 1a poursuite. 1 1homme se sent traque',n40 I have indicated above, 
in my discussion of The Man Within, how the tracked man is pursued until 
he reaches the point at which he must face both his enemies and himself. 
He must find himaelf in the progress of the nightmare in order to save 
himself, We shall see this process used several tinras in the books 
still to be discussed. 
Behind Greene 1 s entertainments stand the novel of adventure, the 
novel of espionage, the mystery story, and the thriller, The sto:ries 
of John Buchan are the single most important influence, for, as Greene 
has said, he "was the first to realize the enormous dramatic value of 
adventure in familiar surroundings happening to unadventurous men."41 
To an urban melodramatist like Greene who has always seen the men around 
39. Joumey Without Maps, p. 202. 
40. Madaule, P• 88. 
41. In "The Lsst Buchan," in The Lost Childhood (New York: Viking, 
1952)' p. 104. 
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him as fated to conspire against each other the example of Buchan was 
irresist.ible. But there is one important difference between the heroes 
of Buchan and those of Greene. Richard HannBY and Edward Leithen are 
unexceptionable men, decent, upright, capable in their work--there is 
nothing wrong with them. That is the trouble with them; there is 
nothing wrong. Greene, coming to a similar kind of fiction with a modern 
psychological bias that e:xplains men more truly than Buchan's simple 
"good," gives us heroes with whom there is always something wrong. Some 
of them (for instance, D. in The Confidential Agent, Arthur Rowe in ~ 
Ministry of Fear, am Rollo Martins in The Third Man) are very much 
more unadventurous than Buchan's heroes; they find ordinary life itself 
difficult, unlike lfannBY who has "made his pile" in Africa and Leithen, 
the successful barrister who will rise to a higj:J. position in English 
politics. And Raven, in A Oun for Sale, a vicious professional murderer, 
wuld be denied the title of hero by many of the squeamish. The some-
thing that is wrong is a psychological wound which determines the 
structure of the character, and which makes these men "tracked" by two 
pursuers, one literal, the other within, in a nightmare world in which 
both the nature of the spy-ring and the nature of the self will be 
revealed. 
Stamboul Train is a modern instance of a very ancient literary 
device, the story of a heterogeneous group of people thrown together 
by the accident of a common de·stination. Chaucer, when he improved on 
Boccaccio by developing the characters of his pilgrims in the Prologue 
and the links of The Canterbury Tales, initiated this type of story in 
English, and it bas enjoyed a flourishing literary lif'e ever since his 
time. In fact, the artificiality or the situation is certainly one of 
those "cheap and banal" elements that Greene himself admitted finding 
in the book. 
The train is a world, populated by Czinnsr, an elderly Yugoslavian 
socialist who is going back to his country to lead a new revolution, 
~att, a successful young English Jew (like Mr. Eugenides, Eliot's 
Smyrna merchant, he bas a pocketful or currants), Coral Musker, a chorus 
girl, Mabel Warren, a lesbian journalist, Janet Pardoe, her companion, 
Opie, a cricketing clergyman, Q. C. Savory, a Cockney novelist (100,000 
copies), and the Peters, London shopkeepers touring middle Europe. At 
Vienna, the train is joined by a fugitive, Josef Grunlich, thief and 
11111rderer. It is an attempt "to represent a fairly extensive cross-
section view or lif'e.•42 
Greene's method, new to him, is derived from Ulysses and The Waste-
!!!!!!· It is the technique of what Kenneth Burke has called "perspective 
by incongruity," the ironic juxtaposition or elements that have no 
readily-seen similarity, but prove to relate to each other in the pat-
tern or the whole work. Instead or Burke 1 s phrase, we may prefer to 
see this uethod as the discovery of similarities in seeming dissimilar-
ities, i.e. the classical view of uetaphor (in Johnson and Coleridge), 
or we may liken it to the film technique of montage, or cutting from 
one event or sequence to another without transition. At acy rate, it 
is a method that, once Greene learned the use of it, is to be found in 
his books from Stamboul Train on. Here, snatches or conversation are 
42. Allott and Farris, P• 80. 
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placed next to each other like the separate, queerly-shaped pieces of 
a jigsaw puzzle: 
"Choose for me," she said, and was glad that he or-
dered wine, for it will help, she thought, tonight. 
"I like your ring.• The lights of Vienna fied by them 
into the dark, and the waiter leant across the table 
and pulled down the blind. Myatt. said: "It cost fifty 
pounds .... It's worth nearly twice that." 
"Tell me about her," said Mr. Q. C. Savory; "she's an 
odd type. Drinks'!" •so devoted to me.• "But who wouldn't 
be?" He leant forward crumbling bread and asked with 
caution: "I've never been able to understand. What 
can a woman like that do?" 
"No, I won't have any iiiOre of this foreign beer. My 
stomach won't stand it. Ask them, haven't they got a 
Guinness. I'd just fancy a Guinness." 
•or course you are having a great sports revival in 
Germany, 11 said Mr. Opie. "Splendid types of young men, 
one sees. But still it 1 s not the same as cricket. Take 
Hobbs and Sutcliffe •••• • 
"Kisses. Always kisses.• 
"But I don't speak the lingo, Amy." 
(pp. 114-115) 
It is, of course, familiar, but it comes as a wholehearted change 
from Greene's earlier straight-forward narratives of young men and 
their problems. One finds, in fact, in both Stamboul Train and It's A 
Battlefield, his next book, that there is no hero in the sense of a 
single character whose actions and point of view dominate the book. 
Although Conrad Drover in the latter book II!Wit be considered !m !!2!!!!!!! 
traque', his problem is no more at the center of the story than is the 
problem of the Assistant Co11111issioner. In his first three books Greena 
was happiest when using only three or four characters (Andrews-
Elizabeth-Carlyon, Chant-Marie-Demassener-Kapper, Crane-Chase-Eulelia), 
but after the shifts in technique and to the cont;emporary world men-
tionad above he gives us ten or a dozen characters, many of whom are 
sketched rather than tully drawn. This may be partly as a result of 
tbe social emphasis that was current in the nineteen-thirties, in the 
sense that the world of the tra:in or the world of London, that is of 
man seen in some kind of a community, is thought to be more important 
and more significant than man as an isolated individual. Dos Passes 
was publishing his ~ during the early thirties, and while it is much 
more explicitly social than Greene 1s books it may have had some influ-
ence on Greene, for Dos Passos himself was much influenced by Joyce at 
that time. Certainly, in both Dos Passes and Greene, technique and 
content are 1110re than suited to each other, they call for each other. 
But we must also notice that Greene has turned away from the soul-
searchings of sensitive young men of his ow class, who work out their 
destinies in remote times and places, and has looked 1110re ambitiously 
at the diverse polyglot world in which he lived, in which lack of 
understanding (see the passage quoted on the previous page) is more 
common tiian any truths of existence potentially to be discovered. 
Toward the end of the thirties Greene was able to combine the new 
influence with the strength of the old manner and to arrive finally at 
a st,rle characteristically his own. 
Greene is concerned always with betrayal, as we have seen in our 
discussion of his early novels. But in Stamboul Train there is such a 
series of ironic betrayals as to show us that this is the way the world 
is, that is as conceived by Greene. Myatt, having made Coral Musker 
his temporary mistress, is willing to give up the search for her after 
she has been abducted by the frontier guards, and he will, within a 
day or two, arrange a marriage, convenient both commercially and 
socially, with Janet Pardoe, Mabel Warren's bored and beautiful 
.3.3 
"companion." And thus, of course, 1e Mabel betrayed. But it 1e Mabel 
who rescues Coral fran the police, and takes her (and her exclusive 
story on Czinner) back to Cologne, back to the "redecorated and rejuve-
nated flat." (p. 238) These balanced ironies are part of a context. in 
which Mabel would betray Czinner, whom she has recognized as a notorious 
political exile, if he will not give her a scoop on the revolutionary 
plot in Belgrade, and in which she does betray poor Savory, the novelist, 
by twisting his words in an interview. Larger than these examples 1e 
the case of Czinner, who is given a fuller background than anyone else • 
He has betrayed the religion of his parents, and as he makes hie last 
journey toward his homeland, toward defeat and death, he feels the need 
for confession, to be forgiven. But in the fallen world of Stamboul 
~there 1e no forgiveness; one bas chosen one's way, and like the 
train on its rails there 1e no other way. Czinner dies in a warehouse 
just inside the border of his count:ey, the revolt he was planning to 
lead already crushed, the martyrdom he sought denied him, cold and unfor-
given. 
Those who survive in the world of Stamboul Train are those who 
know that "one had to be very alive, very flexible, very opportunist," 
(p. 227) and that "being decent, doing the right thing ••• didn 1t pay." 
(p. 228) In Greene 1 s earlier novels the characters were aware of cer-
tain moral, if not religious, codes, and their problems (those of 
Andrews, Crane, and Chant) centered on their allegiance to these codes, 
but Stamboul Train shows us a world which is morally bankrupt, one in 
which infidelity does pay off. 
Eo It•s A Battlefield 
"For a critic who wants to prove the existence in Greens of a 
lively social concern about •the death throes of the old society,' 
It's A Battlefield43 (1934) provides the necessary alllllunition. n44 
This statement is unquestionably true, and ;yet when we read ths book 
twenty ;years after its first publication we see how unimportant is 
the political concern to the success of the book; we see that the 
political situation serves only as a stage on llhich is revealed the 
unchanging conditions of men. In this, It• s A Battlefield is like 
the novels of the Chinese Revolution and the Spanish Civil War of 
J.ndrl Malraux. 
The real concern of It• s A Battlefield is the problem of justice 
in a Godless world. HUman justice is tragically imperfect, and none 
truly believe in divine justice. Greene has treated this thEIIIe in 
this, his first novel of the great modern cit;y, with such perception 
and poignancy that we ma;y call It's A Battlefield his first completely 
mature book. 
As in Rumour at Nightfall, Greene has drawn on Conre.J!5 (The Sec-
ret !gent) for part of It 1 s A· Battlefield, but we deal now with a new 
Greene and a different Conrad, a Conrad no longer "romantic" as in, 
43. Londont Heinemann, "Unifonn Ed1 tion Completel;y Revised," 1948. 
44. Allott and Farris, P• ~. · 
. 45. Greene pa;ys off this debt in a wry way. Conrad Drover, brother 
of the condemned man, thinker "Conrad ••• HI.s parents had no business 
calling him b;y such a nsme, the name of a seaman, a merchant officer 
who once lodged in their house. •What was there about him?• he had of-
ten asked. 'WIV call me after him? was he clever?• •Not that I know 
of,• they said. •was he kind to you?• •Not particularly.• •'What hap. 
pened to him?• • I dunno. • • Was he vi th you long?• • A few months. • 
1 Then wilT, why'?• 1 I dunno0 Gave us the idea, I suppose. No good 
calling you Herbert. Your uncle was broke. •" (p. 138) In addition, 
the simple responses of the parents tell us worlds about Conrad• s and 
Jinl1s background. 
se:r, Lord Jim, whose exoticiSII and JQ'l!ltery have been replaced by an 
interest in the sordid futility of anarchi11111, ircnically handled, and 
whose setting is a murky, lower class, near-Dickensian London. As 
F. R. Leavis has said, "lle don•t look for the secrets of Conrad's soul 
in The Secret !gent. nl.i6 
The Assistant Commissioner ot the London police in Greene's novel 
is very close to the Assistant Commissioner in The Secret Agent, and 
it is in the conception of this character for which Greene is most in-
debted to Conrad. Both men have returned to England late in their 
careers from honorably executed colonial duties, and now feel lost in 
the complex world of London. Both are anxious to master the details 
of their new positions and are resented by the rising younger men of 
their departments. Experienced and brave, both are admirable civil 
servants. Conrad's concern, however, is not with justice, and he has 
not given his Commissioner the speculative turn ot mind which Greene 
has created tor his character. 
Despite the conviction that •his business was not justice," (p. 186) 
Greene's Assistant Commissioner ~hen he was tired or depressed or felt 
his age ••• dreamed of an organization which he could serve for higher 
reasons than pay, an organization which would enlist his fidelity be-
cause of its inherent justice, its ~air distribution ot reward, its 
reasonableness. n (p. 147) But he never wavers in the execution ot 
his duties, even if his '.thoughts frequently reveal what might in another 
IIWl be crushing doubts about the value or those duties. He is able to 
do this because his constant image of himself is that of a soldier: 
46. F. R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (New Yorkt Doubleday 
Anchor, 1954), P• 254. 
One did not question during the war why one fought; one waited 
till the war was over for that. 
(p. 187) 
He was like a general left alone at headquarters to study the 
reports from every com.pany •••• But he was not sheltered in a 
chateau behind miles of torn country; the front line was onl,y 
a hundred yards away • (p. 146) 
It often occurred to him that he was less the general in con-
trol than the private soldier fighting in a fog, like the men 
at Inke:nnan, in a fury of self-preservation. (p. 191) 
Thus, although the image suffers changes, dependent on his mood, no 
change obliterates the basic image of the soldier in actionr 
The truth is, nobody cares about anything but his own troubles. 
Everybody's too busy fighting his own little battle to think of 
the, the next mano47 
(p. 217) 
Thus, Greene, by presenting the honest doubts of a man of stern duty • 
all objectified by a single guiding iu.ge, can give us a s,mpathetic 
po~rai t of the character who most sbodies huun justice in a book 
in which we feel deeply the imperfection of that justice, and this is 
done so that we will not take sides, for we realize that •it' s a 
battlefield," and that there can be no victors, no absolute right and 
wrong, in a war as total as this one. 
The quotations above give us the Assistant C011111issioner1 s sense 
of the battle and of his position in the lines. But he is not the 
chief character in the book (though none can be said to be more im-
portent). Conrad Drover, the brother of a bus driver who has been 
condemned to death for the accidental killing of a policeman in a 
47. The repetition of the article in the last line of this quo-
tation is not a misprint. It signifies the natural awkwardness and 
hesitancy of the Assistant Commissioner when he uses words, for he 
e~resses himself best in action--like a soldier. 
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riot, shares the center with the Assistant Conmissioner. Conrad, 
burdened with intelligence, bas risen :fr0111 his class, and is now a 
respected, efficient clerk in a respectable City firm. But his rise 
has cut him of'f' f'I'OIII the members of' the class to 'Which he was born, 
and a painful feeling of inferiority keeps him forever uneasy in the 
presence of those with wbOIR he works. The only people he loves are 
Jim, his brother, and Milly, his sister-in-law, and this involvement 
constitutes one of' the book's major ironies, for if Jim's death sen-
tence is reprieved then he will spend eighteen years in prison, at 
the end of' which Milly will be forty-three. Jim himself' hopes for 
death, so that the terrible burden of remaining faithful will be 
taken f'r0111 Milly, and when he is reprieved he tries to cOJIIIIIit suicide. 
More f'I'OIII loneliness than lust or even love, Conrad and Milly do sleep 
together, but Conrad's unhappiness is only intensified by their mis-
erable night. He determines to shoot the Assistant C0111llissioner, con-
vinced that this single violent act will bear &Iiley" his hatred of' him-
self' and the world. But, as in The Secret Agent, anarchic action is 
ultimately futile, for the Assistant Commissioner is not responsible 
for Jill's sentence, and Conrad, innocmt of' weapons, bas been sold 
blank cartridges. His one attempted act of' violence is as meaning.. 
less as the automobile accident which causes his death. 
It's A Battlefield presents a wasteland in which none of the 
characters can t1nd anything of lasting value; one fights, but for 
what purpose no one knows. The Assistant COJIIIIlissioner finds it ex-
pedient to f'eel that "his wrk was silllply to preserve the meting 
order" (p. 16); Conrad bas no hope of' finding the love which he craves; 
Milly races eighteen tomented ;rears or waiting tor Jilll; the prison 
chaplain resigns hie position because he ncan 1t stand human justice 
an;r longer. Its arbitrariness. Its incomprehensibility, n (p. 230) 
but, like the others, he cannot escape the hlllll&n situation. In addi~ 
tion, in this novel as in Stamboul Train, Greene has attempted a cross 
section or the modern 'WOrld, and it is rich with minor characters who 
point up the predicaments or the major characters. They are: Kay 
R111111er, Milly's sister, hard and sensual, who goes to Colllllunist meet-
ings only because "there would be fifty men to every woman" {p. 27)-
she is a sister or Eliot's typist, promiscuous because she !mows 
nothing else; Conder, a little, 'bald journalist, who in his lalnlliness 
tells his acquaintances his fantasies or nthe domesticated man with 
a devoted wife and six children to support, a taxpayer, the backbone 
of his country, n (p. 22) and believes his own pathetic lies to the 
point at which "hie discontent t;'"with domesticityJ was as unreal as 
his world" (p. 118); Jules Briton, young and restless, so lonely that 
he would marry Kay; Surrogate, a CQIIII.unist dilletante, husband of a 
late, great painter whose superiority he still feels painfully, pomp-
ous and overfed, a self-styled champion or the class 118l'J and Caroline 
Bury, 1he last of the great hostesses, in llhose rooms "Henry James hed 
constructed his sentences like Chinese boxes which held at the center 
a tiny colloquialism; Meredit~ had unloosed a torrent or epigrams; 
Hardy had wondered what it was all about, n (p. 96) who tries now to 
bribe a cabinet minister on Jim Drover's behalf, innocently and ig• 
norantly misunderstanding the true nature or the case, a Bloomsbury 
do-gooder aiding those she can never !mow. 
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Self-deception, aimlessness, promiscuity, unbearable loneliness, 
all part or the world or 
The streatham Rape and Murder. Latest DeTelopments. 
Mr. Macdonald Flies to Lossi_,uth. 
Disarmament Conference Adjourns. 
Special Service tor Footballers.r 
Family ot Insured Couple Draw ;ol""l01 000. Insure Today. (p. 20) 
a world devoid or God or justice or even simple gracefulness, a tabloid 
wrld, a hellish world. And Greene has explicitly drawn his modern In-
ferno early in the book. When the Assistant CODmissioner visits the 
prison he is told the geography or the building: 
"That • s Block A. The new prisoners all go there. It they behave 
themselves, they get shifted to that one there, that's Block B. 
Block c, the one we passed, that's the highest grade. or course 
it there's any complaint against them, they get shifted down. 
It 1s just like a school," 
(p. 15) 
and he has 
a dim 11181D.Ory that s0111eone had once upped hell in circles, ani as 
the searchlight SliOoped and touched and passed, and the bell 
ceased clanging tor Block C to go to their cells, he thought, nthis 
is only the outer circle." 
(p. 19) 
But in our world, the ntreen are also imprisoned. In the match tactory 
where Kay Ri.Dmer wrkat 
"That's Block A. The new eaployees go there for the simplest 
processes. Then if they work well they aove to Block B1 and so 
to Block c. Everyone in Block C is a skilled eaployee. Any 
serious Ddstake and they are moved back to Block B." 
(pp. 25-26) 
But more than prison and factory are hellish, .f'or in a single awtul 
sentence we are told that 
At each station on the OUter Circle a train stopped every tw 
Ddnutes. (p. 20) 
London itself', the great sprawling city, does not differ; it is as 
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helllshl,y organized as the p!'ison and factory, and its treed01111 too, 
is illusoey. This brief concatenation is Greens• s first direct, power-
f'ul criticism of the modern world--a trapped world in which hate and 
tear preclude love or positive belle!. 
I have said above that in his early books Greene usually will 
maks one minor character or situation specifically Catholic in order 
to show a tim religious ground behind the fragmented world of his 
main characters.46 In It's A Battlefield Jules Briton is the only 
orthodox believer; he is a Catholic. Here is how he reacts to Mass: 
Always in the badly Ut church, surrounded by the hideous statues 
ot an unc0111promis~ faith, listening to the certainty ot that 
pronouncemmt-pe'ch8, p~he", pechcf--he was giTen confidence, an 
ialllense pride, a purpose •••• while the wine was made blood, the 
most unlikely things seemed possible, emotion came easily, the 
desire tor sacrifice, the desire tor love, the desire tor ten-
derness. 
(pp. 159-160) 
But Jules carries veey little of this from the church-once outside he 
is restless and unhappy; there is here a radical split between belle! 
and action, blt we have glimpsed tor a moment what is missing in the 
battle-scarred wasteland: "confidence, an immense pride, a purpose." 
Jules is a minor character, but one who is essential to the novel, tor 
it is his situation which makes us phrase the key question of It 1 s A 
Battlefield: How can there be justice (of the heart, ot the mind, or 
among men generally) without belief? No one believes, and all long tor 
belief. 
46. Examples of this use of Catholicism in the first three novels 
are: the tuneral ot the old lUll in the old women making 
the stations of the Cross in the and Marie meet tar 
their rendezvous in The Name of Action~ and the death of the Spanish 
soldier at the beginiliiii of Rmiiour at ighttall. 
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Conrad distrusts himself, las no conf'idence, pride, or purpose; 
be has attached hiruelf to his strong older brother because he gains 
strength thereby, but now he hates Jilll1 for Jim means the true situa-
tion of Molly's misery and Conrad's love for her, of the hellish pri-
son and city. Conrad is driven by this hate, but he is unlike the 
~ 
other honmes traques who are to follow him in Greene's 'WOrk, for 
there is no redemption for him before death. He knows, in the last 
lllinute of life, that Jim has been reprieved, that Milly sees her 
eighteen...,.ear wait with horror, that all of his attempts have been 
futile. 
Conder, believing the domestic fantasies with which he populates 
his loneliness, the urbane, fatuous Mr. Surrogate and his belief in 
the dictatorship of the worker and the class war, and, nearer the cen-
ter of the battlefield, a trunk-tlurderer who sings •oh, come to Jesus, 
all of you. Come to Jesus," (p. 89) for he belongs to the Salvation 
!!!Z• all are pathetic in the falseness, the delusion, lil!.th which they 
face the unreal city. Or, at the other pole from Jules, we may liSe one 
who has faitht 
Caroline Bury had Faith. He was not quite certain in what she had 
faith, whether in the God of the Jews, of Rome, of Canterbury, of 
Mrs. Eddy or of Mrs. Besant, but however vague her faith, it was 
unshakable; perhaps it 1B8 unshakable because of its vagueness. 
It was useless to disprove the divinity of Christ, for then it 
would be ibund that this was not one of the articles of her belief. 
She could waive the divinity of Christ, she could waive the Old 
Testament and the Gospels and the Acts. She could waive the Koran, 
she could even waive tbe sacred books of India;: these were minor 
points. She had Faith. 
(pp. 9B-99) 
Perhaps this cuts deeper than Greene intended, for later we see her as 
a brave and compassionate person, but here it is clear, with that 
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wicked •nen• in the penultilllate sentence, that Caroline Buey, as much 
as Conder or Surrogate, .finds true belief impossible, !lid that this 
congeries of .faiths witbout direction !lid steadfastness is .far .froa true 
faith. 
And so we return to the Assistant Commissioner, who thinks at the 
end of the bookt "If I had faith ••• if I had any conviction that I was 
on the right side; Caroline has that; when she loses it, she has only 
to change her side.• (p. 234) But this he thinks in a depressed moment; 
more than anyone else in the boo~ ~ has worksd out a~ vivendi of 
suspicion and skepticism, drawn from his job as a policeman; he is an 
English empiricist. As he goes to apprehend the trunk!-murderer, he 
tells himself: 
It was these contradictions, the moral maxims that did not apply, 
that made it impossible .for a man to .found his life on any higher 
motive than doing his job. A life spent with criminals would nev-
er .fail to strip the maxims o.f priests and teachers .from the lJDpo 
derlying chaos. 
(p. 89) 
I have said above that his constant image o.f himself is as a soldier, 
but it is as a specific kind o.f soldier who can himself waive the prob-
lam o.f belief: 
In the case o.f Drover he was upbolding a system in which he had 
no int.erest because he was paid to uphold itt he was a mercenary 
ri talics mine 7' and a mercenary soldier could not enCourage 
liimself with tlle catchwords of patriotiBlll-my country right or 
wrong; self-determination o.f peoples; justice. He .fought be-
cause be was paid to fight, snd only occasionally did the sight 
of some brutality lend conviction to the brain with which be 
.fought. 
(pp. 147-148) 
And yet, in his weak moments even be has the will to believe, as we 
have seen above. Or perhaps it is more accurate to suggest that .for 
the Assistant Commissioner, who is the honnll'l:.e homme o.f the book, 
the probleDI of belief is, in nerkegaard's terms, a tribulation ("all, 
the troubles that come upon us from without and can't be disposed of 
by' acts of 11111 but can only be endured, that is, treated aesthetically") 
rather than a temptation ("all the internal conflicts that must not be 
endured but salTed in action by the will, that is, treated ethicallyn).49 
If this suggestion carries the ring of truth, then he is a rare man, but 
his unsolnd insoluble problE!III mskes him a fine, rich character, and a 
tit one with wham to end a novel which more than most solves nothing, 
but leaves us ld.th a horribly clear picture of the hellish center, the 
hellish city and its inhabitants, of the battlefield. 
It1 s A Battlefield differs tram, and is superior to, Greene's 
earlier novels in that, although it has, of course, the force of his 
obsession--the failure of belief and the lack of justice--which gives 
it its theme, in this book Greene is able to get beyond the rather too 
small, perhaps too subjective worlds of the earlier novels to an ob-
jectification of despair and fUtility in terms of the large world of 
co~temporary society. When we finish the last page of It's a Battle-
field we feel not only the pain and sorrow of a few individual lives, 
we feel that we too are part of the huge battle which rages unceasing-
ly about us and in which there are no victors, but only victims. 
49, These words are w. H. Auden1 s in a note on Kierkegaard in 
his "New Year Letter," in ~e Double Han (New York: Random House, 
1941), P• 130o 
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F. England Made Me 
Exile and the isolation of the individual mark the pages of Eng1and 
Made Me5° (193>), Greene 1s next novel, and, as in It's A Battlefield, 
all of the characters are caught in the toils of the theme. Anthony 
Farrant, the protagonist, has lived all over the world, Shanghai, Bangkok, 
Aden, am now Stockholm, but he is of necessity a traveller, for he can-
not hold a job; he is everywhere instantly recognized for what he is: 
"his smile explained everything; he carried it always with him as a leper 
carried his bell: it was a perpetual warning that he was not to be 
trusted." (p. 12) But Anthony is English, and he always carries a bit 
of England with him. Wherever he is, he makes a home away from home, 
as in his Stockholm hotel room, which he furnishes with: 
the rather torn photograph of Annette which he had stripped 
from its frame (he leaned it against his tooth mug) ••• The 
Four Just Men in a Tauclmi tz edition, a copy of Film Fiiii: •• 
He tore the colored cover off Film Fun and stuck it against 
the wall with a piece of soap: a girl with large thighs 
dressed in a green bathing suit sat in a swing with her knees 
apart. He tore out a photograph of Claudette Colbert in a 
Roman bath and balanced it on his suitcase. Two girls play-
ing striP poker he put above his bed with more soap. 
(pp. 68-69) 
Anthony's process of decoration ironically indicates to us just 
what is meaningful to him, a modern Englishman, or the English heritage. 
The cheap and the commercial remind him of the old home when he is at 
the farfiung outposts of commerce and empire. Greene is not indicting 
the man only; as we shall see be is criticizing the world or modern 
50. New York: Viking, 1953• For this reprinting the novel was 
re-titled, in this country, The Shipwrecked, a less felicitous title 
than the suggestive original. In France, it is more carefully titled 
M~re Angle terre. 
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England and the system which produces a man like Anthony Farrant. 
Anthony, however, is not the onlY rootless character in this novel. 
Kate, his sister, lives in Stockholm as the secretary and mistress of 
the capitalist Krogh, and she has cut herself off from England as deci-
si vely as she can. Her onlY real attachment is to her charming, shiftless 
brother, whom she has brought to Sweden so that she can have him with 
her; she will finallY possess him by getting him a job with Krogh, for 
she knows that he has no future; he cannot afford to be sacked again, 
and she will fight ruthlesslY to keep him with her. 
Kate and Anthony are twins, Kate the elder by six minutes, and they 
have always had a telepathic knowledge of each other's thoughts and 
pains.5l When Anthony, at prep school, had wounded himself just below 
the eye while skinning a rabbit, Kate, fifty miles away at another 
school, felt his pain and knew that he needed her. Their intense love 
of each other has been built on this strange ability to communicate and 
is pregnant with implications of incest. As George Woodcock has said: 
"The incestuous love of Anthony and Kate Farrant in England Made Me, 
perhaps because it is as perverse as the characters themselves, perhaps 
because it is doomed never to be fulfilled ••• attains a remarkable beauty 
in the almost Elizabethan tragedy of these two linled souls. n52 A 
beautiful love, but also a sterile love, and one that is symbolic of 
the world of the Farrants. 
But by the time they are reunited in Stockhblm (it has been years 
51. In an early story, ''The End of the Party," Greene has another 
pair of twins who are capable 'of this kind of knowledge. ApparentlY, 
the idea fascinates him. 
52. George Woodcock, "Graham Greene," in The writer and Politics 
(London: The Porcupine Press, 1948), p. 150. 
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since they have seen each other), Anthony has lost his feeling for Kate, 
his passion has been blunted by the passage of the years: 
He even forgot Kate: she was a blurred, composite figure, 
she was Maud, Amlette, the American girl iri the City of 
~. his landlady's daughter that year in Edgware Road. 
~ing," he said, "I like your lipstick. It's a new 
shade, isn't it?" and immediately he remembered that she 
was wearing none; he soould have mentioned her clothes or 
her scent. 
(pp. 6o-6l) 
And when Anthony is murdered after leaving Kate and Krogh, she has no 
feeling at all; her hypersensitivity to his pain has disappeared. Iron-
ically, it is Krogh who is pained, and who empties the aspirin botUe, 
Anthony and Kate are finally as cut off fran each other as they are from 
their homeland--they are complete ex:Ues. 
There is another English exile in Stockholm, Minty, a disreputable 
journalist whose source of income depends on the news that he can pick 
up about Krogh, for newspaper readers are avid for details about the 
rich. Minty has been forced to leave England for an unspecified but 
obviously dishonorable reason, but he, like Anthony, makes a home away 
from home, and cherishes all that is English in him: his Anglo-
Catholicism (High Church), his school (Harrow), his estranged relatives, 
the solid English bank. "He believed that, as an Englishman and an old 
Harrovian, he honoured Stockholm by choosing it as his home." (p. 77) 
Small, shabby, arxi friendless, he is more like a lost child than a 
permanent exile. But Minty, with his trust in God, his sense of a peace 
that is not of this world, is the only character in this novel who can 
suggest to us something beyond the futilities of the day-in-day-out 
struggle to exist. Perhaps G, s. Fraser does not go too far when he 
says of Minty: "He is a kind of crippled saint-a man whose real goodness 
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can never find adequate outward expression1 because of the terrible 
sense of ini'eriori ty which crushes his spirit and makes him miserable. a53 
And it is1 of course1 the English systEIIl that. he so reveres that has 
given him his sense of inferiority--Englan:i made him. 
Before looking at these displaced or dislocated Englis!Jnen more 
closely, I would like to Elllphasize that Krogh himself is an exile in his 
own country. He has risen fran a poor fann to his present dominant 
position in world finance, but1 like Conrad Drover, he has found that 
success has placed him in a world that he cannot understand. Socially1 
he is eypersensi tive to manners and protocol1 never knowing lmether he 
should slake hands or bow, never knowing lihat to s~ next. He is forced 
to attend the opera because he is Krogh1 not because he likes or under-
stands it. COliDilunication with others is difficult for h:im1 md he thinks 
nostalgically of the days when he was a laborer, but he can recall only 
isolated fragments of those happy d~. He hides behind the great lights 
flashing "E.K. n to the world from the top of his huge glass and steel 
office building1 and he is only truly happy when dealing with figures: 
athere was nothing he didn't know about figures 1 there was nothing he 
couldn't do with them, there was nothing h1.D11an about them." (pp. 15.3-
154} Only with Fred Hall1 a companion of the old days and now his jack-
of-all-trades an:i henchman, can Krogh COIIIIIunicate, and then only mutely: 
They had nothing to say to each other; lihat 1~ between them, 
held them apart, left them lonely as they drove a~ together, 
was nothing so simple as a death, it WIIS as complicated as the 
love between a man and a woman. 
(p. 242} 
53. Go s. Fraser, The Modem Writer and Hl.s World (Londont Derek 
Verschoyle, 1953}, P• 10 • 
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And, as in It's A Battlefield, the lesser characters, Swedes (the 
Professor and the actresses, for instance) or Englishmen (the Ambassador 
or Captain Gullie), are seen as weak or purposeless, each carrying on 
his deception which reveals h:!m to all but himself, 
Why are Anthony and Minty lost? England made them, and England 
herself has lost the ability to make men and to make them well.54 Jacques 
Madaule has perceived the center of the problem. It lies in the pecul-
iarly English institution of the public school: 
Le college, quelles qu 1en puissant 3tre les tpretes, 
c 'est encore l'enfance continuee, avec une sorte de 
complicite des mattres, dont la prlsence est une con-
stante menace, mais qui pourtant s 1efforcent, avec 
leur fausses valeurs, auxquelles ils feignent de croire, 
de prlserver l 1enfant et l'adolescent d'un contact 
trop brutal avec la realit~. En plus d 1un sens, le 
monde de 1 1 enfarx:e est un monde conventionnel. Par-
eillement le monde des ma1tres. Les grandes realites 
de l 1amour et de la mort n 1occupent qu 1une place en 
quelque sorte verbale. On peut ainsi vivre sans voul-
oir rian COnn&j'tre de la realite 1 et C I sSt precise-
ment le cas d 1 Anthony et de Minty ... ,Ce peupl,§ fJ,he 
English in general~ est demeure adolescent.5~ 
When we look at Anthony and Minty we are forced to admit the justice 
of Madaule 1s remarks, Although now middle-aged, they are still adoles-
cents operating within the world of the school, and their terms and 
their values are the terms and values of that world. For instance, when 
we first see Anthony we learn that he has "promoted" himself. A graduate 
of a lesser public school, he now wears a Harrow tie; Minty, as a true 
54. Onzy a few ;years before England Made Me, W. H. Auden had asked 
his famous brutal question: "What do you think of our country, this 
England where no one is well'l" A sense of the breakdown of the old 
values and of a general failure of nel"Te was, at that time, coDDilOn among 
British intellectuals. 
55. Madaule, PP• 34-35. 
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old Harrovian, bitterly resents the deception, and with subtle cruelty 
picks at Anthony about it. But Minty himself has his little deception 
about Harrow too: 
Above his bed was a house group, rows of boys blinking 
against the sun above and below the seated figures of the 
prefects, the central figure of the housemaster and his 
wife •••• Occasionally Minty was called on to identify him-
self; practice had made him perfect; there had been a 
time of hesitation when he ccW.d not decide whether 
Patterson seated on the housemaster 1 s left or Tester 
standing rather more obscurely behind, his jaw hidden qy 
a puffed sleeve, best acted as his proxy. For Minty 
himself did not appear; he had seen the photograph taken 
from the sickroom window, a blaze of light, the blinking 
blackened faces, the photographer diving beneath his shade. 
(pp. 76-77) 
Tie and photograph are a measure of the importance of the old school, 
and men who find such petty deceptions necessary can hardly be consid-
ered mature men.56 
Much later in the book, Anthony gives confidential information to 
Minty, and a bit of their dialogue wlll indicate the permanence of the 
public school mind: 
Minty said, "Oh, holy Cnut.57 Is it true? Are you sure 
it's true? I daren't lead them up the garden over that. 
They'd have my blood." 
"Word of honour. Honest Injun." He spread his fingers 
(a prep-school memory) to show that none was deceit-
fully crossed, 
"Holy Cnut," 
(p. 215) 
56. In 19.34, Greene edited a collection of essays called The Old 
School (london: Jonathan Cape). Auden, Spender, Elizabeth Bowen, 
William Plomer, and others of Greene's generation, including Greene 
himself, discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the public 
school system. 
57. On Minty's swearing: ••Holy Cnut. 1 The phrase was his own; 
always, instinctively, like a good Anglo-Catholic, he had disliked 
1s11Dlt 1 ; it was as satisfying to say 'holy Cnut' as words that sullied, 
M:inty believed." (p. 77) 
And here is Minty concluding a bargain over the telephone: "Almost 
automatically he crossed his fingers and relieved himself of the respon-
sibility for a broken promise." (p. 104) In addition to the gestures, 
the idioms used by both men derive from the days of adolescence. It is 
obvious that this is the only code known to them, their education, their 
making, has been tzuncated. 
When Anthony had been at school he had run away, tried to get clear 
of the hateful life, but when he bad gone to Kate for her support she 
had sent him back. Later :in life, she had realized, always with a feel-
ing of guUt, that she had been wrong. Thus, after Krogh has proposed 
to her and has given Anthony a job, she thinks: 
Anthony's safe ••• I've undone the damage I did him when I sent 
him back, back from the barn to conform, to pick up the conven-
tions, the manners, of all the rest. He tried to break away 
and I sent him back. 
(p. 166) 
But she is wrong; the school had done its work well, and turned out a 
seemingly perfect young English gentleman, but one incapable of holding 
a responsible position, incapable of seeing a job through. With all 
hie charm, Anthony has the appearance of respectability, but he is not 
genuinely so, lying and blackmailing are not below him. However, he is 
a complicated character, for he does believe, to some extent, in the 
values of respectability and the code of a British gentleman. 
But it is not only tbe school which bas formed Anthony into a 
middle-aged boy. His father, we learn in an interior monologue of 
Kate's, was as typical, as much a part of the conventional bourgeois 
world, as Anthony is in hie way. Kate tries to find the reasons why 
she disliked her fatrer so: 
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Honour the dead, these were the maxims he lived by, a little 
bit of England •••• Do not show your feelings. Do not love 
immoderately. Be chaste, prudent, pay your debts. Don't buy 
on credit •••• He read Shakespeare and Scott and Dickens and did 
acrostics all the days of his life. A little bit of England. 
He was disliked by his servants. He was an honourable man. 
His palm was wann as mine is wann. He may have loved Anthony 
too in his own way •••• He did not care for The Bride of Lammermoor. 
He said it was exaggerated, the work of a sick man. Alld Troilus 
and Cressida was not, he was certain, by Shakespeare, for 
Shal<aspeare was not a cynic. He had a profound trust in human 
nature. But be chaste, prudent, pay your debts, and do not love 
irmnoderately. 
These were the reasons. Anthony learning (the beating in 
the nursery, the tears before the boarding school) to keep a 
stiff upper lip, Anthony learning (the beating in the study 
when he brought home the smutty book with the pretty pictures) 
that you must honour other men's sisters. Anthony learning to 
love with moderation. Anthony in Aden, Anthony in Shanghai, 
Anthony farther away from me than he bad ever been, Anthony 
making good; yes, he loved Anthony and he ruined Anthony and he 
was tormented by Anthony until the end. The telegrams, the 
telephoned messages, the face grinning over the bedpost: "I've 
resigned." 
(pp. 71-72) 
The father is an England, an age, the late Victorian one that gave 
birth to our own, one in 'Which "les grandee rllalite's de l 1amour et de 
la mort n 1 occupant qu 'une place en quelque sorte verbale," an England 
in which one learned "not to love inlnoderately." It was an England 
that was rich and strong and sure of itself, an England that did not 
look behind its maxims or into its motives, and an England that could 
not make men of the children that it sent out into the world. For the 
first time since The Man Within Greene has attempted to explain his 
protagonist in terms of the father (Anthony's mother died young, perhaps 
in childbirth), and the books of tbl next few years will all use the 
parent-child relationship as a partial explanation of adult character. 
Greene considered his African trip, taken in 1935, the year of the 
publication of England Made Me, an attempt "to discover if one can 
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from what we have come, to recall at which point we went astray,n58 
and tllis attempt to make a return to childhood (of the individual or 
of the race), which is one of the techniques of psychoanalysis, is 
apparent in Greene 1 s books of the middle and late thirties. 
Anthony has been sent into the world ill-equipped to deal with it, 
but with an air of jaunty confidence and an English gentleman's scorn 
for the "bloody foreigners" that makes him over-reach himself, and it 
i.8 thiB which ruins him, for when he discovers that Krogh is :in the 
process of making a huge stock market profit by illegal means he 
detemines to blackmail Krogh. But Kate, who sees her brother and his 
situation clearl;r, knows that "he wasn't unscrupulous eoough to be 
succeasful. He was in a different class from Krogh," (p. 170) and she 
tells him the truth: 
You aren't clever enough, Antoony, that's wcy. You wouldn't 
be !Ere now if you had the brains to blackmail Erik. Oh, 
Anthony ... what a pair we are. How I love you! If only you 
had the brains, if only you weren't so respectable. 
(p. 171) 
He gives up the blackmail scheme, but it is too late, for he 
knows too much and cannot be trusted; Fred Hall, Krogh's henchman, 
pushes him into Lake Malaren in Stockholm on a foggy night. His life 
has passed without purpose or true passion; respectability could not 
w:in redemption for him. 
And Kate, ruthless for Anthony, but who did not feel his dying 
pain, and woo had thought, trothfully, "Good Looks and Conscience ••• 
the fine flowers of our class. We're done, we're broke, we belong to 
tiE past," (p. 159) tells Minty at the funeral, "I'm simply moving on. 
58. Journey 'Without Maps, p. 10 
Like Anthony." (p. 244} She has finally resigned herself' to .futility. 
Derek Traversi has said that the tragedy of the Farrants does not 
come from external circumstances, !Jilt rather from their prejudices, an 
inner system which reaches back to childhood tmd which makes a proper 
adjustment to the world impossible,59 but, while this is certainly trus 
of Anthony, it is hard to see how Kate, who has shucked off the preju-
dices which blind, and liho says 1 with the boldness and honesty that 
Greene has given her, 
we're all thievas •••• Stealing a livelihood here and there and 
everywhere, giving nothing back •••• No brotherhood in our boat. 
Only who can cut the biggest dash and who can swim. 
(p. 244} 
can be seen other than as one who has made the proper adjustments to an 
improper world. Kate is right, and the tragedy is larger than the 
Farrants; it is the world's tragedy. AJid Kate, who is sterile and can 
giva nothing back, can swim, even though the water be bitter and she 
alone. Arthur Calder-Marshall's extreme over-simplification may serva 
as a corrective to Traverei: "The theme of England Made Me, as of every 
book which Greene has written, is the relation of man to society; with 
the individual as the vict!.m1 and society as the villain. n60 
Stylistically, England Made Me is more subtle than Greene's earlier 
novels. Threads are woven and. crossed in a msnner that the above dis-
cussion would not suggest, and the innuence of Joyce is greater than 
in sny other book of Greene's. Kate's interior monologue as she is 
59. Derek Traversi1 "Graham Greene," Twentieth Century, CILIX (1951}, 2.3.3. 
6o. Arthur Calder-Marshall, "Graham Greene," in Living Writers, 
ed. G. H. Phelps, (Londont sylvan Press, n.d.}, P• 4.3. 
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falling asleep beside Krogh has even been compared with Molly Bloom's 
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nocturnal thoughts in the last chapter of Ulys~. Anthoey has been 
winning stuffed tigers at a shooting gallery, and Krogh has given him 
a job as a bodyguard and companion. Only half-conscious, Kate thinks 
to herself: 
The blue vase broken and Anthony said, "But still we've 
got the tiger." Would it have been the same tonight to Erik 
if I had said, "Winning blue vases, winning cigarette cases 
marked with an initial A," would he have said, even then, 
"I'll give him a job"? Tiger burning bright in Tivoli, im-
mortal eye, the hand against my side, feet touching mine; 
even there the "WOmen watched him when he turned, when he 
smiled, what shoulder and what art, to see the rockets throw-
ing down their spears. I saw the girl's eyes on him in 
Gothenburg, the badly painted face, the trust, the innocence, 
the cunning that asks to be betrayed. Those we love we for-
get; it is those we betray we remember. Did she smile her work 
to see? He said, "I 111 give her the tiger." And when my 
heart began to beat in the Bedford Palace in Camden Town (he 
told Father •we were walking in the Park") I loved him more 
than I had ever done before. The days of oranges were over, 
but he bought me peanuts. 
And I watched with twisted sinews of the heart, with 
jealousy, the female tumbler falling towards the boards, the 
tights, the tootlzy smile, peroxide queen., • .A comedian came 
on the boards wearing checked trousers drawing a toy lamb ••• • 
Father deceived again. Affectionate children. But there 
was such sweetness in the deceptions we did together •••• 
Awake hand cold all settled. You may sleep now. 
No new issues the market steady. You may sleep now. The 
early firmness maintained, averages higher, more interest, 
it's rising, response to call, it's rising, returned to favor, 
rising, it 1s rising, no reacting, rising. Anthoey our bond, 
our bond Anthoey, wbat profit taking, our bond, our futures 
are steady, the new redemption, rising, rising. 
Don't be afraid. Don't hesitate. No cause of fear. No 
bulls on this exchange. The tiger bri.ght. The forests. Sleep. 
Our bond. The new redemption. And we rise, we rise. And God 
Who made the lamb made Whitaker, made Loewenstein. "But you 
are lucky," Hammond said that ~ in Leather Lane, "Krogh's 
safe. Whatever comes or goes people will always everywhere 
have to l:uy Krogh's." The market steady. The Strand, the 
water and a street between us. Sleep. The new redemption. No 
bulls , the tiger and the lamb. The bears • The forests • Sleep. 
The stock is sound. The closing price. We rise. 
{pp. 73-75) 
61. Allott and Farris, p. 103 
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Here, Kate dreamily :llllagines Anthony the tiger of Blake's poem and 
confuses him, for the moment, with Krogh, who is sleeping beside her •. 
The incest theme is started here, and it runs throughout the passage, 
rising to a height in "such sweetness in the deceptions w did together." 
Al.so, it fuses with the joyous fact that they will be worlcing together, 
and that Krogh does not matter ("no bulls"--Krogh is sturdy and heavy-
set), he is only the agent of their reconciliation. Kate's abnormal 
feeling for Anthony is seen too in her jealousy of all the women 
Anthony encounters, even the "peroxide queen" of the music-hall. Krol!ll's 
new bond issue and the day's business on the stock exchange become con-
fused, in a passage replete with puns, with her feeling of security mw 
that she has Anthony safely placed in Stockholm ("the new redemption"), 
and these threads are tied by the pun on "bond." The Farrant twins are, 
in her mind, like the twin poems of Blake, and as these are religious 
poems the "new redemption" has slso a larger significance, and Kate, 
taking off fran the poems in her associations, has brought as much of 
Christ (or the Devil if w prefer to see the tiger as him) as she 
knows or can remember into rer fantasies, which suggests to us great 
dimensions of her feeling for Anthony and also, if we like, the size 
of the gap that separates Kate from the supernatural world, for never 
does she think of anything explicitly religious. 
Another detail that ties the novel together is the name Lucia or 
Lucy. Anthony has picked up a little bit of England in the form of 
Lucia Davidge, a tourist fran Coventry, and, cheap and ordinary as she 
is, it is for rer that he plans to leave Krogh's and return to England. 
But we remember that his father did not care for The Bride of Lammermoor 
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(Lucy); it was "the WJrk of a sick man." Thus, Anthony's alliance with 
Lucia becomes portentous. Kate has tried to convince Anthony that his 
is a foolish passion, rut witrout success, for he agrees with Lucia 
that Krogh's is not "respectable.0 But in leaving Krogh's he signs 
hi_s death warrant, for he cannot be trusted in England knowing as much 
as he does of the internal -workings of the company. Thus, do Lucia 
and "respectability" ironically coincide to undo Anthony, and he is 
murdered. 
Shakespeare's Pericles, a play of drownings, also runs through 
the book, for Krogh in a moment of gererosity has agreed to finance a 
translation and production of the play by a seedy old journalist, 
Professor Hammarsten (This act will also give the firm an appearance 
of stability.). It acquires a grim meaning, for Anthony is to die by 
drowning. In a fine drunken scene at a pleasure resort (again indebted 
to Ulysses) toward the end of the book the chief claracters meet the 
Professor and some actresses who are eager for parts. The snatches of 
conversation are packed with foreboding: 
"Sit do-wn, Professor," Kate said. "Are you choosing your 
cast?" 
The black tragic woman said, "What an idea 1 There's a 
brothel scene •••• n 
"Hot stuff •" Anthony said. 
The little blonde said, "Well, if you liOn 1 t take the part, 
I will. Won't I, Professor?" 
"Back row of the choru.s.• 
"Well, I've legs haven't It Much good you'd be in a 
brothel!" 
"Ladies,• said the Professor, "ladies," and dropped his 
glasses on the dark woman's lap. 
•But have you chosen," Anthony asked, "what's his name--
the druid?" 
"Gower," the Professor said, "where 1s Gowerl" 
"He's asleep in the soup," the blonde said. "Let him 
alone, dear.• 
"! think you'd do fine," Anthony said. 
"What do you mean, fine?" the blonde girl said, speaking 
English with an American accent. 
"In the brothel scene." 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Anthony said, 11Come for a walk. It's hot." 
"What do you mean, hot?• the blonde said as if she1 d been 
inlllllted • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Are you French?" he said. 
"She French?" the blonde said. •You make me laugh." 
"Are you American?" 
11AmericanJ" said the dark 110111an. "She's never got far-
ther than Ellis Island." 
n:rt• s hot in here. COJRe for a walk." 
11Have some more brandy." 
"We begin rehearsing tomorrow. Where' s Gower?" 
"You !mow they are going to be married." 
"Don• t make me laugh." 
"The idea--a brothel scene." 
"Well, I don• t mind taking the part. n 
"A miserable little film actress." 
"'t's hot in here." 
"What do you mean, it's hot?" 
"You need someone from the legitimate stage, Professor dear." 
n:rt•s the only legitimate thing about her." 
-where are my glasses?" 
"Where•s r~wer?" 
"Where• s the brandy?" 
"Don't tickle, Professor dear." 
"There ought to be a statue. There will be a statue. • 
"'t• s a secret. Don• t tell anyone. They are going to be 
married." 
"Anthony, keep your mouth shut. You•re drunk." 
"Facing Russia." 
"It• s the greatest play of the greatest dramatist. • 
"In the greatest translation, Professor dear." 
"She makes me laugh. " 
11Here are your glasses." 
"'From ashes ancient Gower is c0111e. r" 
"Why not play the part yourself, Professor dear, instead of 
letting that drunken swine--?" 
"COlle for a walk. 11 
"Where' s the brandy?" 
"'By many a dern atd painful perch. r" 
"Ask her to go for a walk. She's hot. She~s sweating.• 
"! doilit want her. I want you. n 
"Thank you for nothing. Leave go of me. I want to talk 
to Herr Krogh." 
"Kate, tell me, do you think my job's respectable?" 
"Oh, Anthony, be careful." 
"Let me tell your fortune, Herr Krogh. Oooh, what a long, 
healthy life line! You are going to be married and have three, 
four, five little kiddies." 
"You bet he's not." 
"Anthony, be carefuL" 
"Oh dear, I quite forgot. You ought to have crossed 11fY 
hand with silver." 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
"'With whom the father liking took, and her to incest did 
provoke ,rn 
"Frankly, I can't see why the Professor's so pleased with 
this play. It seems vulgar to me." 
"Oh, see what Herr Krogh's given to me 1 Would you believe 
it?" 
"Vulgar little thing. I 1d act Marina if only to save the 
dear Professor's play from her. Oh, Professor, your glasses 
again. No, no, let ~ fish them out. 11 
nAnd she calls me vulgar, 11 
"Come for a walk. It's so hot." 
"Well, I certainly will after that. She 1 s shameless. 11 
"'The ground's the lowest, and we are halfway there.'" 
"By heart, the whole play.• 
0 Wai ter, another bottle of brandy. 11 
"Shan't be long, Kate." 
"Don't talk, Anthony, Be careful what you say. Do be 
careful." 
"I 111 be mum as a fish, darling." 
"'Must cast thee, scarcely coffined, in the ooze.'" 
11 Somebo~ 1 s being drowned now." 
n 10r tie 11fY treasure up in silken bags, to please the fool 
and death. 111 
him.n 
"He's so intellectual. It'll be a pleasure to work with 
"Do hurry. If there's one thing I hate it's drowning," 
"They say it's the nicest death." 
"How hot it is. Please come almg." 
"You see the whole of your past life, In a flash." 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
11 
'For look how fresh. she looks "'--through the wide windows 
the Professor's voice drunk but deeply moved--" 'They were too 
rough that threw her in the sea. 111 
"What a wet play it is," Anthony said. "The sea. And ooze," 
"I love the sea," the blonde said, with Garbo in her voice. 
"I suppose we could find a boat," he said reluctantly: full 
fathom five: all your past life: the easiest death. 
"Not in these shoes, darling, What's your name, darling?• 
"Anthony ,n 
She said, "Is that your sisterl" 
"Yes ,n 
"I don't believe you. You're in love with her." 
"Yes." 
"You naughty boy." 
(pp. 197-201) 
Here, Kate 1 s approaching marriage w.i th Krogh is tied to the brothel 
scene in Pericles (a particularly bawdy one), for Krogh is marrying 
her so that she will not have to testify against him and she him to 
ensure Anthony's future; both are motivated by need rather than love. 
The drowning, so relevant to the play, relentlessly occurs and re-
occurs; Anthony will be "as mum as a fish"--and so he will be. Incest, 
important in the first act of Pericles, rounds off the wonderfully cor-
rupt Swedish party, with its lighter emphases on vulgarity, "laughter," 
and seduction. 
I have mentioned these stylistic matters not only to show a broad-
ening of Greene's technique,62 but also to indicate how this development 
in style allows him to create a more suggestive, poetic novel, for he 
can now intertwine the100s for the reader w.ithout the necessity of report-
ing them as if from a character 1 s mind, as had been necessary in the 
earlier books. Even in the case of the example quoted above from Kate's 
point of view, we do not have the structure of organized thought, but 
rather unconnected ideas, images, and memories, ironically juxtaposed, 
of which the reader, blt not Kate herself, makes a whole that we may 
call poetic. Stamboul Train had shown us the first step in this new 
direction, but it is in England Made Me that it is first used with un-
qualified success. 
62. For an interesting discussion of the influence of Henry James 
on England Made Me, see Allott and Farris, pp. ll4-ll5. They also 
infonn us, apparently on the basis of conversations with Greene, that 
11Qreene did not begin to read Ja100s seriously until the middle of the 
nineteen-thirties," p. 36. Greene has published five essays on James 
in The Lost Childhood, an indication of his reverence. For Greene 1 s 
respect for another Jamesian novelist, Ford Madox Ford, see the Bibli-
ograpb,y, which lists a number of Greene's reviews of Ford's later 
books. 
G, A Gun !or Sale 
The true drama is the lack of drama, the pettiness of the 
actual cl:iJnax against the background of anning nations, the 
meagreness of the information to be stolen, the smallness of 
the money earned, the uninq:lortance of the agent,03 
Thus Greene wrote in a Spectator cinema review early in 19.36, the 
year of the publication of his second "entertainment , 11 A Gun ! or Sale, 64 
a book lihich meeta all of the requirements listed above with the excep-
tion of the stolen information, and a book ~ich, though intrinsically 
interesting, looks forward to the more ambitious Brighton Rock of 1938. 
For Greene has tnrned from his earlier subjects and characters in~ 
for Sale to something new; the alienation of the individual has, as we 
have seen, always concerned him, but before 1936 the majority of his 
characters (Conrad Drover is the olll.y inq:lortant exception) have been 
drawn from his own class, a washed-up class, perhaps with only nGood 
Looks ani Conscience ... the fine fiowers" 65 left, but limited and limit-
ing, especially for a novelist who sees life in terms of melodramatic 
' situations. Greene has turned to the true criminal, and in A Gun for 
Sale he gives us Raven, the first of his criminal-heroes, for the crim-
inal is the truly alienated, isolated individual; the man who is outside 
society, lost and hopeless in his own loneliness, the unqualified type 
" of l 1homme traque. 
In an essay on film subjects and stories published in 1937, Greene 
had said: 
6), Spectator, CLVI (1936), 91. 
64. A GUn for Sale was published in the United States as This Gun 
for Hire and is included in Three by Graham Greene (New York: Viking, 
n.d.). 
65. England Made Me, p. 159. 
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We are driven back to the "blood," the thriller. There never 
has been a school of popular English bloods. We have been 
damned from the start by middle-class virtues, by gentleman 
cracksmen and stolen plans and Mr. Wu 1s. We have to go further 
back than this, dive below the polite level, to something nearer 
the common life. And isn't it better to have as your subject 
"life nasty, brutish, and sho~ than the more pompous themes 
the ["film J censor denies us. 
Raven 1 s life is as "nasty, brutish, and short" as even Thomas Hobbes 
could have imagined. His father was hanged as a thief, and his mother 
was a suicide; from the age of six Raven lived in "homes," state-
supported orphanages which remind one of Dickens. He is, at the time 
of the story, a professional murderer with an excellent record--he has 
never been suspected by the police, never caught. A Gun for Sale tells 
of his last few days and of his inevitably violent death at the age of 
twenty-eight. Here, for the first time, Greene has gone below the 
"polite level" and has nearly touched bottom. 
But A Gun for Sale is not s:!Jnply an exciting tale of life and death 
at the lowest level of society, not simply the story of a warped killer • 
Although an "entertainment," it is deadly serious about Raven as a human 
being. He is never presented, as a naturalistic novelist might have 
presented him, as a specimen or as an example of some social ill that 
needs correction; nor is he seen as simply a grotesque, capable of titU-
lating briefly the superior reader. Raven 1s real story is of the awak-
ening, hedged about by betrayal after betrayal, of love and trust in a 
person for wlx>m these feelings did not exist. And also, it provides 
us, in this larger, less obvious meaning, with the first full-length 
example of Greene 's "secret symbolism!' 
66. "Subjects and Stories," in Footnotes to the Film, ed. Charles 
Davy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1937), p. 67. 
"Murder didn't mean IIDlCh to Raven." (p. 3) These are the opening 
words of A Gun for Sale. Raven has been sent as the agent of a =i-
tions combine to create an "incident" in an unnamed Central European 
city; his job is to shoot an old pacifist War Minister. Europe is 
politically unstable, the balance of power is shaky, Midland Steel 
stands to gain a half a million pounds in an armaments race, but of 
this Raven knows nothing; he is ignorant of politics. But in his own 
field he is a professional, and he does a good job of IIDlrder, though 
not a perfect one, for he IIDlst also kill the Minister's spinster secre-
tary. After the killing, he returns to England and the first of the 
book's betrayals takes place, for he is paid off with stolen money, 
the treasury numbers of which have been circulated; the ring will en-
sure that Raven is apprehended for a crime he has not committed and 
will thus protect themselves. But Raven's life has been too much a 
series of betrayals for him to give up easily; his mother had betrayed 
him by not locking the kitchen door when she cut her throat (Raven was 
only a child), the chaplain in the "home" had tried to frame him, and 
always his desire is to get even with the double-crosser. Thus, he 
becomes the pursuer of Cholmondeley-Davis, his betrayer, revenge his 
only motive. But Raven himself is pursued by Mather, a London detec-
tive who has picked up the trail of the stolen banknotes. Raven is 
the first hunter hunted in Greene's fiction, the clearest example of 
l'homme traque' since Andrews in The Man Within, for like Andrews his 
greatest discovery is internal. As I have said above, he discovers 
trust of another person and a kind of rudimentary love grows under his 
hard, protecting surface. 
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To e:xpedite his flight from tb:l train which carries him to Nottwich 
(Nottingham) in pursuit of Cholmondeley-Davis, Raven forces Anne, the 
f'ianc'e of' Mather the detective, to cover him through the tow, and, al-
though she later escapes from him, this marks the beginning of their 
strange, ambiguous relationship, which opens f'or Raven possibilities 
of' love hitherto non-existent. 
We may ask wey the action of the book takes place during the f'ew 
days before Christmas, and our answer provides us with the key to A Gun 
for Sale. It is nat. only the Christmas season, but a very cold and 
dank midwinter, with icy fogs from the sea drifting up the river to the 
city. Paradoxically, in these few cold days Raven 1 s heart begins to 
thaw, and trust grows in him like a foetus as the story approaches the 
Nativity. The Birth in Raven is ironical:cy abortive, as we shall see, 
but there is a birth which parallels the story of Christ, and which 
serves to remind us that Raven, warped and lost as he is, is made in 
the image of his God, even though b:l may wish to deny that God. Let us 
trace this growth in Raven, in the course of which we shall see how he 
is to be identified with Christ. 
Raven is forced to spend the night out of doors, and he thinks con-
i'usedly of the tenderness that Anne has shown him during the day: 
These thoughts were colder and more uncomfortable than the ha:IJ.. 
He wasn't used to any taste that wasn't bitter on the tongue. He 
had been made by hatred; it had constructed h:!m into his thin, 
smoky, murderous figure in the rain, hunted and ugly •••• He had 
never felt the least tenderness for anyone; he was made in this 
:!mage, and he had his own odd pride in the result; he didn't 
want to be unmade. He had a sudden terrified conviction that 
he must be himself' now as never before if he was to escape. It 
was not tenderness that made you quick on the draw •••• he was 
cold through and through except in the one spot that had lain 
frozen all his life. That dagger£!~!!!! melting ~ great 
pain. ['ltalictp~,:r 
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Here is the first indication of the thaw, the slow melting of the frozen 
heart, but we must note also that Raven realizes that he will not escape 
if he admits that he may be made in the image of another. However, al-
read;y his isolated pride is beginning to topple. 
Later in his wanderings (he can find no shelter), he looks into the 
window of a religious shop next to the Catholic cathedral and sees: 
the plaster mother and child, the wise men, and the shepherds ••• 
he pressed his face against the glass with a kind of horrified 
anger that that tale still went on. "Because there was no room 
for them in the inn •••• 11 He remembered how they had sat in 
rows on the benches, waiting for Christms dinner, while the 
thin precise voice read on about Caesar Augustus and how every-
one went up to his own city to be taxed. Nobody was beaten on 
Christmas Day; all punishmants were saved for Boxing Day. Love, 
Charity, Patience, Humility: he was educated, he knew all about 
those virtues; he'd seen what they were worth. They twisted 
everything, even that story in there •••• They made him a god be-
cause they could feel fine about it all; they didn't have to 
consider themselves responsible for the raw deal they'd given 
him. He'd consented, hadn't he? That was the argument, because 
he could have called down "a legion of angels" if he'd wanted 
to escape hanging there. On your life he could, he twught, 
with bitter lack of faith; just as easily as his own father, 
taking the drop at liandsworth, could have saved himself when 
the trap opened. He stood there, with his face aga:inst the 
glass, waiting for somebod;y to deny that reasoning, staring at 
the swaddled child with a horrified tenderness--"the little 
bastard11 --because he was educated and knew what t'iie" child was 
in for: the damned Jews and the double-crossing Judas, with 
no one even to draw a knife on his side when the soldiers came 
for him in the garden. ["Italics mine.J (p. 76) 
This passage is thick with allusions to the parallel of Christ and Raven: 
both outside, "no room"; both aware of the hypocrisy of piety; Christ, 
ironically, like Raven's father, the thief, unable to save himself; both 
the victims of betrayal. And, of course, the latent idea of Christ as 
the father, as well as the son. Tlms, !Iaven can call Christ "the 
little bastard," partly because of the misfortunes and betrayals due to 
6$ 
come to Him, partly because o! His ambiguous relation to society-He 
does not know, in one sense, who His true father is. But lie must see 
also the significant development from "horrified anger" to "horrified 
tenderness," which is made possible by the glimmer of understanding in 
'Raven of the likeness of his own situation with Christ's, and of the 
concomitant meaning that this has for him. For Greene, it is eveey 
l!wQan life that is like Christ's; the Incarnation is at the center of 
the Cross, Thus, when later a police officer thinks of Raven at bay 
that "He must be wicked to deserve such pain," (p. 89) we want to ask 
him, "But Christ, was he wicked, toot" 
Later, when Raven and Anne hide from the police in a "no man's 
land full of torn iron," (p. 89) the symbol of Raven's hard and bitter 
alienation, and he can say to her, "It is sort of--good in here," (p. 101) 
he feels the need to confess his past to her, to purge himself and be 
blessed. The new warmth runs strong in him now, for, as he says, "I'm 
trusting you with my life now. If you'd told me twenty-four hours ago 
that I 1d trust my life to-- •••• It feels good to trust someone with 
everything." (pp. 109-lll) But, ironically, instead of receiving Anne's 
benison, he turns her sympatey to revulsion when he tells her that it 
was he who killed the old Minister, for this is the unpardonable crime 
that may plunge Europe into war. 67 Although Raven does not know that 
67, War for Anne is this: "I read somewhere, but I 1d forgotten, 
about how babies can 1 t wear gas masks because there 1 s not enough air 
for them," (p. 85) and "the mothers alive in their masks, watching the 
babies cough up their insides." (p. 104) But Raven, for whom there 
has always been a war, replies, "This isn't a world I'd bring children 
into," (p. 104) and -we remember the approaching Nativity of "the 
little bastard." 
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she has changed in her feeling for him, trusting someone with every-
thing for the first time brings about his death, for Anne finally 
chooses to betray him and to tell Mather that Raven has eluded the 
police trap and has gone to Midland Steel for his revenge. Anne is 
symbolically identified with cats throughout the story, 68 and it is 
the cat who brings down the frail, narrow-chested Raven, the b.ird, at 
the end. Greene makes no concessions to a happy ending here; Raven 
dies knowing that Anne has given him away to Mather, knowing that the 
new sense of tenderness and trust has been betrayed. 
Raven's revenge, however, is accomplished, and it is a justified 
revenge. Sir Marcus, the chief of Midland Steel, and Cholmondeley-
Davis, his agent, had bargained for their violent deaths when they 
sent Raven to create the "incident" in middle Europe. And Raven, as 
yet unbetrayed by Anne, is a new man as he goes through the deserted 
streets to take his revenge: 
He hugged the automatic to his hip with a sense of achievement 
and exhilaration. There was a kind of lightheartedness now 
about his malice and hatred that he had never known before; he 
had loot his sourmss and bitterness, he was less personal in 
his revenge. It was almost as if he were acting for someone 
else. 
(p. 129) 
And it may not be too far-fetched to suggest that his revenge is God's 
revenge, for be is, of course, acting for the poor, the babies and the 
mothers, the dispossessed and the outcast, who suffer at the hands of 
the mighty, the war-makers, the Herods. 
We have seen that it is Raven's lot to be betrayed, even by the 
one he trusts, Anne. And, as always in Greene, the betrayals are ironic. 
68. See pages 56, 67, 102, 103, 105, and ll7 for examples of cat 
symbolism. 
Early in the book, when a shady doctor tried to anaesthetize him and 
call the police, llaven 
was touched by something he bad never felt before; a sense of 
injustice stammered on his tongue. These people were of his 
own kind; they didn't belong inside the legal borders; for the 
second time in one day he had been betrayed by the lawless. 
He had alwaye been alone, but never as alone as this • 
(p. 24) 
But Raven hi:mself has committed the great betrayal, the betrayal against 
one's own kind and class, against oneself. Detail by detail, slowlY 
through the course of the book, is built up an identification between 
the old Minister and Raven himself. The first intimation of such an 
identification comes when Cholmondeley-Davis pays him off for the kill-
ing: 
"How long the waitress is with m;,v parfait," Mr. 
Cholmondeley complained. "My clients are reallY quite the 
best people. These acts of violence--they regard them as 
war." 
"And I and the old man--" Raven said. 
"Are in the front trench." He began to laugh softlY 
at his own humour. (p. 10) 
The fact that both Raven and the Minister carelessly spill ash keeps 
us alerted to the building identification, but it is in the hut in 
which he hides from the police with Anne, when she tells him about the 
old man, that we see clearly that killer and killed shared a camnon 
backgt<ound. Anne tells him: 
"He was poor like we are •••• Didn't you read about him in 
the papers? How he cut down all the army expenses to help 
clear the slums? There were photographs of him opening new 
flats, talking to the children. He "Wasn't one of the rich. 
He wouldn't have gone to war. That's why they shot him. You 
bet there are fellows making money out of him being dead. And 
he'd done it all hi:mself, too, the obituaries said. His 
father was a thief and his mother committed--" 
"Suicidet" Raven whispered. "Did you read how she--" 
6S 
"She drowned herself." 
"The things you read," Raven said. "It's enough to make 
a fellow think." 
(pp. 104-105) 
And later (p. 142) we learn that the old !1inister had, like Raven, spent 
his boyhood in a "home" with Sir Marcus, the head of l1idland Steel, an-
other betrayer. 
I have been listing the coincidental facts that lead us to make 
the proper connections between Raven and the Minister, but it is in 
Raven's dreams that same night in which the final, necessary emotional 
relationships are made. Raven, like Coleridge 1 s Mariner, has killed 
the good thing, and now "the death of the old minister lay ••• like an 
albatross round his neckJ' (p. 75) In his first dream, he would undo 
the act, for the old man has become the kind father who begs for death: 
Quite suddenly he fell asleep, and the old minister was 
coming towards him, saying, "Shoot me. Shoot me in the eyes," 
and Baven was a child with a catapult in his hands. He -wept 
and muldn 't shoot, and the old minister said, •Shoot, dear 
child. We 111 go home together. Shoot." (p. 106) 
He dreams again after he has confessed the killing to Anne: 
He dreamed that he was building a great bonfire on Guy 
Fawkes Day. He threw in everything he could find: a saw-
edged knife, a lot of racing cards, the leg of a table. It 
burned warmly, deeply, beautifully. A lot of fireworks 
were going off all round him, and again the old war minister 
appeared on the other side of the fire. He said, "It's a 
good fire," stepping into it himself. Raven ran to the fire 
to pull him out, but the old man said, "Let me be. It 1 s 
warm here," and then he sagged like a Guy Fawkes in the 
names. (p. 113) 
Again, he would save the old man from death, and again the old man wants 
death, a dream distortion that attenpts to justify the real killing. But 
here, Raven is giving up his past by throwing it on the .flames: the 
knife with which his mother cut her throat and the table upon ·which she 
sluinped after the act was done, the life of crime and the killing of 
Kite. at the race-track. The Guy Fawkes completes the identification 
between the old Minister and Raven, for it transfers treason (betrayal) 
to the old man, but puts it in the guise of a ludicrous figure of car-
nival run, another attempt to justify the killing, this time by light-
ening the enormity of the crime. 
We have seen of what Raven was made and how his last days bring 
him to a new understanding, but one which is damaged by the knowledge 
that Anne has given him away to Mather. I have mentioned above that 
there is a final birth, paralleling the Nativity, in A Gun for Sale, 
but it must inevitably be an ugly one. Raven shoots Cholmondeley-Davis 
as if he were shooting the whole world in the person or stout, 
moaning, bleeding Mr. Davis. And so he was. For a man's world 
is his life, and he was shooting that: his mother' s suicide, 
the long years in the home, the race-course gangs, Kite's death, 
and the old man 1 s and the old woman 1 s •••• There was no one out-
side your own brain whom you could trust--not a doctor, not a 
priest, not a woman •••• the foxes have their holes, but the son 
of man •••• While he stood in the garage and felt the ice melt at 
his heart with a sense of pain and strangeness as if he were 
passing the customs of a land he had never entered before and 
would never be able to leave ••• the little plaster child lying 
in its mother's atmB, waiting the double-cross, the whips, the 
nails. She had said to him, "I 1m your friend. You can trust 
me." Another bullet burst in the lock. 
(p. 145) 
This, one might say, is a history of Raven, and the plaster child and 
the gospel allusion ("And Jesus saith unto h:im, The foxes have holes, 
and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son of man hath not where 
to lay his head," Matthew viii. 20 and Luke ix. 58) complete the circle 
of the outcast and the double-crossed and, of course, the parallel with 
Christ. 
His death follows, and with it the heralded birth: 
For the first time the idea of his mother 1 s suicide came to 
him without bitterness, as he fixed his aim at the long 
reluctant last and Saun:lers shot him in the back through 
the opening door. Death came to him in the fonn of unbear-
able pain. It was as if he had to deliver this pain as a 
woman delivers a child, and he sobbed and moaned in the 
effort. At last it came out of him, and he followed his 
only child into a vast desolation. 
(pp. 146-147) 
As Jacques Madaule has said, "L 1univers de Raven est un univers de 
solitaire,•69 in both life and death. That he dies unredeemed is 
obvious, but the theological imPlications of this death do not con-
cern us as they do in Greene 1 s next novel, Brigllton Rock, 
69. Madaule, P• 84. 
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H. Brighton Rock 
A Gun for Sale must certainl7 be considered as a trial run in 
the genre of the thriller or roman policier for Greene, but, as 118 
have seen, it is much more than just another thriller. When he pub-
lished his next book, Brighton Rock70 (19.38), it was obrlous that he 
had extended the genre into something that might be called the •'theo-
logical thriller" (an extension that would not surprise careful read• 
ers of his earlier boolal), for this •s the first of his novels which 
dealt with Catholic characters and, more illlportsntly, with explicit 
theological problsms. 
Raven, the product of poverty and a "home, n "dark and thin and 
made for destruction,n7l is a first sketch for the more fully depicted 
Pinkie of the later novel. One might, at first, think of the latter 
as a sequel, for Pinkie has taken over the gang of Battling Kitt, whose 
throat was slashed by Raven• s razor, but the problsm of the outlaw, 
the horror of his isolation, is deepened when it is placed in a world 
of supernatural moral values, as it is in Brighton Rock. And Raven's 
bitterness is pale compared with the calculated demonism of Pinkie, 
who !mows exactly the measure of evil he ccmmits. 
For Pinkie is a Catholic, the first major character in Greene's 
fiction who is such, and he lives with the thought of eternity beat-
ing in his brain as his blood beats in his veins. He !mows that he 
has demned himself eternally 1 and he feels pride. Pinkie is both a 
" priest manque and a Lucifer· prowling the Brighton waterfront, and each 
10. Landon: Heinemann, 1947. 
71. A Gun for Sale, P• 10. 
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of his acts have as much theological import as do those of the Divine 
Come¢'• 
Brighton Rock is, like The Man Within, a book of clearly manifold 
dualities, though the range of significance and suggestion is larger 
than in the early novel. In fact, the book IIIB.Y be too balanced, too 
explicit in its theme. However, it will be necessary for us to out-
line this system of opposites and to examine the paradoxes which they 
contain. 
Pinkie, the seventeen-year-old gang leader, is pursued by Ida 
Arnold for the murder of Fred Hale. Simply statad, that is the action 
of Brighton Rock, and, given the novelty of the seaside resort for lo-
cal color, it is enough for a good thriller. But Pinkie is no ordinary 
hoodlum, and Ida, an essential hit of the ordinary, gains immense stat-
ure in her relationship with Pinkie. Why is this? As I have said, 
Pinkie is a Catholic, one who, though he no longer practices his re-
ligion, believes absolutely. He tells Rose, the girl he is eventually 
forced to IIIB.rr;n 
"Of course it's true •••• What else could there be?• he went 
scom.t'ully on. BWhy" ••• it• s the only thing that fits. These 
atheists, they don't know nothing. Of course there's Hell. 
Flames and damnation ••• tonnents.• 
(p. 66) 
And his subsequent pursuit and downfall has a truly horrific quality, 
fb r Pinkie is more than a criminal, he is a lost soul 'IIIlo knows that 
he is lost and who can even glory in his self-damnation. As Madaule 
says of him: 
De tous les hommes traqu's ;-in Greene~ ••• il est le seul qui 
n•ait pas peur, pares que t~tes ses mlfsures sent tQujours 
exactement prises et qu•il a fait ce qu•il fallait."f2 
72. Madaule, P• 143. 
So that here "Greene gives us an even more sombre description of dere-
liction than anything that has gone before, forcing us to the very 
frontier of hope and expectation,n73 a frontier seldom glimpsed in the 
thriller proper. It is the near-purity of evil in Pinkie that creates 
this effect upon us. He states as his creed "Credo ~ ~ satanlllll1 " 
(p. 220) and thinks wryly that •God couldn't escape the evil mouth 
which chose to eat its own damnation," (p. 238) taking a sadistic 
pleasure in hurting God as he hurts those people around him. (We mlQ' 
think ahead to Scobie's pain of heart when he believes that he is 
raining blows on God's face when he makes his sacrilegious c011111unions.) 
Pinkie, then, because of the intensity of his beliefs, lifts th8 
events of the novel to the plane of supernatural good and evil. And 
opposed to him is the honest bourgeois, the believer in hUIII8II nature 
and in hiDIWl justice, Ida Arnold. They represent the now-famous types 
described by Eliot in his esslQ' on Baudelairer 
So far as we are human, what we do must be either evil or good; 
so far as 'Iii! do evil or good, we are human; and it is better, 
in a paradoxical WlQ', to do evil than to do nothing: at least, 
we exist. It is true to SlQ' that the glory of man is his capa-
city for salvation; it is also true to say that his glory is 
his capacity for damnation. The wrst that can be said of most 
of our malefactors, from sta1gsmen to thieves, is that they are 
not men enough to be damned. 
Although we cannot know whether Pinkie is damned or not, 'Iii! do know 
that he is capable of damnation, and that he has driven himself toward 
that state throughout the novel. For Greene (and it may be that here 
Greene interferes, stacks the cards, makes too explicit his own feel-
ings), Ida is incapable of either salvation or damnation. And, of 
73. Nathan A. Scott, Jr. in "Graham Greener Christian Tragedian," 
Volusia Review, ~. 1 (1954), 34. 
74. T • s. Eliot 1 "Baudelaire 1 n in Selected EsslQ'S (New York: 
Harcourt Brace, 1932)1 P• 344. 
course, she is incapable of understanding the believers, Pinkie and 
Rose, in her merciless pursuit, for "she had no pity for something she 
didn• t understand. n (p. 94) 
Greene• s 01111 prejudices mq enter in when he allows us to see in-
to Ida• s mind; at any rate, we understand that Ida does not believe, 
she has beliefs: 
She wasn•t religious. She didn't believe in heaven or hell• 
only in ghosts, ouija boards, tables which rapped and little 
inept voices speaking plaintively of flowers. Let Papists 
treat death with flippancy: life ll!lsn•t so important perhaps 
to them as what came after: but to her death lBS the end of 
evem~. (p. 4JJ 
She is a great life-force, never dhdnishing in vitality, and like a 
goddess she bas her various aspects. To Hale, pursued by Pinkie and 
the gang, •she was like darlmess to him, shelter, lmowledge, COIIIIIon-
sense, n (p. 9) the mother. Mlle. Mesnet sees her as nthe Erinys 
defending her faith in life, n75 and surely she is as relentless as 
Aeschylus• Furies. Madsule calls her a ncyhllle monstrueuse. ,76 To 
Woodcock, she is nthe good-timing Ida, who !mows what is right and 
sets out with aMosaic insistence to get her revenge.n77 And Allott 
and Farris see her as "a sort of W!.fe of Bath. n78 Rose immediately 
senses the danger in Ida, but to Pinkie she is just another loud-
mouthed tart at first, a "buern or a npolonyn in the Brighton slang. 
Ida bubbles to Hale, "Well, I slways say it• s fun to be slive,• 
(p. 17) and she would not understand, as Pinkie can, St. Augustine's 
75. Marie-B~atrice Mesnet, Grahem Greene and the Heart of the 
Matter (London: Cresset Press, 1954), PP• 15-16. 
76. Madsule, P• 3:)5. 
77. Woodcock, p. 134. 
78. Allott and Farris, P• 148. 
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lament that "never to have been bom is beyond all comparison the 
best. 1179 She feels that sex is fun, it'a natural, and •God didn't 
mind a bit of human nature. n (p. 2:>1) She tells Roser 
"Listen I'm human. You can take rq wrd l' ve loved a boy or 
two in '11fT time. Wh,y it's natural. It• s like breathingoool'm 
not a Puritan mindo I've done a thing or two in '11fT time--
that's natural. Wb;y ••• it•s in rq hand: the girdle of venus.• (p. 162) 
But to Pinkie, who always remembers nthe frightening weekly exercise 
of his parents which he watched from his single bed, n (p. ll7) sex is 
only the ngame, n a dirty and contemptible act that everyone seems to 
desire, an act that he cannot comprehend in his •soured virginity.• 
(p. ll5) Thus do the dualities appear: tha secular Ida against the 
religious Pinkie; Ida, for life, against Pinkie, for death; promiacuity 
againstvirginity. But this is only an initial set of opposites, for 
we shall see that Rose and Pinkie create another set, and that Ida is 
opposed to them in yet another sst. 
Madaule has said that Pinkie is without fear, and if we add that 
he acts boldly, without regrets, and in fall consciousness of the con-
sequences of his action, then we J!IUst agree. But Mlle. Mesnet shows 
convincingly that there is one fear that drives him: 
Under his apparently invincible strength, an immense wakness 
lies, a fundamental fear that compels him to refrain from 
getting entangled with the reality of life and suffering. Hl.s 
asceticiSIII--no drink, no cigarettes, no women--is only one way 
of escaping the horror which had been the f1mdamental experience 
of the young child: a knowledge of poverty, hate, and the "Sat-
urday night movements• •••• lowering man to the level of an animal. BO 
She does not develop this last idea, however, and we may go on to say 
79. 
J1me 16, 
ao. 
Quoted by w. H. Auden in "The Dyer's Hand," The Listener, 
1955, P• lo64o 
Mesnet, P• 49. 
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that, given the traditional idea of man as a being below the angels 
and above the beasts, Pinkie's bias is such that he shuns the beast in 
man in order to consort with angels-but Pinkie• s angels are the dark 
angels: "Credo ~!!!!!!!! Sa;;:;.;;;.t;.;sn=:wn-·" It is true that Pinkie• s psychology 
cannot entirelY be explained in terms of the "Saturday night move-
ments;" other early influences, including certain teachings of the 
catholic Church, 11111st be added in. We know from Pinkie himself that 
once he could have allied himself ld.th God's angels-but we note, too, 
his motive. He tells Dallow, one of the members of his gang: 
"When I was a kid, I swore I'd be a priest •••• What 1 s wrong with 
being a priest? •••• They know what 1 s what. They keep away.--" 
. his whole mouth and jaw loosenedr he might have been going to 
wept he beat out wildlY ld.th his hands towards the windo-
Woman Found Drowned, tw-valve, Married Passion, the horror--"from 
this." 
(p. 219) 
He has been severely scarred by the experience of the "Saturday night 
moVEments,• but we are given no explicit reason why he should have be-
come a criminal, and it is possible to think that had he followed his 
childhood vow to become a priest that he might have become a passionate 
ascetic such as st. Anthony or st. Benedict. However, we may assume 
that, implicitlY, Greene would have us realize that for a sensitive 
child born in the stifling poverty of a Brighton slum, not the priest-
hood, but crime offers the only alternative to a shamefUl life of 
grubbing up an existence. We ere given a glimpse of this latter state 
in Pin\d,e' s old schoolmate, Piker, who is a waiter in a roadhouse, but 
this kind of servility is not for one who is man enough to be damned. 
I have said earlier that the man llbo is tracked is also the man 
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who is trapped. In Pinkie's case everything that he plots works for 
him, and yet the net falls inexorably around him: 
A long wa,y •••• and yet he hadn't made a single false step: if he 
hadn't gone to Snow's and spoken to the girl, they'd all be in 
the dock by now. If he hadn't killed Spicer •••• Not a single false 
step, but every step conditioned by a pressure he couldn1 t even 
place: a woman asking questions, messages on the telephone 
scaring Spicer. He thonght: when I've married the girl, will 
it stop then? Where else can it drive me, and with a twitch of 
the mouth, he wondered--what worse--? 
(p. 196) 
And later he thinks: 
More than ever yet he had the sense that he was being driven 
further and deeper than he'd ever meant to go. A curious and 
cruel pleasure touched him--he didn't really care so much--it 
was being decided for him, and all he had to do was to let him-
self easily go. He knew what the end might be--it didn't hoiTi-
ry him: it was easier than life. 
(p. 'Z17) 
By this point Pinkie realizes that he is trapped, and he has accanuno-
dated himself to the course and the consequences of his choice; finally 
•i t 1illS being decided for him, n he need not s truggle any longer, and 
not to struggle becomes his single goal. Dona nobis pacem runs like 
• refrain throughout the novel, and he continually asks for peace, 
asks to be alone, free from planning:81 
-Why I was in a choir once, n the Boy confided and suddenly he 
began to sing softly in his spoilt boy1 s voice: "Aflus dei fui 
tollis peccata mundi, dona nobis pacb. n In his voJ.ce alino e 
lost world moved--the !Ighte<i comer elow the organ, the smell 
of incense and laundered surplices, and the music. (p. 66) 
But it !!_ a "lost 1o10rld," as Rose tells him and as Pinkie knows on 
their last ride together: 
He began softly to intone--~ nobis pacem. n 
"He 1o10n• t." 
81. For examples, see pp. 148, 152, 191, 200, 274, 291. 
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-what do you mean?• 
"Give us peace. • 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
It didn't matter anyway ••• he wasn1 t made for peace, he couldn't 
believe in it. Heaven was a wordr hell was something he could 
trust. 
(pp. .305-3o6) 
And not being made for peace, not even Rose can save him from himself 
and his dark angel. 
Rose stands with Pinkie and against Ida as one of the group allied 
ld. th the supernatural that can be saved or damned, but if, as a woman, 
she is a foil to Ida, she is equally a foil to Pinkie, for she is good 
in a way that almost balances his evil. Pinkie recognizes this: "What 
was most evil in him needed hert it couldn't get along ld.thout her 
goodness.• (p. 167) Rose exemplifies almost exclusively the giving 
and sharing aspect of woman, either as mother or as wife. So great ia 
her love for Pinkie (and it is perhaps a weakness in the novel that we 
cannot see clearly ~ this is so) that she is ld.lling to commit a 
mortal sin by marrying him in the Registry Office rather than in a 
church. 82 AOO. later, lihen she starts to pray automatically, she stops 
abruptly, for •she had chosen her sidet if they damned him they'd got 
to damn her • too. n (p. 253) And at the end of the book, af't.er Pinkie 
has gone to his horrible death, she tells the priest that "! want to 
be like him--damned," (p. 330) and she feels that she would follow him 
by suicide •if she hadn • t been afraid that somewhere in that obscure 
co1Ultryside of death they might miss each other--mercy operating some-
how for one and not for the other.• {pp. 330-331) 
82. We should note the unquestioning faith in Catholicism of these 
two poor children. After the marriage Pinkie says: ••Married? •• .Do you 
call that married?. • .Married' 1 the Boy repeated. 1 Ask her• ••• -she too 
knew that this evening meant nothing at all, that there hada '·t been a 
wedding.• {p. 227) The law of the state is nothing to them beside the 
law of the church. 
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This appalling devotion o! Rose to Pinkie asks for a bold in-
terpretation, and I think we must follow Madaule when he says that 
/ 
nsous les traits humilies de Rose, il n 1 est pas impossible de recon-
ndtre l•image de la Vierge Mar1e.n8.3 In addition to her name, which 
in itself suggests the Virgin, Greene has at one point hinted that this 
is how we must see Rose. When she arrives at the Registry Office he 
sayer 
She had tricked herself up !or the wedding, discarded the hat 
he hadn't likedr a new mackintosh, a touch o! powder and cheap 
lipstick. She looked like one of the small gaudy statues in an 
ugly" churchr a paper crown wouldn 1 t have looked odd on her or 
a painted heartr ;rou could prq to her but ;you couldn't expect 
an answer. 
(p. 221) 
This passage is, of course, from Pinkie's point of view, but that only" 
serves to strengthen its significance. 
We must recall here the remarks quoted from both Madaule and 
Rostenne in m;r discussion of The Man Within on the function of woman 
as the instrument o! grace in the novels o! Greene. Rose takes her 
place with Elizabeth (The Man Within), Anne (A Gun for Sale), and 
possibly" even Coral Musker (Stamboul Train) as one of a series of women 
in Greene (and there are aore to be found in the later novels) who have 
the role of the pure maid who redeems. lhlike the other women, Rose 
!ails to rede8111 even for a moment before death, Pinkie, but this is 
because no good can contend w.l. th his evil and win. 
Because, as the old priest tells Rose at the end o! the book, 
UCorruptio optimi ~ pessima •••• a Catholic is more capable of evil 
than an;rone, • (p • .3.32) for, as Georges Bernanos has said, a Catholic 
"' accepts Ules risques immenses du bapteae1 " and 
8.3. Madaule, P• .305. 
8(} 
si le baptQme lui permet de s'~lever jusqu1 ~ des sommets qu'il 
ne pourrait 111&e pas am.bitionner d 1 atteindre par sea propres 
forcesJ. la possibilite lui est aussi donnee de descendre dans 
des abimes spkifiquement sataniques.84 
This is the underlying paradox of Brighton Rock, and all that a non-
Catholic reader can do is to give hilllself' imaginatively (or empathi-
cally) to the novel and judge within Greene's own f'ram.ework and in 
accordance with his intentions. 
As this is the first novel of Greene's that is specifically Catho-
lic, it is also the first in which we are presented with the problem 
of the soul after death-damnation or salvation. It is a problem which 
is found in the three novels that succeed Brighton Rock--The Power and 
the Gloq, The Heart of the Matter, and The End of the Affair-and in 
the play The Living RoCIII. It is as if, having found his way as a 
craftsman of the novel, Greene, since 19.381 that is since the beginning 
of the past war Ind. through the period of the continuing "cold11 war1 
has devoted billlself to the fictional presentation of the ultimate and 
eternal situation of the individual. 
And yet, Greene does not damn or save, for this would be to pre-
8WJI81 to attempt at only God can do. As Greene writes his novels 
he is imaginative~ lil. th his characters up until the end, and tlnls the 
end is certain to be to some extent a~~~biguous, as life itself (and 
death, too) is ambiguous. Greene says, in his preface to Rostenne' 6 
book, 
84. Bernanos1 words are quoted by Paul Ro11tenne, p. 222; the 
long quotation that follows is Rostenne 1 s own gloss on Bernanos' 
statement, PP• 222-223. 
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quand je lee L- his books/ tCcrivis1 je n 1avais conscience que 
de leurs personnages eux-iii@mes q!A se soumettaient de bonne ou 
de mauvaise g~e a leur destin.H5 
It is this imaginative approach to his characters, this quality of be-
ing with his characters as they are caught; in the toils of sin alld 
grace, that makes his achievement so superior to that of another Catho• 
lie novelist, Francois Mauriac, in such books as Viper's Tangle, Waman , 
of the Pharisees, and perhaps The Desert of Love. We shall see that 
all of the books of Greene that I have mentioned above le!lve us with 
an lll!lbigui ty o 
Pinkie, it would seem, is clear~ one of the damned, as his death-
flight (reminiscent of Raven's in A Gun for Sale) would suggest: 
It was as if he'd been withdra'llll sudden~ by a hand out of an;y 
existence--past or present, whipped away into zero-nothing. 
(p. 327) 
But we should remember that in flight he is a child; his face "Was 
like a child's, badgered, confused, betrayed, n and that he runs like 
a "schoolboy flying in panic and pain (pp. 326-327)--we tend to for-
get it1 but he is o~ seventeen years old. The old priest tells Rose 
that "If he loved you, surely ••• that shows there was some good,n (p. 
332) and she goes off, believing in Pinkie's love, ntowards the worst 
horror of all" (p. 333)-to listen to the wedding gift, the phonograph 
record on tbich all that is left of Pinkie speaks: 
God damn you, you little bitch, why can't you go back home for-
ever, and let me be? 
(p. 236) 
Even this worst, final cruelty is set in the ambiguous light, for af-
ter the priest has told Rose of Charles Nguy: 
85. Quoted from the lettre-pr,face to Graham Greener 
temps tragiques by Paul Rostenne1 P• 12. 
' temoin des 
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There was a man, a Frenclman, you wouldn• t know about hilll, rrry 
child, who had the same idea as you. He was a good man, a 
holy man, and he lived in sin all through his life, because 
he couldn't bear the idea that any soul could suffer damnation •••• 
This man decided that if any soul was going to be damned, he 
would be damned too. He never took the sacraments, he never 
married his wife in church. I don• t know, rrry child, but s0111e 
people think he was--wall, a saint. I think he died in lihat 
we are told is mortal sin--l'm not sure: it was in the war: 
perhaps ••• , 
(p. 331) 
which is meant as consolation to Rose and not as a statement about 
Pinkie's situation, he goes on to say, "You can't conceive, rrry child, 
nor can I or anyone--the ••• appalling ••• strangeness of the mercy of 
God." (p. 331) It is the rrrystery of the mercy that creates the am-
biguous light. 
George WOodcock has said of Greene that "his interest in sinners 
and the damned seems to arise from his desire for all men to attain 
salvation.nB6 And the reader of Brighton Rock feels that this desire 
is one that is passionate, the horrified passion of a man who sees 
the acts of men as eternal acts. we feel the same passion in Dos-
toyevsky when we read The Brothers Karamazov and encounter the hor-
rid old father, Ivan• s pride (Pinkie has some of Ivan in him, es-
pecially in his clear sight), the blunderings of Mitya, and the grace 
accorded to Alyosha. Walter AllEil has said that "Br.ighton Rock is 
Dostoyevskyan in conception and is not Dostoyevskyan at second or 
third remove, as are Gide 1 s novels. When Pinkie ••• commits murder, 
when he plans to blind his girl with vitriol, he is not indulging in 
an~ gratuite: he is deliberately and consciously choosing damnation 
86. WOodcock, p. 136. 
instead of salvation • .S7 ~ one qualification must be added to the 
comparison; Dostoyevskyan, yes, but without •zossima • s Franciscan radi-
ance• or 11Alyosba1 s sanely Christian serenity and joy"--there is a lack 
of "sancta hilaritas • .88 
The weaknesses of Brighton Rock are obvious enough. F.l.rst, the 
novel is too nea~ly patterned, with the forces of the natural an:l super-
natural opposed and too far apart from each other. In addition, neither 
of these forces changes or develops in the course of the book. Thus, 
it is too explicit to be a completely successful novel. secondly, there 
is a problem with Ids. She is a memorable character, nearly Dickensian 
in her vitality, but we cannot get over the feeling that Greene, in not 
liking what she stands for, is not quite artistically fair to her; she 
says and does a little too patly, without a necessary ~oleness, what 
Greene wants for his theme. Thirdly, we have seen that part of the con-
ception of the novel lies in Eliot 1 s distinction between good and evil 
and right and lll'Ong. G. s. Fraser is right when he says that: 
Right an:l lll'Ong for Greene are matters of social decorUIII, or of 
some traditional code accepted without thinking, but the choice 
of good or evil is a terrible, significant, and final choice 
presented to the individual soul.B9 
We may agree with Eliot and Greene in this moral and religious opinion, 
but we must guard our opinions when w move into the aesthetic realm 
of the novel. Thus, we must adlllit the justice of Rayner Heppenstall's 
remark that 
87. Walter Allen, "Graham Greene," in Writers of Toda,z, ed, D. 
Val Baker (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1946), p. a;. 
88. Paul Dinkins, "Graham Greener The Incomplete Version, n 
Catholic WOrld, CLXXVI (19$2), 102. 
89. G. s. Fraser, P• 100. 
84 
In Brighton Rock, which has been camnonly regarded as Greene's 
masterpiece, it is explicitly stated that tha forces of good 
and evil must be felt with lll!lximum impact and that a bad Catho-
lic is superior to a good pagan for this reason,,,,The chief 
argument for belief is that, if ;you do not believe, you cannot 
be dalllned, 90 
And it must be admitted, too, that this is an absurd logic. 
Thus, Greene's first catholic novel, too ambitiously so in inten-
tion, perhaps, cannot be considered an unqualified success, However, 
since this can be eaid of very few, if any, novelB, we may rest con-
tent with a mEmorable book that opens more fully thsn most novels the 
religious side of lmman motivation. 
90, Rayner Heppenetall, The Double Image (London: seeker and 
\olarburg, 1947), P• .38. 
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I. The Confidential Agent 
Greene's next work of fiction is another "entertainment., n The 
Confidential !gent91 (1939). Although he has allowd the book to be 
reprinted, awarentl,y Greene feels S<lllle scorn for it. Josef Rischik 
tells us: 
es ist nicht mehr, aber auch nicht wniger als ein guter Krim-
inalroman, den der Autor selbst ale "not in my olllln !: ? style ? 
-there seems to be a word missing here J, als ein unter dem 
Druck des devorstehenden Kriegsausbruches innert sachs Wochen 
geschriebenes "hack work" bezeiclmete.92 
It should not be herd to show that this judgement is an unfair one. 
Greene's own words, "hack work," remind me of Faulkner's remark about 
Sanctuag--"a cheap idea ... deliberatel,y conceived to make money.n9.3 
Greene and Faulkner may honestly mean their words, but for men with 
such a definite view of the world and such long practice of the art 
of fiction it would seem impossible that they could write empty pot-
boilers. Both writers are driven, obsessed men, and one cannot stop 
being obsessed in order to write work of little or no significance, 
which is what they suggest in the remarks quoted above. The Conti-
dential Agent and Sanctuary are important to an understanding of 
Greene and Faulkner. 
The "Pressure of the impending outbreak of war" may have accounted 
for the speed with which Greene wrote The Confidential Agent, but it 
91. The Confidential Agent is included in Three by Graham Greene 
(New Yorkt VildOng, n.d. ). 
92. Josef Rischik! Werk (Bernt Verlag A. 
Francke AG., 1951), P• 4 • he had 
with Greene in the autumn of 1948; see P• 110. 
9.3. Faulkner is quoted by Malcolm Cowley in his "An Introduction 
to William Faulkner, 11 included in Critiques and Essays on Modern Fic-
tion, ed. John Aldridge (New York: Ronald, 1952), P• 4.39· 
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is more to our point to see that that pressure is f'elt in the content 
and in the texture of' the book. The confidential agent, D., is sent 
f'ram a country in the midst of' civil war, obviously Spain, to England 
in order to bUT coal f'or his side, equally obviously the Spanish Loyal-
ists. The thane of' the book is what happens to a man when he is caught 
up in violence and how he may infect others lli th the disease of' iio-
lence. 
Madaule says: 
, ~ 
L1homne traque est done toujours le detenteur d'un secret, qui 
n'est d 1ailleurs pas toujours celui qu•on pense. On peut croire 
que le secret de D. est celui de son identite ou celui de sa 
mission. Mais son secret veritable, c•est laguerre et ce q)l1elle 
entr&e avec elle, par exmple, la mort de la femme aim$e.94 
It is true. As I have said, D. has a disease, and it spreads like a 
plagus when he comes to the peaceful insularity of' England. He is 
aware of' his situation; he thinks that •if' he had found himself' on a 
desert island, he would have expected to infect even the loneliness 
somehow with violence.• (p. 28) He is helpless to control his disease, 
and it touches, to his horror and sorrow, the people around him. An 
exanple of' this pollution, f'or which D. is not responsible, is the 
f'ate of' Else, the little cleaning maid of' his shady hotel. After the 
manageress has fired Else f'or helping D., he thinks, "The infection 1 s 
still on me a.t'ter all. I come into this place, breaking up God knows 
what lives." (p. 38) And ltten he learns of' Else's murder: "The night-
mare was back; he was an infected man. Violence went with him every-
where. Like a typhoid carrier, he vas responsible f'or the deaths of' 
strangers.• (p. 82) 
94. Madaule, P• 100. 
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D. is an unlikely hero; he is middle-aged, fomerly a lecturer on 
Romance Languages in the university, an expert on the Chanson de Roland. 
But war has come, md he has chosen the side of the poor; he has spent 
six months in an enemy prison, his wife has been mistakenly shot as a 
hostage, he has been buried in a bombed cellar for fifty-six hours 
with a dead tomcat next to his mouth, aJXi "Danger was part of him. It 
wasn't like an overcoat you sometimes left behind; it was your skin." 
(p. 4) As he explains to Rose: 
One of the things which danger does to you after a time is--
well, to kill emotion. I don't think I shall ever feel any-
thing again except tear. None ot us can hate anymore-or love. 
You know it's a statistical tact that very few children are 
being born in our country. 
(p. ll) 
Thus, when Do arrives in England he is a cripple, physically and 
emotionally, and the internal action of the book takes the direction 
that it took in A Gun tor Sale (and will take again in The Ministry 
ot Fear), that of making better, or whole, the sick man. 
Like Raven, Do has learned that ";you could trust nobody but your-
self, and sometimes you were uncertain whether after all you could 
trust yourself." (p. 4) He lives in a world in which it is impossible 
to know who is tor and who is against you: 
And: 
He had been warned that it was inadvisable to bring in the Em-
bassy--the Ambassador and the First Secretary were not trusted, 
although the Second Secretary was believed to be loyal. It was 
a hopelessly muddled situation--it was quite possible that 
really it was the second Secretary who was working tor the rebels. (p. JJ) 
It suddenly occurred to D. that the man didn't know what he had 
come to London to do--it would be just like the people at home 
to send him on a confidential mission and set other people whom 
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they didn't trust with a lmowledge of this object to watch him. 
Distrust in civil war went to fantastic lengths; it made wild 
complications. Who could wonder if it broke down more seriously 
than trust? 
(p. 35) 
This is the world of the nentertainmentsn; a world in which a 
taxi-driver may kidnap one, a butler~ pick one's pockets while re-
moving a coat, the men in mackintoshes and bowlers may be Yard men or 
counter-agents, and a trip across London becomes a dangerous under-
taking in a fog. The busy city is a nightmare land in which anything 
can happen next. The insularity, the peace, of England is deceptive. 
And Rose, the spoiled daughter of the coal-operator, who loves him, 
!mows this; she says: "There's no trust anywhere. I 1d never seen a 
face that looked medium honest," (p. 50) and it is her brutal honesty 
and her impetuosity which make D. feel something like love again. He 
trusts her, and 
he sucklenly felt a tremendous groatitude that there was somebody 
in the warring crooked uncertain world he could trust besides 
himself. It was like finding in the awi'ul solitude of a desert 
a companion. 
(p. 122) 
It is the murder of Else which changes D. from a passive sufferer 
to an active aveonger. (Part I is titled "The Hunted" .and Part n "The 
Hunter.") Because of this, he vows that •somebody' s going to die. n 
(p. 89) As love for and trust in Rose grow, fear begins to disappear; 
his analysis of the effects of danger proves to be wrong. D. must be 
the avenger because nn. est innocent et 11 est totalement honn~te.n95 
D. no longer despairs; now he is the good man roused to righteous 
action. As Madaule says, "Tous les hommes traques sent en ml!me temps 
95. Madau·le, p. 117. • 
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justiciers,n95 and they act, as D. must act, outside the law because 
the law cannot supply the simple, direct, moral result that they lalow 
is necessary. And D. is moral, despite an a]JIIost Hemingwayesque dis-
claimer: 
All over the world there were people like himself who didn't be-
lieve in being corrupted--simply because it made life impossible--
as when a man or woman cannot tell the truth about anything. It 
wasn't so much a question of morality, but a question of simply 
existing. 
(p. 2.3} 
But in spite of his vow to make the murderers of Else pay for their 
crime, D. is not a killer; his humanism, his imagination, return to him 
when he tries to kill the traitor K., teacher of Entrenationo: 
The hand which held the gun shook with the impending horror. 
They had pushed him around-it was his tum now, but fear was 
returning, the fear of other people's pain, their lives, their 
individual despairs. He was damned like a creative writer to 
sympathy •••• With every word he C Ko 7 came alive--and the con-
demned must not come alive; he must 15e dead long before the 
judge passes sentence •••• He might be a good judge, but he would 
never make an executioner. ~ toughened you but not to that 
extent; he carried around his neck like a dead albatross the 
lectures in romance languages, the Song of Roland, the Berne MS. 
(pp. ll6-ll8} 
He has hunted mercilessly, but the right of even the vilest to life 
makes murder nearly impossible. He willingly admits that ~ people 
commit atrocities like the others,• (p. 48} but he personally ld.ll not 
use the methods of the others. He has the will for a vendetta, but 
birth, background, and education heve ranoved him to another world 
from that of a Raven or a Pinkie. He despises Roland, "the big 
boasting courageous fool," (p. 49} and his scholarly fame rests on 
95. Madaule, p .• no. • 
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his re-establishment of Oliver as the true hero of the poan. 96 Al-
though Do denies it, he is cast in the role of Oliver, llld the novel 
has innlllllerable Ganelons, those who sell out to the enemy. 
Suspicion and distrust, the existence everywhere of the war that 
is always in men, this D., fresh fl'OJIJ his civil war, finds in England. 
In the ear]Jr pages of the book D. is almost shocked by the trusting 
carelessness of the English, but he soon learns that men are on active 
service everywhere. And, although Greene leaves everything up to the 
reader, we can but feel as the author of Brighton Rock feels, that 
every act is an eternal act r 
He had imagined that the suspicion which 'IIIIS the atmosphere of 
his om life was dlle to the civil 'illlr1 but he began to believe 
that it existed everywhere; it was part of hUIIlan life. People 
were united only by their vices; there was honour among adulter-
ers and thieves •••• It was as if the whole world lay in the 
shadow of abandonment. 
(p. 51) 
(That last sentence expresses exactly the impression that Greene con-
veyed in his novel of the following year, The Power and the Glory.) 
Ani, more particularly and more powerfully, perhaps, Greene describes 
the shabby 1 "abandoned n modern 1«1rldr 
The soapbox orators talked in the bitter cold at Marble Arch 
with their mackintoshes turned up around the Adam's apples, 
and all oown the road the cad cars 'llllited for the right easy 
girls, and the cheap prostitutes sat hopeless]Jr in the shad-
ows, and the blackmailers kept an lf'B open on the grass, where 
the deeds of darkness were quietly md unsatisfactori]Jr accom-
plished. This was technically known as a city at peace. A 
poster said, "BloCliiiSbury Tragedy Sensation." (p. 112) 
96. D. is the discoverer of the Berne MS., which nmakes the 
story tragedy, not just heroics.• (p. 49) The Oxford and Venice MSS., 
mentioned ey D. certainly exist, but apparent]Jr Greene has daring]Jr 
invented the Berne MS., which bas not "been tidied up, to suit,• as 
D. says the Oxford MS. has been. 
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But Greene's hardest rap comes in the passages which deal with the En-
trenationo Language Centre, where K., also an agent and a traitor, 
works. It is a poor place 1 
on the third .O.oor of a building on the south side of Oxford 
Street, over a bead shop, an insurance company, arxi the offices 
of a magazine called Mentel Hesl th. (p. J2) 
Entrenationo is an international language, and its inventor, Dr. Bellows 
(surely this n1111e indicates mme of Greene's scorn for such projects), 
greets D. with ~tray joyass," for, as he explains, "The first words 
of the Entrenationo Language must alwa;rs be ones of welcome." (p. 32) 
Dr. Bellows has a .tllce "which seemed to shrink from innumerable re-
buffs, n (p. 32) pays two shillings an hour to his instructors, wears 
rubber shoes so thst he can creep down corridors and spy on them, and 
sl 'll!lys hopes that 
na new client has been brought here by love •••• Love of all the 
world. A desire to be able to exchange--ideas--with-everybody. 
All this hate," Dr. Bellows said, "these wars we read about in 
the newspapers, they are all due to misunderstanding. If we all 
spoke the same language--• 
(p. 32) 
But despite these fine words and his dream of "Communication instead 
of misunderstanding, strife--, n (p. 104) Dr. Bellows still pads the 
corridors and tines instructors a shilling if caught not speaking En-
trenetiono to students. D. thinks, -There 'llllBn't much trust even in 
the centre of internationalism," (p. 36) and we lmow that, from Greene's 
point of view, this "love" will not do, thst if there is a love capable 
of changing the world that it is centred on something outside the 
world. The force of that religious love is felt implicitly in this 
book by its absence, for D. does not bel:l:eve in God,97 nor do we have 
91. See PP• LB, 95-96. 
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the usual scene :In llhich the hero is shown against the light of some 
religious belief. 
~ does Greene create in D. a B,Ympathetic infidel? Excluding 
political reasons, it mq be that Greene himself felt, under nthe 
pressure of the impending outbreak of war," a desire to cast a man 
like himself (we remember that he sqs D. is "damned like a creative 
writer to S1lJipatcyn} into the violence of the time and to trace his 
history :In a npeacei'lll" London. And we must remember also that it 
would have been too improbable, even for the author of Brighton Rock, 
to have given that role to a Catholic at the time of the Spanish Civil 
war/8 
The love of The Confidential !gent is a love geared to the time 
in which the book was written and :In which the characters live, a non-
religious time :In llhich even personal love is only barely possible. 
D. never forgets his dead wife, despite the re-awakening of an emotion 
he had thought dead, lllCl Rose, with her clear, young sight, never for-
gets that their love mq be brief, for D. ma.y be shot on his arrival 
:In Spain, but still she goes with him/9 
96. It is interesting to note that Greene has never created, as 
a maJor character, a Catholic :Intellectual. Although the books of the 
forties and fifties are concerned with people of a higher social class 
(the whiskey priest, SCobie, and Sarah Ml.les) than the crim:lnals and 
spies of the thirties, none of these later Catholic characters can be 
considered intellectuals :In the sense that D. is an intellectua-l. 
99. D. is the only h0J11111e t:;r! in all of Greene's books, with 
the exception of Arthur Rowe (Be and Fowler are special cases} 
who is still alive at the end of the book. 
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J. The Power and the Glor;r 
In the spring of 19.38, Graham Greene visited Mexico. He went as 
a Catholic observer of a countr;r formerly Catholic, but in which the 
Catholic communicants were denied the:ir religion under the tyranny of 
the:ir rulers, in order to see how their deprivation had affected the 
people. The Lawless 11oads100 (1939) describes his travels from the 
north down into the sruthern states of Tabasco and Chiapas, in which 
the repression continued as at ita heignt several years before all over 
Mexico. The Lawless Roads is an extremely fine book in its own rignt, 
but for our purposes it serves as a source book for Greene 1 s novel of 
1940, The Power and the Glor;y~01 
To read the novel immediately after reading the travel book gives 
us many valllable insights into the way in which Greene, when writing 
fiction, selects and distorts his raw material, for most of the people, 
all of the scenes, and much of the action of the novel are to be found 
in the earlier book. With the exception of the central character, the 
nameless priest, I will make no attempt to compare these elements as 
they appear in both books, for it would be tedious and unnecessary, but 
100. Th:ird Edition. London: Eyre and Spottiswode, 1950; pub-
lished in America as Another Mexico. Coincidentally, Evelyn Waugn, also 
a novelist and convert to Catholicism, was in Mexico at the same time. 
Greene's book is his most passionate and profound statement of his Cath-
olicism; Waugn 1s book, Robbery Under Law, is chiefly concerned with the 
government confiscation of British oil interests. These books reflect 
the immense dilferences between the Catholicism of the two writers. 
101. London: Heinemann, 1949; f:irst published in America as The 
Labyrinthine WI:. The American title is drawn from Francis ThompsOiii' s 
"The Hound of aven11 and suitably emphasizes the role of God as the 
pursuer of the fleeing priest (see 11fY discussion in this chapter). The 
Powr and the Glory won the Hawthornden Prize for 1940. -
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any reader will profit by a careful reading of the two books. 
In a Note to the Third Edition of The Lawless Roads Greene says, 
"Those interested may find on page 129 and the su'cceeding pages the 
source of my story, The Power and the Glory,• which directs us to a 
few sentences on the repression in Tabasco: 
Every priest was hunted down or shot, except one who existed 
for ten years in the forests and the swamps, venturing out 
only at night; his few letters, I was told, recorded an awful 
sense of impotence--to live in constant danger and ~t be able 
to do so little, it hardly seemed worth the horror. 102 
And later, we read of 
the priest in Chiapas who had fled. 11 0h ••• he was just what 
we call a whisky priest." •••• He was little loss, poor man ••• 
but who can judge what terror and hardsh:i;p and isolation may 
have excused him in the eyes of God! 102 
To these bare facts about the two priests Greene has added some facts 
from the life of Father Miguel Pro, a martyred Jesuit who had returned 
to Mexico in disguise. Dressed in lllllf'ti, "Pro gave Communion daily to 
some three hundred people, confessions were heard in half-built houses 
in darkness, retreats were held in garages. n102 He skillfully eluded 
the police on several occasions, but was finally caught, found guilty 
of a trumped-up charge, and shot. 
It is out of these scattered and scanty stories of priests working 
secretly and as ouUaws in a churchless state that Greene created his 
whisky priest: a small man with a nervous giggle who for eight years 
has been the only priest in the state of Tabasco, a bsd priest, one who 
drinks and who has a child, a priest who has done and can do little, 
but one who endures tenaciously until .he is finally captured and shot. 
Victor de Pange has said: 
102. The Lawless Roads, pp. 129, 1$0, 11-12. 
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La puissance et la gloire est tres proche d 'un m;vstere ~die'val. 
On imagine aisJment un dlcor ou l'enfer et le ciel auraient 
leur place et ou se situerait le "Voyage du pelerin" qu' accomplit 
le p~tre entre le salut et la damnation ,10.3 
And several other critics have noted the allegorical quality of the novel, 
but none have followed up the possibilities which lie in such suggestions. 
In his slxlrt survey, British Dramatists, Greene has praised Everyma.n, 
and be has said of Shakespeare: 
It must be remembered that we are still within the period of 
the Morality: they are being acted yet in the country dis-
tricts: they had been absorbed by Shakespeare, just as much 
as he absorbed the plays of Marlowe, and the abstraction--
the spirit of Revenge (Hamlet), of Jealousy (Othello), of 
Ambition (Macbeth), of Ingratitude (Lear), of Passion (Anthony 
and Cleopatra)--still rules the play. And rightly. Here is 
the watershed between the morality and the play of character: 
the tension between the4two is perfectly kept: there is dia-lectical perfection. 10 
This indicates the cast of Greene 1 s mind, and if we hold an awareness 
that the modern novel, both in form and in practice, is infinitely 
less exude and more subtle than the Morality play (or any drama, for 
that matter), we may validly attempt to look at The Power and The Glory 
as Pange bas suggested. 
Everyman itself, hOW"ever, may be more suggestive for us than the 
type of the pilgrimage, for in his frailty, his unsureness of purpose, 
his backsliding, his desire to be free from his terrible responsibility, 
his cowardice, am his ultimate underlying strength, the priest is rec-
ognizable to us all. But more precisely, just as Everyman discovers 
on his road to the grave tba t he must expect to take nothing but Good 
' 10.3. Victor de Pange, Graham Greene (Paris-Bruxelles: Editions 
Universitaires, 195.3), P• 11 • 
104. Graham Greene, British Dramatists, in Im:ressions of English 
Literature, ed. W, J. Turner (London: COllins, 19 ), p. 114. 
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Deeds with him, so the priest, harried down the labyrinthine ways to his 
salvation, must discard all but his essential unshakeable faith in God. 
And Greene figures this for us by making him, in the course of the novel, 
literally give up or lose his various holy objects and appurtenances: I 
Feast days and fast days and days of abstinence had been the 
first to go: then he had ceased to trouble more than occasion-
ally about his breviary--and finally he had left it behind 
altogether at the port in one of his periodic attempts to es-
cape. Then the altar stone went-too dangerous to carry with 
him. He had no blsiness to say Mass without it: he was 
probably liable to suspension, but penalties of the ecclesi-
astical kind began to seem unreal in a state where the only 
penalty was the civil one of death. 
(p. 73) 
In addition, there was a chalice, which nearly cost him his life once, 
his case ("the only evidence that life had ever been different" LP• ll6J), 
and finally the papers which had sealed him in the priesthood, All go, 
until he is stripped naked before his fate, a being deprived and alone--
except for his God. 
Let us add, too, that the fact of his namelessness supports our1 
sense of him as Everyman, for names individuate, distinguish, and limit, 
but anonymity is suggestive of larger things, of types. 
More than any other novel of Greene's, The Power and the Glory is 
a book of symbolic identifications. We must, in fact, see that the 
structure of the nwel depends entirely on these identifications. The 
priest is, obviously, at the center, and all of the other characters 
are symbolically related to him, as the spokes of a wheel relate to 
the hub. I would like to call this a "radial pattern," or, 100re allu--
sively, but in line with the theme and "the kingdom and the power and 
the glory," a "radiant pattern." And we may say further that the book 
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"radiates" more than most of Greene's books, for there is great hope and ' 
promise at the end-a strong contrast with the total loss that awaits 
Rose at the end of Brighton Rock. 
My method will be to take each of the characters who relate to the 
priest and to show in detail what the quality and meaning of each of 
these relationships is, but, first, we must see that the priest's story 
is remarkably like the story of Christ.'' He is betrayed by a Judas, 
whom he forgives, and enters the death-trap wittingly and willingly, he 
is lnmg, figuratively, beside a thisf, and, of course, he is executed 
for his faith. I will return to these matters, but we must always keep 
in mind Gresne 1 s purpose in making this parallel with Christ: the priest 
does not stand for Christ in aey simple allegorical equation, but he is 
Christ-like in that he bas consecrated himself, as any Christian should, 
to live a life in the pattern of Christ. He is not the Son of God who 
redeems the sins of mankind, but he can redeem himself and be a witness 
to the Christian way, an example to mankind. 
One may, if one chooses, argue further, as Rayner Heppenstall bas 
done. It is obvious that the whisky priest is, in some weys, like 
Bernanos 1 priests in The Diary of a Country Priest and Under the Sun of 
Satsn, and Heppenstall, in a discussion of Bernanos :in which he argues 
that these priests (especially the former) are scapegoats who voluntarily 
assume the s :ins of the community and die :in the wilderness, would include 
Greene's priest as another of this type.105 
This idea is an attractive one, for by rema:ining in the community 
after the other priests have left, the priest does serve it, and it is 
105. Heppenstall, The Doul.jl.e Image, pp. 30-38. Heppenstall even 
makes a case for Raven and Pinkie as "abnormal" scapegoats; see p. 40. 
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for this that he is executed, but, while the services of baptism, coiDIIDln-
ion, and confession certainly have the fumtion of taking away sins, we 
do not see how these sins become then the burden of the priest himself. 
There is only one thing in the novel that would support the notion that 
he ~ to suffer for the sins of others, am tlBt is when he prays for 
his daughter, Brigitta: "Gh God, help her. Damn me, I deserve it, but 
let her live forever," but he knows immediately that "this was the love 
he should have felt for every soul in the l«>rld: all the fear and ths 
wish to save concentrated unjustly on the one child.nl06 (p. 269) We 
cannot admit Heppenstall's idea as entirely valid in the case of Greene, 
as we JIIUBt admit it is for Bernanos' "country priest," who, driven and 
despised by the villagers, subsists on bread and wine (stale and rancid), 
A 
and whose last words are "Tout est grace," but we may wonder if Greene 
did not see the opportunity for something of a variation on the Bernanos 
ths 107 me. 
Of the characters who surround the priest, I will first look at 
T!!_nch, the English dentist who is stranded in the port town (actually 
Frontera) in lihich we first see ths priest. He is modeled on the American 
dentist, Doc Winter, whom Greene describes in The Lawless Roads: 
without a memory and without a hope in the illrnense heat, he 
loomed during those days as big as a symbol--! am not sure of 
what, unless the aboriginal calamity, "having no hope, and 
106. We shall see in the discussion of The Heart of ths Matter 
that Scobie makes almost the same prayer for a child. 
107. I make this suggestion despite a remark in Allott and 
Farris about "Greene 1 s ccnfessed lack of partiality for the novels 
of Bernanos, n p. 191, footnote. The confession must have been made 
in conversation, for I have been unable to find any printed opinion 
of Bernsnos by Greene. 
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without God in the world."l08 
Dr. Tench, cut off from the family he can hardly remember, is, 
like tbe priest, trapped :In the dark land, the land abandoned by God. 
He, too, dreams of escape, but his lack of real purpose and the infla-
tiona:ey· nature of the peso will always balk any attempt to escape. In 
another way he is like the priest, for "Tench was used to pain: it 
was his profession," (p. 55) and amid the pain he goes on, endures. 
He symbolizes those parts of the priest's character noted above and 
also the immense loneliness and desolation of the land. Ironically 1 
it is through his eyes that we see the execution of the priest, for he 
is filling the teeth of the Chief of Police as the little man is dragged 
to the bloody wall ( 11 10h, 1 the jefe moaned fr0111 the chair, 'the pain, 
the pain'" D· 28lJ). In an unusual moment, for him, Tench feels for 
another person and swears that he will "clear out for good," but we 
know that he will not: he is caught. 
The lieutenant of police who successfully tracks down the priest 
may at first look like a perfect antithesis to the priest; he believes 
in the social revolution, he has a purely materialistic view of life, 
and he is fanatically anti-clerical, but actually he, too, symbolizes 
a side of the priest 1 s character, and, fundamentally, the two men are 
more alike than different. Like the priest, the lieutenant has a voca-
tion to which he has given his life. He thinks of the children of the 
state: 
108. The Lawless Roads, p. 156. "The aboriginal calamity" is 
quoted from the epigraph to The Lawless Roads, which is from Newman r s 
"tologia pro Vita Sua (New York: Modern Library, 1950), pp. 240-241.. 
T e final quotation is from Ephesians ii. 12. 
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it as for these he was figlrt.ing. He would eliminate from 
their childhood everything which had made him miserable, all 
that was poor, superstitious and corrupt. They deserved 
nothing less than the truth-a vacant universe and a cooling 
world, the right to be happy in any way they chose. He was 
quite prepared to make a massacre for their sakes--first the 
Church am then the foreigner and then the politician--even 
his own chief would one day have to go. He wanted to begin 
the world again with them, in a desert. 
(pp. 70-71) 
Greene makes the likeness between the priest and the lieutenant 
explicit; the latter's room in a lodging house is "as comfortless as a 
prison or a monastic cell," (p. 25) and, "There was something of a 
priest in his intent observant walk--a theologian going back over the 
errors or the past to destroy them again." (p. 25) He is an ascetic, 
with a priest's horror or women. 
His relentless, cru.el pursuit or the priest contrasts with the 
priest's animal-like wandering, but their roles become reversed arter 
he has succeeded in catching his quarry, for he is brought to a state 
or con.fllsion by the priest's quiet assurance in his faith, and on the 
evening or the day bsfore the execution, "He felt without a purpose, 
as if life had drained out or the world." (p. 268) .And yet, he is "a 
good man," as the disguised priest tells him when the lieutenant gives 
him money; he has charity, shown also in his awkward love for children. 
If we see how in his devotion to his calling he is like the priest, 
we must also see the implications of his relationship to the priest as 
Christ. Victor de Pange has pointed these out. He says: 
Le lieutenant n 1 est certainement pas au nombre des damn{s. 
En cherchant a nier Dieu il a appris a le mieux conna~tre. 
Peut-~tre, lui aussi, est-il sur un chemin de Damas?l09 
Certainly we may think or this hard persecutor as the type of Saul of 
Tarsus, the persecutor of Christians who was blinded by grace on the 
109. Pange, P• 74. 
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Damascus road, for his unsettled and purposeless state at the end of 
the book promises some change. 
Entrapment and vocation. The third radial point is that of the 
priest who has renounced his vows and who knows that he is "in the gr:l,p 
of the unforgiveable sin, despair." (p. 59) This is Padre Jos~, who 
has submitted to the tyranny of the state and has married. Once, "he 
had been simply filled with an Clverwbelming sense of God. At the 
Elevation of the Host you could see his hands trembling ••• the wounds 
bled anew for him over every altar," (p. 120) but now he has no fUnction 
and is cut off from God. He represents, in his identifying relation to 
the whisky priest, the ever-present bad temptation to which the fugitive 
is so frequently drawn, the temptation to give up the responsibilities 
of his position and to succumb to despair. 
The whisky priest feels that he is not a martyr, but there is a., 
martyr, albeit an ironic one, in the novel. He is the priest, Jusn, 
whose pious life is being read aloud by a mother to her three children. 
Here Greene's love of irony- broadens out into parody, and he has written 
several sanctimonious pages in the style of the adulatory biograpey. 
Although Jusn is presented as a saint of the future who died for his 
church, his life is unreal in its inlmman charity and foresight; the 
authentic martyr, the whisky priest, prowls the dark streets in fear 
of capture and death, conscious of his weakness and umrorthiness. Tlms, 
Greene fixes another spoke in his wheel-like structure. 
The mes.tizo with the two yellow fangs is the Judas of The Power 
and the Glory. The priest himself recognizes him as a betrayer early 
in the book, and he knows, as Christ knew, that when the restizo comes 
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to bring him back from his safety across the border that he is leading 
him into the trap. He goes, however, not only to be present with the 
dying murderer, but because he knows that God does not mean him to 
escape, that it is his fate to remain and to die, i:f' necessary, in 
Tabasco. Ani for the betrayer the priest has a feeling of charity. He 
thinks, as he helps the feverish mestizo, "Christ had died for this man, 
too," (p. 126) and again, with a wry sadness, "Poor man ... he isn't 
really bad enough" (p. 238) to bs a Judas; it is a shame that he damns 
hineelf for so little. 
But Greene 1 s process of making identifying relations goes on, for 
the priest is not totally different from the mestizo; they are alike in 
that he too has betrayed. We have seen lx>w he has given up most of his 
priestly duties and functions, that he has fathered a chi1d, and that 
he rightly considers himself unworthy. He has betrayed certain of his 
solemn vows, and he is painfully conscious that he has "to go to God 
Elllpty-handed, with nothing done at all." (p. 273) This self-evaluation 
may be false, or partly so, but it is what he genuinely feels bsfore 
his death, and he has reason for feeling tlms. 
The last of the characters who radiate fran the priest is the 1 
American gunman, thief and murderer. He is, like the priest, a criminal 
and a fugitive, and his photograph is hung next to the priest's on the 
~ 
wall of the police station: 
On the wall of the af:f'ice the gangster stUl stared stubbornly 
in proflle towards the first COIIIlllllllion party: somebody had 
inked round the priest 1 s head to detach him from the girls 1 
am the women 1 s faces: the unbearable grin peeked out of a 
halo. 
(p. 7l) 
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The priest feels that they are brothers, but it is clear that Greene 
has mirrored the situation of the Crucifixion (and the "first communion 
party" has its significance, too). For instance, wh:Ue the priest 
tries to make the dying gunman repent his crimes, the gumnan urges the 
priest to take his gun or knife and fight his way out of the trap, a 
passage reminiscent of Luke xxiii. 39 ("kld one of the malefactors 
which -were hanged railed on him, saying, 'If thou be Christ, save th;y-
self and us.'"), Once again, the pattern reveals itself--those around 
him are like the priest ( 11 radial11 ) and the priest is like Christ 
("radiant"). The Power and the Glory finds its deepest source in the 
Incarnation. 
Why does the priest stay? He cantinual:cy- feels that he is doing 
no good, and he has reason to think t.'lis; as a consequence of his tenac-
ity four hostages have been shot, and the people are afraid to have him 
in their villages. Why does he stay'? To answer this question we must 
examine Greene's conceptions of fate and of free will. As Evelyn Waugh 
has said, "Contemplation of the horrible ways in Wbich men exercise 
the:ir right of choice leads ["GreeneJ into samething very near a hatred 
of free-wiu.n110 Greene 1 s tendency to emphasize tbil early years of 
life as decisive conjoins with this disinclination to see men as free 
in such a way that once ~ choice is made tbil individual has surren-
dered his freedom. Of Dr. Tench, for example: 
Mr. Tench 1s father had been a dentist too--his first memory 
was finding a discarded cast in a wastepaper basket,, •• It 
had been his favorite toy: they tried to tempt him with 
110. Eve:cy-n Waugh, "The Waste Land," Spectator, CLXII (1939), 414, 
1~ 
Meccano 1 rut fate had struck. There is always one moment in 
childhood when the door opens and lets the future in. The 
hot wet river-port and the vultures lay in the wastepaper 
basket, and he picked them out. We should be thankful we can-
not see the horrors ani degradations lying around our child-
hood, in cupboards and bookshelves, everywhere. 
(pp. 7-8) 
The priest's case is much more complex, but it would seem that he 
,, is nat free to choose to leave. Fate struck for him in his vocation; 
he answered to the call of God am became a priest, and now God will 
nat let him cease doing God's work. One of the Catholic criticisms 
of Calvin at the time of the Counter-Reformation was that, within the 
rigid systan of predestinarianism, God could impose impossible duties 
on men. Without teying to make Greene into a Calvinist, we may say 
that such may be the situation in The Power and the Glory, and that, as 
we shall see later, God does this in order that the priest attain salva-
tion. 
The priest considers it his duty not to be caught, IIIUch as he 
desires the end of the long, weary chase 1 and he is willing to lie 
again and again to avoid capture. And time after time we see that he 
accepts God's harsh imposition of duty. In the first scene, when he 
nearly escapes on the boat, he tells the dentist, "I am meant to miss I 1 
it. • (p. 14) Am 1a ter, !ben the peons ask him to leave because he 
endangers them and can no longer do any good, he says to them, 110h yes ••• ,, 
I understand. But it's not what you want--or I want •••• " (p. 99) And 
he clearly recognizes both the power of God and God's reason for keep-
ing him in Tabasco during his night in jail: 
If God intended him to escape He could snatch him away from 
in front of a firing sqnad. But God was merciful: there 1 
was only one reason, surely, which would make Him refuse His 
lOS 
peace--if there was any peace--that he could still be of use 
in saving a soul, his own or another 1 s. 
(p. 167) 
So that when the Judas prefers not to betray him then, he knows that "God 
had decided. He had to go on with his life, go on making decisions, act-
ing on his own advice, making plans •••• • (p. 179) The sense of predes-
tination is strong, but there is one passage in the novel in which the 
priest e~lains why he stayed and in which he sees himself as free. To 
the lieutenant 1s question: "But why did you stay'?" he answers: 
"Once ••• ! asked myself that. The fact is, a man isn't 
presented suddenly with two courses to follow: one good 
and one bad. He gets caught up." 
(p. 253) 
And he goes on to explain, in a manner still perfectly consistent with 
the earlier passages which led us to see him as predestined, that he 
had not realized the seriousness of the repression, that time passed 
and habit formed, that he was not a firm character, that he enjoyed the 
freedom fran criticism by other priests. But then the ground of the 
e:xplanation shifts, and he makes himself responsible and as free as 
Lucifer: 
"One thing went after another. I got careless about nw 
duties. I began to drink. It would have been much better, 
I think, if I had gone too. Because pridha was at work all 
the time. Not love of God .... Pride was w tmade the -
angels fall :-Pride 1st he" worst thing of all. I thought I 
was a fine fellow to have stayed when the others had gone. 
And then I thought I was so grand I could make nw own rules. 
I gave up fasting, daily Mass. I neglected my prayers--and 
one day because I was drunk and lonely--well, you know how 
it was, I got a child. It was all pride. Just pride be-
cause I'd stayed. I wasn't any use, but I stayed. At least 
not lllllch use •••• It's a mistake one makes--to think just 
because a thing is difficult or dangerous •••• • ~talics mine. 7 
(p. 254T 
We know this pride exists in him, because we have seen it return in the 
haughty, stiff -necked attitude with which he deals with the peasants on 
lo6 
the other side of the border. Tlrus, it is this explanation which we 
must f:!nally accept, for the priest is convinced that he is damned 
("if there 1 s ever been a single man in this state damned, then I'll be 
damned too• LP• 25'!/), and neither damnation nor salvation can have 
any meaning unless the individual is himself free. Thus, Greene 
borders on the denial of free will, but pulls up short of a complete 
denial. 
The Catholic critic Jacques Madaule has most satisfactorily dealt 
with this problem of free will in The Power and the Glory. He has 
pointed out that •on Ii 'est jamais seul, et l'on est toujours seu1,•111 
t·hat the priest acts freely at the same time that he is chosen by God, 
for 
, 
Dieu a besoin d 1un te'moin dans l'Etat de Tabasco, en cat 
instant de ls duree, et c 1 est lui, 1' homme indigne et , , , 
inutile, qui a ete mysterieusement choisi. L 'enfant 
impassible et peut-~tre menteur qui s 1est pre'sente tout 
'a 1 1heure chez le dentiste, juste au moment o~ le pr~tre 
avait voulu s 1echapper, et ou il allait reussir, c 1est le 
premier de cas envoye's de Dieu, de cas anges que~.¥sormais, 
il ne va plus cesser de recontrer sur sa route. ~ 
It was also Madaule who first pointed out that 
Sans doute le p~tre est-il, comme Andrews, colllllle Conrad 
r"rJrover J 1 COIIll!le tous les heros de Greene que nous avons 
ltudils jusqu' ici, un hollll!le traque. Mais nous apercevons 
ici quel est le veritable Chasseur •••• C'est Dieu lui-m3me.lll 
It is as in Thompson's poem "The Hound of Heaven" in which God, "the 
tremencl>us Lover," pursues the frightened, feeble, unwilling soul, 
hareying him into his salvation. As Pange, following Madaule, has 
said: 
Le pz.atre est traqu6 par la Grace. I1 la fuit sans cesse, 
franchit les frontims, se croit sauve. Mais ella est 
111. Madaule, pp. 201, 179, 219. 
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toujours la, .1'6t-ce sous le masque de 1 1 ai'freux m~tis qui 
lui montre le chemin du sacrifice. Chaque fois il croit se 
tramper. Mais la Gr~ce ae en lui, malgr6 lui. Tout 
concourt au salut de son , mGme ses pechei's. ll2 
Thus, in a wonderfUl paradox, Judas himself, the mestizo, becomes one 
, 
oi' "ces envoyes de Dieu, de ces anges," who work for the salvation oi' 
the priest. 
We say salvation, rather than damnation, i'or we feel at the end oi' 
the book that this poor little whisky priest will be saved, but, as :in 
Brighton Rock and The Heart oi' the Matter, Greene leaves the question 
unanswered--only God can !mow, the novelist cannot follow the priest 
beyond death. 
In this matter oi' salvation, it is in The Power and the Glory thst 
Greene first positively poses the problem oi' the love oi' the mortal sin-
ner, which reappears in The Heart oi' the Matter. The priest !mows that 
sin can be beautii'ul: 
111 lmow--i'rom experience--how much beauty Satan carried down 
with him when he !ell. Nobody ever said the !allen angels 
were the ugly ones, 11 
(p. 169) -
and he cannot repent his s:in oi' fornication, for he loves the child who 
is the result oi' the crime; consequently, he !eels that '!when we love 
our sin then we are damned indeed." (p. 222) But he !mows too that God 
is love, even though he runs in fear of God: 
' 
"God is love. I don 1t say the heart doesn 1t feel a taste oi' 
it, but what a taste. The smallest glass oi' love mixed with 
a pint pot oi' ditch-water. We wuldn't recognize t.hat love. 
It might even look like hate. It would be enough to scare 
us--God 1 s love. It set tire to a bush :in the desert, didn 1 t 
it, and smashed open graves and set the dead walking in the 
ll2. Pange, P• 94. 
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dark. Oh, a man like me would run a mile to get away if he 
felt that love around." 
(p. 259) 
Nevertheless, we feel that he is not one of the damned (partly because 
of his deep understanding of love), and, as I have said above, we must 
take care not to accept the priest's own valuation of himself. Despite 
his admitted weakness and his sins, never once in the course of the 
novel does he lose what Rostenne has called "sa fidt{lit-6 ~ 1 1essential. 11113 
If we are willing to recognize his love for his child and his faith in 
God, we may remember as a text for the end of The Power and the Glory 
l.Peter iv. 8, that "charity shall cover the multitude of sins." The 
priest may be wrong in his feeling before the execution. 
He felt only an immense disappointment because he had to go 
to God empty-handed, with nothing done at all. It seemed to 
him, at that moment, that it would have been quite easy to 
have been a saint. It would only have needed a little self-
restraint and a little courage, He felt like someone 'Who has 
missed happiness by seconds at an appointed place. He knew 
now that at the epd too re was only one thing that counted--
to be a saint. 114 
(p. 273) 
113. Rostenne, p. 180. 
l.J.4, Neville Braybrooke, in his essay "Graham Greene," E~V::fa 
September 1950, has pointed out that too last sentence is a trans tion 
of the last sentence of Leon Bloy1s La fe11111e pauvre: "She knew at the 
end that there was only one unhappiness, and that is--NOT TO BE ONE OF 
THE SAINTS," P• 19. I 
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K. The M!.nistry of Fear 
Rowe's head was singing; he felt as though he had been walking 
in his sleep: he was lying in a strange position, in a strange 
place. He got up and saw an enomous quantity of saucepans all 
over the noor; something like the twisted eng:ine of an old car 
turned out to be a refrigerator. He looked up and saw Charles's 
Wain heeling over an amchair which was poised thirtz feet abcve 
his head; ba looked down and saw the Bay of Naples I "a wild 
water-colour" 7 intact at his teet. He felt as though he were 
in a strange co1.mtry without.,sn;r maps to help him, try:ing to get 
his position by the stars.ll7 
A bomb has fallen; we are in the topsy-turvy London nightmare o! 
the blitz, the world of The Ministry of Fear, Greene's entertainment 
ot 1943. Of all of Greene's books, it is The Ministry o! Fear which 
most outrages the sense of probability, and yet if we accept the ab-
surdity of the initial situation as something not inappropriate in tba 
world o! bomb-blast, if we willinglY suspend our disbelief in the co-
incidences, we gain, in addition to our simple enjoyment of a good 
thriller, not onl;r what has been called "a semon on pity," 116 but 
the stol'1 of the hunted, sl.ck man who turns into the hunter, the grown, 
whole man. And it is the pace of the "entertainment" and the intricacy 
and the shock of melodrama that makes this recapitulation of growth 
possible. 
Arthur Rowe is another of Greene's hommes traque's, but his situa-
tion is different fran those exanples of the type whom we have already 
seen. He is a criminal, but not a fugitive; he is alone, but he seeks 
the protection of iSolation and anonymity; he is a murderer, but because 
115. The Ministry o! Fear, included in Three by Graham Greene 
(New York: Viking, n.d.), P• lB. 
116. Allott and Farris, P• 193. 
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he cannot stand pain1 unlike those who wish to inflict it. When we 
first meet Rowe, he is man who is so cut off from other men that his 
days are spent wandering aimlessly through bombed London or in neaz-. 
empty movie houses with other lonely men. 
He has killed his wife, who was suffering from the slow death of 
an incurable disease, because of his pity for her pain, and he has 
tried and "detained during His Majesty's pleasure. It was quite a 
short pleasure •••• They just had to find an excuse. n (p. 25) But al-
though 
The law had taken a merciful view; himself he took the merci-
less one. Perhaps if they had hanged him he would have found 
excuses for himself between the trapdoor and the bot tan of the 
drop, b ut they had given him a lifetime to analyze his motives 
in, 
(p. 54) 
and now he feels guilt because, as he says, KMercy to her or mercy to 
me. They didn't say. And I don't know even now." (p. 25} If he had 
the power, he would rub out the memories of the years of maturity. 
Thus, 1e are not surprised that Rowe is first presented as a 
child, looking wisti'ul.ly over the railings at the fSte that is to 
enmesh him in violence. But we muet see too that he is drawn irre-
sistibly to the fhe, for we have once again, here in the opening pages 
of The Ministry of Fear, a familiar Greenian compound, the unbreakable 
tie between childhood and one 1 s .fhte 1 what one becomes. "The !6te 
called him like innocence: it was EDtangled in childhood," (p • .3) 
and, answering the call, "he came towards his doom," (p. 4) and 
"stepped joyfully back into adolescence, into childhood." (p. 4) But, 
There 1111s something threatening, it seemed to him, in the very 
perfection of the dayr between the plane trees which shaded 
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the treasure ground he could see the ruined section of the square. 
It was as if Providence had led him to exactly this point to in-
dicate the difference between then and now. 
(p. 6) 
And, after the episode of the fortune teller and the winning of the 
cake, be has a true, prEmonitory feeling that "lt was as if the ex-
perience of childhood renewed had taken a strange tum, away from in-
nocence." (p. 9) 
We see Rowe here as if he were starting life anew, as if this 
middle-aged man had been given a second chance and could be a child 
again with all his life ahead still to be made. For, at the beginning 
of the book, he is a child. Since the murder and the trial he has put 
himself in the familiar neurotic position of living without responsi-
bility. He lives anonymously in an anonymous furnished room; he has 
no job, and even in time of war neither the IU'IIIY" nor the civil defence 
will have him; his only remaining treasure is a schoolboy' s knife; he 
reads The Old Curiosity Shop and David Copperfield over and over again, 
nnot so much because he liked them as because he had read them as a 
child and they carried no adult memories. n (p. ll) He has admitted 
his own defeat and can do nothing to help himself. He is trapped, im-
mured in his own debilitating sickness. He is like the infected, 
cripp>llid D. of the first part of The Confidential !gent, and the broad 
structure of the two books is comparable. "The Unhappy Man, n Book I 
of The Ministry of Fear 1 is followed by "The Happy Man, n and then, in a 
progression typical of Greene, who does not have the illusion that hap-
piness is either right, good, or possible for men, by "Bits and Pieces" 
(the rebullding of memory), and finally by "The Whole Man." Wholeness, 
u: 
or health, is compounded of all the e:xperience of life and is w.l.th-
out illusions; it is the mature condition of men and has nothing to do 
w.l.th happiness. 
IV" procedure will be to describe and discuss the stages of Arthur 
Rowe's second growth from childhood to maturity, fran sickness to 
health. We have seen that he has w.l. thdrawn from the world of adult 
responsibility and thought because he can no longer function in that 
world-.life, as he had !mown it, no longer exists for him. But when 
one of the spies tries to poison him w.l.th hyoscine (the same poison 
that he had given to his wife), "Life struck back at him like a scorpion, 
over the shoulder. His chief feeling was astonishment and anger that 
anybody should do this to ~·" (p. 18) As I have said above, it is 
melodrama which makes the way for his regeneration, for this anger 
moves him back into the world and he becomes once again engaged. And 
the fateful iroey of his involvanent is that, sick, fearful man that he 
was at the ±ite, he had unwittingly given the password--"Don•t tell me 
the past. Tell me the future" (p. 8)--for, as Hilfe tells him at the 
end, "You had no future." (p. 17.3) 
His attempts to run down the mystery of the cake and the poison 
lead him to Anna and Willi Hilfe, nau nom prtdestin/, .,ll7 where the 
pressure of his neurosis forces him to tell all of his suspicions--to 
the leader of the spy ring--for 
It is impossible to go through life without trust; that is to 
be imprisoned in the worst cell of all, oneself. For more than 
117. Madaule, P• 224. "Predestintn because Willi Hilfe pretends 
to help Rowe, and because Anna is the familiar helping woman, in the 
line of Elizabeth, Anne, and Rose. 
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a year now Rowe had been so imprisoned--there had been no change 
of cell, no exercise yard, no unfamiliar llllrder to break the 
monotony of solitary confinement. A moment comes to a man lihen 
a break must be made whatever the risk. Now cautio.usly he tried 
for freedom. 
(p. 31) 
As a consequence, he is again made a murderer, only this time the mur-
der is a staged one that will send him underground fear of the police, 
for he does not !mow that this time there is no danger of his being 
thought guilty. 
The victim later of a bomb planted by the spies, Rowe suffers an 
actual loss of adult memories (including his name), and awakes in the 
sanitariUIIl of Dr. Forester as Richard Digby, the "happy man.n Although 
he does not !mow who he is, he feels 11an inexplicable happiness as if 
he had been relieved suddenly of same terrible responsibility," (pp. 
64-85) which is, of course, exactly the case, for he cannot remember 
his wife's murder. But this happiness is not consonant with maturity; 
Rowe in the nursing h0111e is an adolescent, and the rest of the book soows 
the gradual loss of this adolescence, concomitant with the gradual re-
covery of memory, until he becomes the "Whole man. n 
In the hospital, nhe had the blind passionate innocence of a boy. 
Like a boy, he ~s driven relentlessly towards inevitable suffering, 
loss, and despair and called it happiness." (p. 101) This is Greene 
the Catholic, the man who believes that all are born in sin, that hell 
lies about one in infancy, that, in Sir Thomas Browne's words, the 
world is 11not an inn, but an hospital; and a place not to live, but to 
die in1 11 that saints are rare, and that salvation is difficult. And 
it is the dark, clear view of Catholicism that makes possible the dialectic 
of tmhappy-happy-whole upon which The Ministry of Fear is based.. 
Still acting as a boy, Rowe rebels against Dr. Fbrester and es-
capes fran the nursing home. After discovering that he is not a mur-
derer (he still cannot ranember his wife), he is taken on the police 
round-up of the spy ring. He is now exhilarated, for he thinks of 
himself as the b:lro fighting the good fight against the villains, and 
he knows that all will end wll. He has the simple, brutal black-anQ. 
white attitude of adolescence, and he no longer pities, for RAdoles-
cents don't feel pity. It• s a mature passion." (p. 13.5) But, as he 
begins to see that things do not work for the best, that life is com-
plex and many-sided, and as his manory returns, he longs to rejoin a 
simple, natural world in which: 
OVer there among the unknown tribes a woman was giving birth, 
rats were nosing anong sacks of meal, an old man was dying, two 
people were seeing each other for the first time by the light 
of a lamp: everything in that darkness was of such deep im-
portance that their errand could not equal it--this violent, 
superficial chase, this cardboard adventure hurtling at forty-
five miles an hour along the edge of the profound natural com-
mon experiences of men. (p. 140) 
Tlnul, upon his return to the Arcadian nursing home (which served 
as a cover for the spies), where there had been 
a massacre on an Elizabethan scale •••• he grew up--learned that 
adventure didn't follow the literary pattern, that there wersn' t 
always happy endings, felt the awful stirring of pity that told 
him something had got to be done •••• and felt cruelty waking be-
side pity, its old and tried companion. 
(p. 142) 
He thought of Digby now as a stranger--a rather gross, complacent, 
parasitic stranger whose happiness had lain in too great an ig-
norance. Happiness should always be qualified by a knowledge 
of misery. 
(p. 14.5) 
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And finally when he learns that Hllfe, the brother of the girl he has 
come to love, is the leader of the spy ring, he is ttno longer anxious 
for glor,rr the sense of adventure had leaked ~y md le.t't only the 
sense of human pain. • ( p. 162) 
At the climax of the book, Hilfe, before committing suicide, com-
pletely restores his memory by telling him that he murdered his wife. 
This knowledge makes him a "whole man1 11 but it is knowledge that must 
be kept from Annal and he thinks as he returns to her "that there 
would never be peace again while they lived, n for "If one loved one 
feared ... (p. 174) So that when he tells Anna "How much I love you, n 
he knows that "He was pledging both of thEm to a lifetime of lies." 
(p. 174) 
The entertainment ends on this grim note, Greene• s characteristic 
appraisal of the human condition, :tbr complete knowledge is necessary 1 
and the lie is the penalty that man lllUBt pay for being grown, strong, 
and whole. 
I have said that Allott and Farris consider The Ministry of Fear 
to be na sermon on pity." Madaule holds that Rowe's weakness is nun 
point de tendresse. n118 Henry A. Grubbs has compared the llpityn of 
The Ministry of Fear with the nsympathie" of Albert Camus• La peste.119 
But w. H. Auden has best analyzed the meaning of pity in The Ministry 
of Fear. He says: 
118. Madaule, P• 222. 
119. Henry A. Grubbs, "Albert Camus and Graham Greene 1 n Modern 
Language QU&rterl;y', X (March 1949)1 .33-42. 
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The secret war in The Ministry of Fear is between those who pity 
and those who can bear pil!iiOH-othSr people's pain endless:cy, the 
people who don't care. Yet both sides have a common bond; both 
have murdered. Arthur Rowe, the hero, has ld.lled his wife to 
save her suffering frDIII an incurable illness. Through his en-
counters with Hilfe, the Fascist agent, he is brought to realize 
that 11it was her endurance and her patience which he had found 
most unbea~able. He was trying to escape his pain, not hers.nl20 
And he adds that "Behind pity for another lies self-pity, and behind 
self-pity lies cruelty.n120 And it is self-pity that ledRaweto ld.ll 
his wife, as he !mows when his memory is final:cy restored: "Don't 
pity me. Pity is cruel. Pity destroys. Love isn't safe when pity's 
prowling round.• {p. 172) 
Rowe has been made by pity. One of his earliest memories is of 
brutally beating a broken-backed rat to death because he could not 
stand the animal's pain. And he continual:cy pities the members of 
the spy ring who attach themselves to him: the h'lmchback, the shabby 
book-seller, perhaps even Dr. Forester. Rowe loses his sense of pity 
when, with the loss of his memory, he becomes again an adolescent, but 
it returns as he grows into wholeness. However, with the return of 
the sense of pity, there canes a lmowledge, forced upon him by ex-
perience, of the nature of pity--"Pity is cruel. Pity destroys." 
Although pity has always had its place in Greene's novels (one 
thinks of D., •damned like a creative writer to sympathy"}• never be-
fore has it played such a key part as the motivator of action. The 
entertainment as a genre allows for a kind of simplification that one 
does not .fl.nd in the novels, and this may part]Jr explain the importance 
of pity in The Ministzz of Fear. Also, in a London that has been banbed 
120. w. H. Auden, "'!'he Heresy of Our Time, n Renascence, 1 (Spring 
1949), 24. 
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relentlessly night after night, so that Greene can say this of the cit1'-
nJerusalem must have looked something like this in the mind 1 s eye of 
Christ when he wept" (p. 130)--that is, when open war is waged so piti-
lessly, "the secret warn of llrl.ch Auden speaks IIIUst have exerted a 
terrific pressure on the consciousness of a novelist who always seeks 
the secret lives of men. 
But one !eels that Greene is so obsessed with pity in The Ministry 
of Fear that he has overlooked what might be called its positive as-
pect. Prentice, the detective, tells Rowe: 
"Pity is a terrible thing. People talk about the passion of 
love. Pity is the worst passion of all: we don't outlive it 
like sex.n 
(p. 135) 
To which Madaule says: 
Andt 
. I Mais la pitie, qui n' est, en s011111e, qu1 une des tomes de la sym-
pathie, est aussi le moyen, et le seul, £ar lequel nous entrons 
en c o11111unication a vee les autres ho11111es. 21 
\ I 1 Si 11 on pouvait, a force de sympathie et de pitie, retablir entre 
les hoJIIIIIes cette COJIIIIIunication bien heureuse qui a lte couple par 
la Chute, on aurait, de m-e coup, !onde le bonheur sur l'amour 
et sur la COmprl!hEilSion reciproqueo Le malheur 1 C I est que leS 
h011111es ne peuvent s'ouvrir compllltement les uns au.x autres.l2l 
Greene's intense awareness of the misfortune may blind him, in this 
book, to the grace of pity as a bridge. We shall see that in his nex:t. 
book, the novel The Heart of the Matter, pity is again prominent, but 
that its workings are more subtle and complex. 
121. Mad.aule, PP• 231, 236. 
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L. The Heart of the Matter 
Graham Greene has twice visited West Africa: first, in 1935, when 
he made a walking trip through the back-country of Liberia, and second, 
in 1942, when he worked for the Foreign Office in Nigeria and Sierra 
Leone. But ever since his boyhood Africa has been meaningful to him as 
a place of adventure and mystery, the land of Gagool, the witch of King 
Solomon's Mines.122 In 1935, he discovered for himself an innocence, a 
virginity, in the nakedness of the continent; for him his trip was one 
that 'Wilnt back to childhood, away from the adolescent, cruel, European 
civilization. And then he thought 
of Africa, not a particular place, but a shape, a strangeness, 
a wanting to know. The unconscious mind is often sentimental; 
I have written 11 a shape," ~nd the shape, of course, is roughly 
that of the human heart. 1 3 
Africa became for him the raw heart to which Rimbaud fled; it became 
Conrad's "heart of darkness"; and, in time, Greene made of his experience 
The Heart of the Matter.124 
In the year after his return from Liberia, Greene tried to use some 
of his African material for fictional purposes, and, in addition to the 
short story "A Chance for Mr. Lever," he started a novel, The Other Side 
of the Border,125 But he gave the novel up, "because another book, 
Brighton Rock, was more insistent to be written, and because I realized 
that I had already dealt with the main character in a story called 
England Made Me. nl26 
122. See the title essay of The Lost Childhood, p. 14. 
123. Journey Without Maps, p. 32. 
124. New York: Viking, 1948. 
125. Both of these pieces are included in Nineteen Stories. 
126. This is from Greene's headnote to the unfinished novel; 
Nineteen Stories, p. 211. 
Thus, it was not until 1948 that Greene told the African story 
that one feels he was fated to tell. And the story was not one of the 
bush, the back-country, not of gold discoveries and Buzie devils, but 
rather a story of the English colon;y in Freetown, the story of the heart 
of Scobie. 
The Heart of the Matter is the most difficult of all of Greene's 
books. The problem is that of a central ambiguity which we cannot feel 
certain is intentional. Surely, it goes far deeper than what George 
Orwell saw, with his angry prejudice: 
This cult of the sanctified sinner seems to me to be frivolous, 
am underneath it there probably lies a weakening of belief, 
for when people really believed in Hell, they were not so fond 
of striking graceful attitudes on its brink. 127 
To the contrary, we feel that Donat O'Donnell is more nearly right when, 
in his discussion of the novel, he calls Greene one of "the last inhabit-
ants of Christendom,nl28 But it is also O'Donnell who comes closest to 
the discovery of what it is that disturbs us about The Heart of the Mat-
ter. He says that "one of the difficulties with Scobie is that one can 
never be sure whether the narration represents what he feels, or what 
he admits to himself that he feels •••• Samething is left out--out of 
Scobie or out of 'pity. tnl28 
But before searching for the something that is left out let us 
fill in, briefly, the backgrrund, the main character, and the simple 
line of the novel, 
Although it deals with a more "civilized" part of Africa than 
Journey Without Maps, The Heart of the Matter still takes some of its 
127. George Orwell, "The Sanctified Sinner, 11 New Yorker, XXIV 
(1948), 69. 
128. Donat O'Donnell, !"~aria Cross {New York: Oxford Universi'l;y 
Press, 19$2), PP• 64, 76. 
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impetus from the dark, heart-shaped continent of' the travel book. Early 
in the novel, Scobie reflects: 
Why ••• do I love this place so much! Is it because here human 
nature hasn't had time to disguise itself! Nobody here could 
ever talk about a heaven on earth. Heaven remained rigidly 
in its proper place on the other side of' death, and on this 
side flourished the injustices, the cruelties, the meannesses, 
that elsewhere people so cleverly hushed up. Here you could 
love human beings nearly as God laved them, knowing the worst: 
you didn't love a pose, a pretty dress, a sentiment artfully 
assumed. 
(p. 32) 
In Freetown, the vultures sit on the tin roof's, the rats run in the bath-
rooms , the books, if' not wiped daily, rot, and men and women rot too; it 
is a trap, the ships all go the wrong way; one must be tough to endure; 
it "isn 1 t a climate i'or emotion." (p. 27) In this poor colony isolated 
by war men and machines continually break down, the old values cannot 
stand. And The Heart of' the Matter is about the gradual breakdown, moral 
and religious, of' the one man who has been able to take it, Major Scobie 
of' the Colonial Police. 
Scobie is a nearly-perfect police oi'i'icer, a man of' responsibility 
and rectitude who understands the natives. He can be trusted with the 
most difficult and most delicate assignments; his superior refers to him 
as Scobie the Just; and he is unpopular in the English colony because 
of' what he is. Most important, when Scobie maiTied Louise, his wife, 
he became a convert to Catholicism. 
The course of' Scobie's breakdown is slow but inevitable. The 
dissolution of' his personality could not occur if' Scobie were not a man 
abnormally sensitive to the sufferings of' others, one who is driven by 
pity and his sense of' responsibility to help others. And it could not 
have its hard denouement if' Scobie were not a Catholic--a Catholic who, 
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in spite of dishonesties to other men, will not be dishonest with him-
self and God. Scobie may find the Church too strict and too narrow, 
but he is willing to accept the most extreme judgements of God. And the 
fact that Scobie is a Catholic gives The Heart of the Matter its high 
tension, for the da.ands of life pull against the demands of God. For 
the first time, Greene writes of a man who is not a criminal, not a 
priest, one who is, in one sense, a mediocrity,129 and displays to us 
the awful love, .confusion, and blindness of the human heart in its re-
lations with man and God. 
Just as Balzac came back again to avarice and Stendhal to am-
bition, so, in book after book, Graham Greene analyzes the vice 
of pity, that corrupt parody of love and com~assion which is so 
insidious and deadly for sensitive natures.l30 
We have alreS!iy seen the workings of pity in The Ministry of Fear, but 
its turns and twists are much more devious and complex in The Heart of 
the Matter. Pity stands at the center, but what is pity? If ~ can 
answer this question, we may find the something that is left out. For 
an understanding of pity, we may amplifY the remarks above with O'Donnell's 
attempt at definition: 
Pity is an equivocal and often impure disposition. It descends 
from piety, is inspired by charity, and is said to mean com-
thssion, the ability to suffer a fellow-creature's hurt.--ret 
e verb betrays the cloven hoof: a pitying glance, a pitying 
tone, assaults from above upon the personality. "Sometimes 
implying cont811lpt1 11 , says a standard dictionary definition. 
It is perhaps a form of love, but not a form of which anyone 
wishes to be the object •••• Yet pity is hardly ever altogether 
129. Anthoey West, in "The Lower Depths of Fact and Fancy," New 
Yorker, June 12, 1954, says this of Conrad: "The most interesting---
characters in his Asian stories are essentially mediocrities, and the 
crises through which Conrad takes them hinge, by and large, on failure 
at the level of mediocrity and descent to the lower level of the wrong 
•un1 " p. 102. West puts Scobie in this Conradian category. 
130. Auden, "The Heresy of Our Time," p. 24. 
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loveless: it is, even more than most abstractions of human 
feeling, an indication or a frontier between conflicting 
states or mind. 1.31 
In The Ministry of Fear Greene was concerned chiefly with the hidden 
cruelty in pity, but in The Heart or the Matter we see it in all its cor-
IUpting force. Here the emotion is treated with more subtlety, complexity, 
and ambition, and Greene has set himself the difficult problem or showing 
clearly motive and meaning in this feeling which is •an indication of a 
frontier between conflicting states or mind." 
Pity is, as Auden says, "deadly for sensitive natures," and Scobie 
is assuredly sensitive. Mlle. Mesnet has pointed out that "One or the 
forms which Scobie 1 s pity takes is the comforting lie, which postpones un-
happiness by pretending to ignore the truth.nl32 Now the chief area in 
which Scobie is guilty or "the comforting lie" is that or his relation-
ships with those he loves, or thinks he loves. Louise is middle-aged, 
foolishly "literary," unhappy with her lot and with her husband's. Scobie 
pities her, and tells himself that he has an enormous responsibility to 
make her happy. Thus, all of his conversation with her is carefully 
plotted to avoid difficult subjects, and he continually tries to manipu-
late her into the most comt'ortable situations. Against his scruples, he 
goes into debt to send her to South Africa for a vacation. But is this 
love1 Or is he shielding his own sensitive natural 
With Helen, the victim of shipwreck, his feeling is again one or 
pity that the young and innocent should so suffer and be so deprived, 
and this feeling leads him to undertake a fatherly responsibility for 
her, to protect her. But this brings him into an affair with Helen, and 
she becomes his mistress. Can pity ripen into love, or does it again 
131. O'Donnell, Maria Cross, p. 63. 
132. Mesnet, P• 65. 
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col'l'l.lPt and blind'l This is the question we must always ask of Scobie, 
for, again and again, it is pity that leads him into a morass of lies, 
law-breaking, and sin. 
Donat 0 'Donnell has drawn up a convenient list of Scobie's "in-
fringements of his code": 
1. Breach of regulations (opening and destroying the Captain 1 s 
letter). 
2. Professional indiscretion (borrowing from Yusef). 
3 • Adultery. 
4. Corrupt practice (smuggling for Yusef). 
5. Complicity(?) in murder (Ali). 
6. Sacrilege. 
7. Suicide. 133 
O'Donnell (and, I suppose, any other reader of the novel) exonerates 
Scobie on counts 1., 2., and 4., for "his sole and adequate motive was 
the desire to accept suffering in order to spare others: pure charity,rrl33 
But he rightly asks if pity as a motive can be sufficient to justify the 
other four sins. Is pity charity? 
O'Donnell proceeds on the assumption that for Greene pity is 
charity, and that therefore Scobie is "saved," despite his sins. Thus, 
in his opinion Greene has spoiled the book, for pity is not charity. 
There are, I think, two errors in O'Donnell's way of looking at 
the book. First~ by treating The Heart of the Matter as if it existed 
in~~ that is, without relating it to Greene's other work, he de-
prives himself of the insight into the nature of pity that can be found 
in The Ministry of Fear: 
Don't pity me. Pity is cruel. Pit;y destroys. Love isn't 
safe when pity's prowling round. lJ4 
If Greene knows this, would he then confuse pity and charity? Second, 
133. O'Donnell, Maria Cross, pp. 84-85, 85. 
134. The Ministry of Fear, p. 172. 
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0 1 Ibnnell's method of approaching the novel would be appropriate to 
Bri.gllton Rock, in which the intellectual, theological pattern is clear, 
too clear we feel; but this novel of ten years later is a remarkable 
instance of the growth of Greene 1 s power as a novelist; for in The Heart 
of the Matter, although the pressure of the dogma is real and great, the 
dogma of itself does not determine the structure of the book. It is the 
confusions and misunderstandings of life, the frailty of man, which make 
the later book so much more difficult to reduce to schematized analysis. 
In Scobie, Greene has created a character with all of the character-
istics that I have previously mentioned, and his abnormal capacity to 
feel pity for others is the most important of these characteristics. 
Scobie himself may confuse pity and charity, but the reader sympathizes 
with him l:ecause he recognizes him as a man who tries to do good, not 
because he sees in him a man wlD necessarily does do good. 
We may now discuss the central ambiguity of lihich I spoke at the 
beginning of this section. It is a common experience that we may SYJllpa-
thize with a hero or main character and yet, at the same time, stand 
far enough away from him so that we criticize his actions as wrong. This 
occurs when we watch Shakespeare 1 s tragic heroes-for example, Lear, 
Othello, and Macbeth--and it is part of the measure of Shakespeare's 
art that both our sympathy and our judgement are exact; we are not in 
doubt about these characters. Now, without subscribing to Eliot's views, 
I think that the problem of The Heart of the Matter is comparable to tne 
problem that Eliot found in Hamlet, and I would go so far as to say that 
Scobie 11 is domina ted by an emotion which is inexpressible, because it is 
in e~ess of the facts as they appear.n135 Thus, we do not know quite 
135. T. s. Eliot, "Hamlet," in Selected Essays, p. 125. 
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how to take Scobie; we are in doubt as to the extent of his self-knowledge--
how aware is he of the danger of confusing pity with charity, even at the 
end of the book? We feel an ultimate doubt as to Greene's intention in 
creating Scobie which accounts for our feeling that the novel does not -, 
finally succeed, and no amount of discussion of the meaning of pity will 
ever clear up that doubt. We can only say, as Eliot said of Shakespeare, 
"Wb;v he attempted it at all is an insoluble puzzle ••• we cannot ever 
know,•l36 as one must say of every creative artist. 
But whatever we may say about the blurring of Greene 1 s intentions 
with the character of Scobie, I think we may confidently add that he was 
not tzying to teach, moralize, or prove a point. The error of many of 
the Catholic commentators on The Heart of the Matter is that they assume 
that Greene is trying to prove something by relating Scobie 1 s life and 
death. TJ:ms (and one must find this comic), we find a 11 Canment11 appended 
to Evelyn Waugh's review of the book. This "Comment" is by Canon Joseph 
Cartmell, and, in addition to informing us that ·...augh's theology is 
11uninqleachable 1 11 he tells us that Scobie is "a very bad moral coward," 
and asks "What good did his sin dol" l37 Now Scobie may be a moral 
coward, and certainly no good resulted fran his sin, but are these ques-
tiona that may properly be asked of the novelist? Is it not his task 
to present people, and Catholic people if he is a Catholic and so wishes, 
caught in difficult and unhappy circumstances, and to render believable 
the pain that they feel? And if Scobie 1 s confusion and pain have sane 
of the texture that they would have in "real life," can another Cath-
olic critic justifiably sa:y that Greene "has failed because he did 
not present his theme with sufficient clarity to enable the ordinary 
136. Eliot, "Hamlet," p. 126. 
137. Commonweal, XLVIII (1948), 325-326. 
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educated Catholic to grasp ittn138 There is a failure in clarity in 
The Heart of the Matter, as I have pointed out, but if the Hordinary 
educated Catholic" cannot understand that a man could contain within 
\~1·" ·· !Wnself a conflict between the will of God and the claims of men, 
then his Catholic education has sadly blunted his sensibilities. 
Despite the fact that we can never quite place Scobie satisfac-
torily, we do see (and here we sympathize with him) that Scobie 
!mows clearly that God is pained by his adultery, his sacrilege, and 
the despair which leads to his suicide, but that he cannot help the 
pull on his heart of the sufferings of Louise and Helen. In the end, 
he gives pain to all: the women, himself, God. But Scobie, the fie-
/ tional character, errs in a situation of entrapment that mirrors life •. 
In this, Greene is like Mauriac, of whom Henri Peyre has said: 
Mauriac 's Catoolic novel insists upon remaining bold and 
powerful; it is Catholic and Christian because it respects 
tiE ugly truth of life and conforms to reality. Its 
characters are not docile believers bent at will by their 
creator; they resist him, rebel against being led to 
Paradise •••• Mauriac clearly defined his purpose •••• "T.o 
depict man in all his misery is to unmask the abyss opened 
in the modem world, by God's absence." 139 
Greene does not, as Mauriac often does, endow his character with 
grace at the end of the novel. Instead, as in Brighton Rock and The 
Power and the Glory he leaves the end ambiguous. Just before Scobie 
dies of the overdose of sleeping tablets he says aloud "Dear God, I 
love •••• 11 (p. 299) In a letter replying to Marcel More', Greene 
138. This complaint is from an anonymous editorial, "Catholic 
Novels and Reprobates," Catholic World, CLXVIII (October 1948-March 
1949), 418. As a further indication of the confusion that Greene 
has unwittingl.y visited on the clergy with this novel, I have heard 
a Catholic priest claim that Scobie is an innocent victim, and that 
God is entirely to blame for his difficulties I 
139. Henri Peyre, The Contemporary French Novel (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1955), p:j16. 
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e:xplained his meaning: 
My own intention was to make it completely vague as to whether 
he was expressing his love for the two women or his love for 
God, My own feeling about this character is that he was mcer-
tain himself and that was why the thing broke off. The point I 
would like to make is that at the moment of death even an ex-
pression of sexual love comes within the borders of charity. 
After all, when a man knows that he is dying in a few moments, 
sexual love itself becomes completely altruistic--pride can no 
longer enter into it, nor can the hope of giving or receiving 
pleasure; it is love pure and simple, and therefore, there nmst 
be some confusion in the mind as to the object of love. 140 
We should note that pity no longer reigns here, and, whether Scobie's 
last utterance is efficacious for him or not, in terms of Greene's 
close reasoning it is certainly love now, even though he has chosen 
the unforgiveable way of despair, suicide. 
And yet despite the fact that Scobie commits "the worst crillle a 
Catholic could commit," (p. 288) Greene ends The Heart of the Matter 
as he had ended Brighton !lock ("You can't conceive, my child, nor can 
I or anyone-the ... appalling ••• strangeness of the mercy of God") ,141 
when he has Father Rank tell Louise: 
''For goodness' sake, Mrs. Scobie, don't imagine you--or 
!--know a thing about God's mercy. 11 
11 The Church says .... " 
11 1 know the Church says. The Church knows all the rul!!!!~ 
But it doesn't know what goes on in a single human heart." L42 
(p. 306) 
Surely, it is passages like this that have irked Greene's Catholic 
critics; for it obviously does distinguish between the Church and God, 
and suggests that the former has not the infaLlible character that some 
140. Quoted in Mesnet, pp. 103-104. 
141. Brighton Rock, p. 331. 
142. Louise is only one of the Pharisees in Greene's fict:lon 
(perhaps the pious woman in the jail scene of The Power and the Glory 
is his most brilliant attempt at the type), and one feels in Greene 
the same detestation of Pharisaism that one feels in reading Mauriac. 
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of its clerics would claim for it. Greene may represent here an ines-
capabie dilemma of many of the converts to Catholicism: having made a 
very deep commitment in good faith to the only belief that can explain 
the world and time to them, they are uncomfortable and unhappy with the 
narrow fo:nns in which that belief is sometimes manifested. God's 
mercy seems enormous and strange, but the Church has codified its 
mercy. At any rate, the important thing for us to see is that Greene 
again will not judge, will not infringe on God's domain. 
The Heart of the Matter marks what might appear to be a change in 
subjects for Greene. It is a turn away from obvious melodrama and ad-
venture toward COIIDilon life and more normal situations than one had 
previously found in his work. It is as if Greene had felt what Thomas 
Marm has called "the gnawing surreptitious hankering for tbe bliss of 
the commonplace.nl4.3 Thus, The Heart of the Matter eschews the romance 
am adventure of Africa for the mediocrities of the English colony. 
Following the thriller The Third Man (1950), The End of the Affair (19.51) 
__ ,.,~-
and The Living Room (1953) deal with the adulterous difficulties of 
unexceptionable people in London, and Loser Takes All (1955) describes 
the Riviera honeymoon of a middle-aged accountant. It seems clear 
that, for a time, Greene must have wearied of the themes of crime and 
espionage that had preoccupied him in the thirties and turned awsy from 
them to an examination of the more nonnal life imnlldiataly around him. 
Iet his impulse to see all life in melodramatic tenns is strong, and 
both Tbe End of the Affair and Loser Takes All present an inextricable 
143. This remark of Marm's was quoted by Greene in "Subjects and 
Stories," Footnotes to the Film, p. 64. 
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twining of theology and melodrama, as I will show, and his latest novel, 
The Quiet American (1955), returns to intrigue and violence. 
Thus 1 it would be a mistake to assume that Greene has changed radi-
cally in The Heart of the Matter. Scobie is, as much as aey of the 
earlier heroes, .!!!! .!!2!!!!!!. tragus", tracked by his own fate and by Wilson, 
the government spy. We should not forget that the novel is, to sane 
extent, a spy story, and that mch of the action hinges on the wartime 
smuggling of diamonds. We should note, too, that when Scobie makes 
his elaborate and careful plans for the false attack of angina pectoris 
he is covering his tracks, as so many of Greene 1 s pursued heroes attempt 
-to do. Suicide itself is the logical end for the man who is trapped in 
the web of circumstances that his fate has led him to construct. From 
Andrews through Pinkie to Scobie 1 suicide has been the way out for l'homme 
/ traque. It is the only way out, for the emotional logic of the events 
will not allow for a "happy," secular solution, and Greene is reluctant 
to import supernatural grace into a novel at the end. 
1.30 
M. The Third Man 
The publication of the "entertainment" The Third ManJ14 was an 
accident, for "The Third Man was never intended to be more than the 
raw material for a picture, •]1' but the film had such a remarkable 
success, both in Europe and Alllerica, that in 19'0 Greene published 
it in book fom. It is even less solidly built up than the earlier 
entertainments, with both background and character having the quality 
of sketches; but a short scrut~ of the book will show that it con-
tains the themes and exemplifies the •secret symbolism" noted by Mne. 
Magey that one has cane to expect in Greene. l16 
Rollo Martins, the protagonist, might be thought of as a combina• 
tion of Arthur Rowe (The Ministry of Fear) and Anthony Farrant (England 
Made Me). Like Rowe, he grows up in the course of the narrative, and 
like Anthony he is conditioned by his boyhood and his values are those 
of the public school. He arrives in post-war Vienna, weary after sev-
eral "incidents• with wanen (also reminiscent of Anthony Farrant), a 
J1L. The Third Man and The Fallen Idol (London: Heinemann, 19,0). 
]1,. The Third Miiii, Pi'eface, P• 4. 
]16. In 1949, Greene published Nineteen Stories (New Yorkt 
Viking). Greene is not a master of the short story form, and most of 
the stories included in this 'VOlume are, as he says in an Author's 
Note, "merely ••• the by-products of a novelist's career." Most of them 
are sketches or anecdotes of no great value, though they do serve to 
chart his interests and his travels. The best story he has written, 
the very fine "The Basement Room" (The Fallen Idol in its film form), 
should perhaps be considered a nove11a. Ciear]j 1 Greene needs more 
than the average short story length to write with success. I will not 
discuss the stories in this section, but will draw on them, when relevant, 
in later chapters. In 19,4, Greene published in England Twenty-One 
Stories (London: Heinemann), adding four new stories and suppressing 
two earlier ones. There are, in addition, several uncollected stories. 
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middle-aged writer of cheap paper-backed Westerns (his pseudoeym is 
Buck Dexter), lacking both success and money. He is a not uncommon 
type; adventure is :tbr him either imagined or in the fom of seady 
liaisons, and the great seemingly-placid city is his home. He is an-
other example in the tradition started by Buchan of the unadventurous 
man thrown bewilderingly into the world of crime and espionage. But 
Greene, unlike Buchan, always prefers the man who has failed in life 
to the one who has succeeded. 
Rollo finds that here, in the Vienna of the four-power occupation, 
things are not as they seem. A toupee hides real hair, men are buried 
who are not dead, an Junerican ngood citizenn is a black marketeer, 
Rollo's own identity is confused with that of a great English novelist 
(modeled on E. M. Forster), and his best friend, Harry Lime, ostensibly 
the head of a benevolent refUgee organization, is in reality the leader 
of a gang which sells debased penicillin, causing death and madness, on 
the black market. 
In fact, it may be that the astonishing Continental success of 
The Third Man, both as a film and as a book, is based on the appeal 
that Greene's handling of the appearance/reality theme had for the 
citizens of occupied and occupying nations, plus such insights as the 
following, which links Fascism with that very common by-product of 
war, the black market: 
Human nature too has curious twisted reasons that the heart cel:; 
tainly knows nothing of. rNote the ironic use of Pascal here.!f 
It eased the conscience of-many small men to feel that they were 
working for an employer: they were almost as respectable soon 
in their O'iiil eyes as wage-earners; they were one of a group, and 
if there was guilt, the leaders bore the guilt. A racket works 
very like a totalitarian party. 
(p. 92) 
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Calloway, the English Colonel who tells the story, had noted of 
Rollo when he arrived in Vienna that he "has never really grown up and 
perhaps that accounts for the W8J" he worshipped Lime. n (p. 7) Rollo, 
whose nworkn it is to imagine tales of sheriffs and bandits in the Wild 
West, is a natural hero-worshipper; and Harry Lime, who was one form 
ahead of him at school and who knew all the angles and subterfuges, 
became his hero early in life. Harr,y remains for him the immensely 
attractive knowing older boy, and Rollo, in spite of the fact that it 
was he who was the victim of their escapades, has never seen the piti-
less amorality and the scorn for the stated values that lie beneath 
the charming surface. Even at the end, Rollo asks Harry to nplay fair," 
but Harry tries to shoot him--the last twist of the knife into Rollo's 
s·chool code of absolute loyalty to one• s friend. 
Harry is as evil as Pinkie. He feels no pity at all for the 
people (symbolized as moving, anonymous dots) who may be killed or 
maimed as a reeult of taking his watered-down penicillin. He is willing 
to abet the Russians in kidnapping the girl who loves him, in order 
that she may not give information; she would suffer only a year in a 
labour camp, and he would be safe. His Catholicism has become warped 
too: 
"Oh, I still believe, old man. In God and mercy and all that. 
I'm not hurting Bnibody1 s soul by what I do. The dead are 
happier dead. They don't miss much here, poor devils. 11 (p. 126) 
Callo'WBJ" had shaken Rollo's world to its roots when he had shown 
him photographs of the children in the hospital suffering from injections 
of the false penicillin, but it is in his dramatic talk with Harry in 
the Great Wheel of the Prater that Rollo really changes: 
13.3 
For the first time Rollo Martins looked back through the years 
without admiration, as he thought: He's never grown up. Mar-
lowe's devils wore squibs attached to their t&ilst evil was 
like Peter Pan--it carried with it the horrifYing and horrible 
gift of eternal youth. (p. 12.3) 
Thus, in a movement characteristic of Greene, Rollo had cane to his 
knowledge of evil by means of pity; pity for the sufferiilg children • 
.A.s Pange says: 
~ ~ \ C'est la pitie qui va decider Rollo Martin~, •• a opter pour la 
justice malgre' son ami tie pour Harry Lime.J.Li7 
And, as in The Minis1ry of Fear, pity takes the fom of cruelty. 
Calloway says to Rollo: 
"When we 1ve found the third man ...... 
"1 1 d like to hear him squeal," he said. "The bastard. 
The bloodY bastard. n -
(p. 96) 
It is Rollo who gives Harry his death wound, and when Rollo has tracked 
him to his final dark lair in the great sewers of Vienna and finds him 
whimpering with pain like an animal, he cannot stand it and he puts a 
bullet into him--just as Rowe had beaten the rat to death and had mur-
dered his sick wife. 
But beyond these secular meanings, one may find that The Third 
~ has a religious significance that is perfectly congruent with the 
foregoing discussion, and it is here that we see the "secret symbolism." 
This religious meaning is based on an inversion of the Gospel story of 
the journey to Eanaus, in which Christ, after his death, appeared as 
an unknown "third man" to two of the disciples (Luke xxiv. 1.3-32). A 
young (and ebullient) English Catholic convert, Robert Ostennann, after 
a discussion of the presence of the MYstical Bod;r, says that "There is 
147. Pange, p. 65. 
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a third man involved in every sin, every act, and that man is each qf 
us.u148 Ostermann does not develop his rather opaque idea, but if we 
link it up with a suggestion of Mlle. Mesnet1s, made of Harry Lime, 
that his "reckless enterprises are sustained by the supernatural power 
of the Devil,nlle we see that the mysterious third man, Harry Lime, 
who was present but not reported at the scene of the crime, and whose 
eXistence is doubtful until nearly the end of the book because Harry 
Line has been buried, is an inverted play on the Gospel story, with 
the Devil taking the part of the Christ who was buried and appeared to 
the disciples after his resurrection. 
Harry does not need to affirm, with Pinkie, "~ in~ Satanum,n 
for he is the Devil; or at least we may say that he is the power of 
evil working in men. We may even find so100 significance in the fact that 
Harry, a leader in the Viennese underworld, rises from and disappears 
into a literal underworld, the cavernous sewers of the city. One more 
detail should be enough to indicate that Greene intended Harry to repre-
sent the power and the presence of evil. We remember that Rollo 
recognizes the eternally youthful evil of Harry when the Great Wheel of 
the Prater is at the top of its course. At this point Harry tempts 
Rollo; he is willing to cut him in on the racket. He says of the people 
below: 
"Would you really feel any pity if one of toose dots stopped 
moving--for ever? If I said you can have twenty thousand pounds 
for every dot that stops, l«luld you really, old man, tell me to 
keep my money--without hesitation? Or would you calcuJa te how 
many dots you could afford to spare? Free of income tax, old 
man. Free of income tax •••• It's the only way to save nowadays." 
(pp. 123-124) 
148. Robert Ostermann, "Interview with Graham Greene," 
Catholic World, CLXX (1950), 359. 
149. Mesnet, P• 49. 
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When one hears these smooth, careful accents spoken from a great height 
over Vienna, one cannot but remember another New Testament story: 
Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, 
and sheweth him all the kingdoms of too world, and the glory 
of them; and saith unto h:!m, All these things will I give thee, 
if thou wilt fall down and worship me. 
(Matthew iv. 8-9) 
Surezy, we have here an analogy between too discussion at the top of 
the Great Wheel and the temptation in the wilderness, and both times 
the tenpter is refUsed; for, as we have seen, pity has killed hero-
worship in Rollo. 
Thus, we see how Greene has endowed a seemingly simple tale, an 
"entertainmentf with a meaning and an emotion (the apprehension of 
supernatural evil) that would not at first glance seem to be there. 
It would be a mistake to try to find a full-scale allegory in The Third 
~ (Rollo is certainly not a Christ-figure), for this is not Greene 1s 
mode in fiction. Rather, by the judicious selection of a few details or 
incidents he suggests the larger meaning behind the narrative, and the 
reader, with his developing consciousness of the pattern, makes the 
necessary relationships which togetoor canpose the symbolic structure. 
We have alreaey seen how this method related Raven to Christ in~ 
for Sale, and how the story of the whisky priest, with its symbolic 
"radiant" structure, is more than the narrative of his pursuit and cap-
ture. And we wills ee below how the same method is used in The End of 
The Affair and Loser Takes All. It may be that Greene went too far in 
Brigllton Rock, and that his theological thesis has made Pinkie too 
Satanic, too obviouszy, and hence unbellevabzy, the Devil in earthly 
guise, but this cannot be said of Harry Lime, in the creation of lih0111 
suggestion, an:i not statan Ent, rules. 
Thus, The Third Man, a working model for a film and never intEnded 
for publication, takes its place as another significant example of 
Greene's truest and most successful method of fiction. 
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N. The End of the Affair 
The End of the Affairl5° (1951), Greene's next novel, introduces 
two new elements into his work. First, it is a love story, and never 
before bad GreSJ.e attEmpted this type of novel, and, second, it is the 
first novel that he bad written in the first person. One expects .f'rom 
a young writer a somewhat confessional early novel, very often written 
in the first person; but Greene did not write such a novel when be was 
a beginner at fiction, and early in his career be was influenced by a 
master who hiDlself does not use the first person narrative. Greene 
, 
speaks, in his Lettre-Preface to Rostenne's book, 
de 1• lnol'lll8 influence exerc'e en Angleterre sur ma ge'ne'ration 
par le livre de M. Percy Lubbock: The Craft of Fiction par le-
quel tam. d'entre nous furent initie'S i la t§i:hiiique de Henry 
James et ~ l'iDlportence du ttpoint de vue." 151 
Thus, that be attempts a new narrative mode in a late work will sure-
1y be significant, especially when the new mode is a more limited one 
than he bas been accustomed to use.152 
The story told by Maurice Bendrix, a professional novelist llpraised 
far his technical ability, n is of his adulterous love affair with Sarah, 
the wife of a senior Civil Servant. Bendri.x tells of his meeting with 
J$0. Londtln: Heinemann, 1951 
151. Rostenne, P• 11. 
152. The entertainments The Third Man and Loser Takes All and The 
~et American (1955) are also in the first person. See below. It-
liligflt be argued that Greene has found the first person fozm too diffi-
cult and limiting in The End of the Affair and thus was forced to use v 
Sarah's journal. The journal, however, is a sustained expression of 
very intense anotion that would be even more difficult to render in the 
fom of Sarah's thoughts and lOrds. For a truly abandoned use of 
journals, letters, notes, etc. in a first person novel see Mauriac 1s 
Woman of the Pharisees. 
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Sarah in the swmner of 19391 how they became lovers, and of their war-
time affair that lasted until Sarah mysteriously broke it off in 19411. 
We see Bendrix at his worst, inordinately jealous, continually appre-
hensive, quarrelsome and cruel, as he sets oown, in 1949, the events 
of the winter of 1946, their background, and their culmination in 
Sarah's death and "the El'ld of the affair. n 
But, as has been untiringly pointed out by the camnentators 1 the 
end is really only the beginning, for Greene has chosen to write, with 
immense daring in the mid-twentieth century, a •contE11!porary miraculUQi. ••• I 
as supernatural as SCilla of the stories told by Chaucer's Pilgrims.•l$3 
In the cases of the whisky priest, SCobie, and even Pinkie there is al-
ways a question as to how sanctified these sinners are, but there is 
no question that Sarah dies as one of the blessed, and that events 
which can only be temed miracles occur to some of those who were close / 
to her. Greene has created in Sarah a character who becomes a saint. 
A boy is saved f'.rom serious illness and perhaps death because he owns 
a book that had belonged to Sarah, and a rationalistic atheist is cured 
of a hideous straWberry mark on his cheek by the application of a. lock 
of her hair. But the critics have overlooked the evidence for the key 
miracle of the book, that of the conversion of Bendrix. 
At the beginning of the affair, Bendrix is a typical modern agnos-
tic, but when, by reading Sarah's journal, he discovers the hold that 
God has over her, he opposes himself to God and hates Rim with all of 
his energy. He persuades Henry, her husband, not to give Sarah the 
Catholic funeral that she would heve desired (as a child, she was 
153. Paul Dinkins, "Graham Greene: The Inc0111plete Version," 
Catholic World, CLXXVI (1952), 99. 
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baptised a Catholic, and she was receiving instruction at the time of 
her death) 1 and he inveighs against God, gl.oat:ing when Sarah is finally 
cremated at Golders Green. And yet in this very hatred of God Bendrix 
knows that he is admitting His existence.154 Bendrix fights God without 
cessation thrrughout the novel, but at the end he says: 
What I chiefly felt was less hate than fear. For if this God 
exists ••• we could all be saints by leaping as you f:SarahJ 
leapt, by shutting the eyes and leaping once and for all: if 
you are a sa:int, it's not so difficult to be a saint. It's 
something He can demand of any of us, leap. But I won't leap ••• 
I know Your CU!ilning. It's You who take us up to a high place 
and offer us the whole universe. You're a devil, God, tempting 
us to leap. But I .don't want Your peace and I don't want Your 
love •••• I hate You, God, I hate You as though You existed •••• I 
believe you f:SarahJ live and that He exists, but it will 
take more than your prayers to turn this hatred of Him into love. 
(pp. 23.5-236) 
And in the deapair of his "hopeless, crippled life," the last words he 
writes (and they are a prayer) are: 
0 God, You 1ve done enough, You 1ve robbed me of enough, I 1m 
too tired and old to learn to love, leave me alone for ever. 
(p. 237) 
But this is a prayer that God will not answer, for Bendrix, like 
the sick boy, like Smythe, is to suffer the onslaught of a miracle, 
and this is what has been missed by the critics. The passages thst I 
have just quoted should indicate that, in the terms of Kierkegaard, 
BendriX is very near that point of despair at which man does make the 
leap that BendriX claims he will never make, but beyond this rather 
intellectual "hope" it can be shown that BendriX ultimately comes to 
154. In Richard Smythe, the rationalistic preacher who also 
"instructs" Sarah, Greene has created a contrast and comparison with 
BendriX. Smythe also loved Sarah; Smythe's lack of faith also falls 
victim to a miracle; Smythe, who had also hated God, ends by saying, 
"I don't know what to believe." (p. 228) 
belief in and love of God. lie know, from Sarah's journal, that he was 
capable of love for another, and certain acts of charity, especially 
one performed as an air-raid warden, indicate that he has painted him-
self blacker than he truly is. Additionally, we must take note of the 
epigraph from :r.e'on Bloy, which applies as much to Bendrix as to Sarah: 1 
Man has places in his heart which do not yet exist, and into 
them enters suffering in order that they may have existence. 
And the new existences of the heart are made finally for love. 
But if we ask for the clear proof of Bendrix's belief and love, 
proof that the miracle of grace has c01118 to him, we see that just as 
the sick boy possessed her book, just as S~he possessed her hair, 
Bendrix possessed (and it is now a pun) Sarah, and it is this that has 
helped in working the miracle. And we know this because, al thougj:l. the 
events described in the novel take place between 1939 and 1946, Bendrix 
is writing of them in 1949, and that on the first page of the book he 
says, "if I had believed then in a God," and "that other f:God:J, in 
whom in those -days we were lucky enough not to believe." Tlms, we see 
now why Greene elected to use the first person; he is able to lead us 
to the edge of conversion without showing us yet another example of 
grace and thus ending on a rather too easily "haPPY" note in a book in 
which grace has already made its appearance. Bendrix's conversion 
would be both anti-climactic and unbelievable were it to take place at 
the end of the narrative. The device of the first person narrator, 
who cannot be entirely believed when discussing himself, is a brilliant, 
and perhaps the only, solution to Greene's problem. The end of the 
affair is only the beginning, and at the end Bendrix, like the lieutenant 
in The Power and the Glory, is a Saul on the Damascus road. As Pange 
rightly says, in a summary of Greene's interests s:lnce 19.38: 
Dans Rocher de Bri~ton, l 1 amour de Dieu et la crainte de 
l'enfer semblent se'"quUibrer. Puis, l 1amour l'emporte 
et devient le t~me central des derni'eres oeuvres. La 
Fin d 1une liaison m6"rite bien le nom de roman de l •AiiiOur 
et de la Grllce • 155 
I have shown, in the discussions of several of Greene's earlier 
books, that the meaning or the novel resides in certa:ln patterns and 
parallels that are suggested in the details of the novel, and that 
the key to this "secret symbolism" is often to be found in Biblical j 
parallels that Greene has carefully and unobtrusively set up. In.'!!!! 
End of the Affair, one of Bendr:ix1s legs is shorter than the other, 
and he limps. One asks why this seemingly irrelevant detaU is in-
eluded; it is only mentioned once, and it plays only a small part in 
the action. Bendr:ix limps because he is a Jacob. I have already 
described his hatred of God and his resistance to belief in God, and 
there are times in the novel when this struggle reaches a shrill, 
intense anguish. Clearly, Greene wishes us to see Bendr:ix as wrestl:lng 
with God as Jacob wrestled all night (Genesis xxxii. 24-32), for he 
carries forever the mund in the thigh as did Jacob. Jacob, who was 
to meet Esau the next day, reckoned with himself and knew that in the 
eyes or God he was not wortey: "I am not wortey of the least or all 
the mercies, and of all the truth, which thou hast shewed unto tey 
servant" (Genesis xxxii. 10). The wrestling in the night was the 
wrestling with oneself that is a wrestling with God, and Jacob held 
on all night, as Bendrix persists in his struggle through his own 
darl<: night, until sone decisive outcome was reached (he asks for the 
155. Pange, P• 95. 
blessing), but the wrestle with God brealal man's pride, and the mark of 
the broken pride is the limp which keeps man from ever walking with 
arrogance again. As we have seen, Bendrix' s arrogant will not to believe 
is finally broken, and he too, b;r means of Sarah, receives the blessing 
of grace. 
But Bendrix is not the only eX811lple of a Biblical parallel in "" 
The End of the Affair. Sarah, too, has her analogy. It is with Mary 
Magdalen, the type of the adulterous wanan liho became a saint by kneel-
ing before God. Mary Magdalen left her husband, Pappus, a complacent 
doctor of law, for another man, as Sarah carries on her adulterous 
affair with Bendrix, although Sarah does it under the nose of her dull 
Henry, the indispensable man in the Ministry of Pensions. And both 
women voluntarily give up the life that they have been leading and give 
themselves to God. 
In Sarah's case, God had answered her prayer. On the first night 
of the V-1 attacks on London, Bendrix had left Sarah in his room while 
he went to see if they could take shelter in the basement. One of the 
rockets fell nearby, and Bendrix was pinned under the front door. When 
Sarah came down the stairs and touched his hand, she took him for dead. 
But back in the bedroom, she prayed for him: 
Dear God ••• make me believe. I can't believe. Make me •••• 
I'm a bitch and a fake and I hate ~elf. I can't do anyw 
thing of ~elf. Make me believe •••• I will believe. Let 
him be alive, and r-wrll believe. Give him a chance. Let 
him have his happineS'S':'"'" Do this and I • ll believe •••• I love 
him and I'll do anything if you'll make him slive •••• I 1ll 
give him up forever, only let him be alive with a chance •••• 
People can love without seeing each other, can't they, they 
love You all their lives without seeing You •••• 
(pp. 112-ll3) 
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God answers the prayer by bringing him back from the dead, for he bad 
been out of time while pinned under the door, which bad bruised him 
(oddly, he thought) with its shadow. He bad not heard the explosion, 
bJ. t his mind 
for a few moments was clear of everything except a sense of 
tiredness as though I bad been on a long journey. I had no 
memory at all of Sarah and I was canpletely free from 
anxiety, jealousy, insecurity, hate: my mind was a blank 
sheet on which somebody had just been on the point of writ-
ing a message of happiness. I felt sure that when my 
memory came back, the writing liOUld continue and that I 
should be happy. 
(p. 82) 
But he has been raised like Lazarus, and Sarah must now begin to fulfill 
her rash and difficult vow. She writes in her journal of her reaction 
when he appeared, bloody .and dusty, in the doorframe: 
I thought now the agony of being without him starts, and I 
wished he was safely back dead again under the door. 
(p. ll3) 
And, without telling Bendrix of her vow and the miracle that followed 
it, f!he walks away from him into the desert of love156 in which she 
DDlSt now spend the rest of her life. 
It seems clear that Greene wishes us to believe that Bendrix was 
actually dead, and that his resurrection is the first of the acts of 
God in this "contemporary miraculum,11 but the reader who is shy of 
miracles may care to take this episode as ambiguous, as a coincidence. 
It does not really matter, for Sarah acts as if the miracle had occurred, 
and we believe in her belief. 
156. The pages of Sarah's journal are filled with references to 
the desert in which she finds herself, and many of the images are very 
striking. Probably Greene has taken the idea of the desert from 
Mauriac, one of whose novels isLe De'sert de l 1amour. 
From the point at which Sarah ends the affair by keeping her promise 
not to see Bendrix again, both of the lovers enter their dark night, 
Bendrix to wrestle with God and Sarah to suffer the deprivation of love 
in her desert., Nathan Scott is the only critic who has made an attempt 
to chart Sarah 1 s desolate pilgrimage to find God, He says of The End 
of the Affair in general that 
the spiritual economy of ~Greene's~ fictive world gains 
significant enlargement by the example tbat we are here 
given of a modern consciousness discovering the salvific 
power of an askesis highly reminiscent of that via negativa 
of St, John of the Cross, 157 -
And he continues, speaking of Sarah: 
"Now, of course, I know,• Sarah states in her journal, "that 
this was hysteria ~the promise to Ck>dJ ,n But whether it 
was or not it becomes the occasion for a human being--very 
modern, very sophisticated, very worldly in her sensibility--
to begin to grope her way toward recovery of belief in God. 
For Sarah, whatever her weakness, is honest, and the vow 
DIUSt be kept, and her problem becomes that of discovering the 
identity of Him to whom the pledge has been made--togetheri5 indeed, with the identity of the one who made the pledge. 7 
Her problem is the same one that Bendrix wrestles with after her death, 
but it is more precisely document.ed for us, in her journal and in the 
acts of her last few weeks, in the novel. Scott adds that 
there slo'ldy grows in her, try as she does to smother it out, 
that delight of which Augustine speaks in the Confessions r?> 
that is to be had in finding God by failing to find him. 1:.>' 
Sarah 1 s way is the way that T, S. Eliot, himself drawing on St, 
John of the Cross, has made familiar to us in the Four Quartets: 
157. Nathan A. Scott, Jr., "Graham Greene: Christian Tragedian," 
Volusia Review, I, l (1954), 38, 39, 40. Neville Braybrooke has 
pointed out another Augustinian note in The End of the Affair. When 
Sarah says, •Dear fk>d, you know I want your pain, but I don't want it 
now,• she echoes &tgustine 1s •oh God, give me continence, but not yet,n 
See "Greene and the Double Man," Dublin Review, No, 455 (1952), 61-73. 
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Descend lower, descend only 
Into the world of perpetual solitude, 
World not world, but that which is not world, 
Internal darkness, deprivation 
And destitution of all property, 
Desiccation of the world of sense, 
Evacuation of the world of fancy, 
Inoperancy of the world of spirit; 
This is the one way, and the other 
Is the same, not in movement 
But abstention from movement. 158 
And in the darkness Sarah finds her way to Catholicism. She records in 
her journal: 
I believe the legend. I believe you were born. I believe 
you died for us. I believe you are God. Teach me to love. 
I don't mind rq pain. It's their pain I can't stand. Let 
my pain go on and on, but stop theirs. Dear God, if only 
you would come down from your Cross for a while and let me 
get up there instead. If I could suffer like you, I could 
heal like you. 
(p. 144) 
ShortJ.y thereafter (in actual duration), she write11 a letter to God, 
her new lover: 
I have no need to write to you or talk to you, you know every-
thing before I can speak, but when one loves, one feels the 
need to use the same old ways one has always used. I know I 
am only beginning to love, but already I want to abandon every-
thing, everybody but you: only fear and habit prevent me. 
Dear •••• 
(p. 59) 
And in her journal she glosses the letter, explaining that even in her 1 
sinful love for Bendrix God was present, that God taught them to squander 
their human love so richly "that one day we might have nothing left 
except this love of You." (p. 148) Paradoxically, Sarah is naturally 
inclined to the supernatural, and from the first moment when she feels 
158. T. s. Eliot, "Burnt Norton," Four ~rtets (New York: 
Harcourt, BI-ace, 1943), PP• 6-7. 
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the ecstatic love of God she is :!Jlexorably set on the renunciatory path 
to sainthood. 
In The End of the Affair God enters the world through love, but it 
is often a hard, forcing love that causes pain. Once it has entered, 
however, it works through those who have loved and have received love, 
as it -works in and through Sarah, so that she is a bringer of God's 
grace to those around her. Bendrix shrilly insists after her death 
that she was a bitch, but all of the other characters--her husband, the 
harsh priest, the simple private detective--agree that she was a good 
woman, and the miracles that are associated with her constitute an 
infusio caritatis, an awakening of new life and love in all, even in 
Bendrix. 
I have emphasized those elements of The End of the Affair which 
are to some extent new in Greene 1 s work (conversion, the desert of love, 
the creation of a saint), but this book is nat so far removed from 
Greene's earlier work as the preceding discussion might suggest. Greene 
has always had the ability to create a tight, suspenseful narrative, 
the form of the thriller comes naturally to him, and The End of the 
Affair retains some of the aspects of the novel of detection. 
Here, the detective, Mr. Parkis, is a marvelous comic creation. 
He is a simple, good man, methodical and proper, whose profession is 
that of a spy. Although he has had some success in collecting evidence 
for the divorce courts, he knows that he will never reach the top of 
his shabb,r profession; perhaps his honest sentimentality hinders him 
from attaining true success. It is this man and his son, whom he is 
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training in detection, who are set on Sarah's trail by the jealous 
Bendrix, and without them the truth wuld not have been revealed, 
for Parkis is able to steal Sarah's journal. 
Parkis 1 chief task is to discover the identity of the "other 
man" for whom Sarah left Bendrix, that "third man" who is as shado'WY 
and intangible as the third man who brings death to the streets of 
Vienna. Bendrix knows that this lover exists because Parkis has found 
the letter (quoted above) that Sarah had written to him. The irorv 
is, of course, that the third man who is being traced, we may even 
/ 
call him l'hanme traque, is God. The mystery of the other man leads 
only to the supreme mystery, am Bendrix, who has initiated the quest, 
/ becoms the true h011111e traque of the book. The pursuer becomes the 
pursued, fleeing from the awful love of the hound of heaven, fearing, 
as did the whisky priest, the dangerous presence of God, wrestling, 
finally, through his long dark night with the unknown antagonist until 
a decision is reached. Bemrix, with his lilllp, is more than Jacob; he 
also reminds us of Oedipus (swell-foot), who 'WaS driven by his pride 
to discover the truth, only to discover that the truth he found was the 
last truth that he 'Wanted to find. 
In The Heart of the Matter and The End of the Affair Greene has 
achieved a new kind of novel, in which the technique of the thriller 
and the theme of l'homme traque' unite with the conunon, unmelodramatic 
situations of everyday life to create a work the end of which is 
religious. Greene's long apprenticeship to the thriller made possible 
a fiction that can treat the deepest and most difficult religious 
problems. 
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o. Loser Takes All 
Graham Greene's most recent "entertainment" Loser Takes All159 
(1955), is totally unlike any of his earlier liOrks. In his dedication 
he speaks of "this frivolity," and, while that term may be rather too 
strong, this brief book is light and gay, the jeu d 1esprit of an 
assured craftsman. 
But more than the bright surface is new for Greene, for resting 
easily under that surface is an allegocy of free will and determinism, 
of man in his relation to God. As I have pointed out, there are 
elements in Greene 1 s earlier fiction that approach the aile gorical, 
but unt:il the appearance of Loser Takes All he1es content to suggest 
certain themes; in this new book, however, the reader picks up the 
revealing thread early and easily and follows it as one does when read-
ing Kafka. 
Bertram, a "conspicuously unsuccessful" assistant accountant in a 
great London corporation, is, in middle age, preparing to take as his 
second wife Cacy, bright, fresh, and young, like so many of Greene's 
women, The head of his corporation is the Gam (Grand Old Man), remote 
in the heaven of his office at the top of the great glass-walled build-
ing that the firm occupies. He is as unknown to ordinary mortals as 
are the inhabitants of Kafka's castle--and for the sams reason, for 
the Gom, the great capitalist with the fabulous life, is God. 
The Gom and his employees do not know each other: Bertram, until 
he is su11111oned there, does not even know where the Gom 1s office is, 
159. London: Heinemann, 1955. 
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and the Gom is unaware that the employees go off for a midday meal 
called "lunch." The gap between man and God is huge. The Gom finds 
many things of the everyday world "very interesting," and he has a 
whimsical kindness for the few people unlike himself whom he encounters. 
But, "lie was like the weather-unpredictable." (p. 9) As a God, he 
reminds one of the omnipotent, changeable God of the Old Testament, 
but entirely without that God's sternness and jealousy; he is not real-
ly interested enough in men to let them bother him. 
Tlms, when this charming God, an admirer of Baudelaire and Racine, 
is told by Bertram of his approaching marriage, m insists that Bertram 
give up St. Luke 1s, Maida Hill, and Bournemouth, and go to Monte Carlo 
to be married. The Gom will then pick them up in his yacht for their 
honeymoon: 
"Miss Bullen, please arrange with our Nice office to have 
Mr. Bertrand ["naturally, the Gom does not get names cor-
rectJ married in Monte Csrlo on the 30th at 4 P• m." 
{p. 21) 
Tlms does heavenly grace descend on Bertram and his fianc~e; they may 
stammer of other plans, but no one can refuse the divine gift. 
After this introduction, this comedy of the arbitrary grace of 
God is set at Monte Carlo in the soft air of late spring; appropriately 
so, for, as I have suggested, there is a new Mediterranean warmth and 
brightness about the book. 
Tlms, the lovers are swept out of their simple, secure bourgeois 
world into a realm of ostentation and luxury. But with the Gom nothing 
is impossible, and he simply forgets Bertr8111 1s existence and his prom-
ise to meet him with the yacht, and Bertram, who has been installed in 
a great hotel by the Gom, is stranded in Monte Carlo, unable to pay a 
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monstrous hotel bUl, reduced to eat:lng rolls and coffee and to avoiding 
the watchful, knowing eyes of hotel officials. Bertram, who is no Job, 
thinks: 
the Oom, that egotistical bastard on the eighth fioor who 
has let us in for all of this because he 1 s too great to 
remember his praoises. He makes the world and then he 
goes and rests on the seventh day and his creation can go 
to pot that day for all he cares. 
(p. 63) 
In their desperate state of counting pennies and waiting hopelessly for 
the Gom to put into the harbor, Bertram and Cary meet the Devil, "a 
small man in frayed and dapper clothes with co-respondent shoes," who 
brings them "good tidings" ("the devil at his old game of quoting scrip-
ture") (p. 54)--he is willing to sell Bertram his "perfect system" for 
winning at the roulette tables. Bertram does not buy the system, but 
the Devil has succeeded in his task, for Bertram cannot resist the 
greater temptation of devising his own perfect system. As a mathemati-
cian he is familiar with the laws of probability, and he needs to win 
in order to pay the hotel. 
Bertram now spends all of his time with pencil and paper, working 
on the system until he believes that it is perfect. But in order to 
test the system he needs capital, and for a second t:ime he is showered 
with grace, for, after a comically delicate talk with the hotel manager 
in which Bertram admits that he has no money, the hotel manager acts as 
a ministering angel and tactfully offers him a small loan of 250,000 
francs--after all, Bertram is a friend of the Gom. 
The paradCIItes of gambling now enter the story 1 for Bertram wins 
five million francs the first night he tries his system, and he knows 
that if the system is foolproof he will win spectacularly for a few 
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days and then lose; he lllllst lose ill order that he can be assured of 
constant winning. But in winning he loses Cary, who is herself super-
stitious, and who has told him that "you invent a code and fate uses 
it," (p. 45) for his devotion to the system bas developed into a passion 
ill him that he is helpless against. & loses her to another man because 
he had forgotten that people "don't work on a damned system like your 
roulette." (p. ll3) The Devil bas done his work well, for the cold 
passion that he has induced in Bertram bas broken love and understanding. 
Thus, even though Ca:ey leaves him, Bertram must test his system 
once and for all. He does not believe in luck or chance (despite his 
double experience of grace--he had not recognized it as grace); he is 
a rationalist who prefers an absolute predictability; he must answer 
the question whether he bas discovered 
the poetry of absolute chance or the determination of a 
closed system? I would be grateful for the poetry, but 
what pride I should feel if I proved the determinism. (p. 84) 
And, of cwrae, the system is perfect; he bas the enormous satisfaction 
of working out the :Impossible, of achieving what hundreds of Monte Carlo 
hangers-on had tried to do and bad failed in; he bas won fifteen million 
francs; and he has also wn the controlling shares of the Gom 1 s corPora-
tion (he holds, as it were, the d81!ty 1s bodY ill his hand) and can now 
take his revenge on the forgetful God. But he has lost his bride, and 
his winnings seem but dead leaves compared to the love that is gone. 
And when he contemplates the death of the god that he will bring about 
by his sale of the controlling shares he is joyless. Bertram says: 
Now, I thought with a sadness for which I couldn't account, 
he will be small enough to be in 1113' hands, and I looked at 
rrry ink-stained fingers with disrelish. 
(p. 99) 
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Then, at the moment of Bertram's despair, the Gom finally sails 
into the. harbor, and Bertram meets again thd.s one who speaks all lan-
guages to perfection ("he was of the Pentecostal type" LP• ll6J), 
with his "wide patriarchal back," (p. l20) his vague friendliness, 
gentle understanding, and infinite e:xperience of life (he has had four 
wives). And Bertram, instead of taking his revenge, sits quietly over 
the whisky with the Gom and tells him of his great loss. The Gom, to 
whom nothing is new, listens to him, and consoles him by stating the 
human condition, the plight of the creature: 
Using the pronoun "one" he made mine a general condition 
from which all 1111n were destined to suffer. "One" is 
bom, "one" dies, "one" loses love. 
(p. 121) 
And the Gom offers him a plan, involving a conversation with Cary and 
her new lover, which may bring her back to Bertram--it is a gamble, a 
wager, for the believer in determinism (we might call to mind here 
Pascal, a brilliant mathematician, wlx>, in his anguish and doubt, chose 
to wager also). Bertram follows the counsel of "too wise old man with 
limitless ambitions," (p, 136) tempting the young man, who is also work-
ing on a system, with casino tokens, and Cary comes back to him for 
their delayed honeymoon cruise on the yacht, watched over by the kind 
and wise Gom--but back to a poor man who has given away his winnings 
and has forfeited his option on the shares, not back, however, to the 
same poor man whom she married a few weeks before, for both of them 
have changed and groll!l, The book ends with the tom pieces of Bertram's 
system floating like snow past the porthole next to their bed. 
It would subvert Greene 1 s intentions to weigh down such a slight 
book as Loser Takes All with ponderous interpretations, and yet 11fY 
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discussion above indicates that, as he had written theological thrillers 
:Ill the past, he has here turned his hand to the theological comedy. I!' 
Bertram and Cary at Monte Carlo rllllind us o!' Adam and Eve, we know also 
that their Eden is false and that the world outside is one not totally 
grim. Greene is here at play, and he plays as perhaps only a Catholic 
could today, that is, one who has a well-known structure of belief 
(consisting of grace, angelic and evil spirits, and an attitude toward 
human :freedom, in addition to God) behind him from which he can draw 
paradoxes and paradi@IIIS if he wishes. In Loser Takes All the problem 
of man's freedom appears early in the book, and it is omnipresent, but 
Greene does not try to solve the problem, he leaves it in suspension. 
Man dances in the hand of God and anything may happen, for God 1 s :free-
dom is absolute. Man may prove the dete:nn:lllism of a closed system, 
but it profits him nothing. Man in his despair seeks God, and God may 
help him, but man 11111st want to choose to accept God's advice--man can 
only ~le on the result, and yet "It was strange how cleverly Cthe 
Gom.J had forecast our dialogue." (p. 131) Ultimately, perhaps, man 
is presumptuous in expecting God to remember him always; God, surrounded 
by the :Immense wealth of his own creation, can only seem whimsical and 
arbitrary in his dealings with men. 
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P. The Quiet American 
Greene 1 s latest novel, The Quiet American16o (1955), is set in 
Indo-China, sometime during the late war in that country. In recent 
yee:rs Greene has spent much time in Indo-China; the tragic we:r, the 
violence of an erupting society, and the death of the old colonialism, 
in addition to the semi-tropical climate,161 e:re all elements that 
appeal to his rather morbid imagination. 
We may, if we like, consider The Qu.iet American a lBr novel, far 
the war makes the book's si"blations possible, military actions are 
described, and the conflict is always felt as present, but, within the 
context of war, this novel unites three modern themes: one, the inter-
national theme as conceived by Henry James, the encounter of American 
"innocence" with European "experience"; two, a study of the disastrous 
logic which allows the end to justify the means; and, three, the theme 
of the conscience--whether the individual accepts the responsibilit,y 
for being "engaged" in the world around him--the existentialist theme. 
l6o. London: Heinemann, 1955. This title, by its rhythm, its 
simple adjective, and its suggestion of a type, teases one's memory 
until one unearths a similar title--a title from the work of a novelist 
Greene greatly admires, Ford Madox Ford, The Good Soldier. One then 
finds a number of similarities in the two novels; for instance, both 
are told in the first person and deviously told, in both the title 
refers to a friend of the narrator but the true protagonist is the 
narrator himself, and, finally, both deal with the difficult relation-
ships of Americans and Englishmen--innocence and experience. Differ-
ences between the tw books e:re immediately apparent, blt perhaps we 
may consider The Qu.iet American a tacit acknowledgement of a debt owed 
to a revered master. 
161.. We should not fail to notice that southern Mexico and Indo-
China lie between the tenth and twentieth pe:rallels, and that Liberia 
and Sierra Leone are just south of the tenth parallel. Clearly, this 
belt of the world has a fascination for Greene. 
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For convenience and clarity, I will discuss these three themes separately, 
but we should remember that they are effectively united in the book, 
Ever since Blake published his Songs, innocence and experience have 
constituted one of the great polarities of literature. American novel-
ists since Hawthorne (in The Marble Faun), including Henry James, its 
most devoted practitioner, Mark Twain, and Hemingway, have seen this 
set of opposites in terms of the encounter and subsequent conflict be-
tween Americans (innocence) and Europeans (experience), and they have 
created a rich body of fiction that is built around transatlantic 
relationships. Greene has now taken hold of this subject, formerly an 
American property, and made it a chief part of The Quiet American. 
The "quiet American," Alden Pyle, is ostensibly attached to the 
American Economic Mission in VietNam. He is well-educated and serious, 
even humorless; one whom the world has treated well, 'Who 'WOrks with a 
good will for the good of the world. But he is dangerous. It is said 
of him, "I never knew a man who had better motives for all the trouble 
he caused.n (p. 72) For he does cause trouble; blinded by his innocence, 
he brings death and suffering to many. Obviously, Greene's intention 
with Pyle is similar to that of Henry James with his Daisy Miller. 
James once explained in a letter that 
Poor little Daisy Miller was, as I understand her, above all 
things innocent. It was not to make a scandal, or because 
she took pleasure in scandal, that she "went on" with 
Giovanelli. She never took the !lllasure really of the scandal 
sm produced, ani had no means of doing so: she was too 
ignorant, too irreflective, too little versed in the propor-
tions of things. 162 
162. The Selected Letters of He::! James, ed. Leon Edel (New York: 
Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1955), PP~.38=139· 
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And Greene says of Pyle: "He was impregnably armoured by his good in-
tentions and his ignorance ,u (p. 214) Politically, he tries to save 
Viet Nam, and he succeeds only in destroying women and children, Per-
sonally, he tries to save a girl from what he considers a corrupt 
European cynicism, and he causes suffering. His innocence finally 
becomes so dangerous that he must be murdered. 
As in Henry James, the American's European antagonist is a friend, 
for the relationship between too two IIIUst be complex if it is to be 
fictionally satisfactory. This man, Fowler, the narrator, is a middle-
aged English reporter for a London newspaper. He is as unattractive 
as Bendrix, in The End of the Affair, or Jack Burden, in Robert Penn 
Warren's All too King's Men, another first person narrator, and, like 
toose two characters, he is a man who learns by suffering. 
Fomer is corrupt. He has ruined his marriage, and he has ugLy 
memories of other women whom he has left in England, He smokes opium, 
'lil.ich no American will do, and he lives with an Indo-Chinese girl, 
Phuong. When Pyle tries to take Phuong away from him (because Pyle 
can give her a cleaner, more stable life), Fowler lies and cheats; 
he will not play fair, as the American expects him to. Fowler, who 
has suffered maey losses, has very limited, very concrete aims; unlike 
Pyle, he seldom speaks of love, but he wants to keep his woman. Fowler 
says: 
Death was the only absolute value in ru:r world ••• ,I envied those 
who could believe in a God and I distrusted them. I felt they 
were keeping their courage up with a fable of the changleless v 
and the permanent. Death was far more certain than God, and 
with death there would be no longer the daily possibility of 
love dying. 
(p. 50) 
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He longs for death, and Pyle, wbo believes in God, saves his life. 
But such a simple balance of innocence and e:xperience wuld fail 
to satisfy our demand for a lifelike complexity in fiction. Thus, 
despite their conflict over the girl and the difference of their be-
liefs, they d:> sustain the relationship, for Pyle desires Fowler as a 
friend, and Fowler f:!nds in Pyle sanething that is superior to the 
other Americans in Saigon. 
The events of the novel, however, move in such a way that Fowler 
finds himself compelled to lead Pyle into the trap in which he will 
be murdered. He thinks: 
What 1 s the good'l he 111 always be innocent 1 you can't blame 
the innocent 1 they are always guiltless • All you can do is 
c<ntrol them or eliminate them. Innocence is a kind of in-
sanity. 
(p. 213) 
And, although he will help to eliminate Pyle, he knows that: 
All the t:ime that his innocence had angered me, some judge 
within myself had summed up in his favour, bad compared his 
idealism, his half-baked ideas ••• with my cynicism. Oh, I 
was right about the facts, but fwasn 't he right too to be 
young and mistaken, and wasn't he perhaps a better man for 
a girl to spend her life with1 
(p. 205) 
Thus, it is out of this compleXity, the fortune that so scrambles inno-
cence an1 experience, that the deep regret at the end of the book comes. 
Fowler's last sentence is: 
Everything had gone right with me since he had died, but how 
I wished that there eXisted someone to whom I could say that 
I was sorry. 
(p. 247) 
This ending reminds one inescapably of the ending of another novel, 
part of the theme of which is the encounter of American innocence with 
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European experience; thus, with the American, Milly, dead, Kate Croy 
and Dens her, the corrupt ones, have the last sad words of The Wings of 
the Dove: 
Then he only said: "I'll marry you, mind you, in an hour." 
"As we were?" 
"As we were." 
But she turned to the door, and her headshak~3was now the end. "We shall never be again as we were I" lb 
It may be said that the chief political sin of our century is in 
allowing the end to justify the means. This devilish logic permits any 
kind of deceit, the existence of concentration camps, genocide, and the 
use of atomic weapons. In The Quiet American Greene has thematically 
related. this political ooncept to the theme of American innocence by 
showing that Pyle, who is "too little versed in the proportions of 
things," is ldlling to use this logic, for he is not capable of measur-
ing the consequences of the oourse of action that he initiates for 
achieving his end. 
This novel, like most of Greene's books, has an element of 
intrigue and detection. There is a mystery about Pyle's function in 
Viet Nam. Obviously, he is more than an economic adviser, but it is 
not until late in the novel that we discover that his task is to set 
up a third force that will simultaneously combat the old colonialism 
of the French and the new aggrandizement of Comnunism. In order to do 
this Pyle must work ~ ~· for the third force will conflict with 
the interests of the French allies. 
/ Thus, Pyle chooses to work with a bandit chief, General The, who 
163. Henry James, The Wings of the Dove (New York: 11odern 
Library, n.d.), P• 439. 
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hides in the mountains with his private army. Pyle smuggles the materi-
als for making bombs into the country and gives thE!Il to the General, 
who will t~n proceed with certain "demonstrations." For the first of 
these demonstrations the General's men substitute small, cylindrical 
bombs for the pumps on the bicycles of the Saigonese, all timed to 
aJqJlode simultaneously. Only a few are burt by the explosions, and 
the city accepts this plot as a rather wry joke of the Connnunists. But 
the second demonstration is of a more serious character. After all 
Americans have been warned to keep away, a tw-hundred pound bomb is 
detonated in the principal square of Saigon during the shopping hour; 
this bomb has no military use or objective, but it kills many women, 
children, and passers-by. And the point is that Pyle is responsible, 
for he is t~ ideologue who plotted this act. In his zeal for the 
attainment of the single ~ to which he is devoted--the creation of 
the third force--he does not consider, in his innocence, the very real 
and very bloody concomitant of his act; the end justifies the means. 
Pyle is, of course, horrified (he has blood on his shoes), and he can 
;Only say "I didn 1t know," but it is exactly this ignorance and inno-
cence that makes him so dangerous, that makes it necessary that he be 
stopped. 
This is not the place for a political discussion. Our only proper 
question is whether Greene has made Pyle's act and its motivation 
credible. But it can re pointed out here that all modern governments 
subscribe to the doctrine that t~ end justifies the means--whatever 
they may say for publication. And to foreigners, we Americans look 
particularly dan>ge1"0Us1 with our great power and our vast resources--
after all, it was we who dropped the atomic bombs on Japan. And there 
is no question that Greene regards America with suspicion and animosity. 
In the realm of politics, all we can do is to regret this hostility; it 
has its basis • 
We can, howver, ask if Greene's political prejudice has interfeM 
with his effectiveness as an artist. Pyle has been called "an angry 
though effective caricature,nl64 rut caricature is not the right word. 
His treatment of Pyle has nothing in common with Dickens' treatment of 
Americans in Martin Chuzzlewit, for instance. Greene has not created 
a monster. And, in fact, although Pyle is not entirely credible, the 
outlines of his character are conceivable. Greene's failure is that 
Pyle is not enough encrusted with that walth of detail, that sense of 
a full past, that is necessary in order that the novelist achieve veri-
similitude. From what we do know of Pyle (Boston, Harvard, a scholarly 
family, the habits of sobriety and honesty) it is hard for us to believe 
that he would act as insensitively as Greene makes him act. If Greene 
could have created a thoroughly thickened, accumulated character who 
still acted as Pyle does, then we might have had a profound insight into 
oorselves, but Greene has not been ahl.e to do this. This matter of 
detail is, in larger terms, a matter of the artist's sympathy, and we 
may cite Greene himself in the case of Pyle : 
The very act of re-creation for the novelist entails sympathy: 
the characters for yhom he fails in sympathy have never been 
truly re-created. lo5 
164. Donat O'Donnell, "Mr. Greene's Battlefield," New Statesman, 
n.s. L (1955), 804. 
165. Do I Write< An Exchan e of Views between Elizabeth Bowen, 
Graham Greene, and V. s. Pritchett London: Perciv Marshall, 19 , 
p. 48. 
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The incident of the two-hundred pound bomb leads us to our third 
thema, the theme of "engagement," for up to the time of the ED~plosion 
Fowler, who is the protagonist, has remained apart from the events that 
he observes. It is Pyle who is engage~ who believes that one IIIUSt 
actively participate in the IDrld around one. Thus, for a time, it 
seems as if innocence acts and experience maintains an attitude of 
aloofness and indifference. Fowler says of himself early in the novel: 
"I'm not involved, Not involved," I repeated. It had been 
an article of my creed, The human condition being what it 
was, let them fight, let them love, let them murder, I would 
not be involved, My fellow journalists called themselves 
oorrespondents; I preferred the title of reporter. I wrote 
what I saw: I took no action--even an opinion is a kind of 
action. 
(p. 27) 
But Fowler's history is that of a man who learns that one carmot 
be disengaged, that one must accept responsibility and act. He feels 
this responsibility in terms of the color of his skin when he ~ars 
the cries of a dying Viet Namese soldier who could not escape~ecause 
the white men, Pyle and Fowler, IIIUSt first save themselves: 
I was responsible for that voice crying in the dark: I had 
prided mysel£ on detachment, on not belonging to this war, 
but those wounds had been inflicted by me just as though I 
had used the stan £ f!}lil J, as Pyle had wanted to do. 
(p. 145) 
It is the French, howver, more than the Viet Namese, who show 
Fowler the immorality and inhumanity of his detachment. These French-
men are not young, confident, and innocent, they are as old and as sad 
as Fowler himself, but they know that one camot respectfully hand back 
one's entrance ticket, as Ivan tells Alyosha he does in The Brothers 
Karamazov. The French fight, but they do not necessarily believe in 
the war or in colonialism; they do know that one is always engaged. A 
pilot who must drop napalm bombs on whole villages of non-combatants 
tells Fowler: 
11 It 1s not a matter of reason or justice, We all get involved 
in a moment of emotion and then we cannot get out. War and 
Love--they have always been compared." 
(p. 198) 
And, in a discussion between Vigot, the policeman who is investigating 
Pyle's death, and Fowler, Greene uses Pascal, a favorite author, to 
convey the necessity for responsibility that is part of the human con-
dition. Fowler says: 
"What a gambler you could be, Vigot, Do you play any 
other game of chance?" 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Oh well," he said, "there's always the biggest of all." 
"The biggest?" 
"'Let us weigh the gain am the loss,'" he quoted, "'in 
wagering that God is, let us estimate these two clP.nces. If 
you gain, you gain all; if you lose you lose nothing."' 
I quoted Pascal back at him--it was the only passage I 
remembered. 11 'Both he who chooses heads and he who chooses 
tails are equally at fault • They are both in the wrong. The 
t:rue course is not to wager at all. •• 
11 
'Yes; but you must wager. It is not optional. You are 
embarked.' You don 1t follOii your own principles, Fowler. 
You're engage""like the rest of us." 
(pp. 178-179) 
And Vigot is right, for he knows (though he cannot prove it) that 
Fowler is responsible for the death of Pyle. For, after the explosion 
of the big bomb in the square, Fowler had realized the truth that 
"Sooner or later ... one has to take s:ides. If one is to remain human." 
(p. 227) He is shaken out of his easy, complacent cynicism, and he 
chooses, with responsibility and with regret, to lead his friend into 
the death-trap. He says: 
., 
"I had become as engage as Pyle, and it 
seemed to me that no decision would ever be simple again." (p. 240) 
He has becane, like the French officers, a fully mature man. 
One can see from this discussion that the three themes are inex-
tricably tied, and that they constitute a single meaningful image of 
man and his relation to the mrld. Fowler's deep regret at the end of 
the book and the Pascalian colloquy are enough to indicate that, as 
always in Greene, there are religious overtones as well, but I have 
not yet made clear how the technique of the novel serves Greene 1s 
religious ideas. 
Narratively, The Quiet American is closest to The End of the Affair. 
Both novels are told in the first person, and the flow of time is broken 
up in such a way that events are related deviously, with a full recogni-
tion on Greene 1 s part of the values of suspense and surprise. As the 
anonymous reviewer in the London Times Literary Supplement says: 
be uses with canplete mastery something of the method of the 
detective-story writer, only at the end he exposes, as well 
as a murderer, a problem of far-reaching significance. leo 
This deviousness is necessary, for Fowler himself is the murderer of 
Pyle, even if be did not actually strike the blow, and our surprise at 
this revelation must coincide with our knowledge, also postponed until 
the end, that it is through his guilt, lbich serves as his re-ent:.ry 
into the human colii!IIUllity, that he grows. 
To l:e detached is to be non-human, for "you must wager. It is 
not optional. You are embarked." Because he acts to kill Pyle, and 
because he accepts the responsibility, the guilt, for his act, Fowler 
166. Anon., "A Battlefield,"~· December 9, 1955, p. 737. 
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saves himself by admitting his likeness to the rest of men. One may 
cite St, Augustine's Q felix culpa here, for in Greene's terms Fowler 
has come to a recognition of original sin and has thus humanized him-
self. Donat O'Donnell has said of Fowler's reportorial style that 
This is, in other tenns, what Albert Camus claims as the 
essential of tm Il:iter's code: "the reserve that befits 
a good witness." 1 7 
To which we would add that the good witness is willing to testify to 
the complex facts that put man in the inescapable condition which 
makes him both a sinner and a being who must be engaged. 
167. Donat O'Donnell, "Mr. Greene 1s Battlefield," 804. 
Chapter III 
THE IMAGINATION OF DISASTER 
"But I have the imagination o£ disaster--and see life as ferocious and 
sinister."Henry James.l 
"It is very astonishing, that the m;ystery most remote frau our lmowledge, 
that, I mesn, o£ the trsnsmission o£ original sin, should be a thing with-
out which 118 csn possess no real lmowledge o£ ourselves •••• certainly 
nothing shockB us more thsn this doctrine, and yet without this most in-
comprehensible of all mysteries, we are sn unintelligible enigma to our-
selves. This is the master-key to the intricacies snd perplexities o£ 
human erlstence. So that, however inconceivable this mystery may be, msn, 
~thout it, is still more inconceivable •••• For m;ysel£, I em tree to de-
clare, that as soon as I discovered in the Christisn religion the doctrine 
that msn is !allen snd separated £l'0111 God, I saw on every side indications 
o£ its truth." Pascal. 2 
In the course of his more thsn twenty-five year career as a pro-
£essional writer Graham Greene has, in essays, travel bookB, public 
addresses, and book reviews, written, albeit !ragmentarily, what we 
may call his intellectual snd spiritual autobiography. It is a curi-
ously static autobiography in that there is very little development; 
Greene found early in li!e his own peculiar stsnce, and it is one that 
the passage o£ years has not chsnged in any major way, partly because 
his early ;ideas were able to encompass all o£ lite. I shall, however, 
attempt to trace here, using chie!ly the non-fiction materials listed 
above, what csn be traced, and I shall also attempt to show what is 
unique in Greene as a man and as a writer, that is to show not only 
his view, but also why he needs those views. The aim o£ this chapter 
/ is to show Greene's Weltanschauung and, as DIUCh as it is possible, its , 
1. J-s• remark is £r0111 a letter to A. c. Benson and is quoted by 
Lionel Trilling in his essay on The Princess CasSIIIaBsima in The Liberal 
Imagination (New York: Doubled!q Anchor, 1953), P• 67. 
2. Quoted £rom the Pensees by F. R. Tennant in his The Origin and 
Propagation o£ Sin (Cembridgu Cambridge University Press, 1906), p. 6. 
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sources. 
Greene bas alwqs bad nthe imagination o£ disaster," and he has 
recorded some o£ his earliest nightmares, rr£erocious and sinister": 
the man 'lli.th the cut throat crawling toward his bed1 the something out.-
side that bas got to get in, the witch at the corner o£ the nursery 
passage) These dreams interest us not because they are di££erent £rom 
those o£ other children--they are not--but. because Greene bas retained 
them, and he has made them an important part o£ his past; it is the 
11£erocious and sinister" that naturally adheres to his memory and that 
naturally becomes a part o£ his imagination. 
And this disastrous aspect o£ li£e is not con£ined to the nightmare 
world o£ sleep. The everyday world may be just as evil. In the Pro-
logue to The Lawless Roads, ent;itled "The Anarchists," Greene bas de-
scribed an evening on which he had illegally left his school (Bark-
hamsted, o£ which his £ather was Headmaster) and lay secretly in the 
dark grass, on the border between school and home. He was thirteen. 
One was an inhabitant o£ both countries: on Saturday and Sunday 
afternoons on one side o£ the baize door, the rest o£ the week of 
the other. How can li£e on a border be other than restless? You 
are pulled by di£!erent ties o£ hate and love. For hate is quite 
as powri'ul a tie: it demands allegiance. In the land of the 
skyscrapers, of stone stairs and cracked bells ringing early, one 
was aware o£ £ear and hate, a kind of lawlessness--appalling 
cruelties could be practised without a second thought; one met 
£or the £irst time characters, adult and adolescent, who bore 
about them the genuine quality o£ evil. There was Collifax, who 
practised torments with dividers; Mr. Cramden with three grim chins, 
3. See Journey W1thout Maps, PP• 219-220. 
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a dusty gown, a kind of demoniac sensuality; from these heights 
evil declined towards Parlow, whose desk was filled with minute 
photographs--advertisements of art photos. Hell lay about them 
in their infancy.4 
And he continues: 
One became aware of God with an intensity •••• And so faith came to 
one--shapelessly, without dogma, a presence above a croquet lawn, 
something associated with violence, cruelty, evil across the way. 
One began to believe in heaven because one believed in hell, but 
for a long while it was only hell one could picture with a certain 
intimacy.4 
Greene gives us here a picture of himself as a sensitive boy, 
particularly responsive to the world of adult cruelty that flourishes 
in a public school, and forced by this into a belief in hell, for he 
knows no other way in which to describe his life. And Greene, like st. 
Augustine, cannot conceive of something without inunediately afterwards 
thinking of its opposite; in his mind, evil begets the idea of good, 
hell begets heaven. 
And then, at fourteen, Greene found his vocation. In that year he 
read Marjorie Bowen• s The Viper of Milan, and 
from that moment I began to write. All the other possible futures 
slid away: the potential civil servant, the don, the clerk had 
to look for other incarnations. Imitation after imitation of 
Miss Bowen's magnificent novel went into exercise books--stories 
of sixteenth-century Italy or twelfth-century England marked with 
enormous brutality and a despairing romanticism.5 
Greene goes on to explain what the new thing was that he found in The 
Viper of Milan: 
It was no good in that real world c- of public school donnitory 
life J to dream that one would ever be a Sir Henry Curtis C of 
4. The Lawless Roads, pp. 4-5. Greene is fond of his grim parody 
of Wordsworth's tine, "Heaven lies about us in our infancy" (Immortality 
Ode, 67), for he also uses it in Brighton Rock. There he says, Pinld.e 
"trailed the clouds of his own glory ai'ter hiili: hell lay about him in 
his infancy" (p. 88). 
5. "The Lost Childhood, n in The Lost Childhood, p. 15. 
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King Solomon's Mines 7, but della Scala who at last turned from an 
honesty that never pard and betr~ed his friends and died dis-
honoured and a failure even at treachery--it was easier !or a child 
to escape behind his mask. As !or Visconti, with his beauty, his 
patience and his genius !or evil, I had watched him pass by many 
a time in his black Sunday suit smelling of mothballs. IH.s name 
was Carter. He exercised terror from a distance like a snowcloud. 
over the young fields. Goodness has OnlY once found a perfect in-
carnation in a human body and never will again, but evil can al-
w~s find a home there. Human nature is not black and white but 
black and f>!'.I!L• I read all that tn TheVi'ji6r"'O'l'J:!i'ii and I IOOked 
round ana rBaw that it was so. ["Italics mine.J 
He continues, still speaking of Marjorie Bowen, in a passage o! great 
significance: 
Anyway she had given me my pattern-religion might later explain 
it to me in other terms, but the pattern was already there--per-
fect evil walking the world where perfect good can never walk 
again, end onlY the pendullllll eneures that after all in the end 
justice is done.7 
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We have seen, in dealing with The Power and the Glory, how Greene i\ / 
I, 
believes that !ate strikes in childhood. In that novel, it was his 
!ather's discarded cast which Tench picked out of the wastebasket to 
use as a toy that led to his unhappy career as a dentist in a desolate 
Mexican town. Greene uses the SIUile phrase of himself when speaking of 
The Viper of Milan (nthe future !or better or worse really struck"), 
and at the end of the essat he quotes a stanza !rom RQerminal" by A. E.: 
In ancient shadows and twilights 
Where childhood had stl"llY8~. 
The world's great sorrows were born 
And its heroes were made. 
In the lost boyhood of Judas 
Christ was betrayed. 
The last sentence gives Greene more than the title o! his essay and book; 
Greene quoted it (changing "boyhood" to "childhood") as early as 1935, 
6. "The Lost Childhood, n in The Lost Childhood, P• 16. 
7 • "The Lost Childhood, n PP• ]1):17 o 
embodying it in his finest story, "The Basement Room. n In that story, 
the child, Philip, refuses involvement in the adult world and betrays 
his best friend, Baines the butler. As a result of this experience, 
Philip becomes incapable of ever entering life and he dies sixty years 
later a bewildered, sterile, dilettante. This story represents an ex-
treme point of determinism in Greene's fiction, but we see that such a 
tight connection between childhood and fate (recall, too, The Ministry v 
of Fear) comes directly from Greene's own experience, or, more pre-
cisely, his interpretation of his experience. 
Greene has i)old us more about his troubled adolescence in an essay 
called "The Revolver in the Corner Cupboard. n During those difficult 
years he made four or five attempts at suicide and once ran away from 
home. This lstter act caused his parents to send him to a psychoanalyst 
in London, and he says of this experience: 
I emerged from those delightful months in London spent at my ana-
lyst's house--perhaps the happiest months of my life--correctly 
oriented, able to take a proper extrovert interest in my fellows 
(the jargon rises to the lips), but wrung dry •••• I was fixed in 
my boredom. 8 
And it was this ennui of the seventeen-year-old that drove him to play 
a secret game of Russian roulette--loading one of the six chambers of 
the revolver, twisting the chambers, and then pulling the trigger with 
the barrel at the head--the odds are six to one in favor of life. In 
playing this game, which soon became boring itself and was given up, 
Greene made the discovery •'that it was possible to enjoy again the 
visible world by risking its total loss. nB He had found the cure for 
boredom, for he felt nan extraordinary sense of jubilation. It was as 
B. "The Revolver in the Corner Cupboard, n in The Lost Childhood, 
PP• 175, 175. 
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if a light had been turned on. My heart was !mocking in its cage, and I 
felt that life contained an infinite number of possibilities.n9 But the 
cure was only temporary, and it soon became as casual as the taking of 
an aspirin tablet: 
One campaign was over, blt the war agsinst boredom had got to go on. 
I put the revolver back in the corner cupboard, and going down-
stairs I lied gently and convincingly to my parents that a friend 
had invited me to join him in Paris.9 
From these memories and experiences of childhood and adolescence 
(Greene's Oxford years seem to have made very little impression on him--
he was already formed when he arrived there, one feels) we can see that 
the early and lasting sense of evil, the intense belief in hell, the 
precocious perception that "human nature is not black and white but 
black and grey,n the ennui and despair at the world that he found around 
him, all of these feelings and experiences led him directly to a belief 
in original sin--"I looked roUDi and saw that it was so. n But the be-
lief was long prior to any allegiance to doctrine or church; as he has 
said of Marjorie Bowen: "anyway she had given me my pattern-religion 
might later explain it to me in other terms, blt the pattern was al-
ready there. n 
Greene's conversion to the Catholic Church is, from the little we 
!mow of it, singularly undramatic. It came in his twenty-second year, 
after his graduation from Oxford, and it came then because he was en-
gaged to a Catholic girl. He has ssid that "since I was going to marr,y 
a Catholic, I determined to learn about Catholicism, n10 and also that 
"I had not been converted to a religious faith. I had been convinced 
PP• 
9. "The Revolver in the Corner Cupboard, n in The Lost Childhood, 
175. 176. 
10. Qu.oted in "Shocker," Time, October 29, 1951, P• 102. 
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:}/ v by spec:U'ic. arguments in the probability of its creed."11 But though 
he minimizes his entrance into the Church by making it seem a purely 
practical and intellectual step, one feels that the "specific arguments" 
fell on most fertile soil. Perhaps, indeed, Greene minimizes the step 
exactly because it was such a natural one for him to make. 
There are, however, Catholics and Catholics. The Catholicism of 
Evelyn Waugh is merely a nostalgic way of combatting the unpleasing 
world of the present, with its levelling tendencies; he rests smugly 
in his dream of grand old families who retain priests for their private 
chapels. Francois Mauriac, whose feeling is much more profound, sees 
' 
in man only the lamentable and melancholy perverseness of the human 
heart and the isolated boredom of sin. Bernanos was much more extreme, 
and his Catholicism constantly led him to the creation of simple Christ-
like saints and devious, essentially foul incarnations of the Devil. 
Baudelaire's Catholicism was an &@ant of his rebellion·against con-
temporary civilization and his own past, and, in him, had necessarily 
., 
to take the fonn of Satanism. Peguy, a poet who ecstatically celebrated 
cert:.ain mysteries of the Church, refused the sacraments of the Church. 
In addition, there is Catholic mysticism, but this is very rare among 
12 
writers, for few mystics are concerned with the forms of art. and 
then there is Catholic piety, Maryolatry, and the official Catholicism 
of the hierarchy. This list is not all-inclusive, but it suggests the 
breadth of belief possible within the Church, and it is clear that 
Greene is unlike any of the examples listed above. I shall try to show 
11. Journey Without Maps, P• 263. 
12. Even St. John of the Cross, though a gifted poet, is not 
primarily a poet. 
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what the nature of Greene 1 s Catholicism is in the fallowing pa gas. 
When we sa:y that Graham Greene has "the imagination of disaster," 
it must be understood that, in one sense, there is only one disaster 
for him, and that that is the disaster of man's fallen nature,: It 
is original sin which makes life for him "ferocious and sinister." 
As we have seen, Greene came early to an awareness of the aril in men, 
and Catholicism explained the evil for him in later years. And 
Greene, because his imagination is charged with this disaster, has 
been preoccupied with it in his work. 
Now, of course, this preoccupation has not been missed by Greene 1 s 
critics. An unsympathetic, violently anti-Catholic writer like Sean 
01Casey sa:ys of Greene's work in general: "Oh, unchangeable, sinful, 
sooner {:s_icJ human nature I Original sin has got us all by the short 
hairs 1'113 And even Catholic critics have not always been happy with 
the nature of his belief in evil: one finds a "Jansenist touch" in 
The Power and the G1oq,14 and another hints of the Manichean heresy.15 
Evelyn Waugh, for whom Scobie's choice of damnation was "either a very 
loose poetical expression or a mad blasphenzy-,1116 believes that Greene 
is 
an Augustinian Christian, a believer of the dark age of 
Mediterranean decadence when the barbarians were pressing 
13. Sean O'Casey, Sunset ani Evening Star (New York: Macmillan, 
1954), P• 267 • 14. M. de 1a Bedoyere, "From My Window in Fleet Street,• 
Catholic World, cr.mv (1951), 58. 
lS. Donat O'Donnell. See Frederick Mor~n, "Seven Novels," 
Hudson Review, V (Spring 1952), 158. 16. Eve~ Waugh, "Felix Culpa?a, Coomonweal, XLVIII (1948), 325. 
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along the frontiers and the City of God seemed yearly more re~ J 
mote and unattainable,l7 
and he imputes to Greene a hatred of free will. 
But if Waugh was the first, he is not the only critic who has found 
Greene "Augustinian. n18 Walter Allen, who holds that "the finest and 
highest expression of the Augustinian attitude working itself out in 
human character may be found in Shakespearean tragedy,n19 has greatly 
, extended Waugh's suggestion. He says, in the course of distinguishing 
"Augustinian" from the Pelagian idea that man is born morally well, that 
nyour Augustinian believes that there is something in man inevitably and 
always thwarting his noblest intentions and his highest ideals, that his . 
nature is essentially shot through with evil. n19 And he goes on to re~ 
late Greene, as a novelist of Augustinian character, to similar writers 
of an earlier age: 
In the understanding and assessment of the human situation in such 
an sge of violence as our own the Augustinian, for whom evil is en-
demic in man's nature, is at a tremendous advantage. How tremendous 
may be seen if we compare the present age with an age of siml.lar 
violence, the Elizabethan period and the first half of the seventeenth 
century. England had ita burnings and its martyrdoms, its civil war, 
yet in comparison with continental Europe was relatively peaceful. 
But how the Englishman reacted to those years of violence may be 
seen in the plays of the great Elizabethans: Marlowe, Shakespeare, 
Jonson, Webster, Tourneur, Ford, are horrified but fascinated; yet 
they can as simi. late the violence, the evil; it is part and parcel 
of their own emotional world; it is what happens to man when the 
order, natural and supernatural, that curbs him, is broken. It 
does not surprise them, because the jungle is, as it were, man's 
natural state. 
Faced with a similar violence t~. Greene has succeeded in 
assimilating it to a greater extent than any other contemporary 
English novelist; simply because the various brands of liberalism 
and rationalism held by the great bulk of present day writers are 
incapable of assimilating large~scale evil.l9 
17. EVelyn waugh, ''The waste Land,n 5pectator, CLXII (1939), 414. 
18. Kathleen Nott, herself a rigorous agnostic, is also willing to 
call Greene "Augustinian." See her The »nperor1 s Clothes (London: 
Heinemann, 1953), PP• 301~311 passim. 
19. walter Allen, "Graham Greene," in Writers of Today, PP• 15, 16, 17. 
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Insofar as Allen is trying to llplacen Greene with these remarks, 
his two chief assumptions 1 at the beginning that of an age of violence 
and at the end that of the inability of the liberal and rationalistic 
writers to deal with evil, are valid. Certainly, the history of the 
past fifty years justifies the term "an age of violence. n As for the 
second assumption, is it not true that in a great many novelists of 
today man has no malice, he simply makes mistakes, that birth and bank-
book, parentage and poverty force man into his mistakes, but not that 
pride which opposes the good temptation? Allen, however, does not name 
those writers whom he sets off from Greene, nor does he make certain 
necessary distinctions and definitions--"various brands of liberalism 
and rationalism" is far too large a blanket. However, if w first as-
sert that probably no novel exists that does not depict evil in some 
form or other, we can see the direction of Allen's thought. For in-
stance, Galsworthy, Wells, 20 Bennett, 21 and Maugham have not that 
deep appeal and meaning for us that their contemporaries James and Con-
rad do precisely because their liberalism, rationalism, and even atheism 
(admitting 1 of course 1 that there are many different kinds of all three) 
do not, as these ideas appear in their novels, mirror life as we know 
it and live it. As Allen points out, Greene's work is meaningful to us 
20. But we should perhaps remember that Wells had the courage to 
disavow the optimistic rationalism of his whole life in his last book, 
The Mind at the End of its Tether. 
21. Virg:i.riia Wool1' 1 s famous "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown" remains 
one of the best attacks on the materialism common to these three novel-
ists. Her complaint was that no matter how socially worthy or factually 
careful these writers were, in the end true character and soul, the spirit 
of life, is missing in their books. I add Maugham as a continuator of 
their type of fiction. 
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because it has the merit of showing that violence and a sense of evil are / 
part of an indissoluble whole. 
It would, however, be wrong to tab Greene "Augustinian" and feel that 
we had placed him forever, for as John !l11rnaby says, speaking of the 
writings of Augustine's old aget "The system which generally goes by the 
name of Augustinianism is in great part a cruel travesty of Augustine's 
deepest and most vital thought. n22 But if "Augustinian" can serve as a 
pointer, perhaps be used to some extent even poetically, then it is fair 
to use it as a means of discriminating Greene from his fellow Catholics, 
if we mean that he takes an extreme view of original sin. It does have 
· the value of showing in Greene the presence of a vision different from, 
say 1 any of the Catholic novelists and poets to whom I have referred 
above. And, then, going into a broader field, if "Augustinian" means an 
avowal of a belief in original sin as opposed to the commonly-held, 
modern Pelagian idea of man, nthat men 'Were not born inherently sinful, 
but in a neutral moral condition, n23 then it can be used as partially I' i 
descriptive of the difference that exists between Greene and those liberal, 
rationalistic novelists that I have already mentioned. 
I propose now to give a sampling fran Greene's critical writings to 
show how his thought is penneated by the idea of original sin~ These re- / 
marks are o:f'ten prejudiced and sometimes unjust, but the prejudices and 
the injustices should in themselves serve as an indication of the abiding 
passion with lbich Greene holds his beliefs. That is all that I intend 
here. 
He says, for instance, in a review of a book by Ford Madox Ford: 
"Human nature in his books is utterly corrupt-but Mr. Ford is a Catholic I 
and it doesn't surprise or depress him~"24 Here, then, it is asswned 
(and rather casually, too) that corruption is in the nature of things, 
and that the Catholic has the advantage of being prepared for it. Or, 
looked a:t from a different stance and speaking of the novelist in gen-
eral, he saysr 
the mood of the author ••• should be one of Justice and Mercy, and 
while Justice sees and draws the world as it is, the mood of mercy J 
is aware of what it might b§--if the author himself, as well as 
the world, were different.25 
But the world for Greene is, of course, a fallen one, and cannot be 
different. 'And yet the mood o:f Mercy is possible because a faint memory 
resides of a world before the fall;i He speaks of seeing, as he and his 
guide walked wearily through the mountains of southern l!exico, :flashes 
of something, 
not exactly of beauty, but of consciousness, consciousness o:f some-
thing simple and strange and uncomplicated, ~ way of life we have / 
hopelessly lost but can never quite forget.26 
It is that rare glimpse o:f life before the fall, of a nature uncorrupted, 
the Garden of Eden, or, i:f we like, the Golden Age. And we should notice 
that it is the natural scene uncontaminated by man that produces this 
feeling in Greene. 
Thus, continuing our survey of this permeating passion in Greene 
ldlich arises from his ever-aware sense o:f the evidence of the nabori- J 
ginal calamity0 (Newman's phrase) ldlich informs his "imagination of 
disaster, n we see that, in Greene's view, Henry JIIIJIB s (certainly the 
24. "A Veteran at Play," London Mercury, XXXVI (1937), 389. 
25. Books in General, New Statesman, n.s. XXXIV (1947), 292. 
26. The Lawless Roads, P• 215. 
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novelist he most admires) becomes a religious novelist, one liho, in his v 
own terms, saw "life as ferocious and sinistern--the terms of original 
sin. Whether we agree 'lll.th Greene's assessment (and it has the merit of 
partially explaining James• appeal for our later and very different age) 
or whether we find that it is a distortion is irrelevant here, for we 
seek only to show the dark continent of Greene's Weltanschauung, and, 
of course, to ascertain its limitations, but to criticize it as good or 
bad, worthy or unworthy, is as wrong as to criticize Africa in the same 
terms. Hence, he speaks of James and "his passionate distruat in human 
nature 1 his sense of evil, n27 and he adda, bringing in here Satan as 
wellt 
Rl.s lot and his experience happened to lie among the great possessions, 
but "the black and merciless things" were no more intrinsically part 
of a capitalist than of a socialist system: they belonged to human 
nature. They amounted really to this: an egotism so complete that 
you could believe that something inhuman, supernatural, was working 
there through the poor devils it had chosen.27 
Here, then, is original sin, and we have in that last quotation almost 
a commentary by Greene on the Fall itself: the sin of pride against God, 
the inhuman thing working through Adam and Eve (or Densher and Kate 
Croy) for its own revenge, the egotism so complete that it blinds them 
to the beauty and grace of the original gift. But Greene can only in-
terpret James up to a point, for he cannot, of course, show that James 
accepted in any wa:y the body of orthodox Christian thought, much as be 
might wish to be able to show it. 
From the very fim base which his belief in original sin gives him, 
Greene is able to take assured, even aggressive, positions. Take, for 
27. "Henry Jsmest The Private Universe," in The Lost Childhood, 
PP• 251 28-29 • 
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instance, some remarks on the novel. Speaki.ng1 in a review, of some of 
I' 
the deficiencies of Somerset Maugham, he says that "creative art seems 
to remain a function of the religious ml.nd. n28 But we must not under-
,' 1f; {. I 
stani "religious" here as a synonym for Catholic, or even Christian, we 
must understand it as he used it when he said of Henry James, that fine 
mind unviolated by any ideas, that he had a "sense of evil religious in 
its intensity.n29 If we want to see what this religious intensity is1 
we may look at the praise that Greene accorded to 11auriac1 in a speech 
delivered in Brussels in 1948. He praised Mauriac for rendering in his 
novels 
la conscience imrne'diate des forces du Bien et du !1al qui se pressent 
centre les murs, appuient leurs doigts aux vitres, s'appr6tent a 
entret en foule.30 ·/ 
It is the apprehension of "that something inhuman, supernatural," that 
he had earlier found in James, and, in the same speech, he went on to 
add that "cette conscience eat en ge"neral bannie du roman anglais, ,.JO 
meaning the novels of Maugham and the other materialists, though, to be 
fair, it could be said that until the time of Mauriac and Bernanos that 
this criticism is equally true of the French novel. 
But one should not assume that, for Greene, only religion can cure 
the perennial ills of the novel. It is much more that religion endows 
the novelist ~th "that most precious thing to a writer, a point of 
view.n3l It is this lack of a point of view that indicates to Greene ·~ 
28. "Mr. Maugham 1s Pattern," Spectator, CLX (1938), 59. 
29. "Henry James: The Private ttni verse, 11 in The Lost Childhood, P• 21. 
30. "La civilisation chretienne est-elle en plril?tt in Essais Catho-
liques ~a collection of essays and speeches by Graham Greene, translated 
by Marcelle Sibon 7 (Paris: Editions du Seuil1 n.d.) 1 P• 18. 
31. "Short stories,n Spectator, CLVII (1936), 606. 
"what is wrong all the time with the Great American Novel--the inability 
) I 
to see life in any shape at all, whether religious or political. n32 - V 
Greene, like most writers lbo have arrived at a certain stability and co-
herency in their world view, is apt to demand the same of other writers 
or to find that a less sharply defined point of view is no point of view 
' at all; we might adduce as recent instances of this same tendency, found 
in the artist's criticism, two such different writers as T. s. Eliot and 
D. H. Lawrence. 
Thus, we see that Greene is a committed, or "involved, n writer; he 
takes sides, often with wit, sometimes even pugnaciously. Grover Smith 
quotes, as relevant to Greene, a maxim of Richard Rolle of Hampolet 
Hate thou no wretchedness on earth except that that thy pure love 
can cast over and distumb; for perfect love is strong as death, 
true love is hard as hell.33 
And Smith adds: ''Mr• Greene hates and loves, both at once; morally he 
is never indifferent. n33 Now, it should be clear from a survey of 
Greene's fiction that he is one who sees the world in terms of struggle 
and violence, and George Woodcock has rightly said of this element in 
Greene that he nsees the violence of the modern liDrld not merely as a 
social phenomenon. For him it is connected with an underlying theologi-
cal conception of the struggle of good and evil, n and he goes on to 
speak of •this struggle of Divine and Satanic influences.n34 
In other words, Greene takes the world seriously, and if he finds 
32. "Boy Loses Girl, n Spectator, CLXII ( 1939), 141. This is a re-
view of Conrad Aiken's novel A Heart for the Gods of Mexico. 
33. Grover Smith, "Equillbrlst With an Eagle," Hildson Review, V 
(Summer 1952), 314. A review of The Lost Childhood. 
34. Woodcock, The Writer and POlitics, P• 127. 
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that it is a world in struggle he will join in on his chosen side, and as 
a creative writer his sylJipathies will be involved. He has spoken (and 
though the tone is general, the impulse is surely personal) of na writer's 
exaggerated sense of personal responsibility for any injustice,n35 and 
examples of this sense could be culled from his lihole career, .from his 
early sylJipathy with the defeated Parisian Conununists)6 to his recent elo-
quent defense of Charlie Chaplin lihich turned into a counter-attack 
against American extrernists.37 In fact, Greene exemplifies, like Rein-
hold Niebuhr and other members of the Neo-Orthodox movement, that at 
first seemingly odd combination of theological conservatism and political 
liberalism, but for Greene the fact that man is born in sin does not irnp:)y 
that man is not to be helped toward a better life, though, of course, the 
stain of corruption can never be removed, But the most striking evidence 
for this hypersensitive feeling toward injustice is to be found in the 
pages of his novels. Again and again, it is the man who has suffered 
from injustice, either socially crude or personally subtle, who engages 
Greene's sympathies, His sympathy for the outcast and the outlaw, for 
l•hornrne traque, arises from his sense that such rnsn have not been dealt 
with fairly by life, and, while there may be no appeal to the inexorable 
rules of life, one may try to understaiXi their plight creatively. As I 
have shown above, there is no rejection, no ultimate black juigement, of 
even such anti-social, perverse characters as Raven and Pinkie, And for 
children, for whom the ruling adult world is capricious and unjust, Greene 
35. "Manoeuvres in Kent,n 5pectator, CLV (1935), 570, 
36. See, for instance, the story "Brother," in Nineteen Stories, 
31. See "An Open Letter" rto Charlie Chaplilln 1 New Statesman, 
n.s, XLIV (1952), 344. Reprintea as "Dear Mr. Chap n, 11 New Republic, 
CXXVII (October 13, 1952), 5. 
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has immense sympathy and love.38 In addition to the children found in 
his novels (and, of course, the flash-backs to childhood of his main 
characters), Greene has written several stories dealing with children. 
The great value of the long story "The Basement Room" resides exactly 
in the fact that, although seven-year old Philip betrays Baines and is 
morally responsible for the act,39 the bewilderment of childhood is so 
sensitively evoked, the adult world shown to be so dangerous in its en-
croachment, that the reader cannot but feel the pressures that over-
whelmed Philip, and the force of these pressures that drove him to his 
betrayal. And in his first published story, "The End of the Partyn4° 
(1929), Greene described a ten-year-old's state of mind when manoeuvred 
by towering adults into a situation in lilich his fear of the dark literally 
ld.lled him. 
I have mentioned above the fact of Greene's own adolescent experience 
of psychoanalysis. His trip into the African bush, recorded in Journey 
Without Maps, was conceived of as an attempt to get back to what had been 
lost, back to something primitive and innocent that western man had now 
only a clouied memory, of. It was an attempt to use the method of psycho-
analysis, that delving deep into the earliest years, to recover the child-
hood of the race. Like the poet, Greene wanted to use the particular 
38. To balance properly a chapter on Greene's Weltanschauunk!• one 
should not fail to note that he has written several charDiing boo for 
very yow:c children in recent years. They aret The Little Red Fire 
Enfine, The Little Train, The Little Horse Bus, and The Little Steam-
ro ler, ail illustrated by DorothY Craigie. See Bibliography for details. 
39. According to Catholic doctrine, when a child becomes seven he 
reaches the nage of reason" and is thereafter morally responsible for 
his actions. On the second page of the story Greene makes clear that 
Philip is seven, and, in view of the sterility of Philip's adult life, 
we must see that his flight and his betrayal of Baines result in a moral 
trauma, if we are to understand the story. 
40. Included in Nineteen Stories. 
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experience, in this case a journey, of one man as a symbol for the univer-
sal experience. And in this travel book he is like the romantic poets in 
believing that it is intellect that has carried us astray. He sa:ys, 
linking an African speculation lll.th the violence of the modern worldr 
To-day our world seems peculiarly susceptible to brutality. There 
is a touch of nostalgia in the pleasure we take in gangster novels, 
in characters who have so agreeably simplified their emotions that 
they have begun living again at a level below the cerebral. We, 
like Wordsworth, are living after a war and a revolution, and these 
half-castes fighting with bombs between the cliffs of skyscrapers 
seem more likely than we to be aware of Proteus rising from the 
sea. It is not, of course, that one wishes to stay forever at that 
level, but w!Jm one sees to what unhappiness, to what peril of ex-
tinction centuries of cerebration have brought us, one sometimes 
has a curiosity to discover if one ct¥ from what we have come, to 
, recall at what point we went astray. 
Thus, for Greene, the gangster and the outlaw have replaced the peasant 
and the beggar--Pinkie Brown is the natural successor of Peter Bell. 
"Ferocious and sinister"--the words take on a new connotation, but 
not one that conflicts with their original meaning, rather, an extension 
of that meaning. In my discussion of A Gun for Sale I quoted Greene's 
remark that "We have to go fUrther back ••• dive below the polite level, 
to something nearer the common life • ..42 When he went to Mass for the 
first time in England after his return from Mexico his feeling was the 
same:: 
Mass in Chelsea seemed curiously fictitious; no peon knelt with 
his arms out in the attitude of the cross, no woman dragged her-
self up the aisle on her knees. It would have seemed shocking, 
like the Agony itself. WS do not mortify ourselves. Perhaps we ! 
are in need, of violence.~.3 
Rather surprisingly, Greene reminds us here of D. H. Lawrence, who al-
so saw a strong freshness in the Mexican Indians, with his call to the 
41. 
42. 
43. 
.rournot Without M~im P• 10. 
Footn es to the , P• 67. 
The Lawless Roads, P• 289. 
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buried deep wholeness of ~stern man which could perhaps on!T be released 
in violence; the "centuries of cerebration" at "the polite level" have 
destroyed, according to Greene, those natural abilities by which we ap-
prebend the Agony of Christ. These abilities are not destroyed in Words-
worth's peasant. or in Greene's peon, nor are they destroyed in the man 
of violence, the gangster (nor in Lawrence's gamekeepers md gypsies). 
Part of Greene's concern w!. th crime is a result of the fact that the 
gangster is more accessible as a fictional character than the peasant 
or the peon, especially for a cosmopolitan novelist. Pinlde lmon the 
:meaning of the Agony and Raven can naturallY sympathize 'iiith Christ, 
"the little bastard," in his betr~Q"al and suffering. Pink!.e and Raven 
are, of course, Greene's tw most extl'81118 criminals, but we should al-
ways remember that the whisky priest brealas the laws of both church and 
state, and that, in a higher class, Arthur Rowe is a murderer and Scobie 
finds cri:me and sin necessary to him. There is sanething almost Nietz.;.l 
' 
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schean in this concept of Greene's that it is the man who has perso~ / 
experienced evil, the man who has chosen to lead a "shocldng" life, who\ 
~; 
is the most able to pierce the mystery of the Christian idea. 
"Cerebration, n as Greene has used the 11)rd1 is partl;y, however, a 
lll&tter of class, as it was for D. H. Lawrence too; it is something that 
exists chieflY at "the polite level" of the English upper and middle 
classes, Greene's own sphere. And like a revolutionary leader, a 
Robespierre or a Trotsky, Greene is a traitor to his own class. In the 
novels, Anthony Farrant and Minty are disabled by the values of their 
class, England failed them; Chant (The Name of Action) and Crane (Rumour 
at Nightfall) are enfeebled by their background of English wealth and 
stability; Conrad Drover, rising into the middle class, finds himself 
lost. These eXBI!Iples are from Greene's earlier books and may be taken 
as illustrative of an attitude that he later outgrew, but we should not 
overlook a character like Wileon, tbe spy, in as late a book as ~ 
Heart of the Matter, whose public school backgronnd has damned him to 
perpetual adolescence. 
But we may go far beyond the English upper classes for eXBI!Iples 
of this strain in Greene) even in Catholicism the sense of the "disaster" 
may be missing. Elizabeth Sewll has pointed out the hidden ironies in 
, , the n-s of the useless priests in The Heart of the Matter, Fathers 
~ and £!!!l1 44 and these are only small signs of Greene 1 s feeling. 
He wrote, after going to Mass in San Antonio, Texas, that 
Original sin under the spell of elegance has lost its meaning. 
Where, I thought, ••• was there any sign of that "terrible aboriginal 
· calamity• which Ne11111an perceived evel"Y))!}ere? ••• The horror and the 
, beauty of human life were both abserrt;~45 
"The horror and the beautyn-the two are inseparable for Greene (and 
reminiscent of Eliot's "and the boredom and the horror and the glory"); 
to apprehend one you must know the other, and the two are conjoined in 
the Crucifixion, as certain painters of the early Renaissance wll knew. 
The violence that Greene finds in the world arises directly from 
the original disaster, Ne11J11an1 s nterrible aboriginal cillamity,n and yet, 
paradoxically 1 only by admitting the violence in ourselves and in others 
can w be saved. Certainly, Greene would not connsel a life of violence 
!or men; rather, his attitude is like that of the old Goethe, who con• 
fessed that he had never heard of a crila that he could not imagine 
44. Elizabeth Sewll, "Graham Greene," Dublin Review, CCXXVIII, No. 
463 (1954), 19. 
4S. The Lawless Roads, P• 21. 
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hilllself committing. And thUl!l, one should not be surprised if Greene, 
naturally uniting this view w:l. th his Augustinian Catholicism, is aggres• 
J sive toward or witty at the expense of modern secular idealism. Of'ten 
in the novels it is indifference to religion that Greene shows as empty and 
sterile, but sometimes he will create a character who, in a negative 
sense, embodies certain of his prejudices; w have seen his perhaps too 
boldly drawn Ida Arnold, priestess of the "natural," in Brighton Rock, 
and the distrustful Dr. Bellows, inventor of Entrenationo and a believer 
in •love,• of The Confidential !gent. Later, Greene seems to relent 
? somewhat, for while Richard Smythe (the spelling of the name itself is 
significant}, the rationalistic preacher of 'l'bll End of the Affair, is 
not an attractive character, it is clear that Greene has a kind of 
sY1DPathy for hilll, aDd Dennis, the agnostic psychologist of The Living 
Room, is presented as a decent person, attractive in his own ~· 
It is in his essays and reviews that Greene makes most clear his 
impatience with the refusal to take a religious view of the world. 
Digging deep "Under the late Victorian rational dust," he finds in 
Samuel Butler only triviality of mind aDd sn unhappy self-conceit.46 1 
l 
And of the work of Butler's disciple, George Bernard Shaw, he says 
w:l.ttilyr "Shaw's creed, immoral and yet curiously untempting.,.41' In 
Havelock Ellis' painfully tortured marriage he finds that the pain was 
caused by "remorseless Moloch theories that love was free, 
noble, possession an indignity 1 ,116 ~ deplores the lack of 
jealousy ig-
a Christian 
46. 11Samuel Butler, 11 in The Lost Childhood, pp.l26-128. 
47. •A Vesteyman for St. Pancras,n Loildon Mercury, XXXVI (1937}, 
482. This is a review of a book called Shaw: Geoife vs. Bernard by 
J. P. Hackett, a Catholic. Greene finds HiiCIIiltt r~li6r too iildu:Lgent. 
48. "InVincible Ignorance," in The Lost Childhood, P• 136. 
tradition in Ellis. And he spealai with mingled pity ani horror of an 
elderly retired gentleman from Wl.sconsin who suddenly announced to Greene 
that he was an atheistr aall the while, behind that pinlmess and that 
goodness, eternal nothingness working its way through to the brain.,.49 
Greene is stem in these jwigements, and, yet, to be fair to him, one 
should cite his gracefully generous review of one of H. G. Wells' last 
books, where he opposes the ideas but applauds the spirit.'0 
I cite these few examples to indicate how Greene• s world view con-
tinuall.y finds expression, how the passion of his faith exerts him always 
to speak out, to take sides. For Greene believes that these people are 
wrong; in Ellis• case, there is, for him, no complete freedom in love ani 
jealousy ani the desire for possession are part of man and the world--
one should not pretend that they do not exist. Atheism is naturally re• 
pellant to him, and Shaw• s progressivism does not take account of life 
as it is today (the words are quoted fran Herbert Read by Greene)-"empty 
of grace, of faith, of fervour and magnanimity.:~Sl 
It is, as a French critic has recently pointed out in a stwiy of 
modem Continental ani English writers, partly in reaction to the liberal 
optimism of the preceding generations that the belief in evil has re-
asserted itself as central to so many contemporary writers. He says: 
; "' , ' ""/ L'originalite de la litterature cbretienne dans ee siecle, a ete 
de ne pas wiler le mal sous le masque de la morale 1 de retrouver 
la croyance en Satan, autrefois perdue dans la facili tt(.$2 
49. The Lawless Roads, P• 35. 
So. "The Second Deluge," Spectator, CLXV (1940), 398. 
51. "Herbert Read," in The L08'E dbildhood, P• lJ.ilo 
52. R. M. Alber~s, L'aventure iiiteliictuelle du xxe si~cler 190Q-
1950 (Parisr La Nouvelle Eitttion, n.d.), P• 280. 
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This is certain:cy true of Greene (and1 in fact, The Lawless Roads is quoted 
·from in the next sentence) 1 and it helps to set those gleanings £rom Greene 
-I ' J 
that I have cited above in the context of a tendency in thought that in-
cludes the literatures of weste:m Europe, England, and A:lllerica. Greene's 
seriousness, bitterness, and aggressiveness are explained by the depth 
of his faith and by the conviction that mankind has been led astray by 
glib men iiho, because they could not see beyond the naturf.l1 proposed 
that on:cy the natural existed, and that it could be infinitely shaped as 
men disposed. We may not always agree with Greene, but we must admire 
his passion. 
If we move on to the author of our second epigraph, Pascal, we find 
in him an interesting aimilarity to Greene (and we remember that Greene 
has been called a Jansenist). This striking resemblance can be seen by 
re-quoting two earlier passages together. 
From Pascal: 
For myself, I am free to declare, that as soon as I discovered in 
the Christian religion the doctrine that man is fallen and separated 
from God, I saw on every side indications of its truth. 
From Greene: 
Human nature is not black and iihite but black and grey. I reed all 
that; in The Viper of Milan and I looked round IDi I saw that it vas 
so. 
Nov it is indisputable that the world is richly various, and, also, 
that the human mind is a complex and gifted organ that can apprehend the 
things aroUIXI. it with great clarity sCII18times and not at all at other 
times. Thus, because of these two facts, it is fair to say that each 
man sees, for the most part, that which he wishes to see, and this is as 
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true of Pascal and of Greene as of any other man. But is it not possible 
to suggest that, in a rough sense, Pascal and Greene, because they have 
the same need, see alike for similar reasons? Without. attempting a foolish 
and foredoomed exploration into personal psychology, I suggest that this 
is so. Erich Auerbach, in a recent essq on Pascal, compares Montaigne, 
with "his free, elastic snd liberal mind," 'iibich ndid not need fixed end 
absolute order, n with Pascal. And he s~ of the latter: 
But Pascal needed it L-fi'Dd end absolute orderJ, he desired it 
passionately and violentl7. He required here-and-now fixity, 
permanence and absolute truth; he could not endure the impermanent 
J and the impure; he felt it to be evil, and judged it as if it li!lre 
evil itself .53 
If we think back to the autobiographical citations that I have made from 
Greene at the beginning of this chapter, we can see in Greene the lost 
child who also needs some kind of permanence and fixity, one who is forced 
to the extreme of .fl.nding the pe:nnanence of hell, if nothing else can be 
found. And lihen we turn to the man and his work, we discover an in-
grained disgust ld.th and distrust of the flash, nthe impermanent and im-
pure" (the same is true of Mauriac}-even people's bodies are seldom at-
tractive, and certainl7 sexuality leads to difficulties, if not sin. 
Thus, if the child is father to the man, can we not say that certain 
men, ltlo as children wre npassionatel7 and violentl7" aware of the lack 
of fixed order in their world and who bad an appallingl7 clear sense of 
evil,54 will naturall7 turn, out of their need, to that world-view, or, 
53. Erich Auerbach, "The Triumph of Evil in Pascal," Hudson Review, 
IV (Spring 1951}, 61. 
54. The story that Pascal was bewitched as a child and had to be 
freed by strange rites reminds us of Greene's 01111 childish witches and 
demons. See Journey Without Maps, PP• 219-220, for a description of the 
creatures of this earli iiJiijthology. n 
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more exact]3'1 that kind of Catholicism, lilich we have above designated as 
"Augustinian"? Are not Pascal and Greene examples of this type? And if 
J. w. Simons is rlght1 Greene, as the fl.rst serious Catholic novelist 
that England has produced, has inherited the Pascalian problem. Simons 
has said: 
The quarrel between nature and Grace, lilich has harried French litera-
ture from the days of Port-Royal to our own, has in one form or , 
another become the obsession of the contemporar,y Catholic novel.55 
From our survey of Greene's novels w can see that this quarrel has 
always existed in them. We see it first in the characters of Andrewe and 
Elizabeth, in The Man Within, where it to some extent limits the veri-
similitude of Elizabeth, but in the books that follow this first novel 
grace drops fran a central position and appears only sporadical]3' and 
then always in the form of the woman (Anne in A Gun for Sale, more tenta.-
tive]3' Rose in The Confidential Agent;), who can by her love help to re-
deem. But with Brighton Rock the quarrel becomes central again (with 
grace again taking the shape of woman-Rose) in a complex pattern in 
which the nnaturen of Ida is opposed to two otherwise opposing elements, 
grace and possession by the Prince of this World. Two years later, in 
The Power and the Glory, it is the grace of God which continually pushes 
the wear;r sinner, the whisky priest, on and on, against his natural de-
sires to revert to the old, easy life of spiritual sloth and complacency, 
to his final salvation. In The Heart of the Matter, the graceless Scobie 
is caught in nature 1 s ever-enlargening net and must f:l.nal]3' renounce all 
claillls to salvation by his act of suicide in order to spare the others 
and to find his 01111 escape, but here, parado:xical]3'1 it may be that he 
55. J. W. Simons, "Salvation in the Novels, n COI!IIIIonweal1 LVI (1952)1 
74. 
is graced by his great sacrifice. And, in The End of the Affair, Sarah's 
struggle is precisely betwen the two powri'ul claims of the love of God 
(grace) and the love of Bendrix (nature). 
Only in the last of these books is it unequivocally clear that nature 
has been defeated, and despite Greene's strong feeling of horror toward 
the impermanent and the impure the fallen world of nature has its power-
ful attractions, for it is only out of the transitory stuff of this world 
that the artist can shape his vision. 
Beyond this, for Greene each liiBn is involved in the "terrible abori-
~".calamity111 and, because of his original sin, each man tends, no 
matter how good his vill1 to commit the "lie in the souln56 which leads 
one away from God. Although Greene does not, apparently, indulge him-
self in the excesses of Pascal (especially that one that seems to us to-
day so ne111'0tiCJ that of denying his lOTe to creatures because to love 
other men is to deprive the Creator, mo should be the prime and only ob-
ject of love), he does live and breath in the Pascalian atmosphere of 
•radical pessim:l.sm.•57 Thus 1 out of his "imagination of disaster, n is he 
compelled to draw the man lil.o lives in the nightmare world of no order 
and firlty1 1 1homme traque~ the man who can never escape his fate. And 
I 
so many of his books develop through melodrsma to end in violent death or f 
suicide because this is an image of what man drives himself to, but all is' 
not over with death and the last page, for there are still questions, but 
not questions that ve can answer. 
56. Burnaby, speaking of sin, s~: "It is the •lie in the soul'; 
for good, true or apparent, is the motive for every act of 111.111 and we 
cannot prefer the lesser to the greater good unless ve are deceived. But 
the deception is our own act, and we are accountable for its consequences." 
Aaor Dei, P• 185. 57. Simons, P• 74. 
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Chapter IV 
SYMBOLIC MELOORAMA IN THE FICTION 
OF GRAHAM GREENE 
"A fictional technique always relates back to the novelists's meta-
physics. a 
Jean-Paul Sartre.1 J 
In this chapter I intend to ana~e the fictional fom that is con-
sidered to be most characteristic of Graham Greene--•symbolic melodrama"2--
and to show how the fom of his work is organically related to his be-
liefs. "Technique is vision" is one of the valuable critical insights 
of our time, for it sets up a usefulcriterion for judging worth, and it 
bases this criterion on the method of analysis that works within the 
frane of the author's intentions, both conscious and unconscious, and 
the context of the work itself, and its ultimate aim is to elucidate an 
artistic whole. This method of analysis will be, with the aid of sug-
gestive parallels and ccnparisons, the method of this chapter. 
Before plunging, however, into our ex:amination, it is necessary 
to free our key tam from certain of its pejorative connotations) 
l. Jean-Paul Sartre, Liter~ and Philosophical Essays, translated 
by Annette Michelson (London: Rier, 1955), p. 79. 
2. This tem is used of Greene by G. s. Fraser in his discussion 
of Greene in The Modem Writer and His World, pp. 98-lol!. He does not 
define it. 
3. "Symbolic melodrama• is only one of 'Several ways in which the 
novel may be "symbolic, n as all serious modem fiction is. In this 
chapter, I assume that "symbolic, n as that tem is used of fiction, is 
not in need of special definition. Briefly, it is the approach of the 
• novelist who makes sub-surface meanings relate and reverberate through-
out his novel, until it is clear to the reader than an understanding of 
more than the literal is necessary. This process need not be conscious. 
I shall discuss the symbolic novel itself in more detail in Chapter v. 
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"Melodrama" has a wide variety of meanings, none of them very clear or 
well-defined. To some, it may connote only a now dead and always 
slightly ridiculous type of drama and names like East Lynne, Way Down 
~~ Uncle Tom's Cabin, The Nine'l;r and Nine, and the favorite works 
of a Sir Henry Irving. Or, it may mean to othars certain early silent 
films 1 like The Perils of Pauline or The House of Hate. In fiction, 
there is a long tradition that runs from the Gothic romances of the 
eighteenth century and includes the ghost story, the thriller, and the 
i detective novel. Now in all of these cases the pejorative connotation 
of the term is justified, for they present, generally in fast tempo, a 
sequence of events that is horrifying and surprising and a sensational 
plot that exists only to arouse the emotions of the audience or reader. 
The old melodrama was without an organic structure, in fact, it made no 
attempt to interpret man and the Wtll"ld; and here it failed, for all 
creative artists do make saue kind of an interpretation. 
But when we look into the critics and historians of literature, 
we see that our term has another use and another meaning, though one 
that is, of course, not entirely different frau the pejorative meaning. 
As T. S, Eliot has said: 
; You cannot define Drama and Melodrama so that they shall be 
: reciprocally exclusive; great drama has something melodramatic 
i in it, rd the best melodrama partakes of the greatness of 
: drama. 
And if we look far enough back and far enough around, we see that there 
is a warld tradition of writers in whom melodrama is an integral part 
of their way of seeing and interpreting man and the world. 
4. T. S, Eliot, "Wilkie Collins and Dickens,• in Selected Essqs, 
pp. 381-382. 
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This tradition would start as early as Euripides, or whose Electra 
H. D. F. Kitto has said that "Far from making his chief actors as 
broadly human as the scene admits he DIIISt make them as striking as he 
can, true to the theatre rather than to lire .n5 We wuld next look to 
the non-Aristotelian Elizabethan and Jacobean tragedies of Marlowe, 
Shakespeare, Webster, and Tourneur for examples of plays in which life 
was not mirrored but heightened and its dark, bloody, perverse, and 
even grisly side was emphasized. But, f:lnally, it is in fiction that 
melodrama finds its place, for fiction has none of the limitations of 
the theatre :In the presentation of the shocking or the unnatural, and 
it is easier for the reader to enter into the world of the writer than 
for the play-goer fully to apprehend the world of the playwright, 
partly because aJe reads in solitude, partly because the novelist's 
world is more complete, and partly because fiction allows of more time. 
Thus, we find in the fiction of, rougbly, the past century a large num-
ber or novelists who are, and who have been called such, to a lesser 
or greater extent, melodramatists. These novelists are those whose 
tendency is to see the world as strange, exciting, shocking, frighten-
ing, erupting, unstable, and unpredictable, and to see :In man a tremen-
dous turbulence and immense capacities for evil. And it should never 
be forgotten that these novelists are also those with great imaginative 
power and great abilities to use language at its expressive best, for 
it is only when the e:xpression is fine that we can enter sympathetically 
and imaginatively ourselves into the world of the novelist. 
Who are these novelists? In England, the master of the form is 
5. H. D. F. Kitto, Greek Tragedy (Londoo: Methuen, 1950), p. 339· 
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Dickens, followed by Emily Brontl!, Hardy, and Conrad. In Russia, 
Dostoyevsky. In France, Balzac, Hugo, and Bernanos. In America, in 
the nineteenth century, Hawthorne and Melville, and, in our own time, 
FauJ.lmer and Robert Penn Warren. And, in England at the present, 
Graham Greene. or course, tllase writers are all very different from 
each other, but I think it is obvious that the one thing that they do 
have in common is a way of looking at the world which shapes their fic-
tion into what I will call in this chapter "symbolic melodrama.• 
I Before embarking on an analytic elucidation of symbolic melodrama 
in Graham Greene 1s work, it is necessary to look at melodrama and its 
eleiiBnte in a general way. I have indicated above that no very clear 
notions exist as to wi:Bt melodrama is, as few critics have attanpted 
to define it. At best, we have only suggestions, like tlla one that I 
have quoted above fl'Oill Kitto, that Euripidean melodrama is •true to 
the theatre rather thsn to life,• to which it is necessary to add that 
this does nat make Euripides "theatrical~" 
What then are the elements of symbolic melodrama? First, we may 
notice that the background, tlla atmosphere, is strange and foreboding, 
and thst even the most commonplace city or village is endowed with an 
animating capacity, the scene itself seems to breath. In addition, 
night is frequently the most important t:lme, and vast, gloomy houses 
are used (Miss Havisham's in Great E:xpectations or Rogozhin's in!!!, 
Idiot, for instance). Or, it may be that a totally strange, exotic 
setting is preferred, as in Conrad's novels of Africa and the East 
Indies, though generally the modern novelist finds the great city 
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itself his best setting; London and St. Petersburg may be innocuous 
business and social centers to l'hamne moyen sensual, but to Oliver 
'!.'wist or Prince Myshkin they are filled with dangers, each turn of the 
dark stairs may reveal a new evil. The melodramatic novelist, like 
all novelists, sees more than most mn, ani what he sees is horrifying 
and fearf'ul. 
Second, although in same melodramatic novels the heroes may be 
like the relatively ordinary heroes of most fiction, it is possible 
for the hero or leading character to be grotesque either in spirit or 
in actual shape and bearing; these heroes may be strange and ambiguous, 
possessed for both good and evil, but they are unnatural, grotesque. 
Myshkin and Stavrogin, for instance, are examples of this kind of charac-
ter (one good, the other evil) in Dostoyevsky; there are Kurtz in 
Conrad's Heart of Darkness, M. Quine in Bernanos' novel of the same 
name, Mel ville 1 s Captain Ahab, and Faulkner 1 s Joe Christmas, Popeye, 
and Thomas Sutpen. All of these people are eccentric, blighted, or 
deformed. But perhaps more characteristic of melodrama is the fact 
that the main characters are surrounded by subsidiary characters who 
are certainly grotesques, figures of evil ~ose very bodies and faces 
reflect the evil that lies within them, or wierdly improbable comic 
characters whose extreme oddity adds to the unnaturalness of the whole 
book. o:r the first type, one might adduce Fagin and Miss Havisham in 
Dickens, the father of the Karamazovs and Smerdyakov in Dostoyevsky, 
Mr. Jones and his villainous friends in Conrad's Victory, and Chilling-
worth in The Scarlet Letter. Examples of the second type of grotesque 
are Wemmick in Great Expectations, General Ivolg:in in The Idiot, and 
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lleverend Touleymond in Faulkner's A Fable. And, then, there are the 
morally neutral grotesques, characters like Pip in Moby Dick and Benjy 
in The Sound and the Fuq, pathetic in their derangement. 
The third of the elements of melodrama is that of surprise or un-
predictability. What G. S. Fraser has said of Greene's world is true 
of the other novelists whom I have mentioned: "it is an exciting world, 
because it is a world in which we feel from the start that 'anything' 
(meaning probably something violent and unpleasant) 1 'anything at all 
can happen.•n6 The long-forgotten Magwitch and not Miss Havisham is 
the benefactor; hidden relationships are unmasked in The Blithedale 
Romance and Absalom, Absaloml; Willi Hilfe, of the appropriate name, is 
the true enemy. Suzyrise is, of course, present in any narrative, but 
the surprises of the novelists who belong to the melodramatic tradition 
are more violent, more shocking than the surprises one finds in the 
novels of Tolstoy, Mann, Fielding, Jane Austen, Thackeray, Trollope, 
George Eliot, Henry James (though there is considerable melodrama in 
James), E. M. Forster, D. H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, Hemingway, and 
Mauriac, in which the slower revelatim of character and motive and 
even detailed speculation about the origin and nature of things is apt 
to take precedence over the intricacies of plot and action. The melo-
dramatic novelist has the tendency to see the light of revelation in 
terms of an explosion rather than as the daily rising of the sun. 
Very closely related to the third element is the fourth, the use 
/ 
of timely accidents or coincidence. All the world, including those 
who have not read the book, know that Tess 1s letter slipped, not only 
6. Fraser, p. 103. 
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under the door, but also under the rug. But is Hardy so very wrong 
thus to spring the trap which snares his characters'2 Art, after all, 
is not life, and if we quibble and finick with each improbability, each 
chsnce meeting, each accident that we find in fiction, we will soon be 
without fiction. And the fiction of the novelists to ltlom I have been 
referring draws much of its character from the laEge degree one finds 
in it of the coincidental. What Dorottv Van Ghent so rightly says of 
Dickens is true of all these novelists, including Greene: 
Critics have frequently deplored Dickens 1 use of coincidence 
in his plots. But in a universe that is nervous throughout, 
a universe in which nervous ganglia stretch through both 
people and their external envirO!liOOnt, so that a change in 
the human can infect the currents of the land and the sea, 
events and confrontations that seEIII to abrogate the laws of 
pJ:vsical mechanics can logically be brought about. In this 
sense, the apparent coincidences in Dickens actually obey a 
7 
, ,_ 
causal order--not of pJ:vsical mechanics but of moral dynamics. - ' 
"Moral dynamics"--it is that lbich at bottom is the differentiating 
factor between the novelists whom I have been discussing and the old 
cheap, sensational melodrama with its single simple appeal to the 
. adrenal glands. Dickens, like our other novelists, is a master at 
exciting pJ:vsical reactions of fear and horror in his readers, and he 
often does this by abrupt meetings, but he does it for a purpose that 
is ultimately moral; he is interpreting the wrld, as he knows it, far 
us_. 
_ti As I have said above, these elements shade into each other, they 
cannot properly be isolated. The novel in which startling coincidences 
occur is also apt to be the novel of pursuit, in which the surprises 
are often based on the fact that the pursued does not know who are his 
7. Dorottv Van Ghent, The Bnglish Novel: Form and Function (New 
York: Rinehart, 1953), P• 132. 
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friends and who are his enemies, and in which1 therefore, revelation 
i.s explosive. And in many cases the chase is over ground (setting1 
atmosphere) that i.s unfamiliar to the pursued, and in this foreign soil 
secrets are planted that must be unearthed (this is sometimes liter~ 
t. , the case; remember The Third Man). Thus, the fifth element is pursuit. 
A great many of our novelists use this kind of narrative for sections 
of their novels 1 but examples of wholesale pursuit would be Oliver 
Twist 1 Moby Dick (paradoxical here) • Crim and Punishment, Caleb 
Williams, and Light in August• Am the hero of the novel of pursuit 
is generally that ambiguous figure of whom I have written in discussing 
, 
so many of Greene 1 s novels 1 1 1hcmme trague--the man who is pursued 
precise:cy- because he embodies a moral dile111118. and who is, final:cy- 1 self-
pursuing. 
{ The sixth element of melodramatic fiction is tightly bCWld to the 
!preceding elements, for in the kind of novel that I have been describ-
ing1 the e:xplosive novel1 there is more plotting (in both senses of the 
word), and often thick plotting, than in the novel of the daily1 monthly, 
and yearly succession of events • and the plot is a more obviously climac-
tic one. ~ this I mean that the rate of acceleration and complication 
increases as one reads further until an exacerbating pitch is reached; 
in some cases, a novel might be described as progressing fran an initial 
andante to a climactic prestissimo1 Faulkner's Light in August, for 
instance. The most successful melodramatic novelists will, however1 
masterful:cy- shift and alternate the:ir tempi, for to sacrifice all to 
time is to revert to the old melodrama and to forgo the symbolic en-
richment that is one of the characteristics of all fine novelists. 
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Finally, the seventh element of the kind of melodrama written by" 
Greene and our other novelists is that the hero himself, the man v.tth v 
whom the reader is most in sympatey at the moment of reading, is 
~,, frequently guilty. He may be literally guilty of a crime as are 
Raskolnikov, Tess, Verloc (in Conrad's The Secret Agent), Hester Prynne, 
Joe Christmas, M. Ouine, Jeremiah Beaumont (in Robert Penn 'Warren's 
'World Enough and Time), and Raven and Pinkie in Greene. Or,--and these 
categories are not mutually exclusive--it may be that he is morally 
guilty and in need of purgation and redemption as are Pip in Great 
Expectations,8 Ivan Karamazov, Captain Ahab, Lord Jim, Heyst, and 
Razumov in Conrad, all of Faulkner's Southern white heroes v.tth the 
blood guilt of slavery on their hands, and all of Greene 1 s heroes. 
This factor of guilt is important, for it is another indication of what 
I have said at the beginning of this chapter, that for the novelist of 
symbolic melodrama it is the darlt side of the world by which he is 
obsessed; he has a painful consciousness of the turbulent evil in man 
and of how man can make the world around him itself turbulent and 
black and perilous for all, that the cataclysm is now and always. But " 
it is exactly this dark perception that makes this kind of novelist 
aware of the need for expiation and redemption. 
This seven-fold co.dification of the elements of melodrama is not 
meant to be exhaustive. A descriptive list is never a complete render-
ing of anything, probably other elements could be added, and certainly 
8. See Dorothy Van Ghent's brilliant analysis of Pip's guilt in 
her essay on Great E:xpectations in The English Novel~ Form and Function. 
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many of these elements are to be found in a great many novels that could 
never be considered melodramatic, some of them by authors of novels 
which I have here cited as melodramatic. However, I think it is fair 
to say that thare is a certain kind of novel that is different from, 
sa:y, Tom Jones, ~· War and Peace, and The Magic ~lountain; that it 
can be called "symbolic melodrama"; that it will be such if several, 
but not necessarily all, of the seven elements that I have described 
are present; that we can sa:y that there is a tradition of melodramatic 
fiction that is very different from and superior to the old melodrama; 
and that Graham Greene is a mamber of this tradition. 
A study of symbolic melodrama in Graham Greene must consider not 
only fictional techniques, but must relate tmse to his Weltanschauung, . 
his Catholic metaphysics, that "imagination of disaster" which I have 
·already discussed. This is a difficult course, and it may be that an 
initially somewhat circuitous approach will best serve to gain the 
end. I 110uld "with assays of bias, by indirections find directions 
Thus, I shall use as my point d 1 appUi a brilliant essay by the J 
late Jmssian film director, Sergei Eisenstein. This essay, •Dickens, 
Griffith, and the Film l'oday," is essentially a treatise on the film 
technique known as "montage," which Eisenstein defines thus: 
The montage method is obvious: the play of juxtaposed detail-
shots, which in themselves are :immutable and even unrelated, J 
but from which is created the desired image of the whole. 
["Eisenstein 1 s ital.ics • .J 9 - - -
9. Sergei Eisenstein, "Dickens, Griffith, and the Film Today," 
in FUm Form: Essm in Film Theory, ed. Jay Leyda, (London: Dennis 
Dobson, 1951}, P• 2. 
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In the course of his argument, Eisenstein chooses Oliver Twist as an 
example of a fictional use of montage in Dickens. He analyzes in 
filmic terms several consecutive chapters of that novel, and then he 
quotes a passage fran Oliver Twist which indicates that Dickens himself 
•' 
was extremely aware that, as Greene himself has said, "montage f:isJ 
often very close to melodrams.nlO We must note that, although Dickens 
makes sport with the ridiculous nature of the old stage melodrama in 
his first paragraph, in his second paragraph he gives us a finely per-
captive defense of melodrama as I am using the term in this chapter. 
Dickemsays, at the beginning of Chapter XVII of Oliver Twist: 
It is the custom on the stage, in all good murdercus melodramas, 
to present the tragic and the comic scenes, in as regular alter-
nation, as the layers of red am white in a side of streaky well-
cured bacon. The hero sinks upon his straw bed, weighed down by 
fetters and misfortunes; and, in the next scene, his faithful 
rut unconscirus squire regales the audience with a comic song. 
We behold, with throbbing bosoms, the heroine in the grasp of a 
proud and ruthless baron: her virtue and her life alike in 
danger; drawing forth her dagger to preserve the one at the 
cost of the other; and just as our expectations are wrought up 
to the highest pitch, a whisUe is heard: and we are straight-
way transported to the great hall of the castle: where a grey-
headed seneschal sings a funny chorus with a funnier body of 
vassals, who are free of all sorts of places from church vaults 
to palaces, and roam about in company, carolling perpetually. 
Such changes appear absurd; but they are not so unnatural 
as they would seem at first sight. The transitions in real 
life from well-spread boards to deathbeds, and from mourning 
weeds to holiday garments, are not a whit less starUing; only, 
trere, we are busy actors, :Instead of passive lookers-on; which 
makes a vast difference. TIE actors in tre mimic life of the 
theatre, are blind to violent transitions and abrupt impulses 
of passion of feeling, which, presented before the eyes of mere 11 spectators, are at once condemned as outrageous and preposterous, 
I have mentioned above Greene 1 s own work (which still continues) in 
the cinema, and I have referred several times to the cinematographic 
10. 
ll. 
Graham Greene, "The Camera Eye," Spectator, CLV (1935), 472. 
Eisenstein, pp. 22.3-224. 
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qual.ities of his fiction. Below, I shall, in discussing symbolic 
melodrama in his work, point out examples of technique that are filmic. 
For the time being, however, it is enough to speak ganeral.ly. The 
al. tarnation of tragic and comic scenes that Dickens noticed in the 
stage melodrama is, of course, a crude example of IIIOIItage. Later in 
his essay, Eisenstein, in discussing the immense contributions that 
D. w. Griffith made to the art of the film, speaks of the ver:r important 
innovation known as "parallel montage," "the image of an intricate race 
between two parallel lines,n12 , or, to put it more concretely, the film 
climax in which the heroine is in a situation in which, to use Dickens 1 
words, "her virtue and her life ["areJ al.ike in danger," and the hero 
is seen rushing (by horse, by train, by canoe, etc.) to her rescue. 
Both of these events are happening simultaneously, and the director, in 
order to create the illusion of simultaneity, lii.ll cross-cut back and 
forth from one to the other, that is, he will use the method of paral-
lel montage. We are not :impressed, because we have forgotten what a 
revolutionary procedure this was when first used by Griffith (his use 
of the close-up was considered daring, too), and we have seen it done 
too many times, though when it is handled with true subtlety we do not 
notice it, for our excitement has put us to sleep critic~. At arry 
rate, we should see that the director gains much more than the illusion 
of simultaneity, for be also at least doubles, or multiplies the emo-
tional intensity of his film, and he increases its tempo accordingly. 
12. Eisenstein, P• 234. 
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As Greene said, montage makes for melodrama, l3 and parallelism can 
almost create panic. 
Now, the fictive use of parallel montage can be illustrated in 
Stambolll Train, A Gun for Sale, Brighton Rock, The Power and the Glory, 
and, though here it is complex, The End of the· Affair. But before pro-
/ ceeding with such illustrations, I woUld like to utilize one more 
suggestion from Eisenstein. He finds in both Dickens and Griffith a 
dualistic picture of the oorld, running in two parallel lines 
of rich and poor towards some hypothetical "reconciliation" 
where ••• .Cthis ellipsis is Eisenstein1sJ the parallel lines 
would cross, that is, in tj:ljit infinity, just as inaccessible 
as that "reconciliation." .L4 
What is here relative to Greene is the "dualistic picture of the world," i 
for we have seen in the preceding chapter that Greene has just such a 
conception of the world, or perhaps it is more accurate to say that he 
is intensely aware of two co-ex!.sting worlds, that of the natural, im-
permanent and impure, and that of the supernatural, fixed and absolute, 
; unattainable to fallen man without the help of God's grace. Thus, for 
Greene, the "reconciliation," of which the monistic, materialistic 
Eisenstein is so scornful, rests at that time-interrupting event which 
the Catholic calls the Incarnation and the sacrifice of Christ that 
resulted from it. 
But we may look back, as it were, from that event (which Greene 
believes is perpetuated daily in the Mass) to ourselves and those 
around us, for as Walter Allen has said, Greene has a "vision of human 
13. It should be said, too, that arry cutting (montage), even if 
it is confined to picking out discrete objects in a single room or 
street, is more visually exciting than is the uninterrupted flow of 
the camera eye. 
1.4. Eisenstein, p. 235· 
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life as the point ot mtersection of heaven and hell,nl5 which we would 
amend to read 11~ lmman life." Thus, lie have here, all that is neces-
sary for a kmd of spiritual, symbolic melodrama~ the dualistic habit 
of mmd, fortified by a passionate Augustinian Catholicism; a vision of 
each h'lll1IB.ll life as the battleground for a conflict between the powers 
of darkness and the strength o! grace that has no limit to its bloody 
potential; a vision which allows all of life to be meanmgful, surpris-
ing, and shocking because each act is itself an eternal one m the 
light of the battlefield, and which allows for the incredibly bewilder-
mg intervention of the supernatural mto the life of any man, either 
in the form of grace (surprising because one cannot presume to be in a 
state of grace at aey time) or o! the evil of Satan; a vision that 
allows of cataclysmic correspondences and confrontations and of explo-
sive, apoca]Jrptic disclosures; a bias toward the dark side, the hidden 
side, that sees m every man the fact of guilt and the possibility of 
becommg a criminal, either overtly or in spirit. This vision, if 
collllllUDicated to us in terms of a fictional world is bound to be extreme, 
certain to be melodramatic. 
We might take as a text for the examination of symbolic melodrama 
in the fiction of Graham Greene these words of Fraru;ois Mauriac: 
Cette atmosph~re de police et de crime, ces bas-fonds o'b une 
faune s 'entredevore, ol.t le gibier est traqu&, mais o'b. chacun 
tour l1 tour devient chasseur, tout ce qui constitue le monde 
greenien ne correspond pas pour moi a une realite"' observee: 
c'est une transposition cinematographiqus de la vie qui me 
toucherait peu si elle n'etait en prise directe avec 1 1eternit6. 
Ce qus je trouve d 1authentiqus dans les romans de Greene, c 1est 
15. Walter Allen, in "Graham Greene," Writers of Today, p. 21. 
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:1a Grace. Son actualite consiste a etre inactuel. 
With this penetrating passage and its final brilliant paradox in mind, 
we may now attempt that long-postponed elucidation of Greene 1s symbolic 
1 
melodrama. In the interests of order it would seem wisest to utilize 
the seven categories of melodrama that I have outlined above as guides 
for the direct examination of Greene. Thus, I will attempt to show, 
by looking at Greene 1 s novels and entertainments vertically as it were, 
the details of his melodrama and its meaning. 
1. Abnosphere. 
Atmosphere, wheth<3r in melodrama or in some other kind of fiction, 
is made by the mind of the author; ten men seeing one city may conceiv-
ably see ten cities. Thus, Greene has said of Dickens: 
We are not lost w:i.th Oliver Twist round Saffron Hill: we are 
lost in the interstices of one young, angry, gloomy brain, 
and the oppressive images stand out along the track like the 
lit figures in a Ghost Train tunnel, 17 
and we cannot help but apply the remark to Greene himself. At the 
beginning of his first book, The Man Within, he brings the wasteland 
of the moor alive to hinder Andrews in his hectic flight: 
The blackberry twigs plucked at him and tried to hold him 
with small endea:nnents, twisted small thorns into his 
clothes with a restraint like a caress, as though they were 
the fingers of a harlot in a crowded bar. He took no 
notice and plunged on, The fingers grew angry, slashed at 
his face with sharp, pointed nails. "Who are you anyhow'l 
Who are you anyhow? Think yourself mighty fine , 11 He 
heard the voice, shrill and scolding. She had a pretty 
face and a white skin. "Another day," he said, because 
he could not wait. He had to leave the town. The last 
twigs broke and the night became darker under trees. 18 
16. This is from Mauriac 1s P~face to Victor de Pange 1s Graham 
Greene, P• ll. 
17. "The Young Dickens," in The Lost Childhood, p. 53. 
18. The Man Within, P• 2. 
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It is rather clumsy, too factitious, but it does serve to :indicate the 
cast of Greene 1 s mind, a mind which will, :in this case, turn s aneth:ing 
natural am neutral into something repulsive and evil. 
Greene is, however, as a novelist of modern life, most at home 
when he is writing of the city. And, after he had found his proper 
warld in the early thirties, it was there, :in the city, that his 
Augustinian dualism found those images of the painfully temporal, of 
the ~rmanent and the impure with which his novels are filled. 
G. s. Fraser says that Greene has a ~nderful sense 
of the atmosphere, in particular, of what he calls "seed:iness," 
an almost untranslatable English word which conjures up a : 
composite feeling of the shabby, tm homely, and the sinister.19 • 
And here is an e:xanq:>le of this atmosphere of seediness from his first 
mature book, It's A Battlefield (one cOilld f:ind similar e:xanples :in 
any of Greene 1 s novels) : 
The great lit globe of the Coliseum balanced above the 
restaurants and the cafe's and the public-houses :in St. 
Martin 1 s Lane •••• The whores and the Jews flowed down one 
pavement and up another; flat dago faces printed on song 
sheets filled the window of a music shop and a salesman 
inside played with passionate melancholy: "My Baby Don 1t 
Care." A row of men peered into peeP-shows, and "A Night 
in Paris" and "What the Butler Saw" and ''For Wanen Only" 
rattled and whined and jolted and stuck. Somebody was fir-
ing a ~01e in a fun booth for cigarette packets and china vases. 
But we must go beyond this for true melodrama, we must look at 
the huge, empty house, w.i.th all the furniture draped :in sheets, of 
"The Basement Ro0J111 11 or at D1 s hotel, with its dark hallways, filled 
with distrust and death, in The Confidential Agent, or at Dr. Forester's 
sanatarium, w.i.th its bright, cheerful exterior, designed to make the 
19. Fraser, PP• 102-103. 
20. It's A Battlefield, P• 85. 
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patients happy and comfortable, which serves to cover the hell of the 
cobwebby "sick bay,a wbare torture and death exist at the center of 
the espionage ring, in The Ministry of Fear, or at the dark, swollen 
river of the Viennese sewer, the underground in which Harry Lillie final-
J 1y meets his death, in The Third Man. Moving from the entertainments 
to too novels, we see Brighton on a sunny Bank Holiday, festive and 
free to the trippers <bwn from London, but a hell to Fred Hale and 
to his pursuer, Pinkie; Brighton, the sunny seaside resort with its 
games and sports over Hhich hovers a gull, "half-vulture and half-
J dove,n21 the bird whic:h symbolizes that here, too, hell and heaven 
, meet in their eternal combat; Brighton, where Fred Hale is taken under-
ground on a "ride" and is choked to death with a piece of the town's 
own candy, too rock. As a final example, we see the foul, lush, 
fetid jungle of Tabasco, in The Po-wer and the Glory, where everything ,; , 
grows in obscene profusion, and where the people are desolated and 
pauperized in spirit. 'rhus, when the weary priest makes his way up 
into too clear, thin air of the barren mountains and finds a church 
and a p;Lrish waiting for a priest, the Mexican topography has almost 
as much moral 100aning as does Bunyan's in The Pilgrim's Progress, 
and "We feel that •strait is the gate, and narrow the way'' when we 
realize that the priest must descend again to his death in the hot, J 
dirty, desolate-city surrounded by too snake-filled, dark jungle. 
These settings, with their grim atmosphere, are all heightened, 
distorted, and charged with meaning; they do not represent London, 
21. Brigllton l!ock, P• 173. 
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Brighton, or Mexico22 as seen by anyone other than Greene, and it is 
this heightening and distortion that allows him, in combination with 
.other factors, to take that direct hold on eternity that Mauriac has 
spoken of above. 
2. The Grotesques. 
What advantage does the creation of grotesque characters have 
for the novelist? Very little, or none, if he intends to give us a 
careful transcription of collDllOnly observed reality (though, of course, 
any selection involves some distortion). But when we find a novelist 
like Dickens or like Greene who willfully, or because of an obsession, 
creates grotesques in book after book, we understand that he is trying 
to render another reality not so canmonly observed or agreed upon, 
J, the reality of the nightmare or of the supernatural world, or both. 
Let us take first sane of Greene 1 s subsidiary characters who are 
also grotesques (for not all are, of course) and try to see what their 
t• function is and how it accords with the intention of the book in which 
they appear. For these eccentrics do not exist as exhibits of deform-
ity1 interesting in themselves 1 but as beings who shed light on the 
center, on the theme. 
Some of them are simple, and I shall discuss them first. They 
are ~rt of a very ancient tradition which relates a warped body to a 
warped soul, a fearsome face with moral evil; that they are often the 
22. Shortly after his retum from Mexico, Greene reviewed a book 
by Professor J. B. Trend of Cambridge, who had also recentzy travelled 
in Mexico. Greene's review is acerbic, for Trend saw none of the 
horrors that Greene saw, and Greene imputes to him blindness and ignor-
ance • See • Don in Mexico 1 " in The Lost Childhood 1 pp. 161.-162. 
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creatures of nightmares and that young children instinctively fear 
abnormality may partly account for the existence of this type. In 
Greene, they occur in the entertaimnents, where they can economically 
• convey to the reader that the world of a particular book is a world 
of nightmare evil, and because they are found in conjuncticn with 
more normally realistic aspects of the modern world they lend some 
of their horror to the more colllllonplace things around than. A few 
examples of these figures of evil are: the manageress of D1s. hotel 
in The Confidential Agent, "a dark bulky wc:man with spots round her 
mauth,n23 with a bully's jaw, lbo lives in har masculine room deco-
rated with "cheap coloured pictures of women, all silk stockings and 
lingerie,n23 pathological, a spy and a murderess; in The Ministry of 
Fear, Mrs. Bellairs, the medium, or Poole, pathetic as so many of 
these clBracters are, a hunchback who reads Carlyle on heroes and 
acts as an enemy agent in time of war, an obscenely ingratiating 
poisoner and IIIUrderer; and Kurtz, in The Third Man, the smooth little 
Viennese who wears a toupee over a perfect head of hair, and who is 
an agent in the penicillin black-market. 
More important is a character like Josef Oriinlich, in Stamboul 
Train, fat but agile, a thief and IIIUrderer, who carries his gun hung 
down his trouser-leg on a string, and who, in caring for absolutely 
nothing but himself, is the most perfect opportunist in a book the 
grim theme of which is that "one had to be very alive, very flexible, 
very opportunistn24 in order to exist in the modern world. Gziinlich 
23. The Confidential Agent, PP• 37, 51. 
24. Stamboul Train, p. 227. 
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is extremely simple, nat much more complex than a wily animal, but 
because we do not focus on h:im for very long he can take his proper 
. place in relation to the other characters an:i we can believe in him 
i\ as an embodiment of Greene 's theme. 
Conder, in It's A Battlefield, has no physical characteristics 
which would indicate that he was different from other men; in fact, 
it is his very ordinary unnaticeable quality that allows him to be 
grotesque--he looks like a decent, hard-working husband and father, 
and this is what he tells the world he is. But actuaJJ.y he lives in 
a dream (he is almost psychotic, for at times he himself believes 
his dream), and his reports of domestic happinesses and difficulties 
are entirely fabricated. He lives alone, and his love-starved soli-
tude forces h:im to build the most exact fantasies of a wife and home, 
to project himself as a member of something, in this case a family, 
larger than himself. he, like Gt'llnlich, is a very minor character, 
but his situation, though seen in different terms, is the true situa-
tion of all of the characters in the novel. The very distortion 
that goes into a Conder makes it possible for Greene to highlight the 
predicament of the more important people in his book. 
One of Greene's most successful gt"otesques is Minty, in England 
Made Me. We have seen in our discussion of this novel that he is 
exiled, and that his background an:i training have condemned him to 
pexpetual adolescence, t111t there is more than this to him. Physically, 
he belongs in the grotesque tradition; he is ugly and short, "crooked and 
2l 
! yellow and pigeon-chested, 11 25 and the pain that he suffered at Harrow 
for this accident of physique has helped to make him what he is. And 
Minty is, strangely, a passionately religious person, whose High 
Church ritualism is always with him. For instance, he makes a tele-
phone call from a public booth: 
On the dusty glass of tbe box he drew little pictures with his 
finger, several crosses, a head wearing a biretta •••• Minty 
smudged out with his tiJ.unb the face, the b:!,retta; he drew 
another cross, a crown of thorns, a halo.25 
And Minty is rare among Greene characters, for he prays, but the prayer 
itself is childish: 
that God wuld cast down the mighty from their seats and 
exalt the humble and the meek, that be would give Minty his 
daily bread and guard him from tanptation, and, growing more 
particular, that Anthony wuld be preserved from Pihlstrllm 
and the others, that tbe Minister would consent to a Harrow 
dinner, that he would find a match for the broken teacup; 
and last of all he thanked God for His great mercies, for a 
happy and successful day. 26 
We begin to see that this cunning child w:i. th his wizened middle-
: aged face has constructed for himself a religion that is as grotesque 
as he himself physically is. His faith is the only possible weapon for 
him, and it gives him enough self-respect so that he can criticize the 
world from his own extreme position. Minty, the failure, the stunted 
one, has an ascetic's hatred of man and of all the marks of man's 
temporality. He says to Gullie, the simple-minded collector of pornog-
raphy, of the human body: "It's so ugly, Gullie, all those protuber-
ances," and he thinks: 
Yes, it was ugly, the human figure. Man or wman, it made 
no difference to Minty. The body's shape, the running nose, 
excrement, the stupid postures of passion, these beat like a 
25. England Made Me, pp. 83, 103. 
26. Eilgland Made Me, p. 132. 
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bird 1s heart in Minty's brain. Nothing could have more stirred 
his malice than the sight of Gullie poring over the photographs 
of naked breasts and thighs. A gang of schoolboys raced through 
Minty's mind, breaking up his pictures of Madonna and Child, 
jeering, belching, breaking wind. 27 
And then, with ultimate disgust: "To think that God H:illlself had becane 
,: man.• As always when we seek out the root of Minty's motives, it is \i 
,, 
the schoolboys, the impure iconoclasts of adolescence, 'iilo have helped 
to bring him to his present grotesque, damaged self. For he is like 
the spider which he has trapped in his squalid room, and which 
watched him under his tooth glass; it had been there five 
days; he had expected his landlady to clear it away, but it 
had remained a second day, a third day. He cleaned his teeth 
under the tap. Now she must believe that he kept it there 
for study. He w;:,ndered how long it w:>uJ.d live. He watched 
it ani it watched him back with shaggy patience. It had lost 
a leg when he put the glass over it. 28 
And after Minty had spoken his fervent prayer, "he lay there hwnbly 
tempting God to lift the glass,n28 asking for the miracle that would 
truly put God in his own thin hands and that would re-make Minty. 
i, But Minty has his function in terms of the whole novel. He has 
more freedom of action than aeyone else in the book, and as he moves 
from one group to another the reader is able to compare and contrast 
the other characters with his own grotesqueness. Minty is free to go 
from his compatriots, the Farrants, who are also exiles, to the Swedes, 
either to those poor penny-a-liners who work with him or to the world 
of power and high finance that Krogh and thoee around him represent. 
Or we may see him at the English Embassy with another kind of English-
man who lives in Stockholm but is still tied to England and can return 
home whenever he wishes. But as he travels through these various 
27. ~land Made Me, p. 99. 
28.g'l#d Made Me, PP• 76, 132. 
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mi:J.ieus, we notice that Min"GY's religion, that grotesque personal 
weapon, goes with him in this decadent, frustrated, purposeless 
Swedish world, and, altoough we cannot find validity in it, it does 
set up a value system which emphasizes the terrible removal of tl::ese 
others from anything permanent or spiritual, as Greene would use tl::ese 
words. Minty's religion is like a clock with one hand, it cannot 
measure time accurately, but it is better than no clock at all. 
The next grotesque in Greene 1 s gallery is also religious. He is 
Acky, an unfrocked Anglican priest, in A Gun for Sale. Greene is not 
as economical as usual here, for we see more of Acky than is necessary 
for the structure of the book, and this mey be because Greene describes 
/him "for the sheer pleasure of his own inventiveness.n29 Acky, whose 
mind has been broken by the weight of his clerical difficulties 
(obviously, as a priest he had committed some sexual sin), lives in a 
state of deep and pure mutual love with his wife, a crone who uses 
their upsta:irs roomsas a bawdy-house. Acky and his wife of course 
figure in the plot, but his significance is greater than that of a cog. 
For the world of A Gun for Sale is a mad world, and in the context of 
the potentially earth-shaking greed of Sir Marcus and Cholmondeley-
Davis, which is unpardonable, Acky, with "his crazy, sunken, flawed 
saint's eyes,n30 exemplifies a pitiable, at least human kind of madness. 
We find no such simple grotesques in Tl::e Power and the Glory, al-
though one cannot pass aver this novel in such a discussion: for 
there character after character is strange • ei tiler undeveloped in some 
29. Allott and Farris, p. 135. 
30. A Gun for Sale, p. 155· 
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way, as the priest's daughter Brigitta is incapable of a.ffection; or 
warped into too narrow an existence, like the lieutenant; or drifting 
blindly, cut off from the past am personality, like Tench the dentist. 
The effect of this accumulation of pathetically incomplete people is 
to make us feel, as we feel in otbar ways too, the enormous deprivation 
- ancl desolation that exists in the forlorn Mexican state that has lost 
its· God. Greene would have us realize that deprived of God none of us 
can hope for completion. 
The last of these minor characters that I shall discuss is Mr. 
Parkis, the detective :in The End of the Affair. As Evelyn Waugh has 
said, "The pursuing detective, previously a figure of terror, is bare 
a clown,n31 And Greene has made him a clown by heightening, but not 
tx:>o much, certain well-known British virtues--sobriety, conscientious-
ness, exactitude, modesty, and the kind of absolute integrity that 
makes a man confess the moot trivial error. Parkis is a clown because 
he is the ·soul of honor, and as a clown he is a lovable one-even the 
impatient, irascible Bendrix finds it hard to dislike the man. 
Now, as I have pointed out in my discussion of The End of tiE 
Affair, this novel represents a grafting of the earlier type of the 
symbolic melodrama with a different kind of fiction, in this case a 
love story. Parlcis, the "pursuing detective," is an element that is 
carried over from the earlier type, but his character has been changed. 
Why does Greene make this change'l Obviously, the detective is needed 
to add to tiE suspense of tile pursuit of tiE third man (finally dis-
covered to be God), but why the comic uotesque, Mr. Parkis1 In the 
31. Evelyn Waugh, "The Heart's Own Reasons •" Co11111onweal, LIV 
(19!>1.). 458. 
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earlier books, the subsidiary grotesque characters were used to aid 
in conveying the intense, frightening quality of the world of the 
novel, but here there is no need for this, for the world of The Bnd of 
the Affair is not that of the nightmare. And yet, this wrld as we 
know it (and we know it onlY fran Bendrix and from Sarah's journal) is 
a world of great intensity, of a great heat of both love and hate; for 
the lovers, in their J;aSsion for each other, Bendrix in his jealousy 
and hatred of Sarah and her new lover, and Sarah in her self-consuming 
love for God, exist at a pitch and with a stamina beyond the ordinary. 
Thus, the good, simple Englishman, unbelievably so and hence a clown, 
is necessary to give us (through his reports on both Sarah and Bendrix 
submitted to the detective agency and, ironically, to Bendrix) a 
perspective that is more ordinary, and though it is not always accurate 
in facts it is accurate in feeling; consequently, it is helpful to us 
in understanding these intense people who cannot report on themselves 
without the bias of passion. Mr. Parkis is cmceived and executed 
with brilliance. 
Only two of Greene's heroes can be considered as grotesques, and 
they are Raven, in A Gun for Sale, and Pinkie, in Brighton Rock. I 
have discussed the fonner at some length in my discussion of A Gun for 
Sale. It is clear that the character of Raven led directly to that of 
Pinkie (Brig!lton Rock follows A Gun far Sale in the chronology of 
Greene's works), but Raven's eccentricity (except for the harelip) is 
conceived of almost totally in terms of the unfortunate events of his 
childhood and of the present state of society (though this is never 
emphasized); it never springs~ generis from him as does Pinkie's 
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demonism. Tlms, while we should include Raven in this category, we 
need not discuss him further. 
But Pinkie is more than eccentric, he is possessed, and the 
devil' s shape within him has distorted him so grotesquely that he at 
times seems beyond the human pale. His background is very like Raven 1 s, 
compounded of poverty and the callous infliction upon the child of 
the parents' thoughtlessness and ignorance, but the great difference 
is that in Pinkie there is also God--and Satan. In Raven we see the 
slow, painful birth of the possibility of the eXistence ar something 
beyond himself, but the existence ar the supernatural world is to 
Pinkie the base and spring of his being, and he wholeheartedly gives 
his allegiance to the Adversary rather than to the Creator. 
Pinkie is like those impoverished, incomplete characters that 
the priest meets in The Power and the Glory, part of him is not 
developed, and it is this that makes him grotesque, or, perhaps, lop-
sided. Mme. Claude-Edmonde Magny has put this illlbalance, which same 
may wish to see as psychological, in theological terms: 
Pinkie, the Boy, sins almost by excess of faith; not only 
does he believe in God "as the devils believe in Hilll," 
according to the Epistle of St. James--that is to say, 
only out of fear of His Power, and without love--but the 
excess of his conviction embraces Satan also, and gives 
him a surplus of reality which rightly belongs only to 
God. It is as if the ll;ypertrophy of one of the theological 
virtues ["i.e. faith, hope, and charityJ led to the 
complete atrophy of both of the others, especially the 
third, and, through pride and hardening or the heart, 
flung the boy into despair. 32 
j 
32. Mme. Claude-Edmonde Magny, "The Devil in Contemporary 
Literature,• in~ (New York: Shead and Ward, 1952), pp. 465-466. 
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But however we wish to understand Pinkie, it is clear that Greene has 
aimed to create a character who is almost without limits and who is 
certainly without regrets. It does not take a grotesque to kill; but 
to murder and torture as Pinkie does, to use Rose with such unbending 
malice, and to withstand the awful pressure of the good which tries to 
save him at the end makes Pinkie almost unique in English fiction. It 
was necessary that Greene reach al100st to the boundaries of credibility 
in drawing Pinkie. If the artistic problem of verisimilitude makes the 
creation of a saint near:cy- impossible, then the same should be true of 
the creation of an absolute sinner, but Greene's imaginative ambition 
inclined to accept the dark challenge because he was driven to symbolize 
. melodramatically (and how else?) the ul tilllate Jcy'stery of the mercy of 
1 God, even when it is confronted by the blackest of hearts. 
3. Surprise or Unpredictability. 
Graham Greene is often spoken of as one of the few modern noveliste 
who does not scorn to tell a good story, or as a writer in whom psychol-
ogy has not overwhelmed narrative. And, of course, one of the chief 
reasons for this praise is that his dramatic actions cannot be predicted 
by the reader, that hi:; novels are full of surprising twists and turns. 
It wuld be foolish to attempt to make a catalogue of all the surprises 
in Greene 1 s fiction from the une:xpected reversal that occurs in The 
Nane of Action (1930) when, after Chant has been seen on a very danger-
ous espionage assignment, the revolution is suddenly consumnated without 
espionage, arms, or blood to the strange series of invitations and 
appearances tmt occur in the recent entertairunent Loser Takes All (1955). 
Instead of compiling a list, I shall choose several significant 
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surprises and use them to illustrate the method. 
The hero o! The Ministq o! Fear is a man o! two identities. The 
reader knows him first as Arthur Rowe 1 but ld.th the beginning of Book 
II the reader is confronted with Richard Digby1 a patient in a mental 
hospital. Digby is 1 of course, Rowe 1 who has lost his memory in a bomb 
explosion and who has been given a new identity by the spy1 Dr. Forester, 
who is the head of the hospital. There is here, of course, a surprise 
for the reader which takes some unravelling, but after it is clear 
that Digby is Rowe, the following questions grow out of the narrative: 
how will Digby discover that he is Rowe? how will he escape from the 
hospital, which is really a prison? how will the spy-plot be foiled? 
who is the true leader of the spy-ring? and, what is Anna's relation 
to Rowe and to the spies?-it is a good1 rather old-fashioned, thriller. 
Surprises occur, of course, !or the plot demands them1 but they 
are the surpising surprises of identity-who am I?-f'or that is the 
real problem of The Ministry of Fear1 and it is a religious problem. 
Thus1 this thriller differs from the old kind1 for, in Greene's dark 
imagination, Rowe's trne identity cannot be made clear to him until he 
has successively answered, in the course of a pursuit that grows ever 
!aster1 the questions listed above, for no man is alone and he exists 
partly by his relation to the world around him. Rowe, who as Digby 
lived in the innocent fields of adolescence, finds the pursuit and its 
series of revelations an exhilarating game-until he approaches the 
center of the ring. For1 hidden at the center are the ugly1 compli-
cated problems of the adult world, the painful. secrets that Rowe does 
not want to know. The first of these !inal secrets is opened when 
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Rowe dials the telephone number of the leader of the spies and hears the 
voice of the woman he loves at the other end of the ld.re. The second 
comes when Hl.lfe restores his whole suffering past to him by telling him 
that he has murdered his ld.fe. Rowe can now rejoin the world of men, 
damaged but standing (this same pattem is to be found in The Quiet .AIIleri-
~). M',y point is, that if we did not have the melodramatic series of 
surprises here, partially dependent on the loss of memory, we would not 
have Greene's moving portrayal of the burden of the human condition. 
The most shocking surprise of The Third Man is that the dead are 
walking. In my earlier discussion of this book I pointed out that by 
means of the secret symbolism Harry Lime is related to the Devil, and 
now we 1IIEcy' see how Greene is able to symbolize the way in which evil 
works in the world. In The Third Man the sense or the feel of evil is 
present from the beginning, but it cannot be localized, it has no major 
incmmation as it did in Brighton Rock; for surely the various seedy and 
suspicious characters that Rollo meets in his quest for the murderer of 
his friend Harry are not at the center of the evil. But on the dark 
night when Rollo sees a flash of light fall for a brief second on the 
face of his dead friend, the reader is shocked and feels a powerful ap-
prehensive dread of the presence of the seemingly supernatural; for the 
Devil works in mysterious ways. He does not have to show himself, he 
can disappear into the ground, he works through small men who have their 
own ends in view, he is r11thless 1 and, ultimately, he too can feel pain 
and be defeated. All this we read in the career of Harry Lime, and all 
of our reading goes back to that melodramatic moment when we suddenly 
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realized that the dead man is not dead, that the man buried under the 
grounl. is not the man of the underground caverns. Thus, here Greene can 
convey the sense of the Devil walldng and working in the world, and all 
iour recognition hinges on the one completely tmpredictable moment when 
Rollo first sees Harry. 
Let us takB as a final EIUIIlple of surprise The :Elld of the Affair. 
In that book's sophisticated atmosphere of upper middle class wealth and 
ccmfort a chase is on, and all-Bendrix, Parld.s, the latter• s son Lance, 
Henry Miles, and even Sarah's maid-are in pursuit of the third man liho 
so totally absorbs Sarah. Clues are found and a passionate letter from 
Sarah, but the identity of the man remains a mystery. Smythe is dis-
covered and investigated, but he is not the right man. Into this situa-
tion, a sordid "affair" with its concomitant distrust, Greene is ready 
to spring his surprise, which, like the other surprises that I have cited, 
is an explosive revelation of identity. The third man is God. Thus, in 
the middle of this supremely secular situation Greene shows the workings 
of grace and of the love of God. The reverberations of this surprise a:re 
great, extending far beyond the bounds of the book itself, for it shows 
the faith that inheres in Greene that even the harried, rootless, frag-
mented modem world can find a place for a God who continually seeks to 
guide men to their salvation. But it is the chase, with its great sur-
prise, that convinces us. 
4. The Coincidental. 
A book like The M;l.nistry of Fear 110ul.d have no existence without 
its thick, devious plot. Coincidences and improbabilities are nUillerous, 
and we will not read far if we cannot suspend our disbelief'. The Ministry 
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-of Fear is the most "plotted" of all of Greene's books 1 but in all of th81!1 
there is found this fourth factor of melodrama, the coincidental or ac-
i cidental (in the sense that the accidents are too timely}. If1 in Brighton 
Rock1 Pinkie is alJnost unbelievable as a character, so too is his story 
nearly as unbelievable, but do we Wllllt to relinquish the book on this ac• 
count? We should have to do the same with Dostoyevsky1s Prince .Myshld.n 
and his story1 or with Captain .Ahab and his1 and this we will not do. It 
is the artifice of the plot, with its coincidences and improbabilities, 
that is an aid in giving us something more than just an absorbing narra-
tive. As w. H. Auden has said of Greener 
His thrillers are projected into outer melodramatic action of the 
, struggles which go on unendingly in every mind and heart. Maybe 
· this is why we like reading thrillers because each of us is a creature 
at war with himself.33 
. Or, as Greene himself has said: "As if a plot mattered at all except as 
·,; a dramatized illustration of a character and a way of life. n34 For1 
. 
though one of the basic impulses of fiction is to tell of something or 
someplace wonderful and strange, it is also true that fiction ambitiously 
tries to tell us what we are like, to eJq~lain man to man. Thus1 im-
probable, unnatural, or coincidental happenings in Greene's works are 
important only insofar as they 1 by a heightening that is similar to the 
creation of grotesque characters, can make clear to us the theme of the 
whole book. 
This use of oo incidence is more apt to be found in Greene's enter-
taimnents than in his novels, where other elements of the unnatural are 
33. Auden1 "A Note on Graham Greene1 " The Wind and the Rain, VI 1 
1 (1949), 53. 
34. Greene, in a cinema review, Spectator, CLlii (1939) 1 760. 
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used to heighten the drama of the story. For instance, one finds much 
that is coincidental or "accidental" in The Minist:g of Fear, but very 
little of this element in Brighton Rock. However, in the novel, the very 
situation of Pinkie, a seventeen-year-old boy, as the leader of a gang is 
improbable, as is the persistence of Ida in tracking him down. Or per-
haps not so improbable, for, if we can get a clear image of the horrors 
of our time, then nthe thrillers are like life. n In The Minist:g of Fear 
Arthur Rowe dreams that he is talking to his dead mother, an Edwardian 
gentlewomanr 
, "! •m wanted for a murder that I didn 1 t do. People want to kill me 
: because I know too much. I •m hiding underground, and up above the 
Germans are methodically smashing London to bits all round me •••• 
' It sounds like a thriller doesn't it?-but the thrillers are like 
. life-more like life than you are, thisTawil,"""your sandwiches;t!iat 
pine •••• It•s what we've all made of the world since you died. I'm 
, your little Arthur who wouldn 1 t hurt a beetle and I 1m a murderer 
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; ~;. j"3~rld has been remade by William Le Queux." C italics 'A. 
And, if in the twentieth century life has become like a thriller, then 
the method of the thriller, with its coincidences and incredibilities, 
.!.. .......... \ 
must be meaningful in a large sense-nthe thriller must become moral.!.36; 
Thus, in A Gun for Sale, it is incredible that Raven should pick 
Anne to help him, for of all the girle in the world abe happens to be 
the fianc'e of the detective, Mather, who is pursuing Raven. And then, 
even more incredibly 1 Anne is able to be picked out of the chorus by 
Cholmondeley-Davis, the betrayer whom Raven is pursuing. But A Gun for 
J Sale has as its theme the slow, poignant growth of love in Raven, and 
- . 
it is in his treatment of Anne that we most clearly see this growth. 
35. The MinistJZ of Fear, P• 48. William Le Queux was a writer of 
grisly shilling shoe rs. 
36. Morton Dauwen Zabel, "Graham Greene 1 " in Fonns of Modern Fiction, 
ed. William Van O'Connor (MI.nneapolisr University of Minnesota Fress, 
1948) 1 P• 289. 
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His treatment of her is very different from that of the other two men. 
Raven is tender and diffident, he wants her to be his friend; Cholmondeley-
Davis is a stage door lover, interested in "fun," until Anne asks too 
many questions of this sleek, canfortable man of the world and then he 
tries to kill her; Mather is brusque and embarrassed toward his future 
wife, cold and indifferent when he discovers that Anne knows where Raven 
is and when she obstructs him in the performance of his duty. Hence, it 
is the "accidents" of the plot which allow us to see, for a brief time, 
Raven, the isolated one, in a "loven situation, and which allow us to· 
canpare him with other men. And the activity of canparing leads us to 
judge with considerable exactitude Greene's intention--to see how the 
. thriller is moral. 
Of all of Greene's novels, it is The Heart of the Matter that de-
/ pends most on coincidence, and, not surprisingly, it is one of the most 
patterned of his books, Greene hes planned his novel in such a wa:y 
that Scobie, in the line of his duty as a policeman, encounters situa-
tiona which mirror or parallel situations in his own personal life. For 
example, it is necessary for him to go into the interior to an outpost 
to clean up a.t'ter young Pemberton, who has canmitted suicide because he 
feels that he can find no way out of his difficulties that is not dis-
honorable, and Pemberton's despair foreshadows Scobie's own despair, 
which drives him to suicide too. Or, among the survivors of the ShiP-
wreck is a young child who dies in Scobie's charge, as his own daughter 
had died many years before (though in that case she was in England and 
he was in Africa). And his prayer for this dying child ( "Father ••• give 
her peace. Take away mw peace fbrever, but give her peace•)37 indicates 
early in the book his attitude when he decides for suicide at the end, 
for he is willing to give up his own chance for peace and salvation if 
he can help to give them to Louise and Helen. Or again, paralleling his 
own betrqal of Louise, there is Louise's and Wilson's betrayal of him. 
And certain other parallels could also be adduced. We would say that 
such a set of coincidences are at best unlikely in life, that they hap-
pen with an unlifelike proximity to each other, but of course the novelist 
is not trying to reproduce life but rather to make a calculating selection 
and arrangement of the life that he observes around him in order that he 
may express his theme. This is elementary, but it needs to be said here 
once again, for Greene in his symbolic melodramas is less concerned than 
the ordinar.r novelist with the seeming reproduction of life; he has 
never written a book in which the characters rise with the sun day after 
day and slowly work their ways through life. 
s. Pursuit. 
I have, in Chapter II, discussed in detail the many books of Greene's 
in which the pursuit is central, from The Man Within, lihich opens with 
Andrews on the run and looking over his shoulder, to The End of the Affair, 
with its pursuit of the mwsterious third man. Thus, in order to avoid 
'l reduplication, it seems wiser to speak here of sane of the implications 
of the Greenian novel of pursuit, the s;ymbolic melodrama par excellence. 
Perhaps the novel of pursuit originates in the familiar type of 
nightmare in which the dreamer flees before a horri.t'ying pursuer, who 
37. The Heart of the Matter, p. 130 
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may or may not be !mown. In the dream it is usually the case that the 
only release from the terrifYing chase is to awaken, generally just at 
the climax. Such dreams are mEIIlorable perhaps exactly because the dream-
er wishes to know the meaning or the mysterious pursuit, but seldom can 
he !mow this. Fiction, however, must give the pursuit meaning; if one 
fiees fr0111 something, one is also making a fiight toward something, and 
in both cases the something mq be wrapped in mystery. Thus it happens 
that when the destination is reached, lhich may be a safe place or 
death itself, the secret is revealed, the heart of the mystery is laid 
bare. .And, of course, if one is a novelist with a religious bias and 
passion, as is Greene, then the mystery itself, of both the pursuer and 
the destination, ldll have a religious meaning. 
Beyond this, the novel or pursuit or the thriller has, as Paul 
Rostenne has pointed out, a special value for our own time. He sqs of 
the thriller, enlarging on a remark of Chesterton's, that 
il est l•instrument de liberation des puissances intimes de l'homme 
'touf'fees par l•antitragique contamporain. Lorsque 1e conte de 
fees parle des feuilles d 1 or d 1un arbre merveilleux, a ecrit Ches-
terton, c 1est Gtre a cSte de 1a question d'observer que cela est 
objectivement faux; car le but exact d 1une telle evocation est de 
riveiller en nous 1' emerveillement que nous ne samnes plus capables 
d 1eprouver devant une feuille verte reelle. Et dans ce sens, le 
conte de fees est psychologiquement vrai. De m'Eme, le monde du 
thriller pemet a une h1ll118.1lite' qui a perdu le sens de sa trans-
centiance et ne riussit plus, d~s lora, a comprendre le tragique 
de sa destines, de retrouver Jtanhoriguement, pour ainsi dire, 
le niveau et la mesure de son Le;JB 
Metaphorically to find again, by means of the liberation of those stified 
, innemost powers, the level (or depth) and extent of the soul--if the 
I 
:thriller can acc0111plish this for our time, then it perfoms a most im-
portant moral and religious function of fiction; for it brings us back 
38. Rostenne, P• 62. 
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. to life, the reader's lite and his dreams, at a deep level. If this 
· fict.ion is successful, then it is an engaged literature, even an exist-
entialist literature in the sense in which Sartre or Albert Camus would 
use that word. 
But a simple novel of pureuit does not involve us in this ~· 
John Buchan, who is an aclmowledged master of the genre, does not sue• 
ceed in novels like The Thirty-Nine steps, The Powerhouse, or Green-
:s'. i mantle in driving us back to a relocation and reunderstanding of the 
i! 
soul; we are entertained bylWri, taken out of ourselves, but the powers 
within are not liberated. And this must be because Buchan, who can 
certainly narrate suspense tully, has not himself lillY great moral or 
religious depth; there are frightening things in his world, but they 
are outside the essentially placid souls of his heroes. But Greene, 
with his religious conviction of the dark turbulence that exists in each 
individual soul can make us see in an Andrews, a Conrad Drover, a Raven, 
a Pinkie, a n., a whisky priest, an Arthur Rowe, a Scobie, or a Bendr:!.x, 
, 
not only l 1 h0111111e traque, perplexed and pursued, but ourselves. 
And the destination, the safe place, is for most of these charac-
ters the safest place--death. But none of them dies "Without first un-
dergoing the revelation of the secret. As early as The Man 'ldthin ;e 
learn that the pursuer is internal, and on, with later books like 
The Power and the Glory and The End of the Affair, we learn that the 
pursuer is God, hounding his creatures to their salvation, "We lmow 
that the pursuer is still within, that the whisky priest and Bendrix 
ultimately choose their restlessness freely and with it choose their 
destinations. 
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6. The Climactic Plot. 
A discussion of pursuit cannot be dissociated from the ld.nd of 
plot which reaches a higher and higher point of tension as the pursuit 
narrows to its close. Earlier in this chapter, I have shown how the 
:dualistic fi.lm technique of parallel montage, as outlined by Eisenstein, 
was peculiarly suited to Greene's imagination, which in its tendency 
toward dualism fi.nds the world around it tense, dark, and melodramatic. 
I shall attempt to show here, using several of Greene's books as ex-
amples, how Greene has, wittingly or unwittingly, made his own use of 
parallel montage in his fiction, and how the effect of this use has 
been to. multiply the intensity of the final pursuit in these books. 
A Gun for Sale starts at a walk (a.t'ter the initial murder the pace 
is slow--Anne and Mather even pass Raven on the sidewalk), but soon 
Raven becomes both a fugitive and a pursuer and the pace gradually picks 
up speed. By the end of the book, Raven is literally running throngh 
the streets of Nottwi.ch, hoping to find Sir Marcus before the police 
find him. But from a point about one-third of the wa:y through the book 
Mather arrives in Nottwi.ch to search for Raven (and later for Anne), 
and starting here Greene begins to shi.t't his point of view-from Mather 
to Raven, then to Mather, back to Raven--until they are finally face 
to face for the first time, Raven over the bodies of Sir Marcus and 
Cholmondeley-Davis, Mather trying to shoot him from the window. The 
effect is the same one that Griffith obtained from his first audiences 
at the end of his films, a state of high tension and great excitement. 
Two years later, in Briglrt.on Rock, his next work of fiction, 
Greene used the same technique, but with greater implications. In A 
-
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Gun for Sale, .Greene presented with hi'll alternations two different worlds 
(punctuated by glimpses of less important worlds), of course, but they 
were the relatively simple wrlds of the criminal and of the staunch up-
holder of law and order. In Brighton Rock, however, where the parallel 
montage. occurs in the shifts frCIII Ida to Pinkie and back again and again, 
things are more complex. Ida, as we have seen, represents the world of 
the natural, a world in which vice but not sin exists, a world in which 
whatever is natural, is right, to re-phrase Pope. Her opponent, Pinkie, 
is just as definitely the vicar of the supernatural world, and he is 
joined by Rose. Thus we see Ida blowsily making love with the seedy 
Phil Corkery, while in Pinkie's world (a perversion of the supernatural, 
no doubt) we see his puritanical disgust when he is forced to approach 
Rose and pretend a love for her that he cannot feel. This montage, this 
cutting back and forth between the different worlds, gives a current and 
a rhythm to the novel at the same time that it makes clear (and possibly 
too clear) Greene's intention. But at the end of the novel Greene makes 
his scenes shorter, or rather he cuts more frequently, so that when 
Pinkie takes Rose out into the country in his attempt to make her om-
mit suicide, we first see Ida, then Pinkie and Rose with Dallow and 
Judy. Pinkie leaves with Rose, and then there is a cut back to Dallow 
and Ida (crime and rectitude pooling their hUIIan canmonness), who pur-
sue Pinkie, and then to Pinkie and Rose at the desperate moment when he 
tries to convince her to shoot herself, and finally the break into Rose's 
troubled thoughts of Dallowts voice calling in the dark for Pinkie, fol-
ilowed by Pinkie's suicide. Thus, the method of parallel montage, which 
. has served structurally throughout the novel, can here bring the book to 
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an intense climactic pitch, slowed down only slightly by the fact that 
Rose, though supernaturally oriented like Pinkie, has a natural desire 
to live, indicating the healthy coexistence of the natural with the 
supernatural, not the victory of the natural over the supernatural. 
The parallel montage of The Power and the Glory is similar, though 
more effectively subtle. Here, we have the double pursuit of the whisky 
priest; on the natural level by the police lieutenant who wishes to ex• 
terminate the last tiny residue of Catholic superstition in Tabailco, . and 
· on the supernatural level by God himself who harries the sinful priest 
to his own salvation. Obviously, the pursuit by God cannot be pictured; 
we must infer this from the priest's own thoughts and actions, which, 
however, he himself does not always understand, for his tenacity and his 
willingness to go back over the border are themselves God-given. But 
the first pursuit can be handled just as was the pursuit in Brighton 
Rock. we first see the mysterious figure of the priest at the sea-
port, but not until the end of the first chapter do we understand that 
this obviously disguised person is a fugitive. He saysr 
ntet me be caught soon •••• Let me be caught.n He had tried toes-
cape, but he was like the King of a West African tribe, the slave 
of his people, who may not even lie down in case the winds should 
fail • .351 
Then, with the next chapter, Greene shifts to the pursuer, the 
vaguely troubled yet seemingly infierlble lieutenant, who learns of the 
single remaining priest for the first time. The long pursuit begins, 
and with it the cross-cut structure of the book. Over and over again 
we see the priest ineptly trying to perf om his duties 1 or hiding from 
351. The Power and the Glory, P• 18. 
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the police, or, finally", achieving safety by escaping over the mountains 
into Chiapas, the neighboring state. And over.and over again we see the 
lieutenant plotting his campaign, taking hostages, always in single-
minded pursuit. several times their paths cross, but never does the lieu-
tenant recognize the priest, and the priest is never apprehended; for in 
this book the natural .. pursuit is to fail, and it is the supernatural 
pursuit, God's hounding of' the priest, that is to succeed, for the priest 
( 1 voluntarily" chooses capture and death after he is safe; his years in the 
jungle have made him as cunning as an animal, and he could have escaped 
the law of' the land, but he could not escape the lsw of' his God. 
Thus, the method of' parallel montage, with its base in Greene's 
dark dualistic imagination, has again provided a climactic plot of' 
high intensity, the rapid line of' a flight, or more exactly" a tugu--
. for we can think of' this method of' parallel montage as contrapuntal in 
. its weaving motion--that reaches its climax when the priest turns his 
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mule back toward Tabasco and is finally" caught in the lieutenant's trap, 
this fugue- followed in the closing pages of' the book by nun grand largo. ,40 
In The Power and the Glory the novel of' symbolic melodrama reaches a high 
point. 
In my discussion of' The End of' the Affair in Chapter II, I suggested 
that in his later books Greene had evolved a new kind of' novel in llbich 
themes thet 110uld not normally" be associated 'ili.th melodrama (love at-
fairs, the question of' salvation and sanctity, the problem of' ends and 
means) were treated by Greene in such a way that they read like thrillers 
or novels of' pursuit. I have already discussed Bendrix as an hanme traque' 
40. C,laire Eliane Engel, "Graham Greene, n in Esquisses anglais 
(Parist Editions "Je Sers,n 1949), P• 97. 
and the devious p~suit to be found in the pages of The End of the Affair. 
Here, I would like to show how the use of time in this book makes, out 
of the simple sordid materials of an "affair, n the familiar climactic 
; structure of Greene 1s novels of s;yJllbolic melodrama. 
The story is told in the first person by Bendr:l;x1 but the narrative 
is far from straight-forward. He says at one point: "lf this book of 
mine fails to take a straight course, it is because I am lost in a strange 
. 1.1 
; region: I have no map.n" And, of course, the strange unmapped region 
that Bendrix has wandered into is that land which Sarah had found before 
her death, the land in which the love of God exists. And in order for 
Greene to write his novel so that the secret will be delayed, in the 
: characteristic way of SYJllbolic melodrama, he must tell a roundabout 
! tale. 
Thus, Bendrix is writing the story of his affair, its end, and the 
pursuit of the unknown third man in 19491 which is present time, and 
his refiections on the earlier events are from that date. But to tell 
of the end of the affair 1 he must go back to 19461 the year of Sarah 1 s 
death. The end, however, needs a beginning, so that there is another 
shif't back to 19.391 liDen Bendr:l.x and Sarah first met. This is followed 
by a move forward to 1946, succeeded by a series of alternations between 
19.39-1940 and 1946. Then Bendrix must tell of the time when Sarah lef't 
him, and the time shifts to 1944, the year of the German rocket bombard-
ment. Af'ter one more shif't to 1946, the reader is given a record of the 
years 1944-1946 through Sarah1 s journal, which often describes events 
that Bendrix had earlier described fl'OJD his point of view, especially 
41. The Elld of the Affair, P• 56. 
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that night when her prayer had saved him. Finally the secret of the 
third man is out--he is God. At this point, just about two-thirds of 
the wa:y through the novel, Sarah dies, and from that point on the book 
stays in the year 1946, except for Bendrix's reflections in the present 
(1949). 
We can see that the dualistic habit of mind has developed here a 
method that will allow for deviousness and for a duplicity that is 
necessary if the secret is to remain shrouded until the last possible 
mcment. It goes far beyond the simpler method of parallel montage to a 
kind of montage which, to quote frca Eisenstein again, gives us from 
,"the play of juxtaposed detail-shots ... r the creation ofJ the desired 
illlage ~ ~ whole, n applied on a large scale to make the structure of 
a novel. The shift.s are, like the shifts of the camera eye, designed 
to sustain our interest and to keep the secret untold, until it can be 
revealed climactically in Sarah's journal, almost by a voice from the 
tomb. 
7 • The Guilty Man• 
It seems very nearly superfluous now to try to discuss as a type 
of character absolutely central to the work of Greene the type of the 
guilty man as the hero. In all of my discussions of Greene's books and 
consistently in this chapter this type has been mentioned and analYlled 
again and again, for it is impossible to separate him and his guilt 
frcm the other elements of s;vmbolic melodrama. As I have said, at the 
beginning of this chapter, one of the characteristics that distinguishes 
what I have called symbolic melodrama, in all of the writers whom I 
have previonsly mentioned, from the old melodrama is this fact that the 
2)3 
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· hero carries a burden of sin for which he is guilty and -which !IDlst be 
expiated, generally by death .• 
G. s. Fraser has spoken of what he considers an innovation in Greene. 
He says, "the story is not seen, as in the ord:inary detective novel, from 
the point of view of the hunters, but from that of the hunted man. 1142 
Actually, this is no innovation, for Greene was preceded in this change 
of the point of View by Buchan and others. More nearly an innovation 
(if one can truly sq that any kind of character type is ever an innova-
tion in fiction) in Greene is th.e fact that this hunted man is truly 
, guilty of some sin or crime, though not perhaps the one for -which he is 
·pursued. Buchan's heroes, Leithen or Hannay, were free of any guilt; 
they were pursued si.DtJly because they knew (or were thought to know) the 
secrets of the ene!IG'; it was always a very black and white affair. But 
this can never be the case with Greene, for his religious bias alone (if 
nothing else) makes every man a sinner to scme extent. 
Beyond this, Louise Bogan has had the perception to notice something 
else striking in Greene 1 s heroes. She says that in Greene 1 s books "we 
encounter the hero conscious of inner guilt, who draws to himself the 
outer guilty situations as a magnet draws iron.n43 If we remember here 
D., the hero of The Confidential Agent, who is pursued for the same 
reasons that sane of Buchan's heroes were pursued, we will see the truth 
of this observation. D. is a "good IFJB1J}' but he is also a man and hence 
open to all of the possibilities of sin that every man possesses, and he 
feels his guilt. But he elso draws "outer guilty situations" to him-
self. When he arrives in .England he is infected with the Spanish Civil 
42. Fraser, P• 99. 
43. Louise Bogan, Selected Criticism (New York: Noonday Press, 
1955), P• 3lS. 
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~. for which he feels partially guilty, and soon he has involved others, 
through no fault of his O'ill but with an increase of his own guilt-con-
sciousness, in the toils of crime and violence: Else is murdered, K. 
dies, Furt suffers, Rose is pulled into the vortex of war and destruction. 
Or, to adduce further illustrations, the whisky priest, in The Power 
and the Gloq, draws upon his head the collective guilt of his whole par-
. ish, serving perhaps as a scapegoat for them, and, more concretel71 he 
becomes, against his will, guilty for the deaths of the hostages who are 
taken as reprisals for his olill continued existence. And again, he ac-
cepts the guilt for the wanton murder of young Coral Fellows, who had 
given him shelter and who continually haunts his dreams. He cannot avoid 
801 of these situations, and at the same time he cannot delude himself in-
to feeling, despite his weariness, that he is not in sane W81 responsible; 
he m87 be reprehensibl7 weak, but he is slways strictl7 honest with him-
self. 
Scobie, in The Heart of the Matter, is another of Greene 1 s heroea 
who cannot but tangle himself in those situations originall7 external 
to him which eventually canbi.ne to break his spirit. Out of pity and a 
sense of responsibility that may be overdeveloped, he takes the deaths 
of others, the child's and Pemberton's, upon his head. He involves him• 
self irrevocabl7 with Helen and Louise by trying to help their frailty 
and to give them both the happiness that they both impossibl7 desire. 
ID.timatel7, he is forced to shunt his burden to God, who cannot give it 
back, but this onl7 increases his despair and quickens his intention to 
canmit suicide. 
And, as a last. example, we might take Fowler, the middle-aged 
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English journalist who narrates ths story of The Quiet Alllerican. Fow-
ler thinks thst life has taught him that not to believe in more than 
you csn see and touch, that to be disengaged, not to be involved ("let 
them fight, let them love, let them murder"), 44 is the only possible way 
in which to approach life. But he learns, after a particularlY irrespon-
sible and destructiv,e bomb has shattered women and children, that "sooner 
· or later ••• one hss to take sides. If one is to remain humanp.l.iand thus 
he arranges the trsp thst sends to his death his friend Pyle, the quiet 
AJaerican, who innoeentl;r perverts inwlVlllllent into destruction. And 
Fowler's story . ends wL th the sad, inexpiable words of one who finallY 
did choose •to remain human, n to be guilty: 
Everything had gone r.l.ght with me since he had died, but how I 44 wished there existed someone to whom I could say thst I was sorry • 
• 
44. The Quiet AJaerican, pp. 27, 227, 247. 
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Chapter V 
THE RADIANT WHEEL AND THE LONG PURSUIT 
"Bllt to sq that a plot is spatial does not deny a temporal movement 
to it, any more, indeed, than to sq that a plot is temporal means 
that it has no setting in space •••• The main object of the one plot is 
to proceed by widening strokes, and to agree that it does so is to im• 
ply space as its dimension. The main object of the other is to trace a 
development, and a developnent equ.ally" implies time. The construction 
of both plots will be inevitabl.J' determined by their aim. In the one 
j we shall f'ind a loosely woven pattern, in the other the logic of cau-
sality." 1 Edwin Muir. 
In this final chapter I will deal chiefly with a single novel of 
Greene, The Power and the Glory1 in an attempt to show how one of 
Greene 1 s symbolic melodramas can be related to the larger problem of 
the modern symbolic novel. Almost any of Greene 1 s novels might have 
been chosen for this purpose, but I take The Power and the Glory for 
two reasons: one, because its structures can be fairly easily eluci-
dated, and1 two, because it is the novel that is generally accepted as 
his best by his most perceptive critics. 
I have just spoken of the structures of this novel in a context 
that would seem to call for the singular (for we usually think of a 
novel as having ! structure), but, as I will show below, my point is 
that The Power and the Glory is bi-s:t;ructured1 as are in fact most 
modern symbolic novels. 
In my discussion of this novel in Chapter II my main concern was 
1. Edwin Muir, The structure of the Novel (London: The Hogarth 
Press, 1928), P• 64. MUir uses npiotn as a synonym for "structure. a 
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to indicate the "radial" or •radiant" structure of the book. I showed 
how the novel 1 s structure took the shape of a wheel, in that the priest, 
existing at the center of the book, was symbolically related to or 
identified with the ot)ler characters, who then stood around him "rad-
iating" outward, as the spokes of a wheel stand out from the finn center, 
the hub. I called this structure "radiant" because that word, while 
carrying the original notion of the wheel, went beyond to suggest the 
religious theme of the book and the central symbolic link between the 
life of the whisky priest and the life of Christ. 
But in addition to this radiant structure there is anotl;ler structure, 
which I have discussed in Chapter IV • This second structure is based 
on the pursuit of the priest, by the lieutenant of police and by God, 
and it is entirely different fran the first. It is a narrowing, nar-
rative structure that depends on the use of "Parallel montage" for the 
effectiveness of its suspense and intensity. 
Now both of these structures exist simultaneously, of course, and 
it is the aim of this chapter to show how that co-existence occurs. 
But it is wise to understand first what is meant by symbolic novel. 
One might simply say that it is what all serious modern novels--all 
nOTels of high style, as Ortega would say--are1 but because these 
novels have not been understood as having a generally common method we 
IIIUSt go further. Fortunately, there are two recent studies which at-
tempt to elucidate the aesthetic of the modern novel. 
The first of these studies is Joseph Frank's essay "Spatial Fonn 
in Modern Literature 1 n to which I shall return; the second is idlliam 
York Tindall's The Literary §ymbol1 which will give us a working 
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definition of the symbolic novel. 
Tindall explains that the modern novel has becane like a tightly-
organized, complex, and internally related poem. He says: 
And: 
As tight and reflexive as poans, S;7111bolist novels insinuate their 
meanings by a concert of elements. Images, allusions, hints, 
changes of rhytbn, and tone--in short, all the devices of sug-
gestion-support and sanetimes carry the principal burden.2 
novelists, whose narratives and characters were still inviting, 
took over the function once exercised by poets •••• The better 
novel became a kind of poetry.2 
But there is a problem here, for any organization of words exists in 
time; it cannot be apprehended as a wnole as a plastic object can. 
Thus, 
Equally temporal, the lyric is there on its page, but the novel 
as a whole is never before us for contemplation as a painting is, 
and we are forced to contemplate the current part. If wholes 
are more important than their parts, that is a great disadvantage, 
greater in the case of symbolist novels than of a simpler kind; 
for whereas the common novel depends largely upon narrative to 
!Carry its meaning and narrative is suitably temporal, the symbolist 
;novel depends less upon sequence of events than upon reflexive re-
\lationships among its elements.3 
Thus, fran a purely quantitative point of view, any novel, but especially 
a symbolic4 novel, suffers more than a poem fran its temporality. 
If we return now to the two structures of The Power and the Glory, 
it will be seen that the second structure, that of the narrative pur-
suit, which runs chronologically from the beginning of the book to 
the. end, is like that of the earlier, non-symbolic novel, and we see, 
too, that it is temporal--it flows. And it takes only one reading to 
2. William York Tindall, The Literary Symbol (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1955), PP• 68, 69. 
3. Tindall, P• 263. 
4. I prefer "symbolic" to •symbolist," for the latter suggests a 
school of poets, 'llidle the follller suggests sanething nearer npoetic, n 
which is what Tindall also means. 
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understand this. 
The first structure, however, the radiant wheel, is an example of 
the typical structure of the syllibolic novel, and it is static-ideally, 
one must draw a picture or a diagram in order to describe it; thus, 
we say it is spatial. And, further, it will not reveal itself on 
first reading; as one reads one has a developing consciousness of more 
and more relationships and identifications that must be made, and one 
must rely on memory (or notes) if one is to grasp this structure. But 
no effort of memory is needed to follow the temporal pursuit structure. 
/ Greene has lilade a combination of the spatial and the temporal in order 
to create his symbolic melodrama, and we may even say that the spatial 
gives us the symbolic element and the temporal the melodramatic as 
long as we do not forget that the novel itself is an indissoluble 
whole. 
Let me add that there is nothing unique in Greene's combination; 
it is the aesthetic method of the modem novelist. For example, Moby 
~is also a symbolic pursuit, as are many of Faulkner's novels 
(Light in August, The Wild Palms, or The Old Man), and the novels of 
such different writers as Dostoyevsky and Henry James, though perhaps 
not pursuit novels, make the same magic combination of space and time. 
There are, of course, other symbolic novels which give as little 
as possible to time, like Virginia Woolf1 s The Waves, which seems to 
exist in the vacUUIII of a glass bell, and which we read claustrally, ' 
relating one sensitively rendered moment to another, but a novel like 
The Waves is misguided in intention, for t.ime lends life to fiction, 
and most symbolic novelists are aware of this. 
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Aristotle first noted the necessity for an action, a temporal hap-
·. pening1 that was significant and probable (that is, conceived and exe-
cuted with a certain verisimilitude), llld which made the play dynamic. 
Modern poetry (by which I mean that poetry which developed from the Roman-
tics through Baudelaire and the symbolistes and into the twentieth cen-
tury), however, has not had as its first interest the description of an 
action. In content, it has been more interested in states of mind, 
j either of the poet or of his personae, and in form it has developed an 
aesthetic that holds that all of the parts are to be related (ideally, 
in an organic way) to the whole. Consequently, it has beccme a poetry 
· that is allusive and infra-refracting, a poetry that renders and does 
not state (and modern poets discovered that the best poets of earlier 
ages wrote in the same way), a poetry that does not immediately organize 
itself on the page, but rather leaves the process of organization, which 
is essential for comprehension, up to the reader, who must relate for 
himself, re-read, md study. 
It is this kind of poetry that the a,mbolic novel has taken over 
for its spatial structure, bu:t. in most cases it has combined the method 
of modern poetry with the Aristotelian dlllllsnd for a significant action. 
In this combination, however, there may be an important change in Aristot-
le's criteria, for, in the interest of the spatial structure, the sym-
bolic novelist is often ~lling to relinquish some of the verisimilitude 
that a purely temporal novelist would feel was essential. This is the 
case with Greene and those other symbolic melodramatists whom I have 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. For instance, Faulkner and Dos-
toyevsky do not hesitate to describe events and characters who are, to 
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say the least, out of the ordinary--Benjy and Prince Myshkin are suf• 
J ficient examples, and they have been created to make the spatial and 
symbolic structures of The Sound and the Fury and The Idiot, respectively, 
rather than to contribute to the temporal and probable structures of 
those books. This is not to say that mental defectives and incurable 
epileptics do not exist, it simply points out that Aristotle (and 
Fielding and Jane Austen) would have found them out of place in a play 
or a novel--and not for reasons of decorum. 
Thus Greene aligns himself with Faulkner and Dostoyevsky and the 
other members of that tradition that I have outlined in the preceding 
chapter in that his interest in the symbolic, spatial structure changes 
the whole texture of his fiction. 
Joseph Frank, who first clarified the concept of spatial structure, 
has pointed out the semblance of the art of primitive peoples with the 
art of our own century and the likeness of both to periods that "are 
dani.nated by a religion that completely rejects the natural world as a 
realm of evil and imperfection. n5 Without arguing that we live in 
such a period, it should be clear, fran my discussion of Greene's 
Weltanschauung (in Chapter lli) 1 that he regards the world nas a 
realm of evil and imperfection," that original sin is at the core of 
his Catholic metaphysics. Frank adds that 
In both cases--the primitive and the transcendental--the will-to-
art ••• diverges from naturalism t.o create esthetic forms that will 
satisfy the spiritual needs of their creators; and in both cases 
these forms are characterized by an emphasis on linear-geometrical 
5. Joseph Frank, "SPatial Fozm in Modem Literature," in Criti-
cism: The ent1 ed. Mark Schorer1 
osep Harcourt, Brace, 1948) 1 
P• 390. 
patterns, on an elimination of objective, three-dimensional shapes 
and objective, three-dimensional sgace, on the daninance of the 
plane in all types of plastic art, 
and he goes on to show how this generalization is easily applicable to 
literature. 
In order to make clear the relationship of Frank's thesis to The I 
Power and the Glory, I would add Victor de Pange 1 s insight that "~ 
puissance et la gloire SSt t~S proche d I un myst'ere medi{val, ,7 and 
my earlier citation from Greene's discussion of Shakespeare: 
It must be remembered that we are still within the period of the 
Morality: they wre being acted yet in the country districtst 
they had been absorbed by Shakespeare, just as much as he ab-
sorbed the plays of Marlowe, and the abstraction--the spirit of 
Revenge (Hamlet), of Jealousy (othello), of Ambition (Macbeth), 
of Ingratitude (Lear), ot Passion (Anthony and Cleopatra)-still 
rules the play. And rightly. Here is the watershed between the 
morality and the play of character: the tension betren the two 
is perfectly kept: there is dialectical perfection. 
And what is the difference between the morality play and the play of 
character but the difference between a spatial and a temporal organi-
zation? The s,ymbolic novel at its best exists at that watershed, the 
top of that thin. ridge, wbich is the tension between the two. 
Thus, Greene has given us, in The Powr and the Glorzj beyond the 
temporal, melodramatic pursuit, a study of the character of the whisky 
priest which is itself temporal, but beyond this he has created a 
static, symbolic structure, which is akin tq allegory without ever 
resolving into a simple series of on~to-one equations between charac-
ters and concepts. It is this nearly allegorical structure that is 
6. Frank, P• 390. 
7. Pange, P• 117. 
8. Greene, British D~amatists, p. 114. 
the ~eel-like pattern ~ch can best be conve.red by a drawing ("linear-
geometrical patterns"), the radial, radiant, radiating (because of the 
hope at the end of the book) pattern that forces a subtle lack of veri-
similitude on the temporal structure of the novel. 
Before embarking on a discussion of this lack of verisimilitude in 
The Power and the Glory, it should be said that for the reader, emotion-
ally, the events and the characters of the novel "make sense"--when he 
is absorbed in the book he does not sa:y, "This could not happen." 
But there is a drive in Greene's imagination here, a drive which 
makes him create a single priest out of the tiny shards of at least three 
real priests (as we !mow from the evidence of The Lawless Roads) and to 
make his whisky priest a tenacious man of God in a way that goes far 
be.rond the stories of any of the three priests--like Benjy or Myshkin, 
the priest is slightly beyond ~at we !mow or e:xpect. And, in addition, 
Greene has, by suggestion, made an analogy, without insisting on a sim-
ple correspondence, between his priest and Christ, as Faullmer and Dos-
toyevsky have done with their characters. 
Why is the priest nameless? And why is his persecutor, the lieu-
tenant, nameless too? Clearly, it is because names individuate and by 
their very particularity assign small, local associations, and, in 
this novel, Greene wants to be free of such limiting factors, so that, 
although he gives both priest and persecutor believable backgrounds, 
they both have typical backgrounds for what they are. In other novels 
Greene is apt to give his characters the same kind of typical back-
ground and to give them signifying names (Anthony Farrant, Conrad Dro-
ver, and Raven, for instance), but here his passion inclines him more 
/ 
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strongly than ever toward symbolization, so that if the priest is to be / 
related, by" suggestion, to Christ, then the lieutenant. is to be under-
stood as a Saul of Tarsus. 
Further, 'WI! see that the people that the priest meets are aJ.l sym• 
bolic of some aspect of the human condition: a trapped man (Dr. Tench) • v 
a criminal (the .AJnerican gunman), children wham he cannot fully under-
, 
stand (Coral and Brigitta), a lapsed priest (Padre Jose), Judas (the 
mestizo), a beggar with inside information (nameless, but like himself), 
a pious liOlllall (likewise nameless, but part of his old self), lovers (his 
temptation)-in short, like Christian in The Pilgrim's Progress he travels 
an unknown way, continually meeting upsets, or sides, of his character, 
God-ordained obstructions or revelations, lbich eventually help him to 
his death lllld salvation. 
Although the pursuit is aJ.ways present, we realize, through the 
priest •s meetings and confrontations with these characters (who, because 
of the way in loirl.ch Greene has made them, liOuld be 11fiat 11 in E. M. Forster's 
terms)/ that in back, as it "Were, of the pursuit there is being elaborated 
another, deeper meaning--the structure of the radiant wheel, and 'WI! would 
not see this if these characters were presented with fUll verisimilitude. 
As we study this novel we feel its roundness, especially as it is 
presented in one great scene, and we recognize the all-integrating 
wholeness of the wheel. on which Greene has based his symbolic structure. 
In this scene, the priest, disguised, has been jailed; he does not 
know what his offense is, but he is thrust into a crammed, stench-
9. See Forster's AsElects of the Novel (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
1927), PP• 103-llB, for s discussion of tb.e type of character which 
he calls nfiat. n · 
filled cell. In the course of the night he hears (for he cannot see any-
thing) aggressive, importunate people, an old man out of his mind1 two 
people making love, a pious woman, talk of bastard children (painful to 
him1 for he has a daughter), and all the voices of the world--for the 
cell is the world. He tells them that he is a priest, and1 despite 
the fact that there is a price on his head1 no one will reveal him to 
the police at dawn. The prisoners are sullen, perhaps unhappy, about 
their integrity, but we feel that there is a final goodness in their re-
fusal to betray him which is connected with the final greatness (in 
Greene's ow religious terms) 1 and that this is related to the final 
generosity of God in accepting sinners into his kingdom (as we feel 
the priest is accepted at the end of the book), but we could not have 
had this feeling if we had not been prepared for it by the evolving, 
poetic structure of the whole book. 
Greene has, in The Power and the Glory perhaps preeminently, 
given us a fUsion of the temporal and the spatial, the long, melo-
dramatic pursuit and the slowly-developed, carefully-related radiant 
wheel that stands in back of the pursuit, 111d he has endowed it with 
the significance that we demand of the modern novel. When we have be-
come aware of the wheel and its implications, we have a knowledge of 
"the thick rotundity of the world." 
Appelldix A 
GREENE AS DRAMATIST: 
THE LIVING ROOM 
Graham Greene's first play, The Living Roam,1 appeared in 1953. 
It deals, like The Heart of the Matter, with the conflict between Catho-
liciam and a love that Catholiciam cannot sanction, but the play dif-
fers from the novel in that the conflict is placed in an ambience of 
Catholicism--suffocating, middle-class London Catholicism. 
The title, as do so many of Greene's, holds a pun, but one that 
will not reveal itself to an audience immediately. When the curtain 
goes up on the cliche' opening of the maid who crosses the stage and 
then departs as a bell rings, and when she returns with two obvious 
lovers, tense ani embarrassed, the audience may feel that it is to wit-
ness a standard drawing-room (reduced to a living room in post-war Eng-
land) comedy. But this opening -is ironic, for something is slightly 
wrong lii th the ro0111 and with the people. Only the tops of the trees 
may be seen fr0111 the windows; the living room is on the third floor be-
cause all of the rooms in the house in which people have died have been 
closed off; the inhabitants, two old maiden ladies and their brother, a 
crippled priest,2 cannot live in dying rooms. The fear of death hangs 
heavy over the play. 
Rose Pemberton, a girl of twenty, who has been left an orphan by 
1. New York: Viking, 1954. 
2. The priest has been forced into this situation by his sisters, 
and he does not approve. But neither does he make any attempt to change 
matters; he is too conscious of his own helplessness to act effectively. 
the recent death of her mother, has cQIIe to live with her aunts and 
her uncle in the old house in London. But she has just entered into 
an adulterous affair with the executor of her estate, Michael Dennis, 
a lecturer in psychology in the University of London, and a man twenty-
five years older than she is. The problem of the play centers on Rose, 
for she is torn by the pain of having to make a choice between two 
equally unhappy courses, and eventually she is forced to suicide (like 
so many of Greene's characters) as a wey out. 
Catholicism here is morbid and sick.3 United with the fear of 
death is a soul-shrivelling piety, and in Helen, the younger but strong-
er of the two sisters, an ugly Pharisaism. Helen is willing to lie, 
spy, and bully in order to break Rose's love for Dennis. Teresa wan-
ders vaguely in a world of childish senility, never really observing, 
much less CQIIprehending1 the struggle that goes on around her. James, 
the priest, has been walled up in the house for twenty years, his legs 
paralyzed by an accident. He yearns to serve others, but he carmot 
give h811.p when help is needed; his physical paralysis mirrors the 
paralysis of his soul. But, unlike his sisters, he knows that he has 
failed, knows that in some wey all of than are responsible for Rose's 
suicide, knows that they have only "dead goodness. Holy books, holy 
pictures, a subscription to the Altar Society,n knows that Rose met 
"fear, not love, in this house." (pp. 9D-91) 
3. Harold Clurman, in a generally sympathetic review of the play 
(Nation, CLXnX r1954 ], 496-497) says that the house is 11an oblique 
symbol for the Catholic -Church. 11 But if he is right in his general in-
terpretation of the meaning, as I think he is, (n'fhe purport of this 
stor,r is to tell us first that we cannot not suffer in life, that we must 
trust in some metaphysical justification for our suffering or we cannot 
live, and that neither a dr,y rationalism nor an empty piety can sustain 
us in our common dilemma.") then need house symbolize Church? Rather, 
Greene's conception of the true Church is only suggested, not embodied, 
in the play. 
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Rose, too, is, o! course, a Catholic, but she is fresh and rebel-
lious, eager to meet life now and repent later; she knows the value o! 
love, and she wants love. In Rose we see the encounter o! innocence 
with the complexity o! life and love. Innocence is pained and sees 
pain around it in such a clash, and the pain is too much. And Catholi-
cism adds to the complexity and heightens the tension of the struggle. 
Rose wants happiness, and she cannot understand or love a God who will 
not give happiness to men. But the dead life of the living room and 
three weeks o! afternoon love-making in the Regal Court Hotel mature 
her--she has time to think. And she is trapped finally. Her lover is 
tied by a love that she cannot understand to his hysterical wife; she 
lives in a waste place surroWlded by those devoid o! love; and when she 
goes to the priest, her uncle, !or help, when, as he sa;rs, 
"God gave me my chance. He flung this child here, at my knees, 
asking for help, asking fbr hope," 
(p. 121) 
his "tongue is heavy with the Penny Catechism," (p. 112) and she breaks 
her baffled loneliness by committing suicide, first babbling an inco-
herent, childish prayer: 
"Our Father, who art--who art--•••• Bless Mother, Nanny, and Sister 
Marie-Louise, and please God don't let school start ever again." 
(p. 114) 
It is a grim play, but, as is usually the case with his suicides, 
Greene refuses to accept the narrow judgement o! the Church on this, 
the worst sin a Catholic can commit. The priest, who has a sense of 
God's mercy, tells Rose's lover after her death: 
ni wish you'd leave Him alone today. Don't talk of Him with such 
hatred even if you don't believe in Him. I! He exists, He loved 
her too, and saw her take that senseless drink. And you don't 
know, and I don't know, the amO\lllt of love and pity He's spend-
ing on her now." 
(p. 123) 
And he adds that man cannot hope to escape pain and suffering--it is 
his lot--but that God suffered with man, and that beyond the pain of 
time there is eternity. It is a hard consolation, if it is a:rq con-
solation at all; but it is the only one, for it follows inevitably 
from the tight trap of the play's situation. 
There is much to be said for The Living !loom. At a time when the 
craft of dramatic prose seems nearly forgotten, Greene has written 
economical, clear, meaningful speeches for his characters that have a 
fine rhythm when heard in the theatre. And as Eric Bentley has said: 
How good it is to see religion shown on stage as, for better or 
worse, a substantial part of people 1s lives I How pleasant to 
encounter a religious4playwright who is not naive or inhibited about sexual passion I 
But Bentley had many questions that he would like to ask of Greene, as 
will anyone who sees or reads the play, and the root of the play's 
difficulties rests in the fact that Greene 
is ironically enough the one modern novelist mose serious thoughts 
are most difficult to translate into viable dramatic action. This 
is due partly to the intensity of his literary treatment and his 
uncompromising 1;one. It is due largely to the complications of 
these thoughts .5 
As Bentley says, Rose is unfinished, and one feels (beyond the 
fact that Greene is new to the task of creating characters for the stage) 
4. Eric Bentley, review of The Living Room, New Republic, December 
13, 1954, p. 22. 
5. Anon., "This is Graham Greene," Newsweek, November 29, 1954, 
P• 92. 
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that this ia because Greene was more interested in the conflict that he 
had planned than in dsveloping her into a complete dramatic character. 
In the thickness of a novel, given the sheer l'Jeight of detail, this 
would not have happened; Rose would there be seen in the context of her 
whole life, and the motives that drove her to suicide would have been 
clearer. 
There are other weaknesses. The Living Room ia, to some extent, 
a play of ideas, and yet Greene 
perpetrates what is, in this field,_ the Number One error: to give 
the author's spokesman all the good lines. (Bernard Shaw knew 
better when he e:ave the knock-down arguments, not to Joan, but to 
tbe Inquisitor.) For the priest who turns out to be a flawed lmman 
bein5 has through most of the play been the voice of Catholic wis-
dom. 
This last remark is troe, azrl w ask why, if Father James knows so much 
of the heart of man and has such faith in the love and mercy of God, 
why cannot he help Rose when she needs rwn, or why cannot he intervene 
before the situation becomes explosive and destroctive? The priest lllllst 
be either, as a person, less than his words lead us to believe he is or 
he should be more capable of spiritual action t-han he ia in the play. 
Again, one feels that the prior concept of tbe paralyzed priest has 
taken too much of a hold on Greene's mind. 
It would seem that many poets and novelist-s who have achieved stat.-
ure azrl success in tbeir clx>sen arts turn naturally, in middle age, to 
the deadest of tbe major art forms in our time, the drama. One thinks 
of Eliot, Faulkner, Mauriac, Henry James, Dylan Thomas, Hemingway, even 
6. Bentley, p. 22. 
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D. H. Lawrence, who wrote several plays in the last decade of his life. 
None of these men have created plays that are artistically comparable to 
their poems and novels, but the challenge of the theatre is great and 
the writers undeterred by the drama's difficulties. Greene is only the 
most recent example of this urge in the writer that apparently cannot 
be denied, and the future may show us plays that are as interesting as 
The Living Room, but more successful as plays. 7 
7. The New York Times recently announced that Greene has completed 
a new play, The Potting slied. 
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Appendix B 
A CHECKLIST OF GREENE'S 
SPECTATOR CINOO REVIEWS. 
During the late thirties and on into the ear]Jr years of the war, 
the Spectator covered the cinema, English, American, and Continental, 
with brilliance. Although all reviews were limited to a single column, 
the contributors managed to discuss new f1lms and the permanent aesthe-
tic and social problems of the cinema with an almost unbelievable cogen~::y. 
Graham Greene was the most regular of the contributors, serving as 
film critic fran 1935 to 1939 (with time out for his Mexican journey) 
and submitting occasional reviews until 1940. Among the other contribu-
tors werer Basil Wright, Alistair Cooke, Stuart Legg, and Edgar Anstey. 
These reviews were not titled, and most frequentzy the critic would 
have to discuss several new (and, for the most part, unenduring or worth-
less) films--the recent arrivals at the London theatres. But, whether 
confronted with the usual bleak weekly assortment of trash or with worth-
while new films or revivals, Greene (and the other critics) kept to a 
high standard of film criticism; he wrote with an intelligence and know-
ledge of film problems tmknown in weekly reviewing in this country. 
This checklist is extremezy simple. It sets down, by volume, the 
pages on which Greene's criticism appears. It seemed foolish to record 
the titles (most of them deservedly forgotten) of the f1lms under re-
view. However, I have placed an asterisk next to the pages on which 
exceptionalzy interesting material appears. 
CLV 
CLVI 
CLVII 
(July-December 1935), PP• 14, 54, 94, 150, 1B6, 222, 257, 290, 
322, 353, 390, 426, 462, 5o6, 547*• 6o6, 663*, 71B, 774. B14, 
B63, 900, 940, 9B4, 102~. and 1o6B. 
(Januar.y-June 1936), pp. 14, 50, 91*, 1291 170, 211, 254*, 3001 343, 396, 467, 512, 515*. 616, 664, 103, 744, 791, B35, B79, 
931, 97B, 1036, 1080, 1131, and 1171. 
(July-December 1936), PP• 15*• 56t 91, 1391 1991 235, 2701 307, 343*• 319, 416, 455, 495, 543, 5~2, 632, 679, 747, BoB, B51, 
905, 945, 9B91 1037*• 1081, and 1122. 
CLVIII (January-June 1937)1 PP• 15, 2191 267*• 312, 35~, 403, 516, 5Bo, 619, 663, 707, 759, B05, and B6o. 
CLIX (July-December 1937), no cinema reviews. 
CLX (January-JIUle 1938), PP• 1056, 109~, and 1144*• 
CLXI (July-December 193B), PP• 16, 232, 264, 299, 335, 767, B07, B5B, 
and 901. 
CLXII (Januar.y-JIUle 1939), PP• 349, 592, 632, 66B*• 70B, 760*, B04, 
B52, 901, 951*1 991, 1036, 1o8B, and 112B. 
CLXIII (July-December 1939), PP• 15, 52, 92, 144, 1BO, 217, 252, 2B9, 
325, 49B, 443*, 471, 504, 544. 584, 619, 64B, 683, 744, 776, 
B16, B64, 900, and 932. 
CLXIV (January-JIUle 1940), PP• 16, 44, 76, 108, 144, 179, 2131 24B, 
284, 32B, and 361. 
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215 
The Relayionship between moonn and Religious Ideas 
in the Fiction of Graham Greene. 
This dissertation is based on the premise that, granting the liter-
ary gift, a writerls religion may be believed in and felt to such a degree as 
to detezmine not only what he writes but ·also how he writes. In the 
case of Graham Greene, this is the first systematic investigation of 
the relationship between belief and fonn; for his critics have hereto-
fore been content to study him either as a novelist of the modern temper, 
' 
without regard for his religious ideas and beliefs, or as a Catholic 
whose novels depict and deplore the modern world, without regard for 
the .tbnn that these novels tal<B. Clearly • such a study as the present 
one is needed in order that Greene ma;y be understood in his totality-
as a modern man, a Catholic, and a craftsman. 
Chapter I is a brief sketch of Greene 1 s career as a writer. Chapter 
II proceeds to a detailed, chronological survey of Greene 1 s fiction. 
I I This chapter is not a series of resumes, but describes the themes that 
are to be found in Gree~.els work and attempts to study the novels criti-
cally and to evaluate them. Chapter Ill is a study of Greenels Weltan .. 
schauung. It serves as a bridge from lihich one can look back on the 
body of Greene1 s fiction and from which one can look forward to the 
. typical fozm, which grows out:. of his spiritual needs, that this fiction 
J 
takes. This typical !om, which I have designated "s~bolic melodrama, II 
is the subject of Chapter IV. The tezm "symbolic melodrama" is freed 
of certain pejorative connotations, related to a large number of earlier 
and contemporary writers, and is finally broken up into its component 
parts and applied to Greene• s fiction. Chapter V deals with The Power 
and the Gloq, perhaps Greene's .flnest novel; it shows how that "symbolic 
melodrama" is related to the larger type of the modern symbolic novel. 
Chapter II, "A Descriptive and Evaluative Survey of Graham Greene's 
Fiction," covers all of Greene's wrk from The Man Within (1929) to.!!!!!, 
Quiet AJnerican (1955). It includes his "entertainments," that is, his 
shorter work, which he distinguishes from the novels proper. These "en-
tertainments 1 n though less carefully develoled in characterization t~ 
the novels and freer in the use of coincidences and improbabilities, are 
important to a study of Greene, for they reveal the same obsessions and 
themes that the novels reveal. This chapter indicates Greene's growth 
as a novelist, but beyond this it shows that even.before.,l938,,when, in 
Brighton Rock, he first JUde his chief characters Catholics, his books 
were strongly infiuenced by his religious ideas. These religious ideas 
are not always :hmnediately apparent, for it is characteristic of him to 
suggest buried themes and subterranean patterns rather than to state 
:his intentions. These hidden elEIIIIents are elucidated, and it is shown 
' :how they give depth and form to his work. In addition, Greene's sue-
\ 
ceases and failures as a novelist are discussed, the books under survey 
are related to each other, and certain of the infiuences that he has 
)felt from other novelists are pointed out. This chapter assumes some 
familiarity with Greene's wrk, and, at no time, does it attempt to sum-
marize the content of his novels, except when such description is necessary 
for clarification. It is meant to provide a basis for further ditscussion 
of Greene, and, at the same time, to constitute an UP-to-the-date evalua-
tion of his work. 
Chapter III, "The Imagination of Disaster," presents those materials 
from Greene's own writing (generally in the form of autobiography, travel 
books, essays, and book reviews) which allow for an assessment of his . 
Weltanschauung• It is not the aim of this chapter to pronounce judge-
ment on Greene 1 s beliefs 1 but simply to set them forth in an orderly 
fashion. In addition, an attempt is made to show how these beliefs 
arise from Greene's own needs as an individual. From Greene's own de-
scription of his childhood ws lalow that he felt the presence of evU in 
the world at an early age, and that even as a child he found it easier 
to believe in hell than in heaven. It is shown that he has always seen 
·life as ferocious and sinister, and that the Catholic Church, in its doc-
trines of original sin and the redemption of man• s fallen nature by the 
sacrifice o! Christ, provided Greene with the structure of belief that 
best suited his character. Beyond this, it is the Catholicism of St. 
Augustine (as opposed to various fol'IIS of Pelagianism), 'ld.th Augustine's 
deep conviction of the sinfUlness of man, that most appeals to Greene 
within the Catholic Church. Thus, Greene• s belief in original sin is 
c0111pared to Pascal's 1 and it is shown that both writers hold this belief 
because of their horror of the impermanent 8D:i the impure that they find 
ever,ywhere in the world, and because they must have some reassurance of 
an absolut;e fixity and order; which they find in God and the Catholic 
dogma. Finally, it is shown that Greene's preoccupation with the guilty 
man who is pursued through a niglrt.mare world is a natural outgrowth of 
his belief. 
Chapter IV 1 nsymbolic Melodrama in the Fiction of Graham Greene 1 n 
carries this last idea into a discussion of the form that his fiction 
most typically takes. First, the tem "-elodraman is shown not always 
\to bear a pejorative meaning, and a tradition of melodrama, symbolic be-
cause of its moral dynamism, is delineated. In fiction, this tradition 
has had its most significant manifestations in certain novelists from 
the mid-nineteenth century to the present. Then the elements of "sym-
bolic melodrama," as renected in the writers o:f this tradition, are 
isolated and defined. They are seven: a minatory atmosphere, grotesque 
characters, surprise, coincidence, the narrative of a pursuit, a clim-
actic plot, zd the guilty hero. It is argued that, if most of these 
elements are present in a novel, then one may designate that novel as ..; 
belonging to the genre of "symbolic melodrama." Greene's own fiction 
is then examined in tel'JIIS of these seven elements. His melodramatic 
fictional liDrld is shown to be a not surprising outcome of his dualis-
tic habit of mind, fortified by a passionate Augustinian Catholicism, 
which gives him a vision of each human life as the battlegro\Uld for a 
connict of the powers of heaven and hell; llbich allows all of life to 
be meaningf'ul1 surprising, and shocld.ng because each act is an eternal 
one; which allows of cataclysmic correspondences and confrontations and 
of apocalyptic, explosive disclosures; which emphasizes the dark side 
and the potential criminal in each man; and which allows for the be-
- wildering intervention of supernatural grace. Greene's religious ideas, 
which arise :from his own need o:f a structure of belief, are, then, shown 
to be the basis of his characteristic fictional fom. 
Chapter V 1 "The Radian;t Wheel and the Long Pursuit," the final chap-
ter, is an analysis of one novel, The Power and the Glory. It is shown 
that this novel is bi-structured, having both a spatial and a temporal 
